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Man in the Modern World

Pyotr FEDOSEYEV

The problem of man as the central theme of thc lSth World
Congress of Philosophy is not accidental. It can s:rfcly be said that
man is one of the most topical and urgent problenls of our time in
which the complex and contradictory picture of thc soci::rl, scientific,
technical and ethical development of humanity has bccn brought into
focus.

Man became a major subject of thought of philosophcrs, scientists
and cultural figures long ago. However, it is only in the present
epoch di and dynamic changes, and the
complex tice and scientific knowledge that
the lund s being have come to the fore,
demanding a thorough philosophical analysis.

New conditions of the existence and development of man have
taken shape at the close of this century. These incltrde, first, the
intensification of the processes of the social renewal of the world, and
the acceleration of the movement of humanity from obsolete to new'

ane forms of social organisation. Second, the
r of man's labour activity which means that as

and technological revolution the development
of the productive forces has approached the point when any further
progress of production increasingly depends on the advancement of
man himself. Third, a new situation is taking shape in man's relations
with the environment. Fourth, the new conditions of man's existence
and development are connected with the greater possibilities of
enhancing the influence of the rational and ethical aspects in his vital
activity as a bio-social being.

Finally, the new conditions of man's being are engendered by the
complication of the international factors furthering social progress in
our age. A fundamentally new situation faces humanity today. The
threat of thermonuclear war poses the question of the very survival
of mankind, of human civilisation. Not only must this threat be
eliminated; it is no less urgent to create a mode of life and
international relations, under which the fruits of scientific and
technical progress would benefit the whole of mankind.

Naturally, these and other aspects of the problem of man call for
its more profound socio-philosophical study.

MAN AS A COMPREHENSIVE PROBLEM.
SPECIFIC FEATURES OF ITS PHILOSOPHICAL STUDY

In our time, the problem of man, in one or another aspect, has
become, directly or indirectly, a general problem for all sciences, all
spheres of the artistic comprehension of nature, the entire system of
culture. Involved is the broadest range of conceptual, socio-political
and ethical views and forecasts, sometimes mutually excluding one
anothel.

Previously, too, man was an object of study by a number of
sciences, among them anthropology, psychology, biology, physiology,
pedagogics, ethics and medicine. But in conrrast to the preceding
period, the modern studies of man are distinguished by a considera-
bly greater diversity of approaches, new aspects, and new questions;
as a. result several new scientific disciplines, interdisciplinary connec-
tions and marginal, overlapping problems have appeared. Among
such new disciplines and trends in the system of the natural sciences
are the physiology and morphology of man's age, the typology of
higher nervous activity, the genetics of man, and somatology, and in
the system of the humanities-ergonomics, axiology, heuristics, and
social ecology. Also many technical sciences, such as cybernetics and
the theory of information, are increasingly joining in the study of the
problem of man.

As a result, the general volume of scientific knowledge about man
is quite impressive. However, it has not been possible so far to create
an integral picture of man's vital activity on its basis. We are now
faced with the danger of being swamped with the material
accumulated as a result of the studies of different "particular"
questions. 'Ihe problem lies not only in the growing amounr of
particular scientific data, but also in the difficulty of comparing and
generalising these data, since they are related to different sciences
using different conceptual apparatuses and methods of investigation.
That is why it is methodological quesrions that are now looming large
in the study of the problem of man. In this connection an analysis of
the specificity of the levels and merhods of studying man by different
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sciences, their correlation and synthesis has aequired speeial impor-
tance.

modern scientific methods.

managerial relations. In its turn, the task of the further creative

As is known, there are two diametrically opposed approaches to
the question of the eorrelation of philosophy and the splcial sciences
in studying the problems of man: scientistic and anti-icientistic. On
the one hand, the rapid successes
rise to positivist ideas about the
knowledge being able to rackle the
On the other hand, representatives
(some of them hav
priority to the "pu
of man, and emph
as something alien
th-e experience of modern philosophical and scientific investigations
of the problem erf man has shown that absolutisation of both the

speeific activity that man is
revealed this activity and its
eoncrete nd the spiritual, the
material lised.

o the know presup-
pos those aspec nd vital
acti im as a creating
the existence( estate,

interconiections. But can a uniform, comprehensive and integral
theory of man be built on the basis of combining the heterogeneous

data about him? In our view, it ci nnot. For man is a most complex
system to be studied not by just o^ne, but an entire complex of social

uhd .r.trr.tl sciences, each'one of n methods

and approaches. References to th nces made

in this tontext are hardly convinc knowledge

is not the merging or tire mutu , but their
i"t.o.ti"" and-recTprocal enriehment for reaching a joint.solution of
comprehensive problems, each being studied by a special science in
some one asPect.

The attempts to unite various scienti man with the
use of particular scientific and special tific methods

often tuin into a fragmentary, eclectic essential and
inessential aspects, spe-cific feaiur :s and Thus, instead

of an integral scieniific picture we get a mechanical combination of
heterogene"ous data aboui man. It is clear that no systematisation and

summing up (even the most c
obtained by particular sciences
about man as an integral sYstem
qualities and an integral notion abor' Meanwhile, there- is a pressing need for such a

coherent concePt that should )oretieally ensure a ne

knowledge about man, inc iog the well-grould
connecte-d with the formation the individual in the

A comprehensive approach to the study- of man is, of eourse,
csserv- i.,r it oDens broad Dros rects for deepening our scientificnecessary, for it opens pros.rects for deepening our scientific

. multiformitv of his soeial and naturalknowledge about man in all thi multiformity of his soeial and.natural

the social, ethical and natural biological factors.
Philosophv is to plav a speeial role here, for owing to its speeificPhilosophy is to play a speeial role h-ere, for owing to. lts sPeeltlc

:ures, ini. branih 
'of knowledge fulfils the funetion of anfeatures, this branch of

integrator of the knowledge about man. A major task here is to
com"prehend these specif-ie features ahd. the essenee 

"f . ll'
philisophical concept 

'of *utt, .its,role i".,1h. 9:::]"tl^::^{*f[..r...,'. sciences about man, which study the various asPeets of his
o*isranaa. the elqhargtian of the methodolosv of the inteEralintegralexistence: the elaboration of the methodology of
"-i--ti$i- st,rl, af mrn qnd his frrnctionino in the svtscientific study of man and his funetioning in the- system of soeial,

.."""^i., p'roduction, seientific-technical, and organisational-
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potentials inherent in the individual. This question, as the exPenence
of comprehending the problem of man in the history of philosophi-
cal and scientific thought shows, is no less difficult and important
than developing an adequate understanding of the nature of man.

It is well known, for instance, that the foundations of humanism
as a general theory of man were laid by thinkers of the Renaissance.
Their works expounded the views on man as a being that
independently chooses his aims and realises them on the basis of a
rational analysis of reality. In their concepts man acted as an
internally integral, reasonable and active being. They also posed the
question about the interconnection of human aims and actions with
the conditions of the social environment.

However, thinkers of that epoch did not see the real foundation
of that interconnection. Many of their humanistic concepts therefore
acquired a naturalistic character, since they ascribed primary
significance to the physical structure of man and his natural-
biological features. In contrast to such manifest belittling of the role
of the consciousness and reason of man, concepts were advanced
within the framework of the humanistic tradition which, on the
contrary, absolutised the spiritual in man.

Equally significant is the fact that the lauding of the power of
human reason, of the free man endowed with a strong will, and able
to create and transform the world as he saw fit and enjoy it, which
was characteristic of the European humanistic culture of the new
epoch, was embodied, in all versions of early humanism, in the
concept of the value of the individual and his ability not only to
oppose all and every oppression and pressure from without, but also
to oppose himself to the social environment, to another man, and
nature. As a result, the supporters of that concept proved unable to
place the problem of humanism on concrete-historical ground. The
humanistic ideals proclaimed by them were of an extremely abstract
character and, what is most important, they did not substantiate the
ways of implementing them.

Today, too, humanism is often presented as a doctrine out of
touch with the real life of man and confined to proclaiming some
eternal values far removed from time and the real state of affairs.
Sometimes, humanism boils down to no more than wishes or
standard demands addressed to the individual. Even in those cases
dealing with conceptual systems of notions, ideals and evaluations
which proclaim the common weal to be the highest value and the
main aim of social development and which are critical of the
conditions and forces enslaving man, they often have, to a greater or
lesser degree, features of abstract, contemplative humanism. They
are unable to provide answers to the basic questions standing in the
way of the realisation of humanistic ideals: how, while recognising
the value of man, his creation of history and his own being, to learn
to see such a creator in the real empirical man; how to achieve that
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all people in all countries could really enjoy all human rights, and
satisfy and develop their requirements; how to guaraRtee every
representative of the human race the inviolability of his or her
personal dignity, and a life without devastating wars, huRger, PoverEy
and diseases?

Representatives of all the latest philosophieal ffeRds' whieh
consider analysis of man's being their primary task-be it
personalism, neo-Freudianism, eo'
Orthodoxy or modern Catholic p on
the manifestations of subjectivity, of
the personal. However, it invariably turns out that this subjeetivity,
"primacy" is illusory, is always connected with a definitely formulated
or presupposed dependence of the individual on the supernatural or
any other forces not controlled by man; secondly, this "primaey" is a
speculative expression of a dual "break" between the individual and
society really existing in bourgeois society, on the oRe haRdr and a
break in the individual himself, on the other,

Thus, the idea of the "primacy" of the individtrnl, his absolute
independence, on the general philosophical planc, paradoxieally
becomes, on the historical and social plane, an ilssertion of its
non-sovereignty. And the main reasons for that are the isolation of
man from, and his opposition to, society. In the opinion of
representatives of these philosophical trends, only lry "f reeing"
himself from the social ties imposed on hinr by society does man
preserve his real essence, his individuality, and trecomes l being with
morality.

Such an isolation of the individual from strciety is deeply
contradictory. It is objectively directed against bourgetris soeiety,
whose values and culture man cannot share, and also against the
ideas of social solidarity and liberation movements. At the same time
it can in cal expression and stinlulus to magg

protests as well as one nf the reasons for
ibandon experience has shown, the youth,
student movements based tltl the ideas of
man's opposition to society are as inconsistent and contradietory as

the ideas of anarchic social rebelliousness. For humanists of this type
social reformism is not a problem of the transformation of the soeial

ture and maR's
th of the soeial
reRe\'/al of the
the fiansforma-

tion of the biological nature of man.
Among all humanistic theories of our epoch' it is only the real

humanism of Marx that insists on the priority signifieanee of the
restructuring of social relations. He regards man in his essenee as a
being not in isolation from and not in opposition to these relations,
but is "the ensemble of the social relations".I That is why the task of

t4

realising the ideas and principles of humanism in reality, from
Marx's point of view, is to change man's social status, that is, the
system of soeial relations. By disclosing the social dimension of man,
Marxism has overcome the basic limitation of the humanism that
preeeded it, as well as all subsequent philosophical and anthropologi-
€al eon€€pts. The distinction of Marxist humanism from other
eoneepts lies in that it imparts a real content to the general ideals of
humanism, whieh is a result of scientific analysis, and that it has

turned them into an instrument of practical actions.
To ereate the eonditions of life and development worthy of man

means, above all, to transform the conditions of his work, both
mental and physieal, For it is precisely the social conditions of labour
that determine the measure of man's development as a personality, as

a ereator, In eontrast to idealist concePts Marxism proceeds, in
taekling this protllem, from a simple and clear premise: there is

nothing exeept Rature and man, who is changing it by his vigorous
a€tivity and ereating civilisation out of natural materials. It is
nature-traRsforrning labour that is the first and decisive specific
feature of man which distinguishes him from the animal kingdom
and turned the ape's paw into a human hand able to create
beautiful ctatues out of a block of marble and transform the ore lying
in the depths of the earth into parts of sPace missiles and
synehrophasoffons.

Regarding labour as the force which has given man his human
stature Marxism naturally considers that a truly humane approach
eaRRot but highlight the problem of the emancipation of labour.
Labour has not oRly created man and been, throughout history, the
main eriterion of the humanisation of nature and of man himself,
but €ontinues to be a crucial indicator of the social maturity of man.
Of eourse, oRe €anRot call a society humane, in which the wealth of
some is ereated by the exploitation and misery of others, a society
whieh is ruled by the enslaving division of labour denying millions of
people even the elementary opportunities for realising their natural
requirement for ereative work.

This eontradietion between man and the social conditions limiting
the opportunities for manifesting his personality in socially useful
labour is rooted in the private ownership of the means of production.
Private ownership is not just an economic category. It determines the

nditions of man's life and work. Where the private
f the means of production holds sway the proclamation
freedom means the assertion of conditions for the free

development of a small number of the privileged, whereas the
majority sf 6znhind, deprived of the means of production, does not
have these eonditions. For private ownership not only lies at the basis
of the unjust division of human labour, but constantly alienates its
produets from teal producers. Genuine humanism demands, there-
fore, the abolition of the private ownership of the means of

15



production. To bypass this crucial condition of real humanism and,
all the more, to defend the existence of the Private ownership of the
means of production means to pay lip-service to humanism, to
engage in fruitless day-dreaming.

Recognition of objective conditions as primary does not belittle
the individual and his activity; on the contrary it shows his creative
role and reveals the human dimensions of social Iife in all its unity
and multiformity, contradictions and integrity. For the objective
conditions we are speaking about are not some natural phenomena,
but the products of human activity, the forms and methods of vital
activity which have evolved in the course of the process of creation. It
is absurd therefore to reproach Marxists with singling out only the
"objective", "material" factors of human life and ignoring the
"subjective" ones. The important role of "subjective" factors in
history is clearly defined in Marxism. At the same time, the
connection is disclosed between the subject and the object in human
practice. The subjective is understood as the purposeful, transform-
ing activity of man, that is, man himself and the subjective forms of
human existence, with the important differe nce being that the
subjective form should be understood not only as v:rrious rnanifesta-
tions of man's spiritual life, including his fantasies and illusions about
himself, but as the real and objective forms and rnethods of human
labour, of practical activity transforming natural rnaterials and
creating cultural values.

Of course, emphasis on man's social essence d<;es not mean that
in theory or practice one can disregard his person:rl-existential
characteristics describing the phenomena of subjective reality, man's
inner world, his convictions, ideals, tastes, aspirations, etc. Marxism
has overcome the antinomy of the social and the individual that
prevailed in the history of philosophy, by showing that the individual
is not simply a unique empirical being "disseminated" in society, but
the individual form of the existence of that society. Each individual
as a representative of the human race and the bearer of the generic
features of man, is at the same time an inimitable being. However, it
does not follow from this that the individual is basically opposed to
the social, for it, too, is determined by social characteristics of activity.
The essence of the individual (and not only as a generic being) can
be revealed not by opposing him to the social, but through an
analysis of social relations.

On the other hand, society is not simply a sum of empirical
individuals characterised by casual (individual) specific features, but a

sum total of ties and relations between these individuals. "What is to
be avoided above all," Marx wrote, "is the re-establishing of 'Society'
as an abstraction uis-d-ui,s the individual. The individual is the soci,al

bei.ng. His life, even if it may not aPPear in the direct form of a

communal life carried out together with others-is therefore an
expression and confirmation of social li,fe." 2

l6

Evidently, the emergence of the new in social development cannot
be simply deduced from the present objective reality, from objective
circumstances, without taking into account the specific and little
studied "contribution" which creative activity and such specific
feature of social reality as the consciousness, the subjective world of
man make to objective processes. It is therefore important that the
modern studies of the development processes of man's spiritual
world should overcome the metaphysical isolation of consciousness
from man, from the subject of practical action, as a result of which
consciousness becomes an isolated and the only object of investiga-
tion, existing by itself, in the manner of the Hegel spirit. One cannot
accept the excessive "epistemologisation" of consciousness and
reducing it to cognitive processes (and in some instances, to the
process of obtaining new knowledge), and, accordingly, a "rational-
ised" interpretation of man as mainly a cogitative, "contemplating"
and philosophising individual. Greater account should be taken of
such aspects and functions of consciousness as the choice of the aim,
substantiation of programmes and projects, adoption of decisions,
organisation of actions, evaluation of the results of activities, crrteria
of their effectiveness and of all other aspects of human knowledge
and actions.

The development of the individual proceeds under the influence
of the determining factors of the social and natural environment.
However, the essence of the individual is not a result of any
mechanical inculcation of the laws of the objective world in his
consciousness, but a result of the inner striving of the individual.

.The principle of the unity of the individual and the social is of
major methodological importance not only for overcoming the
attempts to absolutise individual being or dissolve the individual in
society and thus take the protrlem of studying man as an individual
off the agenda. This principle is also important because it pinpoints
the need to pose the problem of man in a broad historical and
socio-philosophical context, with due account of all aspects of man's
existence and development: his personal qualities in their intercon-
nections and interaction with social relations; the laws of the
moulding of the individual in the process of upbringing, education
and labour activity, in socio-cultural work and moral perfection; the
interaction and mutual adaptation of man and technology, especially
the latesu the dialectics of the interconnection of social and biological
features, etc. All these questions need to be thoroughly studied if we
are to understand the world of modern man with due account of the
new conditions and the demands of social development.

NOTES

I K. Marx and F. Engels, Selected Work, Moscow, 1969, Vol. I, p. 14.

2 K. Marx, Economi,c and Philosophi,c Manuscripts of 1844, Moscow, 1967, p. 98.
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faster tha produetion, making up for an inevitable
reduetion
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somewhat increased so that in the fifteen years' as a whole, it will

prove stable.
' -Th. 

grearesr fall is in fuel and raw materials production. While

annually extracting 5 billion me

2.3 billion tons of fuel (in fuel e are

ted and geolog are

g. Fuel ".ra 
., b.e

id eastwards. The result is rising cost of per unit
of production increase

In its present shaPe,
economy. As much as a
the percentage is steadil
objective of the energy Programm
inJestment in the fr"et "nJ raw material complex, has yet to be

reached. There is but one alternative, namely to save resources'

Today, unit investments in saving fuel .are two to 2'5 times lower

than in extraction. This is certainly nothing new' Even in the llth
rirroy.". Plan period, about o.r.-h"lf of the additional fuel and

,u*--.t..iul requirements was supplied through- more- rigid..rates of
.o.rr.r-p6on. In the 12th Five-V-ear Plan period, this will cover

two-thirds of additional requirements and in the future, according-to

the Guidelines for the Eionomic and Social Development of the

USSR, the figure will go up to 75-80 per cent'r-There are huge

reserves in thls respect. i-lp titt D 'w w€ hive been far more wasteful

p.r "t it of the .rd p.odrr.t than the United States, using twice the

io.tal, 1.5 times moie of other raw materials and 1.4 times more

fuel. And the USA is no leader for efficient use of its natural

resources, lagging far behind Western Europe and Japan'
It's a reil" te-mptation for an economist to try and apply one

indicator to all reiources used, i.e. natural fesources' labour and

productive assets, and to observe its dynamics'. This can tre done

L..urrr. all resources are materialised or direct (manpower) labour'

we could use the method of calculating Present costs, with the

volume of investment mu
Taking that integral

amounts to 21 per cent in
in the 10th, 9 Per cent in

cumulation went uP in
2l and 16.5 Per cent,
in the 12th and bY an
e-Year Plan Periods. A

increment of resources and to the
easily produce an integral indicator
r all-types of resources, as a whole'

over the last three five-year plan period^t, it *u. quite stable at 6 to 7

per cent.
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But the substance of that ratio and the factor proportion

end product rose at the same Pace.
Fiom 1976 to 1980, labour productivity slowed down while saving

or, in any case, dropped insignificandy but the yield of investments

two-thirds and one-third, and in the l lth, three-fifths and two-fifths,
respectively. In short, we have advanced uP to now mostly along
extlnsive lines although the ratio has changed towards intensive
factors.

If we are to achieve the targets outlined in the documents of the
27th CPSU Congress, we need a sort of "double" leap in the rise of
effectiveness, that would compensate for the continued downgrade in
natural resources and speed up growth.

It follows from the above that the increment in the integral
indicator of effectiveness in the l2th Five-Year Plan period will have
to be 14 per cent (with a 22-per cent increase in the national income
and a more 7-per cent rise in resources) as against 6 to 7 per cent in
each of the past three five-year plan periods, and up to 20 per cent
in each of the l3th and l4th Five-Year Plan periods (28 and 6 per
cent, resPectively).

Othei methods of computation would certainly produce some-
what different specific figrrres but the dynamics would probably be
the same.

What leverage can the state wield to reverse the negative
tendencies and ichieve a drastic rise in the efficiency of social

production?
First and foremost, there are immense untaPped reserves rn

institutional and economic factors. Improved work organisation,
stricter discipline, higher skills and a stronger interest can all bring
about bettei performance, higher quality, more savings, more
effective ,rr.s of technology, etc. These possibilities are all the more
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appealing beeause rhey ean be put to use forthwith and without
major investments at the initial stage.

It stands to reasoR that a higher level of teehnology and hardware
enmils an enhaneed role for the institutional and soeial faetors of
produetion, a more urgent need for man's development as the
subjeet of labour, and more substantial iRvestments in this sphere. It

reasoR that the so-ealled residual of
r developing these spheres was sharpl at
eongress. Starting with the 12th Fi an

period, the share of investment in edueation and in the soeial and
eultural field will keep on rising.

Initially, however, the soeial and institutional faetors ean be put to
use without major additional outlays, for it wsuld be more than
enough to make good use of available funds. On the other hand, at
the eurrent level of teehnology the potentialities of these faetors are
limited. Thus, seientifie and teehnieal progress is the main, strategie
lever trf aeeeleration and higher effieieney.

Seientifie and teehnieal progress is a very complex phenomenon
whieh apparently ineludes two distinet processes, namely the evolutio-
nary improvement of presently available teehnology and hardware
and the revolutionary transition to fundamentally new teehnologies
and new generations of equipment.

For example, a blast furnaee ean be expanded profitably. But this
would Rot remove the main faults of the blast furnace process, i.e.
one-fourth of iron ore mined is lost during eoncentration; there is a
need for extremely eostly and scaree types of eoking coal which are
usually found lying in the worst possible eonditions; they have to be
turned into eoke, ete. All these efforts yield merely an intermediate
produet, i.e. pig iron, whieh has yet to be melted down to produee
steel.

There is, however, a direet reduetion proeess technology, and the
USSR had already worked out several versions thereerf, one of whieh
has already been put into praetiee. This teehnology permits the use
of undressed and eveR noneomminuted ore and plain bituminous
eoal. There are other teehnologies making it possible to reduee metal
from undressed low-quality ores and to find proper uses for what is
Row regarded as harmful impurities sueh as phospherrus and
sulphur.

It is not easy, however, to intrerduce sueh teehnologies. It is
neeessary to start mass-produetion and dissemination of new equip-
meRt, whieh requires a huge eapital iRvestment, and, what's most
important, time. This is why the evolutionary aspect has thus far
prevailed in seientifie and teehnieal progress.

"A. 
typieal example is shifting the Gorky ,A,utomsbile Plant from its

present base vehiele with a low-power ineffieient gasoline engine to a
new diesel model with a mueh lower speeifie rate of eheaper fuel
eonsumption, higher power and a longer serviee life.
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The effeet of the restrueturiRg has been estimated to be most
substantial, with the investments paying baek in three years from the
first phase of the new produetion. But eommissioning it requires a
new plant to turR out diesel engines and the retooling of several
others. Big initial investments are needed whieh pay baek quiekly,
albeit not immediately but at a mounting rate, aRd during the first
few years of operation the effeet is not likely to be very high. Time is
needed not only to manufaeture new automobiles but also to replaee
the old models.

The upshot is that the enormous investments made in the radieal
overhauling of produetion during the 12th Five-Year Plan period will
begin having a major effeet only in the 13th and 14th Five-Year Plan
periods. This is why the highest rate of eeonomie growth due to a
substantially faster inerease in labour produetivity and other effieien-
ey indieators has been projeeted feir the 1990s.

In this eoRtext, the investment poliey of the eurrent lzth
Five'Year Plan period aequires a deeisive signifieanee. It figures most
prominently in furthering investment engineering, that is those
industries whieh turR out produetion equipment. Their work forms
the basis for teehnieal progress of the national eeoRomy.

There has been a 24-per eent rise in investments in these
industries in the llth Five-Year Plan period, and in the l2th
Five-Year Plan period they are to go up by 80 per €ent. A major
problem faeing maehine-building is how to make the best use of
those huge alloeations, sinee there is a need for advaneed projeets, a
eoRstruetion base, and so oR. Measures are now under way to
eliminate the existing gap in this regard.

The projeeted investments will make it possible by 1990 to replaee
about 40 per eent of all equipmeRt Row in use in maehine-building
and to switeh over to new produets, the rate of renewal of the
maehinery produeed is to go up from 3.1 per eent in 1985 and 4 per
eent in 1986 to 13 per eent in 1990 while the new output should
have better produetivity and reliability indieators (an inerease by a
factor sf 1.5-2) and should be less metal-intensive by l2 to l8 per
eent. The series produetion of the new-generation teehnologies will
faeilitate a radieal overhaul of other industries and an eventually
more effieieRt use of resourees.

The switeh-over to the new generations of teehnology raises the
question of whether there are any laws governing the revolutionising
of teehnologies. The most important law seems to be the need to
introduee Rot some individual kinds of new maehinery but rather
fundamentally new integrated teehnologieal systems embraeing the
entire proeess of produetion with all its auxiliary and serviee
operations. There are numerous examples of the best teehnologieal
innovations yielding a minor effeet, unless Ehey eover the entire
produetion proeess,
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Let us take a sci-fi situation where a mine manager, due to some
innovation, is able, by pushing a button in his office, to mine as much
coal as necessary from a seam without any additional cost. What
would be the changes brought about by that innovation in the
performance of the coal industry as a whole? There would be minor
changes, indeed, with an approximate 25-per cent rise in labour
productivity, a 7-per cent decline in unit costs, and no increase in the
overall volume of production. The reason is that it is restricted now
not by the production of coal from the seam, but by the face driving
as such, since underground works still have to be done in many cases
manually, i.e. blasting, haulage, drilling.... Besides, it is possible to
mine only as much coal as the cars can carry. Each cubic metre of
coal produced leads to additional gas emission. Hence, a need for
more ventilation, the capacity of the present ventilation systems
substantially curtails coal extraction, etc.

This science fiction can be dispensed with. In Gornaya Shoriya,
scientists have designed and even introduced an iron ore extraction
technology that increases ten-fold labour efficiency at the face. Yet,
the mine's overall performance has changed much less substantially,
with the productivity in related branches remaining at the same level.

The greatest effect at the foremost mines has been achieved not
through the introduction of certain, no matter how well advanced,
innovations but through an integrated restructuring, even though on
the basis of the available technologies. ffarmonised, synchronised
across-the-board efforts to restructure the entire process of produc-
tion have led to a two- or three-fold rise in labour productivity.

When applied to agriculture, an integrated technological system
should be treated in a broader sense, encompassing as it dr>es literally
everything. Take Moldavia, for example. The tomato-growing system
now in use in the republic (the end product is tomato paste, juice,
etc.) embraces not only the farming technology but also the
high-grade seed fund, fertilizers, herbicides, pesticides, and proces-
sing plant.

A law of the scientific and technological revolution, apparentlv, is
the development and application of precisely such systems. Every one
of them has clearly defined and rigidly programmed parametres,
definite productivity, a definite level of quality, and definite
requirements with regard to raw materials. Unlike certain kinds of
equipment or machinery, the parametres of such a system are
directly related to efficiency indicators.

Any attempts, for example, to evaluate the effect of a new tractor
would result in assessing a merely conditional effect. Everything
depends upon what specific operations it would carry out, what
technologies it would be linked to, and what mounted implements it
would have. The same is true of most of other production-purpose
hardware. Only an integrated technological system possesses an
objective, real rather than conditional economic effect.
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Such an approach makes it possible to improve vastly the
planning and control of technical progress in production. Within
each and it closed
and integ ve res, to
formulate of to set
about des rvi

For instance, all the mines now operating in the USSR can be
condi ological groups, namely
those ss seam, with a low-yield
seam, on. Several competitive
techn metres can be found for
each of the groups. In opening new or modernising old mines
according to certain patterns, it is possible clearly to establish, and
prescribe, an increment in effectiveness.

In this case, however, the very object of planning scientific and
technical progress should change, with the integrated technological
complex becoming such an object. As regards agriculture, for

ar op
t;, 
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nd of

technology. The effect would then be determined on a "count-up',
basis.

Another substantive problem is a need for specialised bodies'that
would introduce such technological systems. There are no such
entities in most of the industries. As regards information about new
technolog re on the subject,
this is a rmation orgu.risa-
tions. As is a job for the
consumer needs in various
places. But even one missing technological Iink would almost cancel

branches of the national economy have no similar organisations, and
the user is provided with separate, isolated types of equipment rather
than integrated technology.

The system of research and production associations could make
room for introducing organisations along the lines of engineering
firms widespread in the West. The efforts by individual inventors or
small groups, which oftentimes yield substantial results, are effective
only if the inventor is not left "all by himself" with the national
economy. Specialised agencies should be ready and able to shoulder
the task of putting inventions into effect. If the RPAs are interested
in securing effective work, they would also be ready to assume rhe
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job of exploring "somebody else's" ideas. For it would be mueh
Lasier to atsess ihe effeet of RPA aetivity than the performanee of
today's researeh institutes and design offiees where it is neeessary to
analyse a eonditional effeet on maRy different subjeets and develop-
me

, Kuzbass boasts today of a huge institute with a

1,0 that has neither a design offiee, nor a produetion
base of its own and eoneurrently works oR some 200 subjeets. How

its
rts orks quite
be eeonomie
eRe Praetieally

no growth up.
IJ a de or produetion

enterprises latter would
eommrsslon sis, the results
of its work eould be evident through the mine's performanee. If, at
that, the institute were Rot a monopolist and the user eould have a

ehoiee of several design projeets sponsored by different RPAs, this
would eertainly guarantee a good level of work.

Henee, the need to effeet an in-depth integration of applied
and pr egrated RPAs
with s technologieal
f sueh

"4.t 
this point, we h omie mechani

in their relbtion to qu and teehnical
It stands to reasoR to large-scale

of integrat s and a seareh for new organisational forms
thereoFdo an alternative to restrueturing the eeonomie
meehanism. On the eontrary, its restrueturing is a sine <1ua non for
translating sueh

Ter pr-omote ress in its reverlutionary
forms, ihe ecsn eertain general require'
meRts. The main one is to subordinate produetion to soeial needs

a thing
Spee uired restruettrri utlined bv

the jun eeting of the e ommittee.
Whai is foremost is to Planning
system and largely to move over to drawing up plans aeeording tei

the users' orders.
make t whatever
system ibution o
r issue that of
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There would eertainlv be a need for all sorts of eompetitive
s)rstems enabling the eonsumer to ehoose a supplier, a eontest of
projeets and proposals, ete.

I wish to on, i.e. assessing the results of
labour, both whieh neeels new priees. The
eurrent priee erease the eost-effeetiveness of

easure possible uedon or
raw m fuel ext mespond
priees real na effeetive-

ness of the given natural resourees. Their projeeted inerease would
enable us to reetify the situation that has evolved here.

On the other hand, it will be neeessar), to sharply differentiate the
priees for manufaetured produets and, primarily, for various kinds of

has been taken to spread, as of 1987, the self-finaneing praetiee of
the Volzhsky Auto Works and the Sumy RPA ro the assseiations and
enterprises within the jurisdietion of five ministries as well as to some
40 assoeiations in several erther industries. Starting from 1988, about
twei-thirds of the industry will operate oR the basis of full
eost-aeeounting and self-finaneing.

There should also be a direet
effieieney, introduetion of new teehno
eolleetive. This eould be done eithe
material ineentive funds aeeording
depending oR eeonomie performanee, or by spreading the eolleetive
eoRtraet prineiple to the remuneration of labour of all workers at a
given enterprise. In this ease they would be mueh more interested in
high ng opportunities and
suffie eertainly make sense
only €oRsumer's interests
and has real self-fi rh ivating
quality and the seie lev

It is evident that ieal would
not be an end in itself for an enterprise; it would ineur respeetive
eosts only when new teehn<rlogies rvould aetually guarantee tretter
quality, a higher seientifie and teehnologieal level and grearer
effeetiveness of produetion.
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The upshot is that improving the economic mechanism is not a
single measure or even a series of measures but an integrated system
of interrelated measures. The decisions taken by the June Plenary
Meeting of the CPSU Central Committee and by the session of the
USSR Supreme Soviet to overhaul national economic management
create the necessary institutional, economic and social conditions for
speeding up scientific and technical Progress in our country.

NOTE

r Draft. Guidelines for the Economic and Social Deulopment of the USSR for 1986-1990 and

for the Period. Ending in 200O, Moscow, 1985, p. 16.

The Problem of Man:
Current Aspects

Global Problems,
Man and His Outlook

lvan FROLOV

Civilisation in the last third of the 20th century is facing an
increasingly portentous new array of contradictions in global
deveiopment which Marx and Lenin described in general terms but
which became manifest specifically only much later, namely in the
1960s and 1970s. These are contradictions that can be termed as

con{licts between imperialism and all of humanity, contradictions
forming the cornerstone of what are commonly known as the global
problems of our day. These include, primarily, the menace of
nuclear war which puts the very existence of civilisation in peril.
Then come problems such as overcoming economic backwardness
and abolishing hunger and poverty, especially in the developing
countries. The third group of problems concerns the man-nature
relationship. Underlying the actual dialectics of present-day world
development is the historically shaped antagonism between the two
systems, combined with a mounting tendency towards the inter-
dependence of nations. "Through the struggle of opposites there is
taking shape a controversial but interdependent, and in many ways
integral, world.... The last few decades of the 20th century
confronted the nations of the world with difficult and acute
problems. The need for solving the most vital global problems should
prompt them to joint action, to triggering the tendency towards the
self-preservation of humanity." I

Global problems have a strong impact on many aspects of life
today (socio-economic, political, ethno-cultural and geographic). They
put many philosophical issues in a new perspective, the most crucial
being that of the future of all of mankind.



Global problems are being addressed not.only by philosophers
.runceiists but also bv publie fig res not given to moralising and

Global ProDlems are Dern
and evangelists but also by pu

growing worldwide awareRess of the

and evangelists but also by publie fig res not given to moralising a?d
by seientGts who see the danger in uneonrolled utilisation of results
ei their rvork. There is a Erowing worldwide awareRess of the

rr national rather than international framework. Therefore, the
;rroblems need to be solved in the eoRtext of eomprehensive peaeeful
(\)operation.

Referuing to the s)rstem of global problems, today's followers of
Marx are guided by his methodology, eombining its seientifie, sneial
irnd humanitarian aspeets and foeussing on man and his future as the
ceRffal problem in the system. "A.s we see it, the main trend of
struggle in eontemporary eonditioRs," stresses the Politieal Report of
the CPSU ee to the 2?th Party eongress, "€oRsists in ereating
worthy, ruly human material and spiritual eonditions of life for all
narions, ensuring that our planet be habitable, and in eultivating a
caring attitude towards its riehes, espeeially to maR himself-the
$reatest ffeasure-and all his potentials. And here we invite the
capitalist system- to eompete with us under the eonditions of a
tlurable peaee." B

In today's teehnologieally-oriented eivilisation there is a eertain
tragie paradox: the deadly menaee of self-destruetion hangs over
rnan and at any minute he may vanish from the faee of the earth. On
the other hand, it was man himself who, guided by his intelligenee,
created this unnatural sittration, and is Row ever more aware of the
need for this intelligenee to be matehed by humanism to produee
wisdom. Taday there is no single ideologieal or politieal rend that
does not, in one form or another, refer to humanism. As a result, it
is interpreted very broadly and oftentimes eoRmadietorily. For this
reasoR, it is extremely important to establish the meaning of
humanism in eaeh ease and to define the relation between words and
deeds. In this respe€t Marxism, while offering a elear, seientifieally
based eoneeptualisation, proeeeds from the unity, of words and deeds,
tf theory and praetiee. The humanistie essenee of Marxism is
integrally related to its seientifie and revolutionary-praetieal aspeets.
lt is Marxism that promoted rue humanism whieh provides a
philosophieal foundation for humanity's teehnologieal and eultural
advanee and for resolving global problems.

The oppeinents of Marxism and bourgeois-reformist "Marxolog-
ists" have always tried to represent it as an "eeoRomie teaehing"
devoid of philosophie rationale, or to make it elash with its immanent
revolutionary-praetieal substanee (especially u'hen dearling with Marx-
ism's Leninist stage), or to present Marx all of a suddeR as a
"utopian prophet" who addressed man and humanism in his earlier
rvorks and then allegedly betayed himself and evolved a teaehing
from whieh man disappeared giving way to eeonomie determinism
iuxl an extreme exaggeration of the role of the soeium. All this is
l gross distortion of Marxism as an integral system.

On the theoretieal plane, Marxism as real humanism appears as a
scienee of liberation and development of man and humanity in
general. This teaehing, whieh tenin and his followers elaborated on
t'reatively, in new eonditions, Row represents a single Marxist-teninist

Re pproaehes to their solution. This
sys problems inasmueh as they toueh
ail and the international eommunity

must pool efforts ts resolve them.
,{li the problems referued to as global in nne .waY o.r another

influenee th-e future of eivilisation and oftentimes in an immediate

philosophieal smuggle.
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as a means of achieving that objective.
To this Marx geared all his scientific pursuits and revolutionary

activities. The task-he set himself already in his young manhood, of

rhe secrets of capitalist production and proved the natural-historical
need for a transition to communism as a genuinely humane society

central committee ro rhe 27th Party congress stressed, "the
Communists have always been aware of the intrinsic complexity and

t2

r;ontradictoriness of the paths of social progress. But at the centre of
these proce5ss5-26c1 this is the chief distinction of the communisr
w<lrld outlook-there unfailingly stands man, his interests and cares.
Human life, the possibilities for its comprehensive development, as
Lenin stressed, is of the greatest value; the interests of social
rlevelopment rank_ above all else . This is what guides the cpSU in its
practical activity".s

The communist perspective revealed by Marxism was seen from
the very outset as t6e overcoming of the individual's alienation and
incompleteness, as an attempt at achieving the unity of the common,
the particular, and the singular, the social and the individual in man,
and as the formation of an allround and harmoniously developed
individual. The humanistic message of this perspective, according to
Marx and Engels, consists in that man and society put under their
control "the conditions of the free development and movement of
individuals, ... conditions which were previously abandoned to chance
and had won an independent existence ouer against the separate
individuals...".6 Marx pointed out that differeit social functions
performed by an individual "are bur so many modes of giving free
scope to his own natural and acquired powers".7 Moreover, ,,just 

as
society- itself produces tnan as rnan, so is society produced by him".8
And, finally', to quote Lenin, "... all history is made up of the acrions
of individuals, who are undoubtedly active figures".s

Under socialism and communism, the development of the individu-
:rl is to be achieved by all, and not by elite. Following the triumph of
the Great October Revolution of 1917, for the first time ever in
hi"to.y the workman, his interests and needs became the focal point
()f state policy, the Soviet state led by the Communist party.

Nonetheless, even the most stupendous achievements cannot and
should not overshadow the actual conflicts in the process of creating
genuinely humane conditions of life, to say nothing of our mistakei
;tnd omissions in an endeavour of such import.

In accordance with ,n. ort.;r.] ", Marxism-Leninism proven
true by the practice of builcling socialism, the objective of social
<levelopment, namely, the allround development of the individual,
c()nveys the essence and meaning of socialisrn. It is an objectively
built-in feature of the new social system. However, at one time when
srrbjectivist, authoritarian assessments and judgements became un-
t'rluivocal truths, in theory there became current a technocratic vision
of man as a cog, supplementary to the social system. What is even
rnol-e to the point, such notions were identified with the essential
leatures of socialism. In this way both theory and practice were
rclieved of the task of ensuring man's development as a factor and
rn objective of social progress, i.e. the task of gearing the entire
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national economic mechanism and Iesources to reaching that

regards man's development and making the utmost of his abilities
an"cl gifts. A drop in social activity among a. certain part of the
popul"ation, lack oi responsibiliry and consumerism were the inevita-
ble outcome.

cultural and humanitarian level'
The process of man's liberation and development is highly

complex and, of necessity, science-oriented. On the other hand,
science itself undergoes radical changes, addressing man more and
more, or restoring its interest in him.

Science, primaiily philosophy, faces the challenge of summing up
the results of the-nitural iciences, technical disciplines and the
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that man, to paraphrase the w ,the
measure of all sciences". Phi ple-
ments science in this respect; the
various sciences studying man in one way or another-1e felrp 2
single complex in order to establish (implementing Marx's prediction)
a single science of man. Furthermore, philosophy regards as top
priority the need for science and art to be combined to be able to
cognise man. It is only natural that this rhrows new light on the
nature of a single science to be construed, making one wonder
rvhether it would be a science in the traditional sense of the word. It
is well to remember what Leo Tolstoy wrote in a lemer to Nikolai
Miklouho-Maclay (for details see article in this issue). Expressing his
negative opinion of "scholastic science" he declared himself dedi-
cated to serving "the science of how people should live together".

Hypertrophied "scholastic rarionality" is today in a state of
collapse, which also is true, more or less, of cognition of man which
covers the ground from "pure" anthropologism to overt socio-
biologism, with its one-sided, reductionist methodology, as rwo
extremes. Man is a mystery. It must be unravelled and if you spend
your life unravelling it, say not you wasred your time. This
well-known view of Dostoyevsky's may seem eccentric or non-
scientific, but it carries a lot of wisdom and a warning. Upon reading
certain contemporary writers who deal with the issue of man, the
impression can be gained that we already know the answers to the
most important questions such as "What is man?", and have even a
clear idea of what he will be like in the nearesr future. However, on
reflection, we become convinced of just the opposite: we have just
launched on the path of cognising man and have a long way to go
before we unravel the mystery.

If we restrict Marx's scientific definition of man by merely
revealing his social essence, this "condensed socium" would be a far
call from an actual man living on this Earth, while his history would
appear as the advance of reason in its fight against non-reason.
However, such a rationalisric view typical of the Enlightenment was
alien to Marx who treated history in terms of activities of thinking,
sensitive human beings living a full life and experiencing at times
agonising conflicts between the calls of reason and nature, between
suppressed instincts and passions, and between the conscious and the
subconscious. Even in his most sophisticated abstract and theoretical
,rrguments (e.g. in Capital where abstraction was his main tool of
r.ognition) Marx addressed himself to a real man, the image of r,vhom
he saw always in his mind's eye.

Those who oppose Marxism never tire of repeating rhar ir is
"superrationalistic" in its vision of history and man. According to
them, even though Marxism acknowledges the problem of man, it
only views it as a sort of deduction made on the basis of general
social premises. These allegations ignore what Marx called "human
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nature" and disregard the distinctions between man as a personality

and his existence ir u.r individual and representative of the human

race.
Marx artached great importance to the natural biological factors

of man's existence and deveiopment and to his biological nature' His

initial use of the human ,rrtrri. notion was later supplemented with
,t* .or..pt of combined requirements and instincts. ln Capital he

elaborated on the thesis concerning the interaction between the
iext.rn.l', and intrinsic nature of man, which leads to changes in
both.,o Marx's definition of the essence of man as a sum total of
social relations was intrinsically related to his idea of man as a
sensuous being whose individuai peculiarities and impulses (passions,

etc.) Marx de"scribed as his "essential forces". He wrote: "Man is
ai...tty a natural being. As a natura *il!
naturai pouers of life-he is an acteue exrst

in him as tendencies and abilities-
Engels fully substantiated and el - ch in

his wo"rks. Thi historic significance of the discovery of man's social

essence is that it made possible a definitive rejection of one-sided

anthropologism. The latter saw

development in an absolutised,
with an abstract-PhilosoPhical
formula linked organicallY this
understanding of historY and the
theory of revolution and the teaching of socialism and communism as

, tr"i"u" society in which , p..*t' finds social forms of self-

fulfilment appropriate to his essence.

From the^ rr.iy o.rtr.t, Marxism related the essence of man to
work activities and production and if Marx's interpretation of the

dialectics of produciion and consumption is to be applied to the

mediation and transformation of the natural-biological by the social,

then it can be stated that "either
and is mediated bY it, whic
interdependence".12 In this light,
Marx's doctrine according to whi
social being are at the centre o
natural-biological and the social.

Accordinf to Marx, "man approPriates his total essence in a total

manner, that- is to say, a' a *hbie man. Each 
:i,H,|;,1fiff'#;,::
objectiue orientation or
on of that object".rs It
human world".ra This

opinion, a keY to undersmnding man's

individual and historical development. It also helps resolve the

;;;;1.* of the relationship betwien social and biological.factors in

iri. d.u.lopment projecring it into the future on a scientific basis.

,1. * ,f

The Marxist approach to the problems of human studies as they
stand today reveals that, for all the importance of direct scientific

late. The alliance between science and materialist philosophy is called
upon to provide effective answers to the eternal questions of human
cxistence which constitute what could be termed moral human
philosophy or scientific, real humanism.

For instance, take the relationship between social and biological
factors in man's development. How many various projects are
devised today, e.g. those involving the need ro use man's larenr
potentialities ), his genotype reserves,
etc. Notewor but very rarely problems
of an ethico- that caution and wisdom
are required in that area. Perhaps, if these potentialities and reserves
of the body do exist, they were meant ro remain as such? What will
manipulations with the genotype or with the human brain lead to?

When dealing with man, exploring his porenrialities, including
psychophysiological, touching on problems involved in human
cxperiments, it is necessary, according to many scientists, to create a
rrelv ethos to match the development level of sciences (in partic-
rrlar, the science of man) that just begins ro emerge. We may wetl ask:
Do we, perhaps, explore inadequately what follows from a combination
of social and socio-ethical factors with "pure" cognition? And does the
latter exist in the above for-m?

"The philosophers have only interpreted, the world, in various
ways; the point, however, is to change it."'u This well-known Thesis
I 1 from Theses on Feuerbach. reflecting as it does the essence of the
rrew humanistic world outlook-Marxist s today
;r new meaning and a new life. Philosop me not
only because, by addressing man or res him, it
r cgains its initial lofty purpose of providing spiritual support for both
tlre individual and society as a whole. Fully in accordance with the
spirit of Marxism, philosophy today becomes an active force that
,'xplains as well as transforms the world. Philosophic propositions
I r..nslated into the language of political solutions become principles
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philosophy.
Scientists were the first to realise, not only the senselessness of

wars in general, but also the explosive natufe of the world situation

in the latter half of the 20th century'

others.

wash movement unites mainly physicists)'
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An ever l:rger number of progressively-minded scientists oppose
the nuclear folly and militarisation of space and science. Of course,
rnany Western scientists use their talents and knowledge to serve the
rnilitary-industrial complex and cannot be bothered with moral
rlilemmas. The specific features of science today complicate the
situation extremely since the intellectual and moral stindards of
rhose in the scientific orbit are disparate, problems are tackled on a
shared basis, and the final results of research and especially possible
technological applications are far removed from the researchers. We

best in man, with reason and humanism.
It is this vanguard which maps out humanistic approaches to the

fundamental issue of our time, that of peace, as well as to the sum
total (or, to be more exact, system) of global problems of human
civilisation's present and future.

The Soviet Union has put forward a programme designed to do
away with nuclear weapons by the year 2000. It was formulated in
the January 15, 1986 Sratement by Mikhail Gorbachev, General
Secretary of the CPSU CC. The 27th Congress of the CpSU wrore it
clearly and definitively into its policy documents. '

The global threar to humanity is opposed by a global peace
strategy in the implementation of which all nations and states must
participate, regardless of their geographic location, socio-economic
system, or philosophy.

This may usher in a new stage in the development of mankind.

Let us not forget the simple and eternal trurhs on which the Iife
of the human race is based. They are not measured in megatons of
wicked and senseless destructive power, but it is they that .u, oppo.e
this power. It is intelligence coupled with humanism that was, at all

This involves concrete, scientifically based studies of the world
situation and constructive proposals, generally comprising the global
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peace strategy. -stage solution ot
nuclear disarma lt presupPoses an

evolution in our d their adaptation
to new condit latter is largelY
determined by mounting cooperation, confidence-building on a

world scale and educational efforts in a spirit of peace.
The new Soviet proposals, heeding all this' focus on the need for

international cooperation and ner,r,' thinking to preserve peace and
secure safe use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. This means

that the programme our countly offers will itself cultivate the soil in
which if giows, by contrasting realism based on reason and
constructive efforts with wicked, deadly non-reason.

The new proposals of the soviet government are addressed to all.

wardness, eradicating hunger and povertl', conserving nature, etc''

than 150 bill nuallY.
Much is s to resolve the environmental problem

technological lly. However, all efforts in this field can

be nul[f]ed threat of a thermonuclear catastrophe,
which would mean the death of every living thing on Earth. That is

in Geneva by representatives of 33 states, including the USSR and

the USA.

least partially, or lessening their danger.
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This applies likewise to scientific and technical progress, rhe
;rlternatives of which pose many challenging problems. Today, facing
the challenges and dilemmas of nuclear energy, we are learning to
think and act in a new way. However, Iooming up ahead are new,

t:ognition and the security of mankind. It is not without reason thar
irttention centres today on what is called science ethics, a branch
r:oncerned with social-ethical regulation of the cognition process as
regards man and life in general.

In reply to a letter from Profcssor Maurice Marois, who heads the
Life Institute, Mikhail Gorbachev stressed: "The Life Institute is
working on the subjects such as the consequences for man in the use
of high technology, food resources and food, the environment and
the animal world, ethics and biomedicine, science, education,
television and the future of humanity. These subjects evolve life itself
:rnd become more vital with every passing year at times posing urgent
and burning questions. Perhaps not everyone is aware of this yet, but
sooner or later everyone wiil come to feel and realise this-and
certainly this. will be no later than the beginning of rhe next
rnillennium." r6

Readiness for large-scale cooperation and a pooling of efforts in
using the achievements of science and technolofy in the interests of
peace and human progress is an integral element of the Soviet
Union's foreign policy. As Mikhail
the meeting with a delegation of th
in November 1985, "we are for
speeding up progress in science
('ompetition in technology anq consrructive cooperation in conditions
of durable and just peace".r? The 27th Congiess of the CpSU and
subsequent Party decisions were no less conclusive on rhat score.

technology and cultural values would be carried out for the good of
:rll nations." r8

Extensive international cooperation of scientists becomes an
indispensable element of international life, and an imporrant social
prerequisite for consolidating rendencie s towards mankind's self-
I)reservation.
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Two concepts form the basis of the new political.thinking. one
describes the modern wo split into opposed

socio-economic systems, integral' In this

,"rrr. o.. can speak of a f humanity and of
the human race-. The second concept concerns the range of priorities
of the universal values in relation to all the other values' at a moment

This does not mean
the class Positions.

alectical relationshiP
ues of humanitY'

Addressing the Moscow International Forum "For a Nuclear-Free
World, for tf,e Survival of Humanity", in Februar-y 1987- Mikhail
Gorbachev said: .,It could be said that we took the hard way to
acquire a neu outlook which is being called upon to bridge the gap

bet*e.n political practice and universal moral and c'thical stan-

dards.... \^/e forced^ourselves to face the fact that with the stockpiling
and sophistication of
longer immortal. Its
weapons are destroye
nuclear shadow and
potitics' isolation from the general ethr.

A new outlook impliei a new, higher level of mutuzrl confidence.
While adhering to its own lifestyle and way of thinking,. each party
should nevertlieless build bridges of mutu:rl understanding to meet

half-way in order to save the globc fronr ntrr:le ar suicide and

e.rri.onme.rtal degradation. This was thc major topic of discussion

for ecologists andperhaps for all those taking Part in the Moscow

Forum. B-"-ut building ..r.h briclges is not an easy task'
Because of the n]"ed for c.rp:ration in tackling global problems,

there is a mounting internati<rnaiisation of mankind's life, proceeding
in step with the" internationalisation of economic and cultural
development. In the long run' it will be the basis for the

development of civilisation.
In my view, those are the *il""1J:?li,,:fff':ilIt:? T?.;

ance. The Soviet Union counter-
universal, global thinking to the
d in the United States, which are

tegemonism. The Soviet conception is

independence of all countries and

peoples, as well as the common nature of their intelests and the unity
of the human race in face of the global thermonuclear threat and

exacerbating global problems of roday and tomorrow'
Such a !n"l"r"pt y and an outlook work towards consolidating a

new ethos bf s.i".t." and lead to the emergence of new forms of

pru.ti.ut and political actions aimed at strengthening the world
potential of the forces of Peace.
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The teaching that proclaims, to quot
rlcvelopment of human natures' richness
rlr:velopment of every individual as a condi
lor all and the absolute human Progress'
And it cannot fail ultimately to gain the upper hand because it
,rppeals to the reason and humaneness of rational and humane man'
Niaiurally, true Marxist humanism will continue to develop and be
,,nriched in the process, drawing, among other things, on global,
rrniversal approaches.

New, real humanism is not only future-oriented. It is necessary

:lttention.
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The Probletn of Man:
Cument AsPects

difference prevails in this unity of the human and the animal (the
biological), both identity and difference being qualitative rather than
tluantitative in nature in this case. Both differences and identities are
significant here. Moreover, the more essential the difference, the
more essential the identity, too. Herein lies, properly speaking, the
largely mysterious unity of the human and the animal, the social and
the biological, characterising man and man only.

A reservation must be made here, though: man is an animal, but
he is not an animal in the everyday sense of the word. In everyday
life, the word "animal" is used, without much reason, as a derogatory
term. In science, the word has quite a different, positive sense. "The
study of men's social life," says a school textbook of biology, "is the
subject-matter of the social sciences. Biology studies the structure and
life activity of the human organism. A thorough study of man as an
animal organism is of great significance for the care of public health,
for improving living standards and the solution of many social
problems." t This emphasis on the social significance of studies in the
biology of man appears to us to be highly appropriate. Neglect for
the biological properties of man may, and often does, lead to sad
consequences difficult to conceive.

Man occupies a definite place in the generally accepted classifica-
tion of animals divided into types, classes, orders, species, etc. "In
terms of his anatomical features," says the same textbook, "man
belongs to the Chordata type of animals, to the class of Mammalia
and the order of Primates. Man therefore has all the basic features
rhat characterise the Primates. " 2 The Primates include various
species of apes, some of which are called anthropoid. The special and
essentially unique place which man occupies in the order of the
Primates is determined by the fact that he is not an ape, not even an
anthropoid ape. Nevertheless man's difference from anthropoid apes,
just as the differences between the latter, is a species difference f.rorn
the biological standpoint which is not only justifiable but also
correctly reflects, within certain limits, a definite fragment of reality.
The statement of this biological fact arouses entirely justified
indignation, for species differences are the least and the most stable
differences between living beings reproduced from generation to

f;eneration. Of this nature are differences between the horse and the
donkey, the violet and the pansy. If we remain within the framework
of biology (it is a different matter that this aspect, despite all its
significance, does not characterise man in a specific manner), the
difference between the anthropoid orang-outang and the horse will
appear greater than that between the orang-outang and man. In
actual fact, however, the orang-outang is closer to the horse than to
man, as the characteristics of both the horse and the orang-outang
are exhausted by the ensemble of their biological characters, while
the characteristic of man as a biological organism merely points to his
biological difference from other animals. We may repeat as much as

The Human. The

Theodor OIZERMAN

SpecificallY Human
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rr()t only in the fact that he transcends the limitations of his species
<lifference from other Primates but also the limitations of the entire
nrnge of the animal mode of existence. "An animal," says Marx,
"forms things in accordance with the standard and the need of the
species to which it belongs, whilst man knows how to produce in
rrccordance with the standard of every species, and knows how to
apply everywhere the inherent standard to the object. Man therefore
,,i.t'fo.-r-things in accordance with the laws of beauty."a

Aristotle defined man as a socr.al ani,mal. This definition, which
was not systematically elaborated in the pre-Marxian epoch on the
scientific, philosophical and sociological planes, is just as contradic-
tory and paradoxical as Franklin's definition cited above. Essentially,
an animal is not a social being. Below, an attempt will be made to
substantiate this proposition, frequently disputed by researchers
studying bees, ants and other animals. For the time being we shall
merely note that any definition, as was acutely pointed out by
Spinoza, is essentially a negation, i.e. a negation of its own inevitable
limitations, of its abstractness and one-sidedness. It is therefore not
surprising that some researchers, restricting themselves to a one-
sided characteristic of sociality, to a description of its biological
:rnalogues (which is quite justified beyond the limits of the science of
society) speak of various "social animals", referring not only to bees
and ants but also to gregarious animals, colonies of birds, etc. Thus
the well-known ornithologist Niko Tinbergen insists that "a gull
colony is not a lr.aphazard accumulation of gulls, but that it must be
an intricate social structure, organised according to some sort of
plan".5 Researchers in bees often speak of the existence of bee
"states", of the division of the population of a bee-hive into "classes"
or "castes", of the existence of the "social" division of labour, etc. In
the process, certain extremely significant facts are stated and
described, but the question is, how they are explained and
interpreted.

The term "society" is not applied to any form whatever of
coexistence of and interaction between separate individuals, organ-
ised and differentiated in a certain manner. If we accept such an
abstract concept of society, it will be applicable not only to certain
kinds of animals but also to some vegetable organisms. The concept
of the social being must therefore be concretised. Not all living
beings which, owing to their inherent natural properti,es, cannot exist
in isolation, are to be called social. Sociality, in the specific and
essential sense of this term, which we do not intend to thrust on
zoologists and botanists, is not a natural property at all. The social in
man is suprabiological and in this sense "supranatural", although it is
not devoid of biological premises either. There is no a priori sociality.
The social is not innate in man, it is formed and developed through
communication among human individuals owing to which the human
being, in the course of its individual development, including
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biological development, becomes a member of society'. As 
- 
for rhe

arrir.ril, features inherent in it as a seParate individual are a

product of the interaction
society. In other words, the
duct of society, of its historY

z Marx says that the human essence

is the totality of all rhe social relations. can the essence of an animal

be said to be the totality of all the biolo
We know that the human in

the biol<
Ludwig
overall r

ation of that which the genotype' or the

individual's embryo, potentially possesses"" The history of a living
otyPe and constituted bY lt:
.,'tirt rnan is not born a social

;"i:#'il T"i#i"li,: :x'H"' il
ln only develop into a specifically

human social property through education and instruction, through

the entire range 
-of io.-. o"f inter-individual cotnmunication and

social influences. social being pr'oduccs rn2rn 2IS a social bei,ng. That
i*pii.t that only the materialist conception of history pl:ovides an

,.rr*., to the question of differences between the social and rhe

biological, between man and animal' Anthropology a-s. a natural-

,.i",-iri. study of the specificity of the human being discovers and

studies the faits charactirisi.,g tt'it specificity' The human as a social

ph.no-"ton does not cognizance' From this standpoint'

I"itrtlp"r"gy i. the rnan' and the significance of

anthropolo[i.al res.ar. ed by the fact that.man is also an

animal'-a fact that is but quite insufficient to under-

stand man.
Theformationofthehumanasaprocessofindividual

a.r.tof-..rt, possible only in society and only thanks to society' is

also studied to some .*t..rt by natural science' [n particu-lar' it has

been established that the difference itself between man and animal is

not only a result of
many thousands of
of each human in
Homo sapiens. "Some of the esse

animal are accumulated gradually during man's individual life,"

rvrites fJ. R. Roitman. "Being capable of learning to speak, to read
rrncl to write, he acquires, in a certain symbolic environment, tools
rrrrd resources which significantly expand the range of the things he
knows and of actions of which he is capable.... In other words, the
crrsemble of differences between man and the higher animals, fairly
lirnited at first, evolves in the course of man's individual development
irrto a system of skills and abilities significantly differing from an
rrnalogous. system in animals which lack man's ability to handle
symbols."' Thus the term "social", used by the biologist to
t haracterise certain species of animals, merely indicates certain
biological, species features. But man's difference from animals (not
,rnly higher animals but all animals in general) is not a particular or
species difference but a general one, manifested in everything and
t'ssential in all respects. The concept of the social in this sense is only
;rpplicable to man.

We began with the statement that man is an animal prclducing
tools and, for this very reason, no longer an animal. Further
< onsideration of the question led us to the conclusion that man
rliffers from animal in that he is a soci,al being. Both of these
substantive characteristics of man ultimately coincide. Material
lrroduction is social production; it is realised through definite social
r clations of production which constitute its social form. The ensemble
of production relations forms the economic structure of society. The
('mergence of production is also the development of man and the
lormation of society. AII these processes form a single whole.
l)roduction is social production; it is consequently also production
(:rnd, respectively, reproduction) of society. Production is a social
l)rocess-the determining basis of the entire diversity of social
l)rocesses.

Referring to the production of tools as man's distinctive fearure,
we must naturally avoid oversimplification. In a developed society
with its diversity of human occupations and division of labour, not all
individuals, of course, are engaged in the production of tools, in
nraterial production in general. Man's differences from animal are
varied. They grow deeper and more varied in the course of social
<levelopment owing to the historical process which changes man.
"Men can be distinguished from animals," write Marx and Engels,
"by consciousness, by religion or anything else you like. They
themselves begin to distinguish themselves from animals as soon as
rhey begin to produce their means of subsistence, a step which is
, onditioned by their physical organisation. By producing their means
,r[ subsistence men are indirectly producing their actual material
life."8 This definition srresses the divirsity of ihe differences between
rflan and animal, singling out at the same time the primary
rlifference which constitutes the basic feature of anthropogenesis.
'l-he realisation of their difference from animals emerges in men as a
rcsult of the fact that they begin to differ indeed from the larter
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through their instrumental activity, *h'-tl strengthens from. the very

outset"their narural, biological organs. Marx and Engels point to"the

6;ifi. f..rr.". of mu.rl, physicat organisation' to the biological

p'..-ir.. of the emergence 
-oi 

non-biological, specifically human,

locial characteristics. T"hese premises are studied by anthropology,

archaeology, and other
anthropologist, states that
making animal' Man make

Production of even th
skills. In other words, a tool is o

Labour and Production as m
activities, formulation and solution of definite tasks and achievement

ofgoalsideallyanticipatingtheresultsoflabour-theseareall
a.tiilti", of a being capablJ of cognition zrnd possessing reason or

consciousness. These pi"*ires of libour are a result of its develop-
tion, that is to .1Y, were a

ater became a Premise' t labour
s activity from ihe 'etY 

to being
tivity ol animals buildin hunting

other animals, and procuring food in vat-iotts w:rys' Labour as a

specifically human activity. .oi,ld .rot have arisen i. the absence of

p'.ototyp." of this activity in the animal world. Acrrrr-rlingly, here too

in. aiti.."nce between man and animal cortt:ti.s rtrr element of

identity.
Bearre., today build exactly the samc kind ol <lams as their

ancestors a thousand y.u.r ugo' fheir skill or' if yort wish' art' has

..-.i""a just as immrltable a"s all the basic spccit's <'haracteristics of

beavers. th.." are no groundr to assume lh:rl they know or

understandwhattheydo.Eelswhichmigr.:rlt.fr<llnEuropeto
e-a.i.u along the -ort .o.rrranre rt and the shlrrtcsl r()ute across the

accordance with their sPecies

advantage.
In oider to know how a certain thing is to be rn:rdc, ()ne must

either have it as a model or possess some other thing that may be

altered or refashioned in a suitable manner. T'his c()ntradiction

between knowledge and creation characterises their undcveloped

forms that are not yet separated from each other and have not

attained a relative independence, forms that are aPparently charac-

teristic of the first stages of the existence of humanity. In order to
make a hammer, it is"necessary to have some other hammer' The

first hammer was obviously made without the use of a hammer and

therefore was not yet a real hammer' The relationship hetween
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krrowledge and labour is the same; only humanity's long historical
tvolution formed labour as a specifically human activity in which
knowledge and creation are differentiated and defined in their
rt'lative independence from each other but ar the same time merge in
tlre unitary process of creation.

Cognition is thus rooted in the very basis of human, social life.
I'he growing difference between man and his highly developed and,
irr their own way, perfect animal ancestors is the source of knowledge
.rrrd of the ability itself to [n6y-2 difference that must be seen as
tlre process of the evolution of labour. as a conscious, practical,
rrran-forming activity which may be equally well defined both as
rrr:rn's decisive advantage over his animal ancestors and as a sort of
irrrperfection of man implying the need for perfection of labour
rrr tivity, i.e. for negation of the negation of imperfection. In his
srrbstantive definiteness, man is a toiling and therefore cognising
lrcing, and this definition retains its fundamental significance despite
tlre subsequent division of mental and physical labour, a division that
,rssumed the nature of a social opposition.

Thus cognition, just as practice with which it is connected partly
rlirectly, partly in a mediated fashion, characterises the whole of
lrrrman activity, all the stages of man's individual development. The
r ltrestion, however, is: to what extent does cognition specifically
, haracterise man? Or, putting it differently, does cognition as acrivity
,listinguishing man from animal exist?

In Descartes'view, animals are automata which, unlike man, have
rro soul, they do not think or possess consciousness, however perfect
rlrcir actions might be. Descartes introduced into science the concept
,rl reflex, which he used in his attempt to explain the purposeful
lrt'haviour of "soulless" animals. Subsequent studies in the physiology
,rl animals, especially in their inherent forms of behaviour, became
rlrc basis for the development of a theory of reflex mechanisms in
lrigher nervous activity, which were discovered not only in animals
Irrrt also in man. The theory of conditional reflexes evolved by Ivan
I'irvlov and his followers permitted a delimitation of innate behaviour
(rrnconditional reflexes) from the animal's purposive actions which
,lcvelop on the basis of its own experience, in particular through
rrLining. Zoopsychology and the science of the behaviour of animals,
,rr ethology, which developed on its basis, partly confirm the classical
rrolion of animals' unconscious, stereotype behaviour, and partly
lrring to light new features of their behaviour conditioned, as has
rrrw been proved, by the individual animal's cognitive activity, by
"lrersonal" experience and training.

In a study devoted to the behaviour of gulls, Tinbergen, whom
rvt' have cited above, comes to the conclusion that the main features
,rl that behaviour are innate. "The most obvious thing about the
grrlls' behaviour," he writes, "is the lack of insight into the ends
s.r'ved by their activities, and into the way their own behaviour serves
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these ends. A rigid almost automatic depende

.",..""f conditiois is revealed every time an

ii"f.tg." criticises researchers attempting to

;;;ir".'in terms of human behaviour' Animals
act rn the same way as a human
eding. Tinbergen characterises

',,,1:0";'il-,*'iitl'.iiT*:i:':il;the learning caPacitY of a Herring

Gull is excellent. Yet it is only applie! in special cases .and 
not ln

;.h.r;;'." Still, the b.h^,io"t "f "'a"tt 
birds ihows that they learn a

oreat deal durine their life' From this standpoint' innate behaviour is

fliiil,ifi.'roiilu,i;; on *hich the diverie acquired reflexes rest'

So*.'of these distinguish one bird from another' i'e' they.are not

"standard" species .t"t"ttti"ics' "The reactions of adult birds to

their mates-and to their chicks once theY have learned to know

them_become so 
"et..iir. 

ttut other individual can release them.

This can onlY mean that after t
to such fine details that the

birds' own mate and other birds'
tol
rent
at largely takes place after birth' i'e' it
p-".,i. Anct yet it is mostly determined

bv innate forms of behaviour' One can subicribc to Tinbergen's view'

airnlicable mutatis mulandi t() oth
hl ,*.u.t variable it maY seem t(

mcchanisms in the nervous syste

functions. Here, as in so manY tlth
what is necessary, and no m

ced to "what is neccssarY' and no
nnate forms of behaviour' desPite

al features on hercditirry abilities'
biologically inhercnt in man' just
ild is"not taught either of these

r master his natural abilities'

Spinoza had good reason to call (fiafl res cogitaruli' And yet he

erred here, ro. .lg"itio., i., the broad sense' implving above all

;i;;:;.y'.og,itluJ'';is (such as-the is not

inherent in man alone' Some modern entary

cognitive acts as unconscious reactions r r^-.:-^ .^ tl,-i- "::::'
inasmuch as they fo"tt' the^ability.for adapting to their envlron-

ment. The ability of plants tor excttation ii from this standpoint

proto-knowledge, if not knowledge as such. The difference between
the varied, specialised, and to some extent even autonomous
cognitive activity of men and these elementary acts biochemically
established is colossal, of course. But the dialectics of identity and
difference, of the general and the particular manifests itself here,
too.

The untenability of the anthropocentrist model of explaining
animal behaviour is obvious, but just as untenable is the absolute,
non-dialectical opposition of man and animal, of the social and the
biological, since man's cognitive activity assumes the existence of the
central nervous system which is highly developed-at least in the
higher animals. "We have in common with animals," wrote Engels,
"all activity of the understanding; induction, deducti,on, and hence also
abstraction..., analysis of unknown objects (even the cracking of a nut
is a beginning of analysis), qnthesi.s (in animal tricks), and, as a union
of both, experiment (in the case of new obstacles and unfamiliar
situations). In their nature all these modes of procedure-hence all
means of scientific investigation that ordinary logic recognises-are
absolutely the same in men and the higher animals. They differ only
in degree (of development of t re method in each case)." r4 This
conclusion, summarising the scientific data of Engels' times and the
ageJong everyday life experiences of men who come in contact with
animals, is confirmed by the latest natural-scientific research which
enriches and concretises our understanding of the psyche and of
animals' cognitive actions, sweeping away at the same time some
analogy-based conceptions of everyday consciousness. Animals differ
in their ability to register significant and insignificant differences
between objects and to identify these differences in a changed
situation. Memory, quick-wittedness, and inventiveness also vary in
animals of different species and to some extent in individuals
belonging to one species. However, all these abilities are determined
and limited beforehand by the basic species characteristics of a given
animal.

Numerous descriptions of animals' life show the way in which
adult individuals teach their young everything that is necessary for
the life of the given species. In some cases they teach the ability to
hunt, in others, the ability to use certain features of the terrain to
hide from dangerous enemies, and in all cases, the ability to react
adequately to certain objects. The training of animals shows that
their innate cognitive abilities are amenable to improvement within a

fairly broad spectrum. The conditional-reflex character of animal
actions does not preclude their cognitive nature. In man, too, many
actions based on knowledge ultimately become not merely customary
but essentially reflexive. A driver will slow down before traffic lights
tluite automatically, although at first that action was in the nature of
a conscious effort.
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L. Krushinsky, a researcher in ethology, believed that opposition
between man as a being endowed with reason and animals as beings
devoid of reason is nothing but a survival of the idealist and religious
views of man. But how justified is the linking with idealism and
religion of the conception of a radical difference between man and
animal, a conception which emerged in an epoch when that
difference indeed became fundamental? And is not man indeed a

In our view, based, as any philosophical view, on a theoretical

thinking) assumes the existence ll()t ()nly t,f thc psy:hg but also of
consclousness, l.e. of tl-re m()st ([('v('Ir1>t'<l l6t-tn <>{ the psychical.
True, behaviourist psychology t't'jt:t'ts llr(' ('xistcncc of conscious-
ness in general, attemptilrg l() cxpl:rirr thinking merely as an

ensemble of more ,r. l"ts cxp<:rlicnt actions. This reduction of
thinking or consciousness t() bt.haviour only ignores the fact that
action i., mu, is almost always :r result of previous reflection, of
weighing motives, and of choit:c, and it is the existence of this
pr.li-i.rrry stage, i.e. the specificity of motivation, and in particular
ihe existence of various consiclcr-ations and assumptions as the basis

for action, that substantively chzrracterises human behaviour. The
behaviour of animals having a well-developed centlal nervous system
is not reduced to reflex responses to stimuli coming from the outside.
The point here is not j o to
speak^, which is inherent rnal
influences. That is why tical
outside stimuli. Animals and
proPerties, and th
developed ability
explained without
ness, and reason
imply the existence not only of the brain but also of a social
..rri.o.rrn"nt. However, biological thinking is a function of the brain,
and human thinking is apParently Preceded philogenetically by
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sirnilar forms of psychical orientation, something like proto-
, onsciousness, proto-thinking, proto-reason.

Leibnitz insisted that the feature which distinguishes man from
rrrrimal is his ability for a priori, thinking. This proposition (if we
rf isregard the idealist interpretation of the a pri,ori) apparently means
rhat only highly developed, Iogical thinking specifically characterises
tIlan.

A scientific explanation of animal "thinking" is aPparently
possible without assuming the perations, i-e.

rlrawing conclusions from gene In an animal,
the basis for "inference" is s of some fact
rvhich, according to an internal (basically species-determined)
stereotype signifies the hunted quarry, danger, or simply something
rrnknown, causing suspicion, etc.

There is no basis for the view that animals realise what they
"know"; they hardly have the least inkling that something is

i ive the unknown where
i this identification of an
1 elf-identification. True,
I at he knows, what was
imprinted, e.g. on his memory without any cognitive effort what-
r,r"u.., i.e. without any study, observation, or conscious registering.
That is why man sometimes recalls facts of which he has no notion at
all, as far as he can say.

Comparis nctions in
animals clear them onlY
when this c biological
research' In nalYsis of

or cognise things, a conviction to which not only idealists but also
materialists adhered, is not so much evidence of human arrogance as

a definite, if not quite adequate, explanation of the fact that men

thinking.
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cognition in the human sense of the word is reproduction of

knowledge on an enlarged scale, the rate of this reproduction
overcomrng the physiological limitations
It is precisely for this reason that man's
level of society's development, of its

perfection of technologir:l--research
r on his biological (species) definiteness'

The parallel between production oJ objects. and production of

knowledge is quite justified despite the fact that in its very nature the

latter ca"nnot 
'be itr. same iontinuous, planned, organised and

as significant that Production of
on of natural Phenomena' which
cognition, as it were. Therefore

if not directlY, dePends on the

production of things. we refer here not so much to scientific

cognition as to cogni"tion as a who e, in all its forms. As for scientific

.o!"iti"", mrteriai production alsc provides research instruments for
it.

The developmenr of material proclucrion asslrmes first of all the

inheriting by each successive gen:ration of men of the level of the

p.oar.tii. io...* attained by iire previotrs generations' Not only the

Instruments of pr<-rduction but alio its technology 3ld -"tg1"isation
arehandeddowntoeachnewgenerationaswealththatistobe
further increased. All this, ur *"ll as the items produced, whose

progress in Product
f labour but also
enable to dereificati
dge is preserved thr

not only in the objects of labour but also in the

amenable to more or less clirect assimilation, being recorded in
language, expounded in books, and handed down to the younger

fact that m historicallY
a specifically the storage,

entalion of kn ts reification
and, generally, objectification' Some this process

social Tnheritance, tihus disringuishing it from heredity as a_ biological

pr"..r.. Genetic informatio.r- t.o.rr-itted to the descendants does
'not contain any knowledge, not even in coded form, since knowledge

acquired by a iiving bein[ in the course of its individual develoP,ment

i. irot inherited U! its Jescendants. Training, which. occurs in an

animal's individual development, is assimilation of certain experiences
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of the older generation. But the extent of this knowledge and skill
remains invariable owing to the absdnce in animals of the means of
<lbjectification of that knowledge, not to mention the means of
dereification of objectified knowledge. That is why not only the
principal features of the animal's behaviour but also the knowledge
of objects which it acquires are merely a realisation of the genotype.
Positive or negative deviations in the phenotype are in no way
expressed in the later generations. The changes in the genotype
through mutations have no bearing on the knowledge and skills
available to the living being. Where genetic heredity is the only type
of connection betlveen generations, development of cognition is
excluded. Only historical continuity as a specific social process makes
progressive development of cognition possible.

Since knowledge inherent in animals remains invariable, the
development of knowledge proves a human, a specifically human
process. An animal's knowledge coincides with the skills acquired by
it, this knowledge is inseparable from them, whereas human
knowledge is substantively independent from its employment. The
development of knowledge significantly changes its forms and
content, extends the objective boundaries of cognition, and produces
diversity of knowledge. Already ar the dawn of civilisation, the social
division of labour gave rise to cognition as a specialised form of
spiritual activity qualitatively different from everyday human cogni-
tion. In consequence of this, inquisitiveness, which is apparently
inherent in some animals, too, developed into an organic need for
cognition, and a specialised cognition at that-mathematical, natural-
scientific, philosophical, etc. This formed the basis for the illusion of
"pure knowledge", knowledge for the sake of knowledge, which in
actual fact expresses merely the assertion of research activity as a
specific form of socially useful labour. When Plato insists thar "the
unexamined life is not worth living",r6 he merely states, in the spirit
of an idealist interpretation of cognition, this historical fact and a
realisation of this fact, which is also an indisputable fact.

Cognition became a specialised organic need; satisfying that need
gives a special kind of pleasure-intellectual delight. This specific
characteristic of scientific cognition, of research, was fully evident
already under the conditions of slave-owning society, in which labour
became a slave's activity unworthy of free man. The antagonistic
opposition between free men and slaves found a parellel in the
opposition, asserted at that time, between cognition as satisfaction of
an organic need and physical labour as forced and even hateful
activity inseparable from coercion. The formation of the opposition
between mental and manual labour is thus closely bound up with this
basic antagonism of slave-owning society. That does not mean, of
course, that intellectual activity was the occupation of slave-owners
only. Most members of that exploiting class were of course devoid of
scientific inquisitiveness. The point we want to make here is that only

al



free subjects belonging to that class had the privilege of enjoying the
exalted occupation of cognition.

Thus mental labour, intellectual cognition, activity unconnected
directly with the exploitation of man by man, emerges for the first
time ai alienated activity contrasting with and consciously opposed to
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cognrtron.
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The Problem of Man:
Current Aspects

,tl politics and of political relations, their humanisation and
srrbordination to the vital interests of man and mankind.

As the most adequate mode of analysis and evaluation of the
objects and phenomena of reality, and an expression of an allround
irrterest for the needs of man, new political thinking grew on rhe
l,,rrderline between philosophy and politics. It is a logical result of
rhe politicisation of philosophy, and it meets the requirement of a
rlceper philosophical approach to politics. The problem of new
r t'lationships between philosophy and politics corresponding ro
;rresent-day reality thus has two mutually connected f2gs1s-2 growth
,r[ the practical significance of philosophy and a deeper rationalisa-
tion of politics. These processes will be instrumental in filling both
philosophy and politics with humanist content, in gaining a deeper
irrsight in man's philosophical essence, and in making a significant
r ontribution to the realisation of the paramount task of mankind's
strrvival, of ensuring political freedom and the individual's allround
rlevelopment. The present article will deal with these links berween
philosophy and politics.

Philosophical studies in the problems of politics are an essential
lcature of Marxist-Leninist theory. Developing the best traditions of
lrrevious philosophical and political thought, Marxism-Leninism
r aised both philosophy and political thought to a new stage, lending
ttrem a truly scientific character and establishing art organic
rclationship between them which is based on a marerialist conception
,rf history, on a dialectical interpretation of the phenomena of social
:rnd political life.

The links between philosophy and politics stand our quite clearly
throughout the history of philosophy from antiquity to rhe presenr

For instance, classical philosophy comprised all the branches of
rratural-scientific and social knowledge. The latter was only beginning
then to separate off from philosophy, and the elements of separate
sciences were only beginning to emerge. Philosophical and political
views of the Sophists, Socrates, Plato or Aristotle were so closely and
L'ven inalienably interwoven that their separation can only be
lcntative. There are two basic causes for the fact that ancient Greek
philosophers went down in history primarily as philosophers. First, in
objective terms philosophy then acted as a universal system of
knowledge. Its unlimited sway was due to the fact that the emphasis
in those times was on philosophical problems proper (the essence of
the Universe, its knowability, man's place in the world, the meaning
of life, etc.), as well as to insufficient development and differentiation
of other fields of knowledge. Second, the doctrines of the thinkers
ruentioned above have mostly been analysed by philosophers, whose

Philosophy, Politics, Man
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professional bias naturally led to gleater attention for the philosophi-

were scientific at all).
This tradition was conlitlrl('(l itt;rtr<'it:rtl lLrrttrt'by srrch thinkers as
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irrdirectly, on political problems. The politicisation of philosophy,
rt'gardless of the degree of realisation of this process by individual
philosophers, is an indubitable fact. A typical example is the
philosophical career of Bertrand Russell. His logical and logico-
rrr:rthematical studies of the 1900s and 1910s were followed in 1938
lry his famous treatise Power. A New Soci,al Analysis, which has gone
rlrrough numerous editions.

The second category includes studies which were largely political
irr character, and which can be included under the heading of
political philosophy. Such authors can be mentioned in this respect as
Nichold Machiavelli,'fommaso Campanella, Nicolas Malebranche,
(lharles Montesquieu, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Edmund Burke, Henri
Saint Simon, Alexis de Tocqueville and John Stuart Mill. Works of
the third type were political and philosophical simultaneously; their
rLuthors did not shun politics, believing that politics must nor be
<livorced from philosophy, or the other way round. Thomas Hobbes
:rnd John Locke; Immanuel Kant and Georg Wilhelm Friedrich
Hegel, these most outstanding proponents of German classical
iclealism; the French materialists; the Russian revolutionary demo-
crats, especially Alexander Herzen and Nikolai Chernyshevsky;
Bertrand Russell and Karl Popper-all these and other thinkers
combined philosophical and political approaches in more or less
c'c1ual shares, although to varying extent and in pursuit of different,
sometimes opposite, goals.

The separarion of politics from philosophy, which was not, of
course, a single act but a more or less Iengthy process, raised the
problem of links between philosophy and politics to a new level,
where their fusion and syncretism were ruled out while the
independence of sufficiently well-developed branches of knowledge
were assumed. To solve that problem, both philosophy and politics
had to be raised to the level of true science, and for each of them the
spherc of objective laws of reality constituting their specific suhject-
matter had to be identified and defined.

The emergence of Marxism marked a revolutionary change both
in philosophy and in political thought.

The development of philosophy and politics into scientifically
substantiated forms of cognitive and practical activity radically
transformed their functions and purpose, facilitating scientific
interpretation of some old categories and introduction of new ones.
Both philosophy and politics ceased to be the preserve of loners or
narrow groups of professionals. They became the spiritual weapon of
millions. As Lenin stressed, "politics begin where millions of men and
women are; where there are not thousands, but millions, that is
where serious politics begin".I

A dialectical-materialist conception of reality, including political
processes, permitted a new interpretation and explanation of the
most important categories of political science. The traditional
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interpretations of power based on the principle of estate-hierarchical
socieial structlrre, aristocratism, monarchism or elitisrrt, on recogni-
tion of the irnmutability of the primacy of private Property' were
replaced by a new, dynamic and revolutionary view-through
prbletarian dictat<trship towards social self-government' - - .-' The materialist view of the fundamental question of philosophy
signified at the same time sweeping revolutionary changes in- political
th-eory and practice. "On closei' consideration," wrote Engels in this

connection, 
-"it 

is, however, irnmediately evident that this apparently
simple proposition, that the consciousness of men depends on their
being and 

-not 
uice uers6, and in its first consequences, ru11s directly

counter to all idealism, even the most concealed. All traditional and
customary outlooks on everything historical are negated by it. The
whole traditional mode of p"titi.i', reasoning falls to the ground'"2

The relationship between philosophy and politics is dialectical,
historically concrete, and subject to change depending on_the existing
conditioni; now one, now the other side of it is emphasised: the

stress is now on the need for a political substantiation of philosophy'
now on a philosophical substantiation of politics. These corrections
are natural, being-objectively dictated by the changing conditions of
the alignment oT cliss and political forces, by the need for an

adequaL reflection of social ind political rcalities in the forms of
social consciousness and activity. I rorder l() ('()rrectly understand this

relationship, it is necessary to clarify, in t:at:h specific case, its
distinctive features both through the study of politic:rl questions of
philosophy and through analysis of the phil<
politics. Insisting on the inalienable links b<-t

politics, Marx wrote of I-udwig Feuerbach's
that they seemed to him to be "incorrect only
refers too much to nature and to() little to poli
the only alliance by which present-d:ty l>hilos<'llhy can 

-become
truth".3 Marx's assessment of the decisivt' irrllrrt:nt:c of politics on

philosophy is not a remark in passim. It l.t'l'lt'<ls thc vcry essence of
i-rit ,.rd.t.tanding of the t'ole and prll-l)()s(' ol philosophy: truth
acquires its genuine me:rning only whclr it is irnplt'rrrcrr.t<'rl in real life.
Mirx,s famous thesis-"The philosophcts h:rvt. rrrrly irrtt'r'prcted the

rvorld, in various ways; the point, howt'v<'l , is t() t'h:rtlg<'it"-irnplies
not only, and not io much, a conrlt'rnrr;rliotr o['tht: st'l['-strfficient
character of previous philosophy as :ttr itl<li<:lti()tl ()f tht' ncecl to
imbue philosophy with effectivelless, r'cal tncatrittl;, :ttrrl goal-
directedness, i.e. an orientation towards lt 16nst:i6tts s<t<ig-t'tonomic
and political transformation of reality, an active :tncl clfct:livc irnpact

of philosophy on politics'
Lenin ilso pointed out that it is important t() takc into :rcc()unt,

under all circumstances, the mutual conditioning of politicirl rtt:tions

and the need for their profound philosophical subst:rrrtiation.
Recurring to this theme again and again, Lenin stressed that "in this
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question, too, the poli is inseparably bound up
with its philosophical y that is not guided by
tested principles of a s worldview, that does not
rely on an allround conception of the objective dialectics of social
being and social consciousness, and disregards the material laws of
the political process-such a policy is blind and fraught with
adventurism. It is incapable of fulfilling the prognostic function, of
correctly predicting political events, and thus cannot lay any claims to
reasonable control of the political activity of state and society.

Today, a clear orientation towards explicit sratement of the
political significance of philosophical srudies, as well as deeper
philosophical substantiation of theoretical and practical political
activity, are especially topical. This process has now assumed a new
and vital dimension. In these days of nuclear confrontation of two
world systems-of capitalism and socialism, at a time of aggravation
of the struggle between bourgeois and Marxist-Leninist ideology, of
growing anti-imperialist national liberation struggle and mass demo-
cratic movernents, politics cover an ever expanding area of interna-
tional and interpersonal relationships. The objective course of the
historical process itself did not only make politics more prominent
than other forms of social consciousness-to a large extent it
politicised the latter, while political regulation of emerging conflict
situations and other acute problems became a decisive form of
international relations, the only one that can remove the threat of
nuclear disaster to civilisation.

The identification of philosophical problems of politics as a
special form of scientific cognitive acrivity has been prompted by
three factors. First, enough empirical data have been accumulated in
the sphere of politics which require philosophical generalisation; also,
a number of new problems have arisen on the borderline between
philosophy and politics-problems pertaining ro rhe interrelations
between poli political cal
epistemology. arose in up
the old tradi nterpreta of
political life a new way ew
philosophical conception of politics corresponding to the objective
tasks of present-day political reality. Third, political decisions taken
in our times go far beyond political relations proper. They have
far-reaching consequences, sometimes exerting a decisive influence
on various spheres of men's consciousness and life activity, and in
some cases even on the possibility itself of preserving life on Earth.

Underlying practical politics there is always a definite form of
philosophical worldview. That worldview can be subjective idealism,
leading as a rule to exaggeration of the subjective factor and
therefore always containing voluntarist and adventurisr elements; or
it can be objective idealism, mostly covering theological doctrines
regarding religious faith as the only lever for moral renewal of the



individual; finally, this worldview can be dialectical materialism,
which adequately reflects the material laws of the political Process
and works out the basic policy lines in accordance with these laws. Of
course, there are a great many marginal and eclectic worldviews
apart from the basic ones; they combine various elements of the
latter in different proportions.

Practical experience has shorvn Marxist materialist dialectics to
be the scientific-methodological premise for all research, including
research in political relations; it demands that any phenomenon must
be considered historically, in its development, in its connections with
other phenomena and objects and in comparison with them, ancl that
the whole, taken in its integral interaction, must reflect the unified
process of forward movement. It is highly important to tre able to
describe the context of this interaction not only in space ("horizontal-
Iy") but also in time ("vertically"), proceeding from the principle of
the unity of the historical and the logical-

The history of the human community is a complex process,
contradictory and at the same time unified in its diversity, of
transition from lower forms to higher ones, of gradual improvement
of all the aspects of life-material and non-material: economic,
scientific, cultural, and political. Underlying this unity-in-diversity lie
objective material laws of the development of reality, natural, social
and spirituzrl. "Wolld developments confirm the fundamental Marx-
ist-Leninist conclusion that the history of society is not a sum of
fortuitous elements, that it is not a disorderly 'Brownian motion', but
a law-governcd,,nward pr,rcess."o

Socialism is regarcled as the highest form of political organisation
of society achievecl by modern civilisation. Analysis of the most
advanced form of any phenomenon, in this case analysis of a political

obtained.

from subjective influenccs, bc constructc(I,:r syst(:ln that r'vould

combine i p..."rrtrtion of the histo|icii unloLding of the obiect in
varied concrete forms with the need for its mcntzrl rcproduction in
the form of a definite stage of objective devclopmcnt whosc clirection
is determined by law. The historical forms of thc deuelopment of trn
object inevitably succeed one another, brrt each of them inlroduces
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clements of its own in its further improvement, rhereby lending it the
feature of unirersalily.

Each subsequent historical form includes the previous one, but
never in its entirety. The new form rejects the old, retaining only
those of its properties, qualities and features which are necessary for
its further development. Other features are discarded as irrelevant
and accidental. The retaining of the necessary and rejection of the
accidental are an objective process which is not regulated by the
subject. It follows that the principle of the historical and the logical,
expressing the relation of the unfolding of an object ro its
development, in the sense indicated above, expresses an objectiae
connection (the logical is also objective, and it requires an analysis of
the object not only on the basis of facts pertaining to previous
historical forms but also on the basis of comparison with facts arising
at the highest stage of maturiry of the same object). The logical
method of research is, according to Engels, "norhing else but the
historical method, only divested of its historical form and disturbing
fortuities".6

This principle is applicable not only to the study of socio-political
and economic phenomena but also to the cognitive process itself, to
theoretical knowledge in which these phenomena are reflected.

\{estern studies of the history of political ideas are dominated by
the ideographic approach on which ideas are evaluated as self-
sufficient entities of the same order, ultimately without a true logical
connection and outside historical development. It is assumed on this
approach that revealing the real meaning of any given doctrine of
the past requires not only a mental transference into the content of
the process itself but also incapsulation in it without any links being
established between the meaningful characteristics of past ideas with
the present day. Any projection of present-day evaluations on the
past is said to distort history, for the researcher in this case, first,
assesses the analysed ideas and doctrines in terms of his own limited
subjective viewpoint, and second, inevitably divorces these ideas from
their proper historical context, modernising and thus distorting
them.

These views have long been widespread in Western historical,
historico-philosophical and political works. Rather often they acquire
an agnostic colouring, stating the fundamental unknowability of
historical phenornena. Generalising the theories of Western
philosophers on the historical process, Dan Nimmo and James
Combs, the American politologists, srress their principal feature-the
elimination from it of objective laws of movemenr and development.
"Academic philosophers of history," they write, "vigorously debate
how history works. Most scholars speak of history as blind, as a
chaotic succession of events over time, as a process of impersonal
forces and chance elements that propel history onward toward no
discernible goal." 7



t
In Western social theories, the problem of adequate reflection,

evaluation and cognition of the historical fact, in the sphere of real
events or ideology, has always been and still remains an insuperable

difficulty does not consist only in the asPects pointed out by Lawton.
His statement itself must be assessed in terms of theoretical

the biased assessments of the facts of history suggested by it, this
opposition has some sense. Let us amplify these two points.

Ary historical event, texts included, can be correctly assessed,

first, if it is analytically compared with previous phenomena and
theories; second, if it is established to what extent a given theory or
idea correctly reflect the object which it claims to explain; third, if
the essential connections of the given object with other phenomena

"an scientific analysis of those forms, take a

cou at of their actual historical development.
He with the results of the process of
dev before him." e

6E

Let us also cite Marx's analysis, which is of great methodological
significance, of bourgeois society, an analysis demonstrating a perfect
application of the unity of the historical and the logical. "Bourgeois
society," writes Marx, "is the most highly developed and the most
varied historical organisation of production. That is why the
categories expressing its relations, and an understanding of its
structure, give at the same time a chance to consider the structure
and production relations of all those dead forms of society out of the
fragments and elements of which it was constructed. Some of the
survivals of these fragments and elements, not yet overcome,
continue to drag out their exisrence within bourgeois society, while
that which existed as a mere hint in previous societal forms now
developed to its full fruition, etc. The anatomy of man is the key ro
the anatomy of ape." to This proposition' is of fundamental
importance for the scientific study of the history of political relations.

Lawton's statement cited above is also characteristic in another
respect. It is easy to understand the concern of many sober-minded
Western political scientists who run ar every step into subjectivist
falsifications of historical facts and a great number of consciously
apologist theories, especially in the political sphere. These theories
arbitrarily adjust historical facts to fit present-day policies, while the
ideas of, say. Plato or Aristotle are cited as arguments confirming the
correctness of the political orientation of a given president's
administration. A great many books of this kind appear in the USA
and other NATO countries.

It is not surprising that this sort of pseudo-scientific analysis gives
rise to opposite views. The stronger the apologist tendency, the
stronger the opposition. The latter, however, leads to the other
extreme-a complete refusal to consider history "from the perspec-
tive of the present". In their search for objectivity, scholars insist on
abandoning politics for political science. The motive is understanda-
ble but the path chosen cannot be justified. It is not politics rhar must
be abandoned: a scientific approach to politics itself musr be taken.
The ideographic approach to history, which reduces it to mere
chronology and sets it entirely in the past, is also unacceptable. The
facts and concepts pertaining to the highest stage of the object under
study in themselves contain the history of its emergence, formation
and development.

History must not be reduced to mere chronology or relegated
endrely to the past. In a strictly scientific sense, the course of history
is measured not so much in time as in the process of change
itself-the development of the phenomena of reality which, in its
turn, takes place in space and time. Human society is too complex,
many-sided and multidimensional a strucrure to be able to develop in
a uniform and rectilinear fashion, presenting a single front, so ro
speak, without emphasis on cerrain aspects as opposed to others,
without zigzags, reversals and even temporary backward movement.
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At all times, progressive and historically obsolete forms of societal
social, economic and political organisation have coexisted and still
coexist. It would be an error to study various societies and social
phenomena without recognising a general law of historical movement
which has definite stages in the development of a unified and
integral, though internally contradictory and multiform, system.
"The prevailing dialectics of present-day development consists in a
combination of competition and confrontation between the two
systems and a growing tendency towards interdependence of the
countries of the world community. This is precisely the way, through
the struggle of opposites, through arduous effort, groping in the
dark to some extent, as it we re, that the controversial but
interdependent and in many uays integral world is taking shape."Ir

Cognition of the truth in some sphere of reality-n21s121 61
social-always requires defining the specific and true parhs of
cognition, i.e. concretisation, with regard to the object under study,
of the principal epistemological categories of philosophy, and
creation of new ones. Kant's idea of the need to study the possibilities
of human knowledge, of careful elaboration and improvemenr of the
instruments of cognition themselves, contained an important and
rational kernel. The methods of cognition are prompted by the
object of study itself. The general laws and categories of Marxist
philosophy are the quintessence of the attainmenrs of the human
reason, of the entire scientific-cognitive process in various fields of
science and practical life. To be effectively applied, thesc lavrs and
categories require a specification, concretisation and knowledge of
the field in which they are to be applied. Identical gener-al laws and
categories are differently manifested in differenr spheres of nature,
social life, and practice. Defining this specificity, finding rhe rrue
path of cognition, is one of the most important aspects of the Marxist
methodology of _study, for "truth includes not only the result but also
the path to it".'2

The study of the dialectics of the general, the particular and the
singular in a concrete cognitive process is a necessary condition of
adequate reflection of this aspecr of objective reality. As far as the
study of political phenomena is concerned, thar means, first, defining
the general fundamental methodological position; and second,
defining the specificity of the area under study. Here, we restricr
ourselves only to the problem of political relations--the problem of
power, as it is connected more than any other with man, determining
his position in the sphere of political relations.

Politics is subject, probably more than orher areas, ro the
influence of accidents. This is explained by the fact that a political
situation is affected by too great a number of variables which, to
make matters even more difficult, belong not only to the political
sphere but also to non-political ones. Bcsides, political relations cover
an extremely broad range of issues on which decisions are taken at
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different levels. These levels consist of many components, often of a
very subjective nature. In other words, there is as a rule a multilevel
"inner" political space between decision-makers and those who put it
into effect. In a normally functioning political system the situarion is
as follows: the higher the level at which a decision is taken, the
greater the number of executive personnel involved, the deeper the
extent of their involvement and, consequently, the greater the space.
Each level must act in a way according with its purpose. That means
that at each of the levels the general decision is interpreted and
concretely specified in a way suitable to that level; in the process, the
possibility can never be excluded of a distortion of the true meaning
of the decision (which may be accidental, that is, due to an incorrecr
interpretation, or intentional and rooted in certain causes), which
results in defects in practical work. The greater the number of
mediating levels, the higher the probability of errors, for which the
executive personnel must not always be held responsible.

Coordination of the content of all decisions without exception,
and especially their implementation according to a master plan, is an
extremely difficult task. To this should be added that decision-
making and the mapping of a political course by no means always
follow from the principles, laws and categories of political science. It
should be noted at the same time that application of political science
to practical politics is a necessary but not sufficient condition for
error-free action. Other factors include the political skills of leaders
at all levels and their "personal influence".13

The existence of a strong personal element considerably expands
the sphere of the working of chance. That is one of the prime
reasons for the fact that Western political science actually deals not
with science, which must by definition contain objective laws, but with
a theory in which chance plays the principal role. That is what
politics are sometimes called-a "play of chance", in which only
probabilistic predictions are possible.

The fundamental question is: what must our attitude to politics
be? Should we treat it as a play of accidental forces that are nor
subject to strict theoretical generalisations-or as a specific area of
social activity governed by objective laws that can be cognised and
subordinated to the interests of society and personality, their
elemental impact tamed? Should we treat it, in fact, as science? This
is a crucial point. It determines whether we engage in a search for
certain objective principles ensuring the rationalisation of political
relations, control and conduct, or whether each of us makes up his
own rules of the game imposing them on the other side, which leads
to an endless and potentially dangerous confrontation.

Lenin did not have even the shadow of a doubt that our starting
point must be "the materialist theory of politics",ra i.e. the view thai
politics are conditioned by the objective laws of political relations. He
stressed that "politics have their own objective logic, irrespective of
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what persons or parties plan in advance".r5 This most important
proposition of political science means that politics, despite their
exceptional complexity and exposure to chance, and probably
because of these factors, can and must be treated as a science.

Most contemporary Western politologists and politicians hold the
opposite view, but there is an important distinction to be made here.
It is one thing when a politologist who does not take a direct part in
decision-making regards politics as a game, invoking in support of
this view the simple observation that, in their real political activity,
bourgeois governments and political parties often adopt the adven-
turist policy, unjustifiable by any rational arguments and not subject
to any effective control, of playing with fire, pursuing with varying
success narrow selfish goals and short-term interests, while their
leaders become embroiled, ever so often, in various internal and
external machinations, trusting to chance, like gamblers, that they
will not be exposed, and blaming the exposure, when it comes, on
chance again. In this case, it can be a question of theoretical
delusions of an academic politologist.

It is quite a different matter, though, that politics are treated as a
game by leaders who make decisions and by the advisers and experts
who stand close to the leaders. The situation here is basically
different, for politics becomes an area of active speculation, it is
consciously used precisely as a gamble, and unfounded and
unattainable tasks are posed for which there is no other justification
than the egoistic narrow class interest. Political reality is not perceived
and assessed objectively, as it exists in actual fact, but only with
reference to those changes that take place in the consciousness of the
political subject and are prompted by his will and desire. This kind
of subjectivist vision of the world is fraught with real danger.

This is the path that was chosen some thirty years ago by the
well-known anti-Communist and Sovietologist Zbigniew Brzezinski,
who has been unswervingly following along that path ever since.
With his frantic defence of the interests of US "national security" or,
to be more precise, of US imperialism, he far outstripped, in his
anti-Soviet theoretical and practical activity, many right-wing Ameri-
cans, finding himself in the position of a Roman Catholic who is
holier than the Pope himself.

In 1986, he published his Iatest book, Game PIan: A Geostrategi.c
Frameuork for the Conduct of the u.S.-Souiet Contest 'u Let us make this
reservation here that we do not set ourselves the task of analysing all
the questions discussed in it, which in themselves are a reflection of
the life experiences of the author's eventful life.rT Neither shall we
touch on the personal motives for his Thirty Years War against the
Soviet state and world socialism. Brzezinski's book should be studied
not for its profound theoretical calculations or realistic predictions
(which are so conspicuously absent in his books) but because of his
undoubted and sufficiently strong influence on the US Administra-
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tion and consequently on the working out of foreign policy. Many
politicians see the history and politics of the Soviet Union through
Brzezinski's eyes. His views and evaluations may be said to have
become typical of the political hawks now standing at the helm of US
politics. And that is a harsh political reality that has to be taken into
account.

Let us single out certain principal aspects of Brzezinski's
arguments (which on the whole reflect the official views of the US
Administration): the methodology of political analysis and possible
practical consequences; the interpretation of the world political
process and the attitude to the nuclear conflict; rhe inrerpretition of
the problem of power in international relations, which is expressed in
the concept of "world domination"; the role of ideology and
philosophy in the present-day political situarion. The author's
primary goal is to find rhe mosr promising ways for the USA to
achieve world hegemony. "This book is based," Brzezinski writes,
"on a central proposition: the American-Soviet contest is not some
temporary aberration but a historical rivalry that will long endure.
This rivalry is global in scope but it has clear geopolitical priorities,
and to prevail the United States must wage it on the basis of a
consistent and broad strategic perspective." 18

Although this proposition is, ar firsr sight, a starement of fact, it
does not hold water either logically or merhodologically. Whether the
author realises this or not, the proposition which he intends as the
basis for constructing a cerrain system of views (or theories) is
logically defective, stimulating further firethodologically absurd
theoretical constructions. Ultimately it leads neither to search and
analysis nor new knowledge but to a previously evolved, predeter-
mined result inserted in the premise from the outset and entailing
deleterious practical consequences.

Indeed, Brzezinski's basic proposition, on which the whole of the
book is founded and which is supposed to have been substantiated, is
by no means a self-evident truth-it is a "truth" that has to be
proved yet. This applies to any of the premises explicitly conrained in
the thesis as irre futable asserrions, e.g. that the USA-USSR
confrontation is "a historical rivalry that will long endure". For such
assumptions to become the basis of research, they must naturally be
proved first. Otherwise the whole of the system of knowledge
constructed on them may collapse.

We can point out, for instance, what there were promising
periods of cooperation in the history of mutual relationi between
these two countries. Why, then is the present stare to be prolonged
indefinitely? Of course, if one is to ignore the strict requirements of
constructing a scientific system of knowledge, one can formulate any
proposition one likes, but if the very foundation is fraught with a lie,
the building thus constructed is not much of a housing facility-it is
rather a house of cards. In other words, Brzezinski's fundamental
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proposition, both in its meaning and structure, is far from irrefutable
and unsubstantiated. A false premise determines, as a rule, a false
process of proof. That is why the author embarks on long-winded,
unconvincing, and often casuistic arguments, endeavouring to find
proof "in hindsight", so to speak.

Thus he asserts in retrospect that "Soviet intentions derive from
the historical Russian desire to achieve a pre-eminent global
standing".re Just as the Western mass media, Brzezinski does not
breathe a word about the peace-loving policy inherently characteristic
of the Soviet state, a policy that has been consistently implemented
since its very emergence to the Present day, or about the Soviet
Union's peaceful initiative. He ignores completely the revolutionary
changes in the social, political, economic and cultural spheres as a

result of which tzarist Russia with its backward outlying regions
turned into the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics of today.
Brzezinski's curious treatment of history has for its sole task the
impregnation of the minds of Americans with the idea that the USSR
is an aggressive state, and that the conflict between the Soviet Union
and the United States is insurmountable.

Brzezinski does not recognise objective laws of historical develop-
ment. He even speaks of them in an almost ironical way "the
ideological component of the Soviet worldview emphasizes the notion
that aii of humanity is governed by certain 'iron laws of history"'.2o

relations between the USSR and the USA, as a game naturally pushes
into the foreground the problem of finding the means by which the
opponent can be outmanoeuvred, outwitted, deceived, nonplussed
and ultimately defeated. And all this is to bc zrchieved in this nuclear

national security. In a word, he advocates complicated political
gamesmanship.

This approach has another aspect, no less sinister than the first
one: everything that the assumed adversary does is also declared to
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be a "game", a dirty fick, a deception, etc. without going to the root
of the matter. That is exactly the way many importanr initiatives of
the Soviet state are received. True, awkward attempts are sometimes
made to cover it all up with pacifist rhetoric which the speakers
themselves can hardly take seriously.

Assuming that the core of international relations is the confronta-
tion between the USA and the USSR, Brzezinski proposes a definite
game plan for the United States. That is the whole purpose of his
book, of which he says that it "is not an argument about the evils of
the Soviet system compared with the merits of American democracy,
but a practical guide to action".25

Of the 12 scenarios for Soviet-American contest for the nexr ten
years which he suggests there is not a single one that would take into
account or envisage developing peaceful coexistence or detente with
certain elements of partnership, goodneighbour relations, or cooper-
ation on . mutually advantageous conditions. Neither is the author
concerned with solutions for the most difficult problems of modern
times, such as the problem of avoiding a nuclear conflict. All he does
is compute and play out various models or scenai^ios of nuclear and
non-nuclear conflicts. According to Brzezinski, the game must
include intensive measures for the economic attrition and ideological
degeneration of the USSR and other socialist countries. He absolutely
rules out any possibility or necessity for changes in the political and
economic system of the USA and other NATO countries.

To achieve US hegemony over the world, he proposes the
fcrllowing steps. First, arms control must be rejected. Brzezinski
believes that US world hegemony can only be secured through
strength. It is strength that underlies the functioning of imperialist
power. The USA must therefore take measures to cool the
enthusiasm of those who advocate an end to the arms race, i.e. those
who advocate control over armaments, and to damp the zea'l of the
masses fighting for universal disarmament. "The contamination of
strategy by pacifism," he says, "is the key danger for the United
States inherent in crusading arms control."2u Using the "dangers of
disarmament" to intimidate the Americans, he writes that even the
idea of arms control may "someday render the United States
sl rategically impotent".27

In the meantime, more and more Americans are coming from
under the influence of the political "hawks" pushing the world to the
brink of nuclear disaster; they clamour more and, more insistently for
an end to the arms race and for establishment of effective controls
over armaments. According to the Gallup poll, the number of such
Americans reached 80 per cent of the population in March 1987.
The gulf is growing more unbridgeable between the official policies
of the US Administration aimed at achieving a military superiority
over the Soviet Union, and the desire of the overwhelming majority
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of Americans to establish peaceful relations with the USSR. In recenr
years only, a number of international and national organisations have
emerged advocating an end to the arms race, prevention of the
threat of nuclear war, and establishment of friendly and neighbourly
relations with the Soviet Union. Among these are International
Philosophers for Prevention of Nuclear Omnicide, Concerned
Philosophers for Peace, Beyond War, and many others actively
fighting for peace. What is Brzezinski's reaction to all this? He rejects
the idea of a pledge not to be the first side to strike a nuclear blow,
and would very much like to air the notorious slogan of "better dead
than red". That is exactly what he does, in fact, only in an indirect
and camouflaged form: playing on chauvinistic attitudes, he insists
that pacifism in "its most simplistic manifestation is represented by
the willingness to disarm unilaterally in the proclaimed belief 'better
red than dead"'.28 t

Second, Brzezinski calls on the Western mass media, especially on
the broadcasting companies beamed at the USSR and other socialist
countries, to step up the campaign aimed at undermining the
population's belief in socialism, boosting anti-Soviet attitudes, and
fanning the nationalistic tendencies among the peoples inhabiting the
Soviet Union. This orientation has a two-fold objective. On the one
hand, it is supposed to weaken the Soviet Union's potential on the
international scene, and on the other, to increase the inner pressure
within it. It is this course that the United States must actively support
and encourage, hindering the implementation in the Soviet Union of
the "economic reforms that might enhance the Soviet capacity to
compete with the United Stares".2e

Curiously, Brzezinski refers to the goal-directed campaign waged
by the Western mass media and based on the administration's lies as
a "critical factor" in the ideological struggle, and in the same breath
asserts that in contrast to socialist countries "the United States has a
system of open political competition reinforced by free mass media".
But this is by no means the only or even the principal of the
contradictions of which the former National Security Adviser is
guilty. In his attempts to denigrate the Soviet political system, he
talks himself into absolute absurdity, declaring, for instance, that "the
Soviet Union has subordinated the church to the state... in order to
promote state-sponsored atheism".30 He must really regard his
readers as a bunch of ignoramuses, to offer this sort of
bunkum.

The main point, however, is that, objectively speaking, Brzezinski
rejects the logic of peaceful coexistence, of survival of mankind in a
nuclear age. Having easily assimilated the old, traditional imperial
way of thinking, he cannot or will not go beyond its framework. His
intention to "prompt a contraction of the bloated Soviet empire" is
nothing but an irresponsible sally.3r This irresponsibility comes across
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even in the very choice of words used in the book ("curtail",
"suppress", '.oppose", etc.). Each of Brzezinski's sentences is an
attempt to solve the problem of power, to create the conditions for US
domination over the world community.

Ignoring the opinions and the vital interests of the American
people, and discarding the views of many sober-minded politicians,
philosophers and politologists, Brzezinski shows no concern for the
search of a way for strengthening trust between the USSR and the
USA, for consolidating political, commercial, economic, scientific,
technological, cultural and other links. He does not see the nuclear
arsenals accumulatcd in the world as enemies of contemporary
civilisation but rather as potential allies in various situations that may
arise in the path of prolonged geostrategic rivalry of the two
superpowers that will lead to historical attrition.

However, all of the now existing states, more than 180 of them,
including the great powers, have a great number of strategic
problems in common, which can be resolved only by joint efforts.
These problems include, first of all, saving civilisation from the
impending threat of total annihilation; the switching of industry, of
the whole of the national economy and science, to peaceful channels;
raising the population's living standards; the liberation of social
creativity and intellectual activity from the needs of militarism; joint
struggle against illiteracy, and diseases, for the protection of the
environment, and many other socia], economic, cultural and ecologi-
cal problems.

In formulating the US position, Brzezinski takes as his starting
point the basically false premise that "Soviet military threat" exists,
presenting the Soviet Union in terms of various combinations of
ideological features not only as a rival but preciselv as a multidimen-
sional enemy, although he makes the special reservation that the
USSR is a "unidimensional" adversary developing in the military
sphere only. He is not to be satisfied by differences in the ideologies.
Subject to no limitations imposed by science or scholarly ethics, he
demands a change in "Soviet philosophy", decentralisation of
political power and introduction of pluralism, interpreting the latter
as spontaneous action of the system and ideological anarchism.

Of the 10 features which he uses as points of reference for
opposing the USA and the USSR, philosophy occupies one of the
first positions. The two powers, Brzezinski writes, differ "in the
philosophical values that either shape the national outlook or are
iormalized through an ideology".3' If we disregard the vagueness of
such expressions as "the national outlook", the question arises: why
does someone who advocates "pluralism" rule out the possibility of
philosophical and ideological differences? These differences can be
overcome by philosophical and ideological means. Why should they
lead to a nuclear disaster?
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The situation existing in the presenr-day world, not to mention
the profound historical roots of the democratic traditions of various
peoples, includirr-g those of the USSR and the USA, insistently
demands that differences and contradictions must be sorved peacefui-
ly. other countries must be regarded as partners in world economic
and cultural links, and anything that may lead to a nuclear conflict
must be decisively opposed.

'frue, the two superpowers today confront each other as rivals.
But cannot the goodwill of the peoples and governments of these two
nations change the relationship for the better? The fact is that ther.e
rvere periods when the two countries worked together. The fact is
thrrt the rivalry was not prompted by a suprinatural force but
ernerged through certain human acrions. Anything that men did can
be changed by men themselves, the more so that such a change for
the better would promote universal progress and agree with the
objective needs of political relarions.

Of course, the political leader wielding porver- (head of state,
government, party, or class) can, through incompetence or irrespon_
sibility, ignore the laws of political science. i{i.to.y aboundi in
examples of this kind. But this entails a crisis both in domestic and
foreign policy. History avenges such a slighting attitude to science.
True, 

-it is ,ot every error that is accompanied by an immediate crisis,
for crises hav.e. stages of their own (inieption, deepening, etc.). The
art of the political subject consisrs in taking norice of the"elements of
an emergent crisis and preventing it from expanding by changing the
policy. Fundamentally, any political crisis is a crisii oi po*i..

- . 
Tl. view of politics as a science assumes profound study of the

objective laws of political relarions (domestii and foreign) of the
functioning of the society's political system, state apparatus, parries,
soglat organisations, the mechanism of power 

-and 
democracy,

political culture, etc. as well as modes of interaction between
governments, parties, states, systems, blocs, stzrte confederations,
international organisations and movements.

Besides, the Iinks of politics with the orher elements of the
superstructure and its dialectical interrelatiorrs with the ecorromy
must also be fully taken into account. The extremely complex
character of the political process can .nly be understood in-the
entirety of all of its component parrs. The scientific methodology of
the study of politics excludes in principle a fragmentary appriach,
substantiation of theory by reducing it to separate er.umpl., o. o
mech_anical agglomeration of such examples, however gieat their
significance in history. Such an approach concears the 

-danger 
of

exaggeration of their role and neglect for the overall tr&d of
development, i. e. for the objective historical law, to illustrare which
is the only purpose of the examples. "what this calls for above all,"
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stressed Lenin, "and more so than in any other sphere-is a picture
of the process as a uthole, with all the trends taken into account and
summed up in the form of a resultant." 33

Just as any other sphere of control, politics calls not only for
knowledge but also for skills, habits, will, and art. The art of the
political subject consists in the weldine of most important compo-
nents of political relations (the leader, political figures, parties, social
groups, classes, masses) in a single rationally directed interaction,
"into one indivisible whole with the class and the masses" 34 The
leader rvielding political power must be able to mobilise the masses, to
convince them, to make them follow him, to concentrate their efforts
on solvins the vital tasks posed by a given situation, being guided in
all this by the scientific principles of political theory. It is no accident
that Lenin stressed that "politics is a science and an ar[".35

Marxist-Leninist political science makes possible scientific plan-
ning and forecasting of political development, as well as action in
accordance with the objective laws of political relations and control
over the relations. Cognised political necessity, and the ability to take
correct political decisions on the basis of knowledge of that necessity,
is true political freedom.
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The Problenx of Man:
Current Aspects

Ph ilosoph ical Aspects
of lnnovative Activity

Nlkolal LAPIN

The present stage in the history of mankind is an epoch of great
change and renewal along several dimensions. The source of
renovation in all of these dimensions is man's innovative activity.
What changes, marking a turning-point in history, do we have in
mind here?

Above all, we refer to the scientific and technological revolution
now triumphantly sweeping through all countries and continents. Its
first wave, which has brought about automation of production, has
been followed by a second ens-1hs wave of computerisation
entailing radical transformation of all information processes. Fresh
waves of the scientific and technological revolution, much more
gigantic than the previous ones, are now gaining momentum.

This is what forms the basis for profound structural changes in
the economy of all the countries of the world. The primary sectors of
the economy (agriculture, fishing, hunting) are more and more
ousted, in terms of the numbers of people gainfully employed in
them, by secondary and tertiary sectors (industry, the sphere of the
services) while in the industrially developed countries the quaternary
sector (informatics) has developed, claiming an increasing share of
the gainfully employed population. We are witnessing changes in the
priorities of economic development in favour of intensive, science-
consuming parameters.

A historic change is taking place in the structure of mankind in
terms of the socio-economic formations. The October 1917 Revolu-
tion in Russia was the first step in the transition from antagonism
between labour and capital to cooperation between labour organisa-
tions and the individual on the basis of varied forms of social,
collective and personal property. At present, there is an unpre-
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cedented variety of social structures in the world: along with the
socialist and capitalist countries, there is a broad spectrlrm of
developing nations, whose socio-economic and socio-political orienta-
tions are varied and by no means stable.

Fundamental differences in social structure do not exclude
interaction between the groups of countries with such differences.
The development of national economies is accompanied by a growing
internationalisation of economic structures and processes. The
growing acuteness of global problems, especially of the problem of
mankind's survival in our nuclear age, increases the interdependence
of all the countries and regions on each other. "The prevailing
dialectics of present-day development consists in a combination of
competition and confrontation between the two systems and in a

growing tendency towards interdependence of the countries of the
world community. This is precisely the way, through the struggle of
opposites, through arduous effort, groping in the dark to some
extent, as it were, that the controversial but interdependent and tn many

way integraL uorld is taking shape."'
Fundamental and truly revolutionary changes are taking place in

science and culture. A new scientific picture of the world is taking
shape as new aesthetic and moral values, as well as new thinkine-
political, ecological, 616.-sv6lvs.

Underlying all these and other changes, which form in their
totality substance of the turning-point in history, are the objective
laws of the development of mankind, of its material, social and
cultural progress. These laws, however, do not functi()n by them-
selves as an autonomous "programme" fully determining the mo-
vements of the "automation"; they function through the operation-
al mode of dialogue with man who has to takc itrto :rccount the
"programme" compiled and imparted to the "computer-" by other
individuals. He can, however, himself develop such a "Pr()gramme"
and introduce essential changes into it, creating ncw '(Pro€irammes"
of his being. Man is subject to the action of the objcctive laws of his
being, and he is in a position to create new conditions of their action,
of which the totality can lead to a renovation of the manifestation of
laws and at times to a renewal of their very c()ntent, l() thcl formation
of new being with its new laws. Herein lies the spet:ifit:ity of history as

object-subject activity.
How is this renewal possible, and why? -I'hc wholc of man's life is

goal-oriented changes realised by man in the rvorld and in himself. A
direct form of the manifestation of this activity is innovati<>ns of
different kinds.
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The tivity, as well as its role in
history, hole, there is a tendency

::#J'i fl:T#T:?'ffifJI, i;

successes and failures of individuals and organisations, of peoples
and socicties increasingly depend on their ability to create u.rd u.i.pt
various innovations.

What is innovative activity?
The concept of activity is fundamental to the dialectical-materialist

conc rstanding the essence
and of man, society, and

:::. u,tl;.u'0"'ts 
or this

. Each type of activiry meets a definite need of society as an
integral, organic sy-stem: reproductive activity corresponds to society's
need for stability, for a stable functioning of all its mechanisms and
subsystems; productive activity realises the need for changes and
development in society, for its transition from one qualitative state to
another.

Just as the needs rhemselves, both these types of activity are
mutually connecred. Being opposites, they interact with each other,
functioning as meta-activity in relation to each orher. productive
activity is the progressive side in this interacrion: it does not simply
stand side by side with reproductive activity b,t transforms concrete
types of the latter, ousting out and often completely eliminar.ing
them. This interaction produces a manyfold intensification u.rd



acceleration of the processes of development and renovation trig-
gered off by productive activity. Contrariwise, the reverse impact on
it on the part of reproductive activity hinders changes and slows
down development, preserving the routine mechanisms of the
processes of functioning, stressing their stagnant character.

Innovative activity is productive meta-activity of which the content
is the creation, spreading and employment of various innovations,
and which has as a necessary condition and consequence changes in
the routine components constituting the environment in which
innovative activity takes place. As a meta-activity, it ultimately has for
its object other kinds of activity-those that evolved previously and
became by the given moment reproductive in character, while their
means and modes became routine in a given community of men.
Innovative activity is ultimately directed towards changes in the
routine means and modes of reproductive activity. In this connection,
"innovated activity" is identified as an object of innovative activity.3

This determines the primary function of innovative activity in
society-that of renovation and development of the modes and
mechanisms of its operation in all the spheres of its life activity. In
the broad sense, it is the function of the development of culture as

an ensemble of modes of man's life activity. Innovative activity is
intended to satisfy human needs, which change under the impact of
law-governed tendencies and processes of society's development.

The starting-point and the nucleus of innovative activity is a
noaelty-a novel idea or value, product or technology, norm of
behaviour or organisational structure. Of the greatest significance is
the potential of the novelty, i. e. the totality of changes which can be
realised to meet the demand for this novel element. The socio-
cultural and organisational adaptability of the novelty, the possibility
of its assimilation by concrete participants in innovative activity, and
the probability of its integration in the socio-cultural environment
must be taken into account. The Potential of novelty is also
characterised by the possibility of modification of the novelty itself, of
its ability for renovation and self-development.

In terms of their potential, novel elements are divided into basic
and modifying ones (the latter are referred to as "improvement").
The former mark a radical breakthrough in the sphere of activity in
question (a major scientific or technological discovery, etc.), followed
by the creation of new types of activity. The latter signify more or
less substantial improvements in that which exists: they may be
modifications of a fundamental novel phenomenon facilitating its
wide spreading, or they may be modifications of something obsolete
which serves to extend the life of those obsolete eler4ents. Underly-
ing different types of novel phenomena are different types of
innovative activity, significantly differing in their structure and
mechanism. These differences lie in the interval between fundamen-
tal-innovative and routine-reproductive activity. Routine-modifying
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activity, of which the principal mode is element-by-element improve-
ment of an old routine, stands closest to r.outine reproductive
activity.

ph-enomenon must be produced in a sufficient number of copies over
a fairly long period of time, not in one copy at a single moment of
time. It follows that innovative activity, unique at the moment of its
origin, must become in the course of time reproducible, functioning
in accordance with the mechanisms of reproduction which existed
previously or were creared by this innovative activity itself. In other
words, these mechanisms and these new modes of activity themselves
must become customary in a certain community; that is to say,
innovative activity, unique at the outset, is, as a rule, ..routin-
ised" in the course of time. A routinisation of the unirlue
constitutes an internal contradiction of the being of innovative
activity.

A novelty and its fate in a corresponding environment (that of
economic production, social organisation or culture) constitutes the
core or focus of a definite sphere of innovative acrivity. A concrete
form of its manifestation is an innovation, of which innovarive activity
is the essence.

On the gerreral theoretical plane, an innouation is a form of
organisation of men's innovative activity. The overall mass and
quality of innovations implemented in a given society over a certain
period of time are indications of the correlation of the productive
and reproductive types of activity in this society, and one of the
indices of the character of its culture.

Since innovation is a highly practical phenomenon, it is not
enough to formulate its general theoretical definition characterising
its essence. This definition must be complemented by a characteristii
of concrete and empirically manifested features of innovations as
practical innovative activities.

On this applied plane, an innovation is a complex process of
creation, spreading and employment of a novelty-a novel practical
means developed to meet a new need, or to satisfy a well-known need
better; at the same time it is a process of changes conditioned by the
potential of a given novelty in the social and material environmenr in
which it runs through its life cycle. Depending on the potential of a
novelty, a distinction is drawn berween fundamental (radical) and
modifying (improving) innovations; in rerms of their marerial
content, they are divided into technological, socio-organisational,
cultural, and other innovations. Most innovations include both
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technical and social components; that is to say, they are complex,
Their effectiveness is also of a comple* nature.'

An innovation is an integral and internally contradictory system.
On the dynamic plane, it appears above all as an innovation process,
i. e. as a process of creation, spreading and employment of a novelty.
The structure of this process is determined by the inner substantive
logic of innovation activity, from the moment of emergence of an
idea for a novelty to its use by the ultimate consumers. Two basic
forms of reproduction of innovative processes are distinguished:
simple reproduction is characterised by the fact that a novel element
is only produced where it was first assimilated; reproduction on an
expanded scale means the spreading of the processes of creation of a
novelty to an extent sufficient to meet the need for it fully. The
transition from simple reproduction to extended reproduction
constitutes a critical phase the overcoming of wh_ich determines the
effectiveness and completeness of an innovation.o

The dynamics of interaction between the innovative process and
different subsystems of its environment are expressed through the
concept of the innovation's life cycle. This concept characterises the
level of development of the innovation process and its effectiveness
in regard to the individuals and organisations pafticipating in it. Five
principal stages of the life cycle of an innovation are distinguished:
start, rapid growth, maturity, complete satisfaction of the need for a
novelty, finish. The replacement of one of these stages by the next in
succession is brought about by the contradictory relationship between
the two principal elements of the effectiveness: the peak of the
attractiveness of a novelty for the consumer comes much
earlier than the peak of the process of production of this novelty.
The dynamics of the novelty's consumer attractiveness must therefore
serve as a guide for controlling the dynamics of its production,
including the passing of decisions on the cessation of the production.

Innovative activities are subject to the division of labour in society.
Consider technological innovations; here, some individuals make
discoveries and invent things, others develop these technological
innovations, still others produce them, the fourth cate gory of
individuals ensure that they reach consumers, the fifth, consume
them in appropriate production processes, the sixth, utilise the waste
materials resulting from consumption. Irr other words, different
groups of individuals and different or-ganisations perforrn different
roles in the innovation process. The success of this innovation
assumes a definite integration of all of its participants, :r coordination
of their goals, interests and actions.

However, not infrequently this coorclination does not exist. The
complex process of innovation ceases to be integral; its development
sometimes aggravates the differences between the goals and interests
of its participants; the differences may range from spontaneously
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l)romoting a given innovation to persistent opposition to its
im plementation.6

The opposition is the greater the more radical are the changes
introduced by the innovation. A radical innovation infrequently
emerges in an alien organisational structure, circumventing this
structure and developing in spite of it-through informal relations
between its initiators and active participants.' Or-, the contrary,
modifying innovations, implying element-by-element improvement of
that which exists (the deep-rooted new or the old and the routine),
are as a rule easily incorporated in existing organisational structures.
Therefore modifying activity, along with routine one, often forms a
difficult obstacle in the way of radical innovative activity. [ust as the
best is an enemy of the good, a modification is an enemy of the
radical. True, this "enmity" is relative: as soon as the tree of a radical
or fundamental innovation takes root, a whole stream of innovations
comes into being. A fundamental novelty like the microprocessor
gave rise to a great many innovation flows such as microelectronics
and its varied applications.

The success of an innovation is substantively affected by its
cultural genesis: it may arise on the basis of cultural achievements of
the given people, the given society, or it may be borrowed from a
different culture. Culturally endogenous innovations are more easily
perceived by the participants of innovative processes, they are better
integrated and, in a word, they are more likely to succeed than
culturally exogenous innovations; the latter are often rejected by the
Iocal culture and wither away.

The principal factor of the success of innovations is the quality of
innovative activity of its direct participants. This properly human
fttctor of i,nnouations includcs the structure of interests, incentives and
motives, existing in a given society, for labour in general and
innovative activity in particular; perceptiveness to innovations which
differs significantly among different individuals, organisations and
cultures; the structure and composition of the general and special
knowledge and labour skills of gainfully employed population; the
structure of values and norms in society and its socio-professional
groups; and the characteristics of communication chinnels and
information sources.

Different aspects of the above characteristic of innovative activity
and innovations can be amplified and specified. The most important
of these aspects is the emergent need for the intensit'i,cation ot'
innouatiae processes.s This is a complex n666[-6'6en66i6, social,
cultural and, ultimately, human. It reflects the challenges of our
epoch-challenges addressed to society and man and insistently
calling for their renovation through self-development. The
emersence of this need is an indication of a sufficiently high level of
development of the human community and of the even more
considerable possibilities opening up before it. The realisation of
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these possibilities imposes on mankind and the individuals and
societies constituting it a demand for great energy and skill.

On the one hand, there is t}:,e demand, imposed, on societies, their
institutions, organisations and other macrostructures to create an
increasingly growing interest and axiological-normative orientation of
a possibly greater number of their members, of greater and greater
masses of the working people, towards active participation in radical
innovations in technology, production, social organisation and
culture. This interest and orientation must accord with the possibility
for their active participation in radical innovative processes, including
guarantees of the right to labour, creation of the "innovation
reserve" of resources at the disposal of the innovators, formation of a
network of innovative production organisations, etc. Societies and
their macrostructures can only count on success in the present-day
dynamic world if they take the path of intensification of all the
internal sources of self-development.

On the other hand, intensification of innovation processes
imposes just as significant demand,s on rnan. In terms of receptiveness
to innovations, men fall into five categories: innovators, early
recipients of innovations, the early majority of followers, the later
majority, and the stragglers.e According to some statistics, the first
two categories cover only about 16 per cent of the total number of
recipients. However, that is not some kind of biological constant bur a
magnitude determined on culture and education. Although there are
no reliable statistics to confirm the above thesis, there are quite a few
successful experiments and schools which ensure increased receptive-
ness of personnel towards innovations and development of their
innovative capacity.ro

In the USSR, innovation games have been worked out and are
successfully applied, permitting experimental realisation, over a short
period of time, of interaction between porential participants of the
innovation process.tt A special feature of innovation gimes is that
they allow simultaneous solution of three interconnected tasks:
formation of methods for the solution of innovative problems, and
study and practical development of man's capacity for innovative
activity.

A most important premise of the formation of innovative qualities
in man is his need for self-deaelopment. At the same time that need
itself is consolidated and perfected in the process of concrere
innovation activity. That is not, however, a closed circle but a spiral
of which the guiding reference-points are two vector parameters: a
rise in the share of gainfully employed population actively parricipat-
ing in innovation, and better quality of rhe innovation activity itself
(intensification of the innovation processes). These are conrradictory
parameters with a negative feedback link between them (if they are
considered separately). But if the need for self-developmerit assumes
mass scope, simultaneous rise in both parameters becomes possible.
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The realisation of such a possibility is an indication of progressive
development of society and man himself.

Creation of optimal conditions for an increasing involvement of
the popular masses in innovation activity and for the intensification
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lnterdisciplinary Study of Consciousness

Evgeni VELIKHOV,
Vladimir ZINCHENKO,
Vladislav LEKTORSKY

organisation of such studies faces a whole range of fundamental and
complex methodological and procedural problems. Their analysis is
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<1uite instructive as similar difficulties are mer within the organisation
of integrated studies of man and his activities.

The nature of these problems derives from the fact that each of
the sciences studies its own range of consciousness phenomena, which
it isolated historically (or intuitively); itself defines its object of study.
The isolated circles of consciousness phenomena are sometimes
quite remote from each orher and are not related to consciousness as
:rn integral phenomenon. More often than not no line is drawn
between the forms, states, structures, properties and mechanisms of
consciousness. Each of the disciplines uses its own methodological
patterns, is guided by its own (both classical and non-classical) ideals
of rationality and determinism, and its own criteria of objectivity,
strictness and scholarly approach. Thus, the research of conscious-
ness employs a nronodisciplinary rather than an interdisciplinary
approach: it is increasingly frequent, however, that the results of
such research are gathered together under one cover. We believe
that an appreciation of this situation may help organise rruly
interdisciplinary study of consciousness which is called forth both by
the logic of science and practical tasks of studying the human factor.

The following is an attempt to find a possible conceprual basis for
such research.

consciousness or .o.rr.rorrlr.* on.r"-ena are a reality of a
special kind. It is common to call it subjective. One could go along
with that, provided it were not contrasted to objective reality, which
results in a reproduction of epiphenomenalistic treatment of con-
sciousness. This is manifested in that consciousness is viewed as a
reality of a secondary rating, some sort of a "social metaphor". It is
forgotten that the juxtaposition of the subjective and objective
outside of epistemology is erroneous.

Consequently, the first thesis to be clearly defined is that
conscrousness as a subjective reality is no less objective than any other
objective reality. The above is a paraphrase of an idea expressed by
prominent Russian physiologist A. Ukhtomsky to the effect that the
subjective methods of research provide results no less objective than
those obtained by what is called the objective methods. There are,
however, cluestions which have no simple answers, such as: where is
this reality located and what should be the language used to describe
it? The answers to the first question, as a rule, lie in a range between
social and neurophysiological matter. The distribution of answers
across this range is reflected in the description language of
consciousness phenomena.

The problem of the ontological status of consciousness is viewed
differently in philosophy. This is understandable as the issue of the
relationship between consciousness and being has been and remains
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the main issue of any philosophical conception. In the focus of
philosophical thought are the problems of man's place in the world,
his relation to the world, and of the world's relation to man, of the
limits of human cognition and action. Consciousness is man's
peculiarity which determines his special position in the world and his
special ontological status. It is important ro emphasise here that the
basic issue of philosophy is not reduced to whar is primary and what
is secondary but includes the research of all variable and historically
changing types and forms of relations between consciousness and
being. For this reason, it is not only the basic but also the eternal
issue of philosophy.

Philosophy studies consciousness primarily from the point of view
of its ontological status, its place in the strucrure of being, both
natural and social. It isolates some main types of relations of
consciousness to the world: cognition, activity, axiological atritude.
Philosophy studies complex, ambiguous, often contradictory and
dramatic relations between different types of consciousness (cognition
and morals, goodness and beauty, cognition and usefulness, etc.). It is
interested in the problem of the relationship berween the individual
and public consciousness, between the subjective consciousness and
the consciousness objectivised in the form of special objects-items
of culture. Thus, the specificity of the philosophical approach to
consciousness is characterised by the inrerest in specific borderline
problems: consciousness and being, consciousness and morals,
individual and public consciousness, erc.

Some social sciences study separate forms of public consciousness
in connection with certain forms of social activities (legal conscious-
ness, political consciousness, economic consciousness, artistic con-
sciousness, etc.).

Lev Vygotsky in his study of the philosophical undersranding of
the ontology of consciousness wrote that two layers can be isolated
both in consciousness and in thought-consciousness for conscious-
ness and being in consciousness.r The isolation of the being Iayer is
needed for it is impossible to describe many acts of conduct and
activities through the conscious presence of the individual subject
and his will in them. This is particularly distinct in free actions. It is
especially difficult to comprehend. Just as in physics rhe idea of
relativity presents great difficulty, it is equally difficult to assimilate
the idea that two types of phenomena within consciousness itself can
be differentiated: (1) phenomena, controlled and used by conscious-
ness and will (they may be termed ideal-constructive), and
(2) phenomena and links, which though being active in consciousness
itself, are not evident in relation to it and, in this sense, are not
controlled by the subject. Many of the latter phenomena are more
frequently considered what is called the altered states of conscious-
ness.2 We emphasise that we are discussing the distinctions between
the contents within consciousness, since something in that conscious-
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ness possesses characteristics of being (lending themselves to objective
analysis), in relation to consciousness in terms of the individual
psychological reality.s Going somewhat ahead, we would like to note
that the source of the characteristics of being is "aggregate" human
action (both social and subjective) and this is the true essence of the
well-known principle of the unity of consciousness and activity. From
here on, the two isolated layers of consciousness will be referred to as
the being and the reflexiue. The conventional character of these terms
is connected with the fact that the being layer also possesses reflexive
components, very much like the reflexive layer, which is truly
individual and psychological, possesses components of the being
tyPe.

The reflexive layer of consciousness is a relation to reality. The
being layer a relation in reality. Obviously, there are major
differences and real contradictions between these two main types of
human relations to the world, which are not easy to remove
particularly when there is a profound gup between consciousness and
reality, thought and word, word and action. Thus, the organic unity
of consciousness and activity is not given from the outset. It is a sort
of prescription to be followed.

Expanding the ontology of consciousness to being and isolating
the being layer in it, leads to a need for expanding the descriptive
language of consciousness phenomena. It should also include the
descriptive language of human activities and actions. The opposite is
also true. The descriptive language of the latter likewise should be
expanded, due to the inclusion of the descriptive language of
consciousness and, in a broader sense, of psyche. The degree and
measure of manifestation (or action, if you like) of being in
consciousness is in inverse proportion to the degree and measure of
reflection by it of its own act, marked by its own "I", and its objects
in the world. It is clear that in this context the notions of "physical
action", "objective" (independent of consciousness), "external",
"spatial" and others must be reviewed and expanded.

In other words, today we see (especially in psychology) not only
an expansion of the ontology of consciousness, but also that of action
for which the traditional descriptive language used in the reflexive,
stimulus-reactive, behavioural, and even sociological schemes of
describing man and socium, is inadequate. As always, the main
requirement of the descriptive language is that it should not screen
with its body what it describes.

Before discussing the feasibility of moulding a single conceptual
basis for the interdisciplinary study of consciousness, let us record the
situation in this sphere as it is: at present several disciplines can be
isolated in the study of consciousness. The social sciences, including
psychology, study the forms of social and individual consciousness.
The natural sciences, to which psychology is often referred, mainly
study the states of individual consciousness and their material
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are overlapping spheres of study, which is mosr apparent in the
example of psychology where the objects of study include both forms
and states, mechanisms and functions of consciousness. It's another
matter how closely psychological studies are related ro each other and
to other sciences. Most likely, not very closely.

Nevertheless, according to its range of problems, psychology
should in principle act as a link, or some sort of a conceptlal bridgi,
in organising interdisciplinary studies of consciousness.

We have isolated only the key dominants and cenrral problems
which are being investigated by respective disciplines. In reality,
however, there is some confusion of forms, states, mechanisms and
functions of consciousness, its being and reflexive layers in research.
The regular outcome of this is that some aspects become absolutised
while others are totally disregarded. There is no science studying
consciousness as such. This is illustrated by the fact that great efforts
are being expanded to classify and understand the nature and causes
of the altered states of consciousness (the number of which {rrows
steadily). At the same time the understanding of what is conscious-
ness, its norm, etc. is distressingly vague. Take, for instance,
psychology-in the last decade ir seems to have forgotten about the
existence of the problem of consciousness.

The current situation in the study of consciousness can hardly be
assessed in terms of "good" or "bad". An assessment should,
however, serve as justification for interdisciplinary research and
closer contacts between the social, natural and technical sciences in
this sphere. It is evident that the general srraregy of such study
should support "two-way traffic". Social sciences should "feed" the
content of the norion of consciousness which takes shape within the
natural and technical sciences. The latter should develop methods of
study and simulation of phenomena of consciousness, test and verify
hypotheses born in the social sciences, specify the concepts of the
material roots and material substrate of consciousness, etc. Such
strategy requires one indispensable condition: an approach shared by
the social, natural and technical sciences, in their treatment of
consciousncss phenomena, which could make up a single platform
for the interdisciplinary study of consciousness. We believe there are
sound scholarly premises for the identification of such common
approach. We shall try to explicate them.

Let us begin with the study of the consciousness forms in thc
social sciences. Marx viewed the development of society as a natural
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lristorical process and compared it with the development of an
organic system. The latter creates the missing organs in the process
of its evolution. That is how there appear multiple forms of
individual, group, collective, class, national, mythological, religious,
scientific, legal, professional, political, etc. consciousness. Each form
of social consciousness develops, transforms, involutes; it is, in a
word, a socio-historical category. The appearing forms of social
consciousness become institutionalised and turn into functional
()rgans which ensure the life of society. They may also become with
tirne (and sometimes do) an obstacle on the path of such develop-
ment.

The trend of the forms of consciousness to institutionalisation,
ruutomation, and symbolisation of its processes and results fully
.justifies the conclusion about the objectiveness of conscious (subjec-
tive) phenomena.

The above is true not only with respect to the forms of social
consciousness. Marx described many phenomena of man's individual
consciousness as functional organs: "Each of his human attitudes to
the world-vision, hearing, olfaction, taste, tactus, thinking, contem-
plation, perception, wishing, activity, love-in a word, all organs of
his individuality .. exist as social organs, are in their objectiae attitude,
or in their attitude to an object. the acquisition of the latter, the
acquisition of human activity." o This passage contains ideas, vital to
our account. First, a whole range of psychic processes, often
identified as the functions of consciousness (perception, thinking) or
as the states of consciousness (wishing, love) are called the organs of
individuality. Second, Marx understood the organs of individuality
not as anatomic and morphological formations, but as attitudes to the
world, to the object, or as functional organs. Third, they are social
organs. The latter is extremely important for expanding interdiscipli-
nary research not only of consciousness, but also for integrated
studies of man. Marx wrote on numerous occasions that man was a
natural and objective creature. He did not use the concept of
biological creature with respect to man, nor did he juxtapose the
biological and the social. (Varied and complex forms of social life are
well known in the animal kingdom.) Marx spoke about the
corporeality of the individual living in the objective world created by
humanity and called this world man's second nature. Far too often
we have to admit with bitterness that his second nature influences
man's development much stronger than the first, from which he
removes yet farther and which he destroys (in the poet's words:
"There's less nature, there's more environment"). Furthermore, the
animal as a creature of nature lives in the biosphere, while man as a
natural, objective and social creature creates the noosphere-a
sphere of reason becomine a geological force (V. Vernadsky). This is,
probably, the main feature of the "phenomenon of man".
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Then, what are these formations like: a functional organ, social
matter, noosphere, consciousness? What is the mechanism of their
action? The simplest answer is that the organs of the nervous system
act as functional organs. The search for consciousness in the brain
continues to this day despite the fact that a number of foremost
neurophysiologists of this century maintain that the search for the
phenomena of consciousness and its specific characteristics should
not be reduced even to a most detailed study of the intimate
rnechanisms of nervous activity as a whole or of individual neurons,
ion currents, accompanying the synaptic transference, morphological
peculiarities, etc. Let's not forget that Charles Sherrington has
localised the higher psychic functions such as memory and mental
ability in action rather than in the mind. Similarly, Ivan Sechenov
also included in the elements of thought not only the sensual rows
but also the "rows of individual action".

Surprising as it may seem, the answer to the question of what the
functional organs are like belongs not to philosophers or psycholog-
ists but to physiologist Ukhtomsky. He is the author of the theoretical
construction that gives adequate reflection of the reality of the
psychic and opens up new possibilities for combining rhis reality with
physiological, corporeal reality. The foundation of this construcrion
lies in the concept of the "functional organ of the nervous system" or
the "mobile organ of the brain", introduced into physiology by
Ukhtomsky and later developed, as applied to psychology, by
A. Zaporozhets, A. Leontiev, A. Luria, among others. As examples of
such organs, Ukhtomsky pointed to parabiosis and dominant or, in
other words, to certain flowing functional states of the organism and
characterised them as some "integral whole", "complex symp-
tomocomplex". Upon close scrutiny of the texts about these
phenomena, one discovers thar the dominant is described either in
the language of physiology (as a rather stable excitation which occurs
in the centres at a given moment and becomes a dominating factor in
the work of the centres), or in the language of behaviour, or even
psychology. According to Ukhtomsky, the external expression of the
dominant is stationarily maintained work, or the working posture of
the organism supported at a given moment by various stimulations
and precluding other works and postures ar the given moment.s The
work also notes a special internal expression of the dominant, living
through the dominant in the form of a reduced symbol (psychologi-
cal recollection). "In this connection the former dominant is lived
through in a very reduced form, with a rather low inertia-only by
cerebral componenrs, or ir is lived through with all the former
inertia, occupying the work of the centres for a long time and forcing
out of them other reactions."

The dominant is not only a normal working principle of the
nervous centres; it also has an important role to play in the process
of forming reactions to the medium.
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Thus, Ukhtomsky characterises the dominant as a temporary
functional organ. This organ is extracerebral, external with relation
to the brain; it controls the brain and affects the nervous centres.
'Ihe brain, on its part, can also fight the dominants "without
artacking them directly, but creating new compensating dominants in
the centres".6

Introducing the concept of a mobile organ, Ukhtomsky warned
asainst the customary association of this concept with the idea of
the morphologically stable, statically permanent formation. He wrote
that "any temporary combination of forces capable of a certain
achievement can be an organ".'

Still, there was a certain trace of duality in Ukhtomsky's
descriptions. He viewed one and the same reality both as the
physiological, so to say, the substrate, and as the psychological which
is a purely functional formation. This duality, more often than not,
brought researchers back to the previous attempts of direct
correlation (overlapping) of the structure and function.

The Soviet scholar N. Bernstein made a major contribution to
advancing the idea of functional organs in physiology in his theory of
movement construction. He included in the functional organs live
movement and objective action. Living movement in his theory is
viewed not only as a function of the skeletal-muscular apparatus but
also as a special functional organ with its own morphological
properties (biodynamic tissue) and reactivity preiperties (Zaporozhets
later discovered also the properties of sensitivity in movement), which
is subject to the laws of evolution and involution.

In psychology, the idea of functional organs was further advanced
by Leontiev who described some of their typical important proper-
ties. According to Leontiev, they "function like comrnon morphologi-
cal permanent organs; they differ from the latter, however, in that
they are new formations appearing in the process of individual
(ontogenetic) development".s A specific feature of these new
formations is that, once established, they continue to function as a
single whole; they are strong and stable. Leontiev gives a clearer
differentiation of the psychic functioning of the respective organs
and of their material substrate. His idea is that the formation of
higher, specifically human, psychic processes takes place simultane-
ously with the formation of functional organs of the brain
performing them.

Thus, the understanding of the psychic as an organ, suggested by
Ukhtomsky and Leontiev, should be considered a major step in
evolving, if one may say so, anti-reductionist ideas of psyche as a
reality of special kind. This reality should possess the properties of
the organ with extracerebral characteristics and its own formation
regularities, and should be supported by certain intracerebral
mechanisms.
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This solution retains, however, a possibility of a further di-
vergence and overlapping (and maybe replacement) of psychological
research of the higher psychic processes (which have an acrive
extracerebral nature in a certain sense) and physiological mechanisms
of the functional organs of the brain (intracerebral in their majority).
A functional organ of the individual seems to be placed in the brain
and, thus, acquires its morphological features and properties. In
other words, the interrelationship between the functional organs of
an individual and functional organs of the nervous system has not
been fully explained. The latter are often identified with each other
while the existence and psychological features of the former are
altogether neglected. The functional organs of the nervous system
are identified with psychic processes, functions, or abilities. Accord-
ing to this logic. the neuronic mcchanisms of the brain are awarded
the properties of the object, it is in them that the information-
containing relations are sought for, the reality of the subjective,
psychic is rejected, and the brain is declared a subject of psychology.

Meanwhile, the psychic, according to the meaning of the concept
of organ of individuality and even mobile organ of the nervous
system, must be interpreted not only as a function, but also as a
developing functional organ which sets forth the task of theoretical
construction of psyche (and consciousness) as reality. Such work is in
Progress.

The features of functi"rr, :rr:.r*rr. -.rrir.stecl not only in acts
of movement but also in the system of cognitive processes. For
instance, memory or perception are also actions, both of them are
reactive, with evolutions and involutions. True, it is far more difficult
to observe these actions, to record and reproduce them than external
movements. However, just as movement viewed as an organ must not
be fully reduced to the motion organs (kinematic chains, skeletal
muscles)-since movement is more than the motion organs-
perception viewed as an action and a functional organ cannot be
completely reduced to the "corporeal eye". Different systems of
sensory and perceptive training are aimed more at socio-cultural
norms than the anatomo-morphological and physiological properries
of the senses. It is no accident that in studies of motility and
perception the most impressive results were obtained when the
researchers departed from the morpho-physiological mechanism of
these processes.

The results in studies of motions, perception, memory and
thought are more often presented in the form of cognitive charts and
structures, logical-mathematical constructions, and functional block-
charts organised in hierarchical or heteroarchical form. All this bears
witness that modern psychology is searching for a new language of
expressing and describing psychic reality.
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states (for instance, affective) ex
and structures. The experience
organs as live motion, objective
senses, has shown that thev have

stages of development or under certain circumstances consciousness
may separate, become autonomous of activities, of the socium which
produced it- Like any other organ, consciousness can be healthy,
sickly, serve activity better or worse, and parting from it, become its
phantom or the phantom of the individuil.

It doe t, that such an 'interpretation of
consciousn their study simpler. Ratier, it opens
up a new Movement in it requires a special
conceptual thodological and technical resiarch
instruments; computer^technology, electrophysiological equipment,
etc. It- is necessary to affirm mosr emphatiially that the unheistand-
ing of the individual's functional orgins is developed incomparably
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better than the understanding of the physiological functional systems
and organs realising them. In speaking of this, by no means do we

wish to infer that the understanding of the latter is vague and
amorphous. Physiological methods have advanced no less tfran
psychblogical ones. All we wish to say is that the understanding of
ih. i.rdirridual's organs and of the organs of the nervous systern
develop relatively independent of each other- Conceptual bridges
must be laid between them. We believe that the maturing new
approach to the study of the states and functions of consciousness,

"rra 
in a wider sense, to the study of the psychic reality prornises

fresh prospects and possibilities in the estatrlishment of Iegitimate
links inside a single corporeal and spirirual organism, and contritrutes
to prevailing over the rude division of "body" and -"soul"- 

A
preiequisite is the progress of the physiology o{ 

_ 
activity"

neurophysiology, where extensive data have been collected atrout the
work of physioiogical functional organs, systems and structures. It is
time that 'the latte. be correlated not with structureless and
amorphous psychic states, Processes, and func.:tions but with r'eal, live
functional organs and structures of psy'chk activ'iti€s-

The available experience of integrated study of ps1'chological:and
physiological functional organs testifies that their joint work dernon-
rt..t.. an obvious complex unity of spirirual and corporeal forces.
Objective movement and action are permeated wi'th cognitive
operations, including those of decision-making. Equally, a decision is

pirmeated with orientation and motor operations.e Both functional
structures act as a distribution of activities in space and time, as a
temporary combination of forces, capable of certain achievement- To
further describe these "centauric" formations, a combined study is

needed of both psychological functional organs and physiological
functional systems, supporting their work. An essential condition for
the productivity of aviilable methods of recording the latter is their
subordination ro the analysis of objects of psychic reality. Under it
the use of physiological indicators not only allows verification of the
hypotheses ibor-,t the structure of activities and types o{ combination
oi co.rstitr-,ent components but proves exceptionally useful heuristical-
ly, in other words, serves to put forward new hypotheses-

In the context of consciousness studies one must avoid the
common delusion that the physiological indicators allegedly provide
objective information about subjective phenomena occurring inter-
ceiebrally and open to introspection, hence to control and verifica-
tion. Actually, even functional organs may be interpreted disparate-
ly-either as intercerebral formations, or as they were understood by
Ukhtomsky, Bernstein, and Leontiev, namely that these organs are
extracerebral both in the methods of their origin, and in the methods
of functioning (cf. the expression "the corporeal eye and the spiritual
eye, or the eye of the soul"). But the main thing is to truly
understand the particularly special corporeality of the "spiritual eye"'

I00

It is interesting that practical logic forced Sigmund Freud to consider
even the unconscious as metapsychic (i.e. not localised naturally in
the depths of an individual organism).

Let us recall in
exist as "social org
in the depths of th
they are, of course
isms and function not only on the conscious but also on the
unconscious level. The social nature of the individual's functional
organs at the same time marks their super-individual character. Marx
said that "... the eye an take man away from
his individuality and and echo of the
universe'Io. Consequen e at the same lime
individual and super-individual, objective and ideal, sensory and
super-sensory. Such are the features that characterise consciousness.
This has to be taken into account bv all sciences taking parr in
interdisciplinary studies of consciorr*.r..r. The above also- remains
valid for the technical scientists who do a grear deal in simulating
individual functions of consciousness. [Jnderstanding of the function-
al organs by technical experts is quite natural. Moreover, it makes no
difference to them in what material these organs or functions may be
realised. They readily forsake one material for another, in order ro
get results. The question is how fully they understand the properties
of the simulated organ (be it expedient movemenr, recognition of
images, artificial intellect, etc.). Even naturalists are strongly tempted,
!y analogy wih technical devices, to view one or another organ or
function as a mechanism designed for particular work, i.e. ouiof the
context of its vital functions. One example is the depressingly dismal
similarity between the cognitive metaphors used in informatics and

and computer rnetaphors
This gives the impression
and the functional organs

ness is taken to mean the
content of short-term memory then the computer has it.

Flere we come to the last and most complex aspect of our
deliberations. We shall deal with the composition or irructure of
consciousness. In other words, is it possible to contrast something
formed to the stream of consciousness, in cases when we dea] noi
with its dead but with its living forms?

When discussirrg this issue it is advisable to follow Leontiev who
posed the question as to what makes consciousness. He described
three of its components-sensory tissue of perception (or image),
meaning and sense.r' Their description is undoubledly an achi&e-
ment in the analysis of consciousness, particularly the inclusion of the
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sensory tissue. Nonetheless, it must be noted that such an approach
originates from the same traditional introspectional psychology.
Leontiev included only those components which are more or lcss

open to self-observation. Consciousness built on the above compo-
nents is, if one rrray say so, insufficiently ontological. There is some
contradiction: according to Leontiev, activity is a source of conscious-
ness, whereas the former itself is not among its components.

However, the relationship between individual consciousness and
being is secured by sense which itself is rooted in being, the same as

the relationship between individual consciousness and social con-
sciousness is secured by meani,ng which has social nature. Leontiev,
however, has a different interpretation of sense, which is viewed not
so much in its direct links with being, but more as a derivative of
relations between motives and purpose or, in other words, as a
derivative of indirect products of activity. Leontiev, feeling this
discord, related motive both to activity and to an object. According to
this logic, action related to purpose, also related only indirectly to the
object and conditions of its existence. In his pattern of analysis of
activity he related operations with the latter. Neither sense, nor the
object have found their place in this pattern.

The concept of sense should indicate that individual consciousness
is not reduced to impersonal knowledge, that due to its belonging to
a living subject and its real involvement in the system of activities, it
is always "passionate" or, briefly, that consciousness is not only
knowledge, but also a relation to being, activities and to consciousness
itself. On the other hand, the concept of meaning should fix the
circumstance that man's consciousness develops not in isolation but
inside some, historically crystallised experience of activity, communi-
cation and perception of the world, which an individual must not
only gain but also develop creatively.

Continuing Vygotsky and Leontiev's line of study aimed at
ontologisation of the phenomena of consciousness (for instance, the
introduction of the sensual tissue into the number of its components)
we deemed it necessary to include another component, that of
biodynamic tissue of activities and action.

Meaning and sense in the new Pattern form a reflexive (or
reflexive-contemplative) layer of consciousness. According to Leon-
tiev, the sensual tissue also takes part in the formation of
consciousness, which in itself is indisputable. But in our opinion, it
must belong to another layer, namely to the layer of being (or layer
of event/activity). The latter- is formed not only on the basis of
sensual tissue, but also on the basis of biodynamic tissue of action or
actrvrty.

As a result, we get a two-layer or level-type structure of
consciousness and four units of its analysis. The idea of the level
structure of consciousness is not a new one, it dates back to Freud.
What is new are the levels, with reference to which the differentia-
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tion between conscious and unconscious is meaningless. New also is
that they are filled with such formations or units, each of which in
principle could be an object of study.

Let us briefly characterise the sugge sted structure and its
components. The components are not independent. There are both
functional and genetic links between them. Their common source of
origin is an objective and social (aggregate) action. Action, character-
ised by the biodynamic and sensual tissue, produces images, objective
and operational (verbal in communicative action) meanings and
sense." It is known that the method of action, to which movements
are aimed, is a living reflection of the object. On the other hand, to
feel the direction in which a thing is moving by itself, according to
Heidegger means to see its sense.

We shall not analyse the structure of action, its generative
features and conditions for evolving meanings and senses, which then
acquire certain autonomy, thus giving reason to isolate a reflexive
layer of consciousness. We will only note that in the action
constituting the being Iayer of consciousness there is also a room for
reflexive processes. Even in movement we find two types of
sensitivity-sensitivity to situation, and sensitivity to the possibilities
of performing the movement proper. The above types of sensitivity
alternate with each other, with an interval of 150-200 msec, which
makes it possible to evaluate and recognise current changes in the
situation and possibilities for action. Sensory and biodynamic tissues,
forming the being layer of consciousness, perform vital functions
related not only to the understanding but also to the overcoming of
time and space features of reality. This is occasioned by their
reversibility. The biodynamic tissue of action opening up in time, i.e.
an objective, time related picture of action, transforms into an
object-spatial picture of image. It is this reversibility that allows the
subject of action to rise above the situation, to evaluate it not in parts,
but as a whole, and to perform not a situation-oriented but a
sensible, "site-independent" action. It is natural that the sense aspects
of activities are also represented in the being layer of consciousness.

It is known that actions solve tasks, meaningful for the subject. In
this, sense contains some important features of the programme of
action which is being evolved. This means that sense precedes the
performance of a current action, all the more so, the construction of
a new action. We can be more emphatic: the linkage of individual
actions in behaviour and activities is supported not by thinking but by
sense. When sense disappears, we get not full activity but semi-
activity, its illusory and distorted forms.

Meaningful aspects of reality also form part of the being layer of
consciousness in the form of objective, functional, situation-oriented
and operational meanings. As distinct from sense, meaning rises out
of action, or more precisely, from actions with objects, which is why
meaning is generalised. In our opinion, this statement holds true
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with respect to all forms of meaning, including the aesthetic form,
which is difficult to describe in words.'3

Here we proceed to the dynamic relationships between sense and
meaning, which are observed in the reflexive layer of consciousness.

Just as there are reflexive components in the being layer, there are
active, being and activity-oriented components in the reflexive layer.
Action in the reflexive layer is a link between sense and meaning, a

means of transformation of one into the other. The implementation
of a built programme results in the formation of meaning. If it is
incomplete or inadequate this programme loses sense and relin-
quishes its place to new senses. When complex problems are solved
there are opposing and cyclic processes which attribute meaning to
senses and attribute senses to meaning (including the loss of sense).
This is the main function of consciousness. It is not needed for
"naked" (or absolute) sense, likewise it is not needed for absolute
rationality which is devoid of errors and delusions. To attribute
meaning to sense is to detain the implementation of the programme
of action, to play it in one's mind, to think it over. Contrariwise, to
attribute sense to meaning is to draw lessons from the implemented
programme of action, to include it in one's "stock of actions" or to
relinquish it, to begin looking for a new sense, and to build the
programme of new action accordingly.

The problem is whether this system, which in the words of
Vygotsky contains concealed layers, is open to objective scientific
study. Let us consider from this point of view how observable (and
self-observable) are the components of consciousness. What is the
arsenal of methods available to science for their study? We begin with
the being layer of consciousness, i.e. with the sensor and biodynamic
tissue.

The sensory tissue of image is a generalised name for different
perceptive categories which build the latter. For instance, the visual
system is familiar with the sequence of their isolation in the
microgenesis scale. There are interesting hypotheses about the
processes of composition and decomposition of image etc. The
sensory tissue of the image, however, is not open to an outside
observer, although in itself, indubitably, it originates from reality.

Biodynamic tissue is a similar generalised name for different
characteristics of living motion and objective action. At present there
are numerous methods of recording trajectories, speeds, accelera-
tions, and other characteristics of living motion. There is a functional
and biodynamic classification of its types, there is a whole range of its
functional, mathematical, imitational and even robototechnical mod-
els. Microstructural analysis produced its microdynamic characteris-
tics, helped discover its wave and quantum proPerties. As distinct
from the sensory tissue, biodynamic tissue is quite open to an outside
observer, and to a lesser degree is open to self-observation. Let's not
forget, however, that due to the transformation of sensory tissue into
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biodynamic we can at least make indirect conclusions about the
I'eatures of the former, which transforms from being for itself into
l;eing for another, including a product alien to its Jubject. Similar
relations are present in the reflexive layer of consciousness. Sense,
like the sensory tissue, is not open to an outside observer. It is being
lor itself, although in its origin it, no doubr, comes from rhe object
and being. Of course, it is not always (or not completely) that sense is
()pen to self-observation, otherwise we would not have the dramas of
seeking sense and attributing meaning to it. But this is a drama that
more often than not has no tragic ending. As opposed to sense,
meaning (as biodynamic tissue as well) is open ro an outside observer
(when it is not hidden deliberately). It is also open to self-observation
although, as with sensory rissue, rhere are possible illusions, false
interpretations, etc.

Summing up, we get a picture of the structure of consciousness

penetrated by rhe "ontological vertical".
The study of consciousness should be simplified by the transfor-

mations of the subjective into the objective when being for oneself
transforms into being for another. (True, we are fully aware that the
study of the reversibility of sensory and biodynamic tissues, sense and
meaning is not simple. It is very difficult to catch the act of
"reversal" which evidently occurs like "lightning"; for, like the phase
transformations in physics, it changes the state of consciousness of
the subject.) It is natural that these transformations occur not only
along the horizontals of the isolated layers of consciousness. They are
also possible on the verticals, cross relations can also exist. Moreover,
there is a possibility of in-depth transformations, i.e. from one sense
to another, from one meaning to another, from one image to
another, etc. It is also natural that different transformations contain
different objective and/or social content.

We hold that the study of "phase transformations", their
psychological conditions, and, possibly, of physiological mechanisms
may help the analysis of creativity in various spheres of man's life,
since it is in these moments that something new is born, a new action,
image, a new vision of a situation, a new idea, sense, etc. As a matter
of fact, these new states are irreversible, although an individual often
exerts immense effort for their total removal. It is they that possess
great power and strength of consciousness over the subject. This
should be the source of pedagogical, or in a broader sense, of social
optimism.ra

In conclusion, let us return to the key problem raised at the
beginning of this article. The general development of philosophical
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thought aimed at ontologising social consciousness, as we see it,
gradually finds its reflection also in the ontologisation of individual
consciousness, which is a prerequisite of success of its interdiscipli-
nary study. Despite the listed difficulties associated with the
visualisation, understanding and study of this particular structure of
consciousness, treated here as the most complex functional organ of
the individual and socium, this treatment contains certain explanat-
ory potential with relation to such classical problems as "being and
consciousness", "observability of consciousness", "ex-temporariness
and ex-spatiality of consciousness", "mechanisms of free action". We
have barely touched this potentia
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The Restructuring
of the System and Methods
of Planned Management

Leonid ABALKIN

An analysis of problems concerning the sireamlining of the
structure and methods of planned economic management should
begin with some fundamentals, which alone provide a correct
perspective for the evaluation of the processes that are under way
and the changes that are long overdue. The 27th CPSU Congress
(1986) set the task of the restructuring of the society, economy and
science. The task was further elaborated by the January and June
1987 Plenary Meetings of the CPSU Central Committee. The
planned measures are in effect revolutionary. This equally applies to
the system of economic manafTement, where, since it is no longer
possible to do with partial changes, a radical reform v72s n66dscl-2
task of enormous complexity, whose implementation should be
thoroughly prepared and is going to be a protracted process. Its
results can neither be immediate nor short-term. In short, what it
amounts to is a series of major transformations designed to complet-
ely overhaul the economic mechanism.

The process of reform that is presently under way has affected
the very foundations of the USSR's economic system. Never before
has the question of the need for profound change in the very
foundations of our economic system, i.e. in the relations within the
sphere of the ounership of the means of production, been put on the
agenda. Nowadays, this need for change in the highly complex
relations of ownership, including their economic manifestations, in
which every individual, work collective and social stratum have a
stake. has been posed squarely.
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The current reform will affect the system of planned economlc
management. Although the existing forms of organisation, methods
of planning and management have played their role in history, over
the years they have evolved into an impediment to economic and
social progress, economic intensification, better economic perfor-
mance and prompt introduction of scientific and technological
advances.

When we say that the reform should be a sweeping one rve must
be fully aware of the enormity of the task. What is the borderline
between pro forma superficial changes, rlot infrequently resorted to
in the past, and fundamental transformations affecting the sphere of
production relations itself?

The question about the borderline is a pertinent one. Marxist
theory says that in all economic systems production relations manifest
themselves as interests. And unless change affects these interests,
leaving people indifferent, this is a sure sign that the change is a pro
forma one. In contrast, if it strongly affects interests, prompting
millions of people to action, affects motivations in the economic
sphere, this means that it really thoroughly transforms production
relations.

Such an approach should be taken when discussing the balance
between centralised control, on the one hand, and independence and
greater democracy in society and the economy, on the other.

The problem is not " 
,.-,..:. ,, n* been debated for several

decades already. True, the conclusions dralvn were not highly
original. They mainly consisted in the fact that centralism and
economic independence should not be opposed to each other but
wisely combined. This view, however, is no longer sufficient.

The new approach to the problem calls for new scientific insights
in the economic processes. Its solution calls, above all for a

qualitatiuely new centralism and independence. Let us briefly recapitu-
late the original treatment of the problem by classics of Marxism-
Leninism. Lenin proved that centralisation is dictated by the
development of the productive forces and the aPPearance of
large-siale machine production.t The orientation towards achieving
the highest possible labour productivity and production performance
represents the prime motive force for centralisation. In other words,
the striving for efficiency, i.e. the economy of time, is, to cite Marx,
the first economic law.2

It is public ownership of the means of production that makes
centralised management possible. Flowever, the possibilities of
centralisation are not infinite. Centralism and independence are not
ends in themselues in production development. They are needed to the
extent to which they create conditions for increasing production

lo8

efficiency. Both centralism and independence are not ends in themselaes but
meaw touards an end.

defined the main targets of the USSR's
so as the greater social orientation of
ec tensification, and prompt application of
scientific and technological innovations to production. As a consequ-
ence, we need such a combination of centralism and independence
that would facilitate the achievement of these goals.

Another new feature of today's conception of centralised manage-
ment is that it can be carried out in a variety of forms and using a

made possible by the
onstruction and the
socialist economies

For many years the only form of planned economic management
was rather a simple one: it consisted in the assignment of centrally
planned targets in kind to every producer. Over the y,ears the
objective conlent of planned management and the specific historical
form of its manifestation began to be confused with each other,
leading to one and the same theory sometimes producing absolutely
opposite conclusions.

Nowadays, when the whole country is discussing the economic
reforrn and several decisions of cardinal imPortance have been made
try the USSR I
Meeting of the
and engineers
scientific and te
the chain of events involved in procuring a piece of machinery and

it is sent
he USSR
demands
Commit-

tee), and so on. It sometimes took 2 to 3 years to complete the
process, antl there was no certainty that the demand would be met.
The characteristic feature of this thinking is that centralised planning
is seen as synonymous with bureaucratic abuse-

On the other hand, all attemPts to revise the existing forms of
centralised rnanagement and replace them with qualitatively different
ones were frequently seen as attemPts to undermine the system of
planning, which forms the foundation of the socialist economy, and
ihus abindon socialism's basic principles. Proponents of this way of

rnanagement can and must assume a variety of forms, whose choice
depends on the scale of the economy, the level of the development of
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the productive forces, the rate of scientific and technical progress,
the professional level of managers, and several other factors. what is
needed is a qualitatively new centra
operates primarily with the help of
leuers to achieve both the short- and
plan. Only such a system can take
interests of people, of work collectives and other more complex social
tormatrons.

their staffs not
n the planning
speaks of the

which is far more complex.
The first few, rather timid sreps rowards the extension of the

independence of enterprises, that were taken at the time of the

affairs.
The logic of today's reform makes it imperative not only for the

managers but also for the workers to be aware of their full
responsibility for.their performance, including quality and continuing
technical progress. workers and other employees should take part in
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the production process as real masters having the deciding vote.
Today's experimenting with different combinations of centralisation
and independence seeks to do just that.

Let us now turn to the ,J**. lra -.,nods of planning. The
democratisation of the management system has concentrated plan-
ning activities in strategic, long-term areas and freed it from petty
tutelage. Before we proceed with the examination of these matters let
us first recapitulate some fundamental initial assumptions, primarily
those concerning the structure of the economy.

The Soviet national economy is an integral system. Its constituent
parts are socialist enterPrises and associations, each of which enjoys
a degree of economic independence.

The entire logic behind the current management reform is based
on this dialectical combination of the integrity of the economy, on the
one hand, and the relative economic independence of its constituents,
on the other. Stereotyped thinking to the effect that the admission of
the integrity of the economy rules out even a degree of indepen-
dence, and conversely admission of a degree of inclependence in the
use of resources and assets by enterprises rules out economic
integrity is absolutely unacceptable today- It is at variance with the
real state of affairs and the integrity of the economy does not rule
out the existence of economically independent constituents. A

This brings us to the existence of two domains of plan-governed
managementlnd, as a consequence, two different meanings of the
concept of planning, which tend to be frequently confused..

It ls firsf of all the national economy as an integral organism that

tive planning, etc.
At the same time enterprises and associations-the basic units of

the national economy-also constitute a part of planning. It is in this
sphere that we c Profound democratisation of
management by ader rights and abandoning
many-traditional their activity' For example,
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one can visualise a system in which enterprises (all of them or at least
those in certain industries) will not be given any centralised planned
assignments for output in kind and in cash.

The light industry is the mosr obvious choice. In 1985 the USA,
the FRG, Britain and France, whose combined population is 50 per
cent greater than that of the USSR, produced 700 million pairs of
footwear, against 788 million produced by the USSR. Our country
does not need this amount, especially since its quality leaves much to
be desired. It is not necessary to plan the production of poor-quality
shoes. Let our enterprises manufacture footwear that is in demand
and let our retailing organisations order only high-quality footwear at
wholesale fairs.

Emphasis on quantitative growth has become one of the principal
obstacles in the way of the economic restructuring and intensifica-
tion. It has resulted in shortages, in economic dislocations and poor
performance.

It is necessary to regulate economic growth with the help of
economic methods, using prices and other economic levers of the
mechanism of the distribution of profits, income formation and rhe
remuneration of labour. The system of economic levers is becoming
the main instrument of achieving the most important objectives of
the state plan. Although this has made the system of planning more
difficult in many respects, it has changed the substance of planning.

A number of problems have arisen in connection with the idea of
t}re state order which was reflected in the Law on State Enterprise
(Association) enacted in 1987 after a nationwide discussion. The idea
needs to be thoroughly substantiated, and any attempt to use rhe
state order as a new name for the old ways would hardly be justified.

The idea basically means that government procurement agencies
will no longer just hand ort uiigrr.rrents oteyed by ente"rprises
without question but will enter into certain contractual relations with
them, which presuppose mutual commitments.

However, under this arrangement the state is the priority
customer, whose order must be filled by the producer without fail.
This is what makes the state order different from other types of
contractual relations. What is more, it is necessary to make state
orders the most profitable type of order for enterprises. We cannot
tolerate the situation when priority government orders are the least
attractive for the producer. For example, in the agro-industrial
complex the state and collective farms can sell 30 per cent of their
planned output in the markets in big cities at somewhar higher
prices. The remaining 70 per cenr brings no extra-profit to the
producer.

It follows that the state order system should be backed up with
attractive prices, taxes, terms of the distribution of profit and the
supply of material resources. Producers will vie for such economically
attractive orders.

r12

- cornpetition is equally needed in the sphere of crediting. credit
should be open to those who can use it with a maximum r"eturn. A
cardinal restrucruring of the crediting sphere is therefore called for.

The idea of economic competition should further be extended to

Major decisions in the sphere of science and technology should be
taken only afrer a comparison of all the possible ,rrianls within the
framework of competitive bidding with itt the consequences stem-
ming from it.

It is time the decision-makers devised a system of speciar
measu.res abridging the rights of enterprises as monopoly producers
imposing their will on the customers.

economlc management.
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formation, crediting, effecting a transition from the distribution of
resources to wholesale trade in the means of production. Progress

from basic unirs to the economic whole is dictated by the log,lc of
development and will largely detel.mine our approach in the future.

What are the prosPects for the introduction of complete

cosr-accounting? In iggO t*o associations-the Sumy Engineering
Works and tt. Volzhsky Automobile Plant-adopted complete
cosr-accounting. In early 1987 five industrial ministries as well as the
Ministry of the Merchant Marine and the Ministry of Trade followed
suit. I; 1988 several ministries will be added to the scheme.
However, in our view, this growth in the number of enterprises that
have been switched to cosr-accounting in 1987 has not yet brought
them to the stage at which they can fully finance themselves. By

definition this is "incomplete cost-accounting". Since it is a synthetic
technique it cannot be complete before it is complemented by a

reform- in price formation, in the relationship betwe_en enterprises

and the fisial and crediting institutions, and wholesale trade in the

means of production is inaugurated. That is why cost-accounting will
proceed in step with the ovJrhaul of the management system, which
is itself the central feature of the culrent radical economic reform.

Most economic methods of management presuPPose the use of
conxmodiq-money relations in one form or another. The notion of these

relations'as something alien to socialism or incompatible with a

planned economy is a thing of the past. Although we say,that we

ire"d .om-odity-money relaiions we idd that they are very different
from those we' inherited from l9th-century capitalism. Nowadays,

commodity-money relations and levers have been made part and

parcel of our planned economy. The most important thing now is to
devise effective ways of using the

In our discussion of complete cost-accounting, self-financing,
price formation, etc. we have always checked our progress against the

main point of reference-the integral and systemic character of our
planned economy.

Here it is important to see the fallacy of looking for universal
quick solutions to all problems. Examples of this tendency can be

ftund both in the pasi and in the present: the solution of the food

problem was at one time seen in the growing of maize all over the
iountry, from the north to the scuth. By the same token there are

some people today who hold up the team contract as a panacea

against all our problems.
or take cost-accounting and self-financing. There is no question

that these mechanisms are highly progressive. But it would be very
wrong to believe that an efficient and effective economic mechanism

can b! created by means of a few mo1.e decisions on the transfer of
our ministries to complete cost-accounting and self-financing.
Success will depend o. .irurg., in the structural policy, the work of
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transport, a far-reaching monetary and prices reform and qualitative
changes in planning.

Unfortunately we cannot solve all our problems at the same time,
because we are not ready for comprehensive restructuring. At the
same time, any delays would be intolerable. The situation in the
economy is such that vigorous action is necessary. Lasting success
would be possible only if we have a clear view of the whole system
and base our actions on sound theoretical foundations.

NOTES

I V. I. Lenin, ColLected tr4lorlq Moscorv, Yol.27, pp. 208-209.
2 Karl Marx, Grund,risse der Kritik der politischen dhonomie qRohentuurf). 1857-1858,

Berlin, 1974, p. 89.



Kiev and ConstantinoPle:
C u ttu ral Ties Bef o re the 1 3th Centu ry

Zinalda UDALTSOVA

Russians of every trade and calling: diplomats, merchants, pilgrims,
artists, scholars, and monks.

Old Russia's adoption of Christianity resulted not just from
reasons of her inner development but also from international events
that affected all o{ Europe. As the two competing centres of
Christianity, Rome and Constantinople led their own, at times
isolated, lives. The socio-economic and political development of
Byzantium and the West often took a different course. Important
differences bett een the Eastern (Orthodox) and Western (Citholic)
churches were taking shape. In both Rome and Constantinople a
nominal ecclesiastical unity was recognised, yet in practice a
centuries-long struggle was fought out between the Papacy and the
Patriarchs of Constantinople for religious and political leadership: at
times it rvas ()pen, at others disguised, but it never died out. The
struggle abounded in dramatic clashes, and passionate dogmatic
polemics betu'een differing tendencies in theological and philosophi-
cal thought. Importarrt clivergences arose betrveen the Eastern and
Western churches .rvhich werc socio-political as well as dogmatic and
liturgical in character. Naturally. these divergences in many ways
reflected the differences in the social structure and intellectual worlds
of Byzantium and the West. The Orthodox chur"ch in Byzantium
formed part of a centralised state and thus did not act as the bearer
of universalist trends like the Papacy in the West. On the contrary, it
preached the unity of church and state.

Rome and Constantinople constantly quarrelled over the primacy
in the Clhristian worlcl. Rome regarded \4restern Europe as its sphere
of infiuence; Constantinople looked at the Balkans and Eastern
Europe in the same way. -fhe struggle between these two world
capitals began in the 9th t:entury ar-rd led two hundred years later to
the division of the church. The extent of their influence was
determined by the real balance of forces. Having kept hold of the
Balkans, Constantinople tried to retain the Western Slav territories
and Hungary. However, Rome proved the stronger in these
countries. Constantinople found herself in difficulties, and became
tied down in the East whence danger always threatened-first from
the Arabs, then from the 'furkic peoples. Cyril and Methodius
achieved notable successes in l\'Ioravia but Orthodoxy then, as we
know, suffered defeat there. 'lihe struggle in Poland and Hungary
led to the saure conclusion. Constantinople rctreated.2

There remained rhe lalgest and most powerful Slav country,
Kievan Rus. This was the Iast border on which Rome and
Constantinople crossed swords in spiritual competition. The princes
in Kiev tried to manoeuvre betu'een thern. Christianity had begun to
spread in Kievan Rus long before the country's official conversion.
Catholic influence also had penetrated the country. An echo of this,
in particular, were the hagiographies translated from the Latin that
were current in early Russian literature: the lives of St. Benedict of

The question of the influence of Byzarr,'r. sivilisation on the
cultural development of Old Russia is very complex. The- main task

of this article ii to re-examine, as one facet of this issue, the cultural

centuries relations between Kiev and Constantinople reached a peak
in all spheres, whether economic, political or cultural. Russia's

^...ptu.ri. 
of Christianity from Byzantium is of great 

-importance 
in

undirstanding the nature and distinctive features of cultural ties

Balkans were oriented towards the "second Rome", Constantinople'
Relations between Kiev and constantinople followed a long and
difficult course. The Old Russian state was bound to the Byzantine
capital by immemorial trading links. All the trade routes from Russia

to the Mediterranean in the end met at the city on the Bosporus'
paraphrasing the well-known classical saying, M. f ikhomirov wrote
that "for th"e Russian traveller, all roads le-d to the 'New Rome"''l
Tsargrad (the Russian name for Constantinople-Ed.) always drew
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Nursia, Anastasia the Roman woman, St. Vitus (a popular figure in
the West), and others. Princess Olga's behaviour illustrates how both
the "First" and the "second Rome" tried to bring Kiev under their
sway: she carried on discussions with both Rome and Constantinople
over conversion to Christianity and appealed to the German king
Otto I (936-973) to send Catholic clergy to Russia. One of the reasons
that compelled Olga to turn to the Catholic West was the failure of
her negotiations with Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus, the Byzan-
tine Emperor, during her visit to Constantinople in 957. It can
hardly be doubted that this mission was undertaken by a pagan
princess who had not yet accepted Christianity.s

In contrast to the Slavs of the Elbe and the Western Slavs,

however, the balance in Kiev tilted in favour of Orthodoxy. The
struggle between Rome and Constantinople in Kievan Russia was

fouglit out in different circumstances than those in other Slav lands.
In the West, Rome found an ally in the figure of the German feudal
lords and the local nobility. When Kievan Rus accepted Christianity it
was already a powerful state with many towns and developed trade
and crafts- Foreign merchants and diplomats called it "a land of
towns" and the 1lth- and l2th-century chronicles mentioned more
than 220 urban centres, the greatest of which were Kiev, Chernigov,
Pereyaslavl, Vladimir Volynsky, Galich, Turov, Smolensk, Polotsk,
Novgorod, Vladimir Suzdalsky, Suzdal and Ryazan.4 The military
forces of the rulers of Kiev were also imposing. The capital, Kiev,
was one of Europe's oldest and most beautiful cities, and occupied a

ns of the Old Russian state and, indeed,
did justice to its title in the chronicles,

s". The economic and political centre of
Old Russia was here. Adam of Bremen, an llth-century German
chronicler, called her the pearl of the East, a second Constantinople.5
The city's exceptionally favourable geographical and strategic posi-
tion on the heights above the Dnieper ensured her dominance over
the waterways linking north with south; it gave her open access to the
Black Sea and the Sea of Azov, and also to rich countries like
Byzantium, Danubian Bulgaria, the Crimea and Khazaria.

Kiev was the residence of a prince who exercised the rights of a

suzerain. Feudal nobles, the princely court and its guard, skilled
craftsmen lived in the capital of Old Russia.
The prin his independence,6 and neither
Byzantine nights then stood before his gates.
Flowever, with the problem of strengthening
their monarchic rule. Prince Vladimir Svyatoslavich (980-1015) at
first tried to do so by maintaining paganism but then turned to

to choose
version. It
diplomatic
s decision.
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The famous account by the Russian chronicler of how Vladimir
chose his faith is not as naive a legend as it may appear. The tale
truly reflected Russia's international position at the time. If the
Western Slavs already had no choice in the matter, Russia did. It was
more advantageous for Kiev to deal with Constantinople, for she
controlled the river route "from the Varangians to the Greeks" and
long-established economic and political relations existed with Byzan-
tium, if not always of a peaceful kind. Kiev had been in contact with
Constantinople for centuries: ties with the West were weaker.

The conversion of the Old Russian state to Christianity was a
Iengthy and complex process. It began almost a century before the
official baptism of Russia and proceeded in conflict with pagan
religion. Russia evidently did not adopt Christianity as a state religion
during Princess Olga's reign due to the efforts of Byzantium to
reduce a converted Russia to a vassal state. The advantages of getting
closer to Christian countries like Byzantium and Orthodox Bulgaria
were so great that Prince Vladimir again took up this plan. His
choice was dictated by the state interests of Kievan Rus.

An alliance with the dangerous and deceptive Greek overlord was
preferable to the constant wars and exhausting naval expeditions that
hindered economic and cultural relations with the great Byzantine
power. The sad experience of the \{estern Slav lands was also taken
into account. They had been brought Catholicism on the spears of
the German knights, a conversion that was part of the Teutonic
"Drang nach Osten" (Push to the East) and was spread with fire and
sword.'Dynastic considerations also played a certain part in
Vladimir's decision. He was struggling for power with his brother
Yaropolk: the latter was oriented towards the West, to an alliance
with Poland and the Papacy, and favoured the conversion of Russia
to Catholicism. The aggressive nature of the Catholic West and the
Popes' very active efforts to convert Russia aroused suspicion and
discontent within the country. Vladimir's attempt to unite the state
around paganism was unsuccessful, for paganism was a thing of the
past. The adoption of Christianity permitted Russia to be much more
active internationally. Byzantium needed Russia, after all, as a
counterweight in the struggle against Kbazaria and the Muslim rulers
of the Caucasus, and also as an ally in its resistance to the Arabs.

Vladimir chose a very opportune moment to reach agreement
with the Empire. Byzantium might had been weakened by fighting
on two fronts, against the Bulgarians.and against the usurper Bardas
Phocas, who had raised a rebellion in Asia Minor. In need of military
aid, Emperor Basil II ("slayer of Bulgarians") agreed for Vladimir to
marry his sister Anna. However, once the Russian forces had
destroyed the usurper's army and saved him, Basil was slow to
conclude an alliance with Russia. In reply to Basil's failure to keep his
word, Vladimir invaded the Crirnea, captured Chersonesus (Korsun)
and forced Byzantium to fulfil its promises.
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Around the year 988 (or 989) the Kievan Prince married into the
imperial family bv taking Anna as his wife, and conver-ted to
Christianity. "In such circumstances," writes Academician R1,bakov,
"there could be nc-i talk of any vassal status." After the prince's
baptism, the nobles and the inhabitants of Kiev and other Russian
cities were also baptised. "F-ormally Russia became Christian. The
burial pyres on which killed female slaves had been burnt were
extinguished; the fir-es of [the god] Perun, who had demanded
human sacrifice like the classical Minotaur, died out."8 However, the
pagan gods continued to be secretly worshipped for a long while yet
and paganism only gradually merged with Christianity. In Kiev the
baptisms were accompanied by series of clashes with the pagans. "As
we know, this ended with the spectacular execution of the old gods
by Byzantine Christianity on the famous hill behind the palace
courtyard. This vengeance was carried out before the eyes of the
protesting people."e

The consequences of accepting Christianity from Byzantium were
varied and at times contradictory. Russia benefited from its alliance
with Byzantium in dcaling with other nations: she now *'as on equal
terms with the other influential Christian states of mediaeval Europe.
At the same time, Russia had to constantly oppose the political and
ecclesiastical claims of the Byzantine empire which, following the
conversion, tried to subordinate Russia to its leadership. For a tinre
the adoption of Orthodoxy complicated relations with the West,
especially with the Papal See. Yet perhaps the most important
consequence of the adoption of Christianity was that it stimulated
Russia to get to know Byzantine culture. Through Byzantium the
heritage of the classical world and of the Middle East began to reach
Russia. ro

After the adoption of Christianity in Russia and closer ecclesiasti-
cal and political relations were established between Byzantium and
the Russian state the ties betw-een the two began to be much more
intensive. The penetration of Byzantine learning into Russia and the
understanding there in the 1lth to 13th centuries of the elements of
Byzantine civilisation enabled Russian feudal society to progress
further: this met the society's inner needs and enriched its culture. It
was no haphazarcl process that close cultural ties were established
between Old Russia and Byzantium. Both sides were fully aware of
what was happening and gave it their mutual consent.

For the ruling class of Old Russia this meant turning to the
culture of the most advanced European country of the time, and
following the most elevated, complex and refined models. The
Russian people, for their part, were sufficiently mature to appreciate
this culture which answered the highest demands of their develop-
ment. For Byzantium the spread of its cultural influence in Russia
was an active business with definite goals, and it formed one link in
the empire's general policy towards neighbouring countries. Byzan-
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tium set itself the task of subordinating the Russian srare to irs
political influence and ecclesiastical hegemony; and strove to use rhe
tried weapon of intellectual and cultural influence to do so.
Therefore the Byzantine cultural influence on Russia, and for that
matter on other countries, was in no way a spontaneous or passive
phenomenon. It was expertly and firmly guided by Byzantium's
politicians, church leaders, and diplomats. Neverrheless, we should
neither under- nor overestimate the strength and scale of this
influence.

In Byzantine studies there are diametrically opposed points of
view when it comes to assessing the nature, extent and significance of
the empire's influence on Russian culture. Some specialists consider
that Byzantine civilisation was almost the only source of Old Russian
culture, and that the early Russian arts were just a provincial
offshoot of the refined art of rhe imperial capital. others insist that
Old Russian cultrrre was entirely self-sufficient and discount any
external influences. I believe that the truth, as is often the case, lie^s
somewhere in the middle.

Over recent years our knowledge of the culture of Old Russia has
widened to an extraor-dinary extent. This is thanks to research by
Soviet specialists, the multi-disciplinary study of different types of
culture, and to new discoveries of historic landmarks, works of art
and fine craftsmanship; there have been new finds by archaeologists,
numismatists and sigillographers, and new research methods have
been applied. In addition, Soviet scholars have had considerable
success in studying Byzantine civilisation. The distinctive typological
features of Byzantine culture have become much clearer, as have the
dynamics of its development, and the role of Byzantium in
establishing the moral and intellectual values of mediaeval society.
The old view that Byzantine culture was stagnant, inert and
supposedly backward by comparison with classical civilisation has
been abandoned. It has become quite clear that Byzantine culture
forms an important and natural stage in the development of world
culture.

These two lines of research, blencled together, have helped
modern scholarship to abandon certain preconceived judgements and
mistaken points of view concerning the complex issue of Byzantine
influence on Old Russian culture. Thc negative assessment that
Byzantine culture was only the transmitter of conservatism and a
rigid ecclesiasticism has been discarded and its progressive traits have
been revealed. Another preconception about Byzantine culture has
also been abandoned. Instead of bt-.ing the preserver of classical
traditions handed on to other peoples, Byzantine society has been
shown to have had distinctive philosophical, ethical and aesthetic
views of its own which influenced the intellectual and moral life of
Old Russia.rI
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We must not forget when studying the question of Byzantine
influence that the official imperial doctrine of Russia's subordination
to Byzantine political and ecclesiastical authority in fact proved
untenable. Neither did the empire achieve its intentions in the
cultural sphere. Thanks to the creative appreciation of Byzantine
civilisation in Russia, Byzantine models were very quickly reworked
and rethought to suit the social conditions and moral and aesthetic
needs of Russian society. Furthermore, Byzantine influence frequent-
ly encountered serious resistance when it became an obstacle to the
further progressive development of indigenous Russian culture.

However paradoxical it may seem at first glance, Byzantium in a

sense created a rival to herself in Russia, not only in political matters
but also in the cultural sphere. Byzantine attemPts to dominate
Russia morally and intellectually led to the growth of Russian
national self-awareness. This found its clearest expressions in
Illarion's famous Dr,scourse on Law and Grace; in the creation, against
the will of the Constantinople Patriarchate, of a pantheon of Russian
saints and the canonisation of Boris and Gleb; and in the lavish
buildings erected by the princes and the town authorities in Kiev and
other cities. Under Yaroslav the Wise the Russians built their own
Golden Gate (now fully restored) and their own splendid St. Sophia
Cathedral in Kiev, as if challenging the famed buildings of
Tsargrad.

Many different influences met and sometimes fought one another
in the culture of llth to l3th-century Russia. Some came from
Byzantium or the Southern or Western Slavs, others from Scan-
dinavia or distant lands to the East, or finally from Western Europe.
Cultural ties with the Southern Slavs were of particular importance to
Russia; it was through them, incidentally, that the classic works of
Byzantine culture first reached the early Russian state. For a long
time the centres where the Byzantines and the Slavs (Southern and
Eastern) met were Constantinople, Salonica, Mount Athos, Jerusalem,
Bithynian Olympus and, later on, Tirnavos. In the llth and l2th
centuries the Byzantines also made contact with the Russians through
Tmutarakan.

It is very revealing that Byzantine influence varied in intensity,
depending on the particular sphere of material or non-material
culture. At times it was more effective and rapidly amalgamated with
the local Russian culture. Elsewhere it was more superficial, like a

thin layer covering the original Russian culture. As a rule, the
intensity with which Byzantine influence penetrated Russian culture
did not only depend on the activity of the Byzantine state and
church. More important was the level attained by the pre-Christian
popular culture in any particular sphere of learning by the time
Byzantine influence began to enter the country. The higher the level,
the more firmly traditions of the pagan popular arts urere retained in
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Russian popular culture and the less influence Byzantine culture
exerted.

The brilliance of Byzantine civilisation astonished contemporaries
with its spirituality, inner nobility, the elegance of its formJ and its
high technical achievements. The latest research by Soviet scholars
shows that, in the final analysis, it was one of the foundarions on
which OId Russian and other East and South-East European
countries built up their own original national cultures. However,
Byzantine aesthetic and moral values underwent a profound transfor-
mation when they were transferred to this foreign soil. It was as if its
other-worldly church doctrines and philosophy, its ideology, ethics
and aesthetics began a new life and took on quite different features
under the influence of national artistic principles.r2 This was clearest
in the representative and applied arts of Old Russia.

Although Byzantium did play an importanr role in the develop-
ment of the Old Russian arts its influence here was neither
all-embracing nor constant, but changed over time and space.
Contacts with Byzantium were most intense and fruitful in the south
and south-west regions of Russia; to the north and the north-east
they were weaker. Naturally, Byzantine cultural influence was much
more intense in the upper layers of the various countries' social
systems: the princes and feudal lords of South-East and East
European states adopted Byzantine court etiquette, and aspects of the
daily life and customs of Constantinople. Among the broad strara of
the ordinary people, on rhe other hand, Byzantine influence had
taken root to an incomparably lesser degree.

At various stages in the development of Old Russian culture the
level of Byzantine influence waxed and waned. There were periods
of intimacy and estrangement, of a temporary extinction of iultural
ties followed by their intense revival. The ar
craftsmen evoked a far from uniform respon
of Russian art. The most intense period o
between Russia and Byzantium was from the late l0th to the 12th
century.l3

Kiev became the centre of such cultural contacts at that time. The
city was directly as to the capital on
the Dnieper tha Tsargrad, Learing
rich gifts from carrying mcssages
from the Patriar f Greek merchants
arrived, Ioaded with rare luxury items and works of Byzantine
applied art. The princes of Kiev were the first to invite Greek

: architects, painters, stone sculptors,
. It was in Kiev that extensive religious
to be constructed with the help of Greek

By far the clearest expression of Byzantine influence was in the
architecture of Old Russia.ra In the late 10th and llth century
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1
Byz-antine stone and brick architecture was adopted. Its complex
cross-.shaped and domed churches with their perfected system of
ceilings represented the most advanced building techniques of the
time. Only in certain parts of the contemporary West with its
Romanesque style of architecture was the slow and difficult transition
from wooden structures to stone and brick vaulting taking place- By
contrast, Kievan Rus very early received from Byzantium an
already perfected and intricate system of vaulted and domed ceilings
for buildings of a subtle and refined spatial configuration and of
great height.t5

The first stone church in Russia was that dedicated to the
Assumption of the Virgin (the "Desiatinnaia church") in Kiev.
According to the chronicle, it was built by Greek craftsmen between
989 and 996. Several decades later, the church of the Transfigura-
tion of the Saviour was erected in Chernigov, again by Greek
ar-chitects (103 1-1036); specialists consider it the most "Byzantine"
church in Old Russia. In many of its features it approaches the best
models of the llth-century Byzantine capital's architecture: the strict
lines of its architectural forms, the elegant simplicity of its
compositional solutions, the refinement of its external decoration,
and the purely Byzantine technique of its masonry.r6

The peak of south Russian llth-century architecture was the
Cathedral of St. Sophia in Kiev (1037-1054). Its purpose was to
recreate on Russian territory the traditions of the Sophia Cathedral
in Constantinople, the chief shrine of the Orthodox world- Just as

the Cathedral in Constantinople symbolised the victory of Christianity
throughout the civilised and inhabited world and the power of the
Byzantil:.e Emperors, so the Cathedral in Kiev confirmed the
adherence of Old Russia to Orthodoxy and the strengh of the
princes. However, ttre artistic embodiment of this ideological
conception was different in Constantinople and Kiev. The Cathedral
of St. Sophia in Kiev, the beloved project of Prince Yaroslav the
\Mise, was an enormous church with five aisles and extensive chancels
that also included the side aisles. It was built jointly by Greek and
Russian craftsmen but did not have any direct analogr-res among the
outstanding examples of Byzantine ecdesiastical architecture. While it
retained the trasic Byzantine cross-shaped form and domes, the
Cathedral of St. Sophia marked the gradual departure of Old
Russian architecture from Byzantine models. The stepped composi-
tion of its exterior dimensions, the abundance of domes, and ttre
massive crossed pillars that made the interior more crowded all
endowed the principal church of Kievan Rus with an unmistakable
originality. The cathedral combined a monumental power and fest-ive
solemnity with the colourful elegance that harmonised so well with
the hospitable natural conditions of south Russia.rT

The architecture of Novgorod the Great departed even further
from Byzantine architectural models. This can be particularly well
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traced by comparing the cathedrals dedicated to St. Sophia in
Constantinople, Kiev and Novgorod- For all its general similarity to
the design and architectural layout of the Kiev cathedral, th,at in
Novgorod (built in lO45-105O) offered quite new artistic solutions
which were unknown to Byzantine or south Russian architecture.
I-ocal traditions w€re so forcefully expressed here that they
substantially rnodified the style of the cathedral. However, we cannot
exclude the possibility of Western Romanesque influence on the
architects of Novgorod. The Kiev layout of a five-a,isled, cross-shaped
and domed church underwent such a significant alteration in
Novgorod that it becarne practically unrecognisable. Frorn the
outside, the Cathedral of St. Sophia in Novgorod resernbled an
enormous cutric structure, unshakable and rnonolithic. The cathedr-
al's mighty walls were constructed of rough stone pierced by few
wind.ow embrasures and were crowned by six majestic domes. The
rnany-stepped pyrarnidal silhouette of the cathednal in Kiev was
replaced by the monumental enclosed dimensions of St. Sophia's in
Novgorod. The festive showiness of the south Russian cathedral's
exteraal ornamentation gave way to the noble simplicity of its
northern cousin's 'outer decor. The only decoration on the wall's of
the Novgorod cathednal were the powerful spade-shaped band and
delicate semi-colurRns on the facets of the central apse, not to forget
tlae arching bands on the drum vaults. The entire appearance of this
church was stamped with a severe rnajesty, an inspired contempla-
tiveness, and an epic calm; it was as if it was irntrued with the free
and pensive landscape of the Russian north.18

In the llth-first half of the l2th centuries Byzantine traditions
were quite firmly preserved in Russian architecture. After that date,
however, there was an evident weakening of Byzantine influence
heralded by the appearance of tower-shaped churches in Russia of a
type unknown in Byzantine architecture. Old Russian architecture
did not experience such sharp leaps in its developrnent as the
transitions in Western Europe from Romanesque to Gothic, and then
from Gothic to the Renaissance. The national features of Russian
architecture were established more slowly and srnoothly and reached
their culmination later in the arclr.itecture of Muscovite R.ussia.
Recent research by Soviet specialists has shown that Old Russian
architects had a developed knowledge of mathematics and technolo-
gy. Each construction was built by following a strict mathematical
iy.t"m and making complex engineering calculations.re

Byzantine influence on Old Russian painting was more prolonged
and stable than in architecture. And this is entirely under.standable.
One must remember that Byzantium not only acquainted Russian
artists with various techniques (for making mosaics and frescoes and
painting in tempera) but also gave them the iconographic canon,
which the Orthodox church strictly protected as immutable. Work-
shops of artists, including Greek and Russian craftsmen, usually
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worked from Byzantine models, from "originals". The latter were
scrolls or bound notebooks of contour drawings on parchment
brought from Byzantium. They were preserved in Russia over many
years and were altered very slowly. To a certain degree, the
dominance of the iconographic canon and the practice of working
from models limited the native artistic talents of Old Russia's
craftsmen.

Byzantine painting reached a flourishing peak in the l lth and
12th centuries when its solemn and elevated style and Byzantine
aesthetics then took their final form.2o Alongside the capital's superb
works of art, such as the mosaics of the south aisle of St. Sophia in
Constantinople and the Monastery of Daphni near Athens, provincial
school of painting had by this time become strong and acquired their
own artistic language: their achievements might be seen in the
mosaics of Hosios Lucas in Phocis and at Nea Moni on the island of
Chios. Byzantine influence was then entering Russia directly from
Constantinople by various routes, and also from the western
provinces of Byzantium via Salonica and Mount Athos.

There were two traditions of painted church decoration in the
llth- to l2th-century Russia. One was more severe and solemn and
had its sources in Byzantine monumental painting. The other was
freer and pictorial: it had taken shape on Russian soil. A classic
monument embodying the first tradition was St. Sophia's Cathedral
in Kiev. Here the Byzantine iconographic canon had been retained in
full. The cathedral's mosaics and frescoes were created over a long
period (1037-1067) by the joint efforts of Byzantine and Russian
craftsmen. The vast building's decorative elements are astonishing in
their variety and monumental scale.

Two strains in Byzantine art, so specialists believe, can be detected
in the cathedral mosaics. The first derived from the Constantinople
school of painting and was distinguished by its high level of
execution and the refinement of its artistic forms. The second
reflected the influence of a provincial and more archaic art, as
embodied in the mosaics of the Hosios Lucas Monastery in Phocis.2r
The Pantocrator soars in the cupola while the solitary figure of the
Virgin Mary stands at the end of the apse in the pose of a supplicant.
She was revered in Kiev as the city's defender and protector and was
named the Virgin of the "Sacred Wall". Her image is full of
dignity and majestic calm. The colours are bright with a predomi-
nance of intense blue, yellowy gold and white; the golden back-
ground meanwhile gives the depiction a solemnity and magnificence.
The depiction of the holy prelates is considered the best of the
mosaics in the apse. The prelates' figures are distributed in regular
frontal poses and are distinguished by their monumental style; their
faces are given individual features and reflect the traditions of
Hellenistic portrait painting.
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The cathedral is exceptionally rich in frescoes. These frescoes
have now been thoroughly studied although even today there remain
several controversial questions as to their identification. In the main
nave of St. Sophia there is an extensive cycle devoted to the
Evangelists which contains many multi-figure compositions. Unfortu-
nately, several of the frescoes have suffered with time. They are close
in style ancl iconography to those of Hosios Lucas in Phocis and Nea
Moni in Chios. The frescoes of this cycle are distinguished by their
monumental scale, solemn symmetry and the presence of large rather
heavy figures who stand immobile, facing front on. All of this gives
the composition an epic calm and majesty. The range of colours is
attractively bright and there is an abundance of light tones: whites,
greys, pinks and lilacs, greens and violets. As a rule, these scenes with
many figures are set against a blue background. A distinctive feature
of the frescoes of St. Sophia in Kiev is the great number of individual
figures of saints, both male and female, who are often depicted with
portrait-like traits. Their faces are severe without being ascetic, and
inspired but not with fanatical exaltation. They are imprinted, as are
the other frescoes, with an epic calm and concentrated introspection.
Among comparable works of the llth century, the cathedral frescoes
have no equal for the number of individually portrayed saints.

Of particular interest to scholars, both historians and art
specialists, are the cathedral frescoes which carry group portraits of
Prince Yaroslav's family. Poor preservation and the restoration work
make it difficult to identify them exactly and gain an overall
conception of the composition. The latest discoveries, however, have
enabled us to determine that there are 13 figures in this portrait, and
not l l as was thought earlier. In the centre of the west wall Christ is
seated on the throne and flanked by Prince Yaroslav and his elder
son on one side, and by Princess Irina and her elder daughter on the
other. The prince is presenting Christ,his patron with,a model of the
cathedral. On the south wall are the figures of his four daughters,
and on the north wall four of the princely couple's sons who face
towards the centre of the composition. The prince and princess were
portrayed in rich princely garments, and wearing something like a
royal crown on their heads. In Yaroslav's design, the entire scene was
intended to show the might and independence of Kievan Rus, and
the strength and wealth of its prince.

The figures of his four daughters are best preserved in the
family portrait. The princesses are clothed in garments richly
decorated with precious stones and process rightwards towards the
centre of the composition: two carry candles and this gives the whole
procession a solemn and ritual character. There is a hypothesis,
though a disputed one it is true, that the daughters depicted here are
none other than Elisaveta, Anira and Anastasiya-in other words, the
future queens of Norway (later. of Denmark), France, and Hun-
gary-with a younger teenage princess whose name we do not know.
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The princesses are shown as young girls and, despite being portrayed
in the conventional mediaeval manner, their faces are attractive and
have some of the features of a portrait. The face of the third
daughter is particularlv pretty and feminine, radiating a quiet dignity
and gentle charm. Unfortunately, only fragments of the pr.inces'
portraits on the north wall have been preserved.22

The composition in the cathedral in Kiev is analogous to rhe
scene depicted in mosaics in the south aisle of St. Sophia's in
Constantinople. There in a famous scene the Emperor Constantine
Monomakhos and the Empress Zoe bring gifts to Christ seated on the
throne: a small bag of gold and a scroll of parchment listing rhe
imperial contributions to the main church of the Byzantine capital.

The Kiev composition was evidently painted around 1045 when
not one of Yaroslav's daughters had yet become a queen. The
portrait completed the prince's life's work which he had undertaken
to glorify the majesty of his realm. Yaroslav the Wise r.vas buried in
St. Sophia's in Kiev, in a marble sarcophagus. It is curious to note
that this sarcophagus, in the words of the well-known Soviet historian
and archaeologist Boris Rybakov, is now a unique type of "visitors'
book" for the cathedral. Many hundreds of people, from llth-
century inhabitants of Kiev to lTth-century Poles, have left their
names on its slabs. Rybakov refers to the Cathedral of St. Sophia as a
museum of mediaeval Russian epigraphy, with many graffiti on the
walls of the nave and the aisles, in the chancel and even in the
sanctuary.

Among inscriptions of the most varied nature there is a very
interesting record of the death of Yaroslav the Wise. Research by
Soviet specialists has proved that the inscription talks of Yaroslav's
death occurring on February 20, 6562 (i.e. 1054). This coincides
exactly with the facts given in the Ipatyevskaya Chronicle.2u It is
particularly important for our understanding of rhe nature of the
Kievan prince's authority that he is here referred to as "tsar"
whereas in other sources he was called by the Oriental title of
"khakan". AII this testifies to the independence of Kievan Rus and its
prince's efforts to transform his authority into that of a tsar. In any
case, the contemporary who etched this inscription-thought of him as
a tsar. This yet again confirms that the hypothesis thar Old Russia
was a vassal state of Byzantium in the I I th century has no
foundation.

In the 12th century the superb mosaics of the St. Michael
Monastery in Kiev were created (1108). These have their counter-
parts in Byzantine mosaics of the cXassie style, particularll, those in
Nicaea and at the Monastery of Daphni near Athens. Everything
about them points to their direct links with the Constantinople school
of painting: the strict iconographic canon, their general composition,
the high level of artistie execution, ar,rd the inscriptions in both Greek
and Slavonic. Unfortunately, only the eucharistic scene with the
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apostles and the saints on the sides of the apse, and certain
fragments in the sanctuary survive from the mosaic ensemble. In
many respects the communion scene here surpasses the comparable
mosaic on the similar subject in the Kiev cathedral. Where the
figures of the apostles in St. Sophia's are immobile and face
forwards, those in the monastery are full of movement. They adopt
free poses turning to one another, as if in conversation; their
appearance is full of feeling and expression; and their garments fall
in luxurious and asymmetrical folds.

The faces are expressive and bear sharply characteristic features,
reflecting the inner mental state of each-particular apostle. In its
artistic embodiment, the head of the angel here is similar to those of
the angels in the Church of the Assumption in Nicaea. The apostles'
light and elongated figures strain upwards, and astonish us by the
correctness of their proportions. The figures' movement is subordi-
nated to a single decorative rhythm. The deep warm colouring of the
mosaic is attractive and light tones predominate: white, pearly grey,
emerald and violet combined with silver and gold.

The mosaics of the St. Michael Monastery are indubitably among
the masterpieces of Russian-based Byzantine painting. They can only
be compared to such fine works in the classical Byzantine style as the
mosaics of the Church of the Assumption in Nicaea and the
Monastery of Daphni near Athens. Byzantine influence was less
pronounced in other provinces of Old Russia than it was in Kiev.

The vital sources of secular art never ceased to nourish the
cultures of Byzantium, Old Russia and other European countries of
the time. The similarity of the genres and themes in the painting,
sculpture and applied arts of these countries is explained by the
kindred tastes and aesthetic ideals of the feudal nobility in Byzantium
and Old Russia.2a In Byzantium secular culture was linked to the
imperial cult and praise of the Byzantine Empire. Portraits of the
imperial dynasty and the upper nobility, celebrations of their military
triumphs and courtly entertainments, and praise of the feats of
classical heroes were the favourite subjects of Byzantine secular art.
These themes from Constantinople's secular paintings and applied
art evoked a deep response among Russia's feudal lords and they
enthusiastically used them to magnify princely authority. Secular
trends in Byzantine art became particularly strong in the l2th
century. 'Ihe chivalrous life style of the court of the Comnenes aided
a growth in interest towards secular genres of culture. We can
observe analogous phenomena in Russia of the same period.

Regrettably, very few works of secular painting and sculpture
have survived, either from Constantinople or from the urban centres
of Old Russia itself. The destruction of Constantinople's imperial
palaces prevents us from assessing the secular art of the Comnenian
capital. Only the renowned mosaics from the palace of the Norman
Kings in Palermo (1140) can give us some impression: the "Room of
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King Roger II" and the "Tower of Pisa"
example of courtly secular art inspired
reports of Byzantine writers, miniatures
cripts, and artistic works of craft provide
secular Byzantine culture.

come as a rare preserved
by Constantinople. The

from illuminated manus-
additional evidence about

Unique works of secular painting from before the Mongol-Tartar
invasion have been preserved in Russia.25 First place among them, by

art of Byzantium. Among them belong scenes of horse-races at the
hippodrome with the emperor and his suite in attendance; the antics
of the skomorokhi or wandering minstrel-clowns; a giant carrying a

pole on which a boy acrobat displays his skills; skirmishes with wild
Leasts; the single-handed combat of an athlete with a man wearing a
wolf mask; hunting scenes; and theatrical performances with actors
and clowns. The genre pictures are rather distinctive. One shows an
unsaddled horse being chased by riders, while a second depicts a

camel being led. Two frescoes are interesting for understanding the
Iocal elements in these wall paintings: the triumphal entrance of a

crowned rider with a halo around his head which specialists consider
to be either a depiction of the Byzantine emperor or of the prince of
Kiev; the second shows a young musician with a bowed musical
instrument whose face bears south Russian features. The frescoes are
executed in the courtly entertainment style or genre.

Secular motifs also found their way into the illuminated books of
Old Russia. A superb example of secular art is the portrayal of

examples of Byzantine applied art in hoards found on Russian
territory. They include silver and bronze utensils, cloisonn6 on gold,
and carved and sculpted stone and bone objects. Since long-distance
transport was difficult and costly, trade in such luxury items was
considered especially profitable. Foreign gold and silver, and
"ornamented brocade and various vessels" came to Russia as

ambassadorial gifts, as customs duty and war booty, and they were
also brought by emigrants. These works by mediaeval crafismen give
vivid and authentic accounts of their time and its view of the world.
They throw light on certain poorly-known aspects of Byzantine daily
life and ideology and, in particular, on the secular culture of the
imperial court and the feudal nobility. A set of l2th-century silver
cups with rich decoration and thematic scenes introduces us to the
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endent on the canons of the official
trends in popular culture were more
Among the ordinary people of the

influence it was most often artistic
elements from the empire's local schools that gained access since they
preserved more democratic and down to earth features. The

. Fo-r a long time old Russian culture developed in constant contact
with the greatest centres of civilisation in the East and in the west. It
was enriched by its acquaintance with the best achievements of
Byzantium, Western Europe,28 and the Muslim world.2e yet these
varied and complex sources were also the foundation on which an

language or religious creed. And, at the same time, it was imtrued
with a deep patriotism and a belief in the beauty of its own land and
the strong spirit of its people.
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Theory and Practice
of Comparative Linguistic Studies

Victorla YARTSEVA

Over the last three decades comparative linguistic studies have led
to the emergence of a separate branch within general linguistics most
commonly referred to as comparative linguistics but also sometimes
designated as "confrontational linguistics", "contrastive linguistics"
and so on. The sources of comparative linguistics are to be found in
the practical teaching of foreign languages, whose theoretical
interpretation however went beyond the establishment of more
extensive links with related linguistic disciplines. As a consequence
the boundaries and methods of comparative linguistics can be
defined only by its place in the general linguistics and its dependence
on the findings of typology, psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics.

In my view, the degree of reliance on typology and psycholinguis-
tics in a contrastive study will depend on its purpose and,
consequently, differ from case to case. Many aspects of language
system and the very nature of language as a hierarchical system of
signs used for purposes of communication in a variety of situations
predetermine a great diversity of contrastive studies. On the one
hand, this is a boon to contrastive linguistics because it extends its
area of application; on the other, it makes its boundaries blurred and
uncertain and leads to all sorts of misunderstanding.

One of the first problems a linguist has to deal with is the number
of languages and the kind of techniques to be used in a comparative
analysis. It is commonly believed that, in conrrast to typology which
deals with many languages at the same time, a comparative study
should be based on two languages. At least this has been the
approach used in most investigations and dissertations devoted to the
comparative analysis of two entire language systems or their parts.
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A look at the table of contents of a collection brought out by
Hungarian linguists' proves the point: Katalin Kiss, "English Partici-
ples and Their Hungarian Equivalents"; Eva Di6sy-Stephanides,
"A Contrastive Study of the English and the Hungarian Infinitive";
B6la Korponay, "Middle and Causative Consrructions in English and
Hungarian", etc. Many papers use a wealth of factual material. For
example, in "A Preliminary Study for a Contrastive Ana.lysis of the
English Gerund and Its Hungarian Equivalents, Eva Di6sy-
Stephanides asserts that only the Hungarian verbals with the suffixes
-d,s/-6s or , which perform an adverbal function and are equivalent in
their meaning to a clause can be considered to be the counterparts of
the English gerund. However a Hungarian studying English finds it
extremely difficult to master the English gerund, mainly because it
combines features of the noun and the verb in a complex way and
has a wider area of application thair the Hungarian gerund. tt ls
worth mentioning in this connection that Hungarian linguists are
very active in contrastive studies.2 Most authors in the above-
mentioned collection of papers use as their analytical techniques a
combination of structural analysis with a functional and semantic
interpretation of language material, as well as some concepts of
generative grammar.

It may well be that the predominance of contrastive studies of
pairs of languages is due to the fact that, as many linguists believe,
the historical roots of contrastive linguistics lie in the practical
experiences of teaching foreign languages. Gerhard Nickel, the
prominent West German specialist in the subject, observed that
"contrastive Iinguistics as a systematic branch of linguistic science is
of fairly recent date-though it is not really the idea as such which is
new, but rather the systematisation".5 Historians of linguistics
commonly hold that a turning point in the progress of contrastive
studies was the publication in 1957 of Robert Lado's Li,nguistics Across
Culturesa which was largely prompted by Charles C. Fries: ideas about
the linguistic foundations of the teaching of English. Fries had
observed, among other things: "The most effective materials are
those that are based upon a scientific description of the language to
be learned, carefully compared with a parallel description of the
native language of the learner."s

In his preface to Robert J. Di Pietro's Language Structures in
Contrast Dwight Bolinger wrote: "Contrastive linguistics was born of
classroom experience. Every teacher of a foreign language knows,
and every student of a foreign language soon finds out, that the
native language of the learner interferes in specific and predictable
ways at each new step in acquiring a second language. The teacher's
bag of tricks consists mainly of ways to overcome that interference."6
Bolinger added however that the tasks of contrastive linguistics are
not limited to the teaching of foreign languages. Contrastive studies
provide insights into language processes and the laws governing
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them. As a consequence, contrastive linguistics is a sort of interface
between theory and practice.

The linkage between the development of contrastive studies and
progress in the teaching of foreign languages has been reflected in
certain commonly used terms. For example, Rudolf Filipovit,
Director of a Serbo-Croatian-English Contrastive Project, commented
on the subject: "A contrastive analysis is an attempt to predict and
elucidate the reactions of learners in a given contact situation. The
learner's knowledge of the source language (Ls) affects the learning
of the target language (L1). Where structures of Ls and L-1 coincide
formally and semantically the learning process will be easier, and
where they differ the learning process will be inhibited."T

While we agree with the above views of foreign linguists, we
would like to set the record straight as regards the chronological
development of comparative studies. Speaking of the broader
educational value of the teaching of foreign languages, L. Shcherba
outlined some fundamental principles of contrastive linguistic studies
and, more importantly, showed the need for a two-way comparison
of languages contrasting the native to the foreign language and vice
versa. Shcherba used this genuinely linguistic approach based on the
content rather than the form of the two or more languages under
comparison in his lexicographic works.6

Shcherba's ideas put forward in his articles and prefaces to
dictionaries have lost none of their relevance to today's contrastive
lexicography, whose practical applications are to be found mainly in
the compilation of bilingual dictionaries. While the general thrust of
the theory of comparative linguistics remains unchanged the analyti-
cal techniques used will inevitably vary, for different levels of
phonetics, grammar and the vocabulary under study call for different
specialised analytical techniques including experimental ones, whose
importance for phonetics for example can hardly be overestimated.
At the same time the functional-semantic approach to the study and
comparison of two or more languages makes applications of
compar-ative studies especially attractive. In this sense comparative
linguistic studies have not only purely linguistic but also broader
educational value.

The practice of compiling bilingual and multilingual dictionaries
raises the following question: are multilingual comparative grammars
feasible, and if they are, what should their aims be? As we have
already pointed out, the details of comparative analytical techniques
should be adapted to the linguistic levels under study. The extent of
cross-linkages between these levels is difficult to predict outside
specific analytical contexts.

In a previous publication e we have already mentioned an article by
Chauncey Chu,to who wrote that verbs of mental perception and
cognition, being inherently active, include certain negative or positive
presuppositions. At the same time many verbs with a modal meaning
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can contain either a presupposition or an implication, and sometimes
both. To prove his point, Chu gives the following exarnple: John
regretted that Sheila uas hurt. He goes on to argue that the sentence
presupposes that Sheila experienced pain at some time preceding the
temporal axis of the verb "to regret", but contains no implication. On
the other hand, the utterance "John continued to zr.rorft" presupposes
that John had already been working before the onset of the time
span of the verb "to continue" and also implies that John was working
immediately after. This shade of meaning-continuing action that
began before the moment of speech-can be conveyed in English
with the help of the Presenr Perfect Continuous Tense (has been
working).

Such differentiation of the meanings of verb forms is non-exisrent
in Russian and must be rendered with the help of lexical and
syntactic means, while the difference between "continued to work"
and "continues to work" lies on a somewhat different plane, because
the presupposition about a conrinuing acrivity that began some rime
before depends on the verb's lexical meaning, not on its tense form.
Similarly, what Chu refers to as "the implication of accomplishmenr"
in the meaning of such English verbs as "to manage, to finish, to
complete, to succeed" and the like (e.g., John managed to sohe this
problem) can find a grammatical expression with the help of Present
Perfect forms. Thus, even in such typologically related languages as
Russian and English the correlations between their lexical and
morphological levels may be distorted in spite of the fact that the rwo
languages have a certain number of homogeneous lexemes, though
the paradigmatic forms of differentiating the grammatical meaning
being different.

The relationship between typological studies and comparative
linguistics is very special and conrradictory. The aim of the
typological description of the languages of the world is to classify
them in terms of their similarities and distinctions. Hence the
importance in a given language not only of the existence of a device
or relation but also the place this linguistic fact occupies in the
general scheme of the distribution of devices and relations typical of
the languages under study. Systems analysis rules out the danger of
accidental coincidences of individual elements of the compared
Ianguages because it concentrates the researcher's attention on the
distribution of the relevant features of language structure. In special
research the superimposition of the two language systems and the
registering of their similarities and differences may prove sufficient.
However a really complete typological classification of languages calls
for a combination of formal and functional analysis.

In a systems analysis it is of particular importance to establish
"the point of origin" or, to put it differently, the base for
comparison from which one should proceed in identifying and
describing units of the compared languages. In this respect tl,pologi-
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cal and contrastive linguistics have some things in common, because it
is very important for the latter, too, to define the point of departure
if the comparison is carried out in a linguistic and not purely
pedagogical framework, where the "source language-target lan-
guage" scheme (or the other way round) would be quite sufficient. A
central concept in typological linguistics is that of "language type"
which enables the identification and classification of the languages of
the world. It might be added that although a morphological device
can serve as a marker of a language type it does not convey its
essence.

The same morphological device can be used to convey different
grammatical meanings. By the same token, the same content can be
conveyed by a variety of means. It should be recalled that systems
approach to language study has convinced typologists that compari-
son of individual forms in two languages is little productive because
all it reveals is that certain forms coincide while others differ. This
has led most linguists to emphasise categories which have fundamen-
tal importance for the language as a system. Although the modes of
conveying grammatical meanings have a direct bearing on linguistic
analysis, in deciding whether two or more languages are typologically
similar, one has to be guided by deeper forms of their categorisation.
In other words, a linguist should take into account not only features
of form but primarily the compared languages' parts of speech (or
similar lexicogrammatical categories), connections between them,
modes of conveying subject-object relations, spatial and temporal
characteristics of action, etc.

The problem of the relation between form and content arises in
all linguistic research regardless of whet.her it deals with just one
language or sets out to describe the universals and specifics of all the
languages in the world. Since no language is a homogeneous whole,
if only because it always contains both emerging and disappearing
elements, it is inevitable that every language system is unique.
Consequently, comparative analysis of two or more languages should
emphasise primarily their unique characteristics. This does not mean
however that we underrate the importance of linguistic universals: in
our view they are more relevant to typological than comparative
linguistics.

If we assume that certain universals are interdependent, it would
be convenient in assigning a language to a definite type to have a set
of "k"y" universals which would automaticaliy Presuppose the
existence of other related ones. The procedure most commonly used
by linguists to identify universals consists in seeing how a concePt-
possession, time, spatial relations, the category of numtrer-
formalised in one language, is expressed by the grammatical or
lexico-grammatical systems of some other languages. The usefulness
of this research is beyond question. The display itself of concrete
examples from scores and even hundreds of languages in accordance
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with certain principles of selection and classification has great
scientific value.

However there are two pitfalls in this approach to linguistic
universals. First, in setting out to find something given a priori the
linguist will inevitably tend to shut his eyes on some other importanr
features of the functioning of the language under study, The result
of his efforts is frequently an enumeration of formal means and
devices used by the language to convey the concept chosen as rhe
target of the search. This approach may thus lead to the substitution
of a "skeleton" category whose very abstractedness makes it indeed
applicable to any language for genuinely insightful universals, rich in
content and connected to the specific typological characteristics of the
languages under study with a variety of links.

The second danger is the isolation of a lexical or grammatical
phenomenori and its assessment without due regard for its links to
the system of adjacent categorial meanings. When a linguist is
looking for all the possible means of expressing the future tense in a
given language, on the assumption that this universal category is
bound to exist in it, he tend$ to overlook the many diverse links
between this and other categories of the language. Although isolation
of a phenomenon for the sake of convenience is a cornmon research
technique, the description of the future tense as a language category
should take account of the fact that while in one language it may
occur in combination with the categories of spatial characterisation
and aspect, in others it co-occurs with a set of modal characteristics of
action or the category of mood.

In our view, a language type can be defined as a form of
organising the conceptual content of a language. In assigning a
language to a type with its distinctive features it would be better ro
use linguistic phenomena confined to just one level. However, since a
language system represents a single whole, features of one level
should comelate with the structures of other levels. For example,
treatment of a quality and the object it belongs as a single category,
equivalent to non-ciassification of adjectives as an independent
lexico-grammatical category will inevitably affect the syntactic struc-
ture of attributive and predicative phrases. Treatment of an acrion
confined to the subject or, conversely, an action directed on an object
as separate morphological categories is as relevant to the paradigma-
tic axis of a sentence as it is to the morphological paradigms of words
that can denote the subject and the object. Sticking to just one level
in the classification of language types is a guarantee thar their
schematic representation is going to be internally consistent. Such
largely idealised schemes, built on the material of several languages,
will subsequently be "tried on for size" in respect of individual
languages.

Our description of a language type as a form of organising its
conceptual content is based on the understanding that different
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forms of splitting a notion or, conversely, syncretising it are of
fundamental importance for the identification of typological features
of languages. In this respect typological investigations are similar to
contrastive linguistics which also seeks to find out which macro- and
microsystems have identical semantic Parameters in the compared
languages. This brings us to the discussion of methods and analytical
techniques that can be recommended for contrasting single-level
phenomena in two languages.

Although binary oppositions are most commonly used to identify
distinctive features, sometimes graduated scales of differences are
also used, the result of which is a more fractionated classification
scale. For example, Frank Parker believes that each distinctive feature
must meet a number of requirements: "1) each feature must be
non-overlapping and continuous. That is, a distinctive feature defines
every point on an independent or semi-independent parameter; 2) it
must define one and only one continuum; 3) if one definition can be
shown to more narrowly limit the set of permissible distinctive
features while still meeting the criteria of descriptive adequacy, it
should be more highly valued".rr This break-down into one-
dimensional features is certainly useful for the analysis of concrete
material despite the fact that the total number of such features may
increase. In comparative studies this useful technique bf binary
oppositions has to be combined with other methods.

For all the importance of structural comparative analysis the
notional categories expressed by language structures also provide
information about the ways in which a given language reflects the
speaker's perception of the outside world. Justified criticism of
idealistic theories elaborated by certain foreign linguists who contend
that language draws "a picture of the world" should not prevent us
from an in-depth analysis of semantic series which, for all their broad
similarities in many languages, differ in their inner particular
subsystems or elements. That is why the "semantic field" concePt,
commonly used in lexical and grammatical comparative studies,
seems quite

It must t the application of provisions of
generative y those about deep- and surface
structures, t has not justified itself. Comparative

also such minor ones as Slovene, Friesian and Sardinian. Phenomena
weakly expressed in a "major" language can receive a convincing
explanation through comparison with a "minor" related language.
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That is why we disagree with those linguists who hold that the stud-y
of "minor" languages is relevant only to the history of language."

At present most cornparative studies are synchronous, and an
ever greater number are devoted to the synchronous comparison of
modern languages. Synchronous comparison of different historical
periods of related langrrages remains the domain of comparative-
historical linguistics. In our view, there are no obstacles to the
application of comparative analytical techniques to diachronous
studies if due attention is paid to preserving the boundary between it
and diachronous typology. It is even more important to extend
comparative linguistics to comparative-stylistic studies, comParative
analysis of terms which gain general currency in step with the
scientific and technological revolution, and contrastive translation
studies. This diversification will doubtless add to the practical value
of comparative linguistics and increase the potentials of each and
every language in the world.
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The Adoption of the US
Myths and Reality

Vladimir SOGRIN

In the United States, which in 1987 marked the bicentenary of
the Federal Constitution, there are a large number of publications,
notably historical investigations, devoted to the country's fundamental
law. More often than not, historians focus their attention on the
Constitution's origin. Most works are of an apologetic nature, though
critical studies also exist.

We consider it appropriate, first and foremost, to dwell on the
critical work by Charles A. Beard entitled An Economic Interpretation
of the Constitution of the United States, since virtually all the apologetic
American historiography on this matter was written as a polemic
against his ideas.

In 1913, Beard was the first non-Marxist historian ro reject the
formal, legal interpretarion of the US Constirution whilh had
dominated l9th-century writings. In contrast to historians before
him, who had extolled the Constitution as representing the free will
of the entire nation, embodying a "social concensus", Beard
concentrated on economic motives of the creators of the fundamental
law and described it as the embodiment of legal guarantees for the
ownership interests of the American uppe r strara. Thoroughly
analysing the economic interests of the 55 participants in the 1787
Philadelphia Convention which elaborated the US Constitution,
Beard concluded that they represented the will of just four groups:
finance capital, the state's creditors, manufactory owners and trading
and merchant quarters.' It was these same people who provided thE
blueprint for a strong Federal Government principally designed to
defend the interests of money capital, or what was known as
"movable property".
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Beard's ideas were developed by the school of Progressive
historians. It is of no small interest nowadays to recall the assessments
reached by the best known of its representatives. A. Schlesinger Sr.
proved that the Constitutional Convention of 1787 had cancelled out
the democratic achievements of the American Revolution and
replaced the colonial masters overthrown in the 1775-1783 War of
Independence with the domination of a trading and financial
aristocracy.2 H. U. Faulkner wrote that the wise Founding Fathers
had hardly cared about so-called human rights, but they had not, of
course, lost sight of the right to private ProPerty. The most
important additions to the power of the Federal Government were its
prerogatives to collect taxes, regulate trade, defend industry and
mint coins.3 F. A. Shannon, another Progressive historian, de-
clared that there was nothing democratic about the US Constitution.
He claimed that it sanctified slave ownership, regulated inter-state
commerce and protectionism in the interests of the trading and
manufactory-owning bourgeoisie and established a political and legal
system which reliably defended large-scale ownership.a

In more recent times, the critical tradition in studying the origin
of the US Constitution was continued by such historians as

M. Jensen, G. S. Wood, S. Lynd, and J. T. Main.o Nevertheless, the
majority of non-Marxist historians offer apologetic interpretations of
the US Constitution, regarding it as an expression of the people's will
and the embodiment of the most advanced democratic principles.
Following the Second World War, there was a massive attemPt on the
part of American historiographers to subvert the conclusions drawn
by Charles A. Beard and his followers.6

Using a wealth of documentary evidence, the representatives of
the modern apologist trend tried to prove that at the time of its
adoption the Constitution enjoyed the support not only of the
bourgeoisie and plantation owners, but also of a section of the
farmers and especially the lower urban strata composed of artisans,
traders and workmen. From this, they concluded that the Constitu-
tion represented the interests of the whole people. They were
actually confusing two different issues. Whilst the class nature of the
Constitution expressed the interests of bourgeois circles and planta-
tion owners, the social basis of the movement for its adoption did
indeed include part of the masses due to a series of concrete
historical reasons.

The tnain one of these was that the US Constitution established
the centralisation of the American Federal state, and that this
centralisation, being geared first and foremost to the interests of the
propertied upper strata, did indeed reflect general national interests
at that time and enjoyed very widespread support. The centralisation
objectively facilitated rhe consolidation of the North American states,
provided the basis for them to retain and advance their economic
independence and their political prestige on an international scene

Constitution:
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dominated by the European monarchies. State centralisation was
understood and advocated in this sense by the American Democrat
leaders Thomas Jefferson, Thomas Paine, Benjamin Franklin and
Benjamin Rush. The consolidation of cenrral government was fought
for by the propertied upper strara and the lower srrara, such as
workers and artisans. There is a host of documentary evidence of
artisans and workers openly coming out in defence of American
industry against foreign competition with regard to the battle against
inflation and in support of strong central government. The idea of
centralising state power also enjoyed support among farmers rr-ading
their wares on the national market.

The upper strata made skillful use of the interest the broad
masses of Americans had in the centralisation of state power when
the US Constitution was adopted, although the people were not ar all
involved in its elaborarion. The elaboration of the 1787 Federal
Constitution resulted from concrete historical laws and reasons, and
the organisation of a strong central government was accomplished by
the moderate conservative Founding Fathers of the United States,
and not by the Democrats. Political leaders of the American
bourgeoisie and plantation owners crammed the Constitution with
clauses which met their class interests and which neutralised most of
the democratic innovations of the American Revolution.

Another argument favoured by contemporary critics of Beard is
that he presented an oversimplified picture of the social composition
and motives of the 1787 Convention. According to Beard, its
participants, being owners of money capital and creditors of the state,
were concerned to provide guarantees for their ownership rights and
thus produced an economic document in the shape of the
Constitution.

This argument seems convincing ar first sight. The Constitution
was not, of course, an economic document or a kind of agreement
between the directors of a joint stock company. Among its authors
there were many politicians who were neither creditors of the
government nor even large proprietors. But does this mean that the
participants in the 1787 Convenrion were guided by non-class
interests and produced a non-class document? It does not, of course.
There is no direct link between the socio-economic situation of a
politician and his class outlook. The creators of bourgeois ideology
were not capitalists who exploited workers directly, but intellectuals
and politicians who, in part, did not have rwo pennies to rub
together. This did not, however, prevent them from expressing the
interests of the bourgeoisie in a manner of which the immediate
exploiters were incapable. Marx stressed that what makes some or
other people ideologues of the petty bourgeoisie is not their social
position, but "the fact that in their minds they do not ger beyond the
limits which the latter do nor ger beyond in life, thar thcy are
consequently driven, theoretically, to the same problems and
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of the United Srates.
An archetype modern-day apology for the American Constitution

was provided by the historian T. Eidelberg, who rejected Beard,s
interpretation and opposed it wirh one he himself described as

social disagreements which existed in America at the time. He does
not conceal the fact that some ideas held by the aurhors of the

an overt expression of upper
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lberg, the authors of the Constitution were

We must also take a critical view of attempt by non-Marxist
historians to ascribe an undying democratic chiracter to the US
constitution on the strength that it embodied the revolutionary ideals
of the Enlightenmenr. N;t seeking to deny that the authors of the

event in the intellectual history of western civilisation.e The liberal

world outlook of the most advanced secrions of the bourgeoisie in the
lSth century, were reflected in the US Constiturion. At the same
time, a comparison of the Constitution, and the philosophy of the
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IUnited States' Founding Fathers, with different currents in the

ideology of the Enlightenment shows that the authors of the
fundamental law of the USA resolutely rejected the radical doctrines
of this ideology and accepted only its more moderate principles.
Moreover, some of the Constitution's propositions were at odds with
the sacred principles of the Enlightenment. It did nothing to abolish
Negro slavery, which was in contradiction to the Enlighteners' first
precept on the equality of all people before the law. It should also be
pointed out that the inclusion of some principles of the Enlighten-
ment in the US Constitution did not make it non-class document at
all, if only because thc Enlightenment itself was not an ideology of
non-class character. The historical practice of all bourgeois societies
emerging with idealistic dreams on the part of bourgeois Enlighten-
ers about universal prosperity showed the illusory nature of hopes
that reason would reign triumphant on the ruins of world feudalism.
"We know today," Engels wrote, "that this kingdom of reason was
nothing more than theldealised kingdom of the bourgeoisie." " This
truth was confirmed for the first time by the practices of American
early bourgeois society.

Our criticism of the apologist interpretations of the origin of the
US Constitution does not imply any recognition of Beard's concept as

their scientific antithesis. From the Marxist-Leninist viewpoint,
Beard's concept is full of serious oversimplifications and, to no small
extent, anti-historical. Beard mechanically assigned the blame for the
ills of bourgeois society which appeared in its imperialist era to the
Founding Fathers of the USA and was unable to grasp the fact that
the American Constitution, despite its class narrowness, did have a
certain progressive significance at the time it was adopted. Beard was
also mistaken in considering that the Constitution accorded with the
class interests of money capital, against which he set immovable
property in the form of land capital. In actual fact, the US
Constitution represented a class compromise between the two
dominant groups at the time, the bourgeoisie in the North-East and
the plantation and slave owners in the South, which forged a state of
unity in the face of the democratic aspirations of the masses. And
finally, Iet it be noted that Beard, being guided by an essentially
positivist method in his economic interpretation of history, failed to
take into account the outlook and political philosophy of the
Founding Fathers, who had adopted the principles of the moderate
European Enlighteners, notably John Locke and Montesquieu. This
led him to interpret the Constitution as an economic document.

The 1787 Constitutional Convention, whose activities are ex-
amined below, assembled in Philadelphia, the first capital of the
United States.'2

An analysis of the Convention's documents should be suP-
plemented by a study of the political campaigning and practical
actions of the bloc of bourgeoisie and plantation owners which
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meetings. A comparative analysis of the Federarists' ideology leads us
to conclude that it existed on three different levels. rhe fiist ]evel is
represented by the Federalists' individual convictions, which are
revealed most clearly in their private correspondence with like-
minded people and confidants. The second level is their collective
platform, in which their often widely differing individual convictions
were brought under the umbrella of a com-o., denominator. The

bourgeoisie and James Madison, the political head of the southern
plantation owners.

pointed out that, on the whole, US historiographers avoid any
division of the Federalist ideology into differentlevils. Most authors
identify the rhetoric employed by the creators of the constitution
with their ideology.

ATong the participants in the phiradelphia convenrion were
politicians who played an outstanding and decisive role in elaborating
the fundamental law of the United states. The convention{
chairman, George washington, who had been commander-in-chief
of the armed forces of the North American states during the war of
Independence, had virtually no influence on the eraboiation of the
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Convention. There were no prominent Democrats among them. The
famous Enlightener and Democrat, Benjamin Franklin, did, it is true,
take part in the Convention, but owing to his age (he was in his 82nd
year) and poor health, he was unable to play any active role in the
proceedings.

What were the dreams of the American Founding Fathers and
what principles did they embody in the Constitution?

Fiist of all, they resolutely condemned the Articles of the
Confederation, the unstable agreement reached by l3 states during
the War of Independence, and called for their cancellation. This
document had been approved by the Continental Congress of 1777
and proclaimed the entry of l3 North American states into a firm
league of friendship. In the . 

most important Article (No. 2)' it
declared that each state would retain its sovereignty, freedom and
independence in pursuit of the rights which were not specially
delegated to the United States Congress." Since the document made
no mention of the supremacy of the Confederation, the states
functioned as independent entities with their own governments. All
the rights of the Continental Congress, notably the exclusive ones'
wer. iccompanied by stipulations laying down the sovereignty of
states. The execution of the exclusive rights granted to the Congress
thus demanded the agreement of not lest tha., nine states.t4 The
adoption of the Articles of the Confederation reflected a certain
degiee of immaturity of national self-awareness on the part of the
North American states proclaiming their independence.

The participants in the Philadelphia Convention of 1787 were
convinced that the powers of the Continental Congress did not
include the most important without which it could not lay claim to
the role of some kind of effective body. The Congress, they stated,
had been deprived of the right to collect and introduce both direct
and indirect taxes, which had turned it into an authority with no
source of income, meaning that it would always have to request funds
from the states' legislative assemblies and thus remain ever in their
debt. It had also been deprived of the right to regulate trade
between states, which led to countless internal "economic wars". The
Congress was given the right to arbitrate in all manner of disputes
between states, but did not have the means to enforce its decisions. It
had to rely in all cases on the goodwill of the governments of the
individual states.

The delegates to the Philadelphia Convention were particularly
disconcerted at the fact that of three possible forms of power-
legislative, executive and judicial-the Articles of the Confederation
provided for the establishment only of a legislative body, the
Continental Congress. As for the executive body, it functioned as a

branch of the legislative. The Congress could set uP all manner of
committees to monitor the implementation of its decisions. Executive
power was extremely fragmentary. The Congress declined to appoint
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cither an executive authority or some kind of executive council to
take a leading role in this conjunction. The organisation of the
Continental Congress was also exposed to severe criticism. It
consisted of one chamber whose members were changed every year
by the state legislatures and could be recalled at ar,y time. Each state
had only one vote at meetings of the Congress, no matter how many
deputies it had delegated. The state governments frequently forgot
entirely about the existence of the Congress. One of its meetings was
attended by delegates from just three states. ln 1784, the Congress
only just managed to raise a quorum to ratify an agreement with
Britain recognising the independence of North America.

The draft US Constitution approved by the Philadelphia Conven-
tion accorded wide powers to the central government and, what is
cxtremely important, proclaimed that Federal law took precedence
over the laws of states. Among the prerogatives granted to the
national government of the United States, particular importance
attached to its right to raise and collect taxes, both direct and
indirect, and to regulate trade and commercial relations between the
individual states. The Federal Government was invested with the
"power of the sword and the purse", which had been a long-
cherished dream of Madison, Hamilton and their followers. The
Constitution, laws and agreements of the USA were declared to be
the country's supreme law, even if they contradicted the constitutions
and laws of the individual states.

The delegates to the Philadelphia Convention exceeded their
powers in cancelling the Articles of the Confederation and working
out the text of the United States Constitution. The Continental
Congress had empowered them only to supplement and amend the
Articles of the Confederation. Flowever, the members of the
Convention demonstrated from the very outset a determination to
cancel them and elaborate a fully fledged constitution setting up a
strong central government.

The cancellation of the Articles of the Confederation, the
establishment of a Federal Governrnent invested with considerable
powers and the centralisation of government power in the United
States were not the only aims of those taking part in the Philadelphia
Convention. Another important objective they had in mind was to
resolutely revise what they considered to be the erroneous and
disastrous legal and political principles embodied in the constitutions
of the 13 states and to prevent these "ills" from appearing in the
fundamental law of the United States. Whilst the first aim was more
or less consonant with the position taken by Americans from many
walks of life, the second was gravely at odds with popular democraric
aspirations and represented a clear expression of the class interests of
the bloc of bourgeoisie and plantation owners.

The sovereignty of the individual states was nor to the liking of
the participants in the Philadelphia Convention, also because it meant
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that the constitutions of the individual states continued to influence
the political process in North America. The Federalists were
convinced that the democratic drawbacks of these constitutions could
only be overcome by the imposition of a good honest consritution for
the whole of America, i.e. one which would reliably defend the
interests of the upper strata.

Which were the elements of the stares' political make-up that did
not satisfy the participants in the Philadelphia Convention?

The constitutions of the srates had been adopted in the initial
stage (1776-1777) of the American Revolution and reflected the
fevolutionary upsurge of the masses and the concessions forced on
the bourgeois circles and plantation owners. The remains of
monarchism had been completely wiped out in the American srares,
the republic and the elective nature of all organs of power were
proclaimed everywhere. Despite fierce battles with the moderates, in
1776 success had been achieved by Democrats in the majority of
states in making all those bearing government power subject to
re-election at annual intervals. The franchise had been widened in
many states.

The states' constitutions provided for a serious revision from
democratic positions of the basic bourgeois political principles of
"division of powers" and "checks and balances". In contrasi to the
moderates, the left wing of the patriotic camp deeply mistrusted the
executive power, endeavoured to weaken it as much as possible and
to make it subject to legislative assemblies. The Democrats were
successful in this attempt. In all states governors were deprived of
the right to veto decisions of, and all other means to reitrict, the
Iegislative assemblies, which their predecessors had held in colonial
times. By agency of more democratic, lower chambers, the legislative
assemblies were given very wide scope to limit the execurive branch.
They decided the governor's salary, had the power to dismiss him,
call him to account before a court and, in the majority of states,
possessed the right to set up the entire executive power apparatus.
Finally, the principle of united and indivisible executive power (ihis had
enjoyed the support of many moderate American and European
bourgeois ideologues, notably John Locke and Montesquieu) had been
cancelled in all states. The power of the governor was limited not only
by the legislative assembly, but also by the executive council, which in
Pennsylvania, for instance, enjoyed much greater power than the head
of the executive authority himself.rs

A major change in the political make-up of the American states
was occasioned by a sharp extension in many states of the level of
representation accorded to the Western, frontier counties. This
,signified a growth in the voring power of representatives of the petty
bourgeoisie, such as farmers and shopkeepers, and a concomitant
decline in the influence of vorers from rhe upper and middle
bourgeois strata in the East. Without this reform, the emergence of
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the revolutionary democratic party of Constitutionalists in Pennsyl-
vania would have been unthinkable. It is this party which succeeded
in retaining power for almost the entire duration of the anti-colonial
war and made numerous democratic demands a matter of reality.
Without the extension of representation levels for the Western
counties, one could hardly have expected the formation (in New
York) of the parliamentary faction headed by the commoner Clinton,
which ran the political life of the state thioughout the period of the
Revolution.

Immediately following the War or Independence, the leaders of
the upper bourgeois strata and plantation owners started to expose to
fierce criticism the democratic excesses during the years of the
Revolution. They had to contend with numerous instances of harm
to the class interests of proprietors due to the extraordinary
influence exerted on political life by rank-and-file patriots.ro

The indignation of the upper strata at the democratic principles
of the revolutionary period reached its zenith in connection with the
revolt in Massachusetts led by Daniel Shays in 1786-1787. The
hesitations of the Massachusetts Assembly, particularly its lower
t.hamber, which was in no hurry to use force against the insurgents,
rnd the absence of any powers on the part of the Continental
Congress to intervene in the serious conflict, convinced the upper
strata once and for all that the political system which had emerged in
the United States was incapable of maintaining "internal security".

The leaders of the bourgeois and plantation-owning upper strata
were unanimous in their conviction that the national structure of the
American states which had emerged in the revolutionary period had
lrrought with it the transformation of popular sovereignty into
:rnarchy and even a system of democratic despotism geared, as James
Madison attempted to prove at the Philadelphia Convention, to
subjugating the inter_ests of the propertied upper strata to the
propertyless majority." Edmrrnd Randolph, a delegate from Virginia,
proclaimed that the greatest threat to the country was to be found in
the democratic articles contained in the constitutions of the individual
states. Roger Sherman from Connecticut was even more categoric in
his castigation of democracy, stating that the people should have as
little as possible to do with the affairs of government. Elbridge Gerry
lrom Massachusetts suggested that the difficulties the country was
Iacing originated from a surfeit of democracy. Using Massachusetts
;rs an example, he attempted to show that the dangerous excesses
lcsulting from this had their greatest effect on the lower chambers of
the legislative assemblies, turning them into the servant of the
rabble.rE

Madison and Hamilton, whose ideas ran like a thread through the
t'ntire Philadelphia Convention, provided the theoretical substantia-
tion for the mission of the American Constitution. Any society (what
rhey actually meant was a bourgeois society), they demonstrated, is
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split into two factions or classes, a rich minority and a majority r,vith
little or no property at all. Hamilton stated that inequality in the
ownership of property was at the root of the great and fundamental
division of society into differenr groups." Madison declared that the
inequality in the property distribution was the most general and
indestructible source of the division of society into different groups.2n
The sacred freedom of competition, Hamilton told those attending
the Convention, would make the contradiction between the poor and
the rich all the greater. It was an obvious truism, he continued, that
in the ownership of property there could be nothing like equality,
and inequality in the ownership of properry already existed. The
further development of industry and trade would increasingly widen
this gap.2'

What are the uncontrollable results of this process? To Madison,
they were quite evident. The majority would inevitably set itself the
aim of closing the gap, unleashing the levelling spirit, which had
already appeared in the United States, to its fullest exrenr. And the
solution? This was also self-evident. In creating a political system ro
Iast for all times, it was essential to accord the minority reliable means
of defending their interests and exerring control over the majority.22

But how was one to keep in check the democratic excesses which
had taken firm root under pressure from popular demands at the
time of the revolution? The delegates'views on this matter differed.
Somb simply demanded that certain democratic stipulations be
abolished, radically cutting the level of represenrarion accorded the
Western states in the US Congress, reinstating the electoral law of the
prerevolutionary period, etc. Others looked for more subtle merhods
of limiting the people's democratic achievements. Heading the latter
group was none other than the "philosopher of the American
Constitution", James Madison.

Madison, with support from Alexander Hamilton, John Rutledge,
James Wilson and Oliver Ellsworth, believed that if the question of
electoral law, unanimously regarded as a fundamental article of the
Republican System, did not accord .rvith the viewpoint prevailing in
the states, the latter would simply refuse ro accepr the drafr of the
Federal Constitution.

The decision of the 1787 Constitutional Convention to exrend
voting rights in national elections to all those invested with these
rights during the War of Independence was a certain concession to
the principles which inspired the American Revolution. The impor-
tance of this step should not, however, be overstated. Suffrage
extended only to white male raxpayers, who at that time made up less
than 3 per cent of the American population. Deprived of the right to
vote were women, propertyless white men, Negroes and Indians, the
indigenous population of North America.

The acceptance by the Philadelphia Convenrion of the electoral
law endorsed by the state constitutions served as a cloak for more
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refined attacks on the people's rights. The first of these was rhe
assignment to the US Senate of a special function in defending the
interests of the propertied minority. The authors of the Federal
Constitution believed that government power on the whole was
created to defend genuine human rights, but the Senate rvas
assigned the task of specifically defending the right to privare
property, representing the "wealth of the nation". At the same time,
the Senate was to restrict the democratic excesses of the House of
Representatives, ro be a bastion of stability and order.

. The co-ncept of a Senate specially responsible for defending the
interests of the properried upper strata was at odds with the doclrine
of 1776 De endence.
Ir latter's te power
is to life, rarion ro
ha proper nvention
recognised the s Federal state to be the defence
of ownership in following the promulgation of
the Constitution s advocates, prbclaimed that in
all states, and ones, rhe rich should derive
benefits from the ownership of property, which in many respects
represented mankind's greatest asset and the reason for its exis-
tence.'o

When it came to discussing the US Senare ar the philadelphia
Convention, its participants split inro two groups. One of rhem was
worried about the exclusively class function of the Senate; and the
other; composed of representatives of the small states, was concerned

ent capable of counteracting
by the larger states in the
by the Convenrion gave the
ted the aspirations of both

groups. It provided a reliable defence for ownership interests and
also embodied the principle of equal representarion for alr states.
Each of rhem, regardless of its population, received rwo seats in the
Senate.

The authors of the Federal Constitution were agreed that for the
Senate to provide socio-political stability, its members musr rerain
their powers for a considerable duration and be of limited number.
The six-year term for US Senators introduced by the Federal
Constitution was considerably longer than the electoral term of most
higher chambers in the individual srares. By allocating rwo sears in
the Senate to each srate, rhe Philadelphia Convention limited the
number of senators to 26 (there were 13 states in the Union at that
time). The Senate was given wider powers rhan the House of
Representatives. Only it had the power to give advice and consent to
the President on matters of Federal appointments and to conclusion
of international agreements. Finally, the right to elect senators was
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allocated not to rank-and-file voters, but to the legislative assemblies
of the individual states.

The authors of the Fede ral Constitution also revised from
moderate positions the model of the lower chamber which had
asserted itself in the states. The electoral term of the House of
Representatives was twice that of the legislative assemblies at state
level. Following the British example, they established a level of
representation approximately equivalent to that in the House of
Commons. At the time the Federal Constitution was adopted, the
House of Representatives of the US Congress was to have 65
members, whilst the number of members sitting in the legislative
assembly of the state of Massachusetts was around 400.

It was the activities of this latter chamber, which had been
hesitant to act at the time of the revolt Ied by Daniel Shays, that were
to become the main target of criticism on the part of the Federalists.
The Federalisf condemned broad representation of the voters in the
Iower chambers, stating that, whatever talents they might have among
their members, such large assemblies could never ensure that
passions were subordinated to the power of reason. Even if every
Athenian had been a Socrates, the Athens assembly would have
remained a mob.25

The authors of the Federal Constitution accorded a leading role
in defending the interests of the upper strata to a strong and
independent executive authority. Speaking at the Philadelphia
Convention, Madison perceived the most dangerous trend in the
development of the United States in the absorption of all power by
what he called a legislative moloch. In issues 7l and 73 of The
Federalist, Hamilton declared that the usurpation of all power by
legislative bodies was becoming a law of republican societies, and it
was precisely in republics that legislative assemblies presented the
greatist threat to freedom.26 In the view of its authors, the object of
the Federal Constitution was to reorganise the division of powers,
giving greater state prerogatives to the executive.

A special place in their system of views was held by the concept of
single and indivisible executive power, which they borrowed from the
French philosopher Montesquieu.

Like Montesquieu, the authors of the American Constitution saw
the main benefit of the maximum concentration and centralisation of
executive power in the fact that it allowed decisions to be quickly put
into practice. The maintenance of peace in a country as large as the
United States, they stated, as well as the government of society as

such and its defence from external enemies, could only be achieved if
decisions were taken quickly and forcefully implemented by a single
strong authority in the face of the President. They considered that
the division of executive power between two, three or more persons
would have fatal consequences for the Federal state. Some of the
participants in the Philadelphia Convention shared Montesquieu's
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view that single and indivisible executive power should be vested in a
rnonarchy and a republic could not survive at all on such a vast
territorial expanse. Among the proponents of monarchism were
Alexander Hamilton, John Dickinson, Gouverneur Morris, J. Brum
and J. McClure.2?

This idea admittedly failed to arouse majority support, with the
delegates favouring the investment of executive power in the US
President, who was to be re-elected every four years. When it came to
defining the powers of the President, the formula of indivisible
cxecutive power was somewhat curtailed, following a decision to
provide the Senate with the right to give "advice and consent" to the
President in the appointment of senior officials and the conclusion of
international agreements. The power of the President was very great
nevertheless. To many Americans, he appeared to be an elected
rnonarch, since there was a widely held view at that time that a
rnonarchy had not so much to do with the institution of inherited
rule as the concentration of executive power in the hands of a single
person. Besides, it was quite clear that much greater power had been
vested in the President of the United States than the British king at
that time.

The participants in the Convention saw no need to include in the
Federal Constitution a Bill of Rights, which was a constituent part of
the state constitutions and proclaimed the freedom of speech, the
[)ress, assembly, conscience and various others. Following the
publication of the draft of the Federal Constitution, its aurhors were
rtccused of being anti-democratic. They tried to justify their rejection
.rf a Bill of Rights by saying that such a bill existed in all state
<:onstitutions and its reproduction in the US Federal Constitution was
therefore superfluous. In response to this, the critics of the draft
F'ederal Constitution found a resonant answer. If, like the Articles of
rhe Confederation, they stated, it united not the population but the
states, preserving their sovereignty, the position of its authors would
lre understandable, but the fact that the Federal Constiturion had
been declared the supreme law meant that it absolutely had to
irrcorporate a Bill of Rights.

The violation of human rights principles and the equality of all
people before the law by the authors of the Federal Constitution was
nranifest in their recognition of Negro slavery. The sanctioning of
slavery by the Constitution resulted from a compromise between the
North-Eastern bourgeoisie and the Southern plantation owners,
<lesigned to ensure a firm union of the North American states.
(iouverneur Morris, one of the recognised leaders of the North-
l'lastern bourgeoisie, declared that, faced with a choice between the
rrraintenance of unity with the South and faithfulness ro human
r ights, he would prefer an alliance with the plantation owners." The
North-Eastern bourgeoisie, without putting up any substantial fight,
srrcrificed the idea of the equality of white and Black Americans for
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the sake of affirming the inviolability of private proPerty, which the
Negro slaves indeed were in their eyes.

The US Constitution did not only sanction the institution of
slavery, but accorded the Southern states extended political represen-
tation in Congress, taking into account the fact that three-fifths of
their population was composed of Negroes doing forced labour.

On September 17, 1787, the Philadelphia Founding Fathers
presented the document they had worked out to the American public
for them to pass judgement. In this instance, the word "public" was
not all that it seems to be, since less than 3 per cent of the population
were involved in ratifying the Constitution. The voters, in turn,
passed on the right to approve or reject the draft Constitution to
special ratifying conventions held in the states. But even these
conventions, which were anything but democratic, exposed the
Federal Constitution to fierce criticism.

Thomas Jefferson and other Democrats were perturbed that the
Constitution did not limit the number of times a person could be
re-elected. They considered that this could turn Presidential power
into monarchistic. Many anti-Federalists stated that the scheme
proposed for the organisation of the Senate was a blueprint for the
establishment of an aristocratic mode of government. The greatest
objections, however, were aroused by the absence of a Bill of Rights
in the fundamental law of the United States. Four states agreed to
ratify the draft Constitution only if it was supplemented by a Bill of
Rights, and most others came out in support of this mea^sure. It was
impossible to ignore the will of the states on this issue.2'

Following the approval of the US Constitution by the ratifying
conventions, the year 1788 saw the election of the first President
(George Washington being elected to the said post) and the national
Congress. During the first session of Congress in 1789, it was
proposed to include the Bill of Rights in the Constitution in the form
of 10 amendments. The proposal was initiated by none other than
James Madison.

Against the background of the feudal absolutism of the lSth
century, there can be no doubt that the first bourgeois, republican
Constitution of thar era was indeed progressive. When compared
with the legal state entity that emerged from the American
Revolution, it must, however, be said that this Constitution curtailed
the democratic achievements recorded during the War of Indepen-
dence.
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The Revol utionary-Democratic
En !ig hten ment
as a Phenomenon of Russian Culture

Vladlmir KANTOR

The opponents of in lgth-century
Russia accused them o e nihilism being
declared to be a cons borrowed from
Western Europe. "Nihilism is neither more nor less than a form of
our aping Europe," wrote Nikolai Danilevsky. "We parrot foreign
words and thoughts, just as our grandfathers parroted the views of
the encyclopaedists and partly the doctrines of mystics, and as our
fathers echoed the theories of German transcendental idealism. If
these theories i in
former times, n hy
do we ascribe i sly
foreign origin d ed
young people for the natural sciences (which expressed Russia's inner
need for scientific progress and produced, towards the close of the
century, a number of great natural scientists) was declared to be
imitative bookishness: "We study the natural sciences from pamphlets
by Feuerbach and Biichner.... Under the guise of the natural
sciences," sarcastically wrote Mikhail Katkov, leader of the anti-
democratic reaction, "we are still studying German philosophy or a
bastard offspring^of it that looks just as much like philosophy as like
natural science." 2

Lenin also wrote of the Europeanism of the revolutionary
democrats,3 but he stressed that it was a Europeanism of a speciil
kind, one that signified a search for revolutionary theory.

It must be borne in mind that, apart from being revolutionaries,
the revolutionary democrats were also enlighteners. In Engels' words,
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they "prepared men's minds for the coming revolution",a at the same
time solving enlightenment tasks in the proper sense of the word;
anyway, they outlined the principles on which it must be based. In
this sense, they inherited the unsolved problems of the previous ages.

Indeed, Nikolai Chernyshevsky, the major revolutionary democrat
of the 19th century, wrote that only through the study of European
books and through ascending to the level of European science could
one do away with backwardness and proceed to original creativity.s
But the roots of the problem of the enlightenment or "bookishness",
as it was called in thosc times, go back deep into Russian history,
towards its very beginnings, the very first translated books artd
chronicles. The fact is that the position of Russian thinkers was
conditioned not only by the demands of the country's social, political,
and economic development of those times-it was naturally rooted in
the very type of attitude towards life, it was explained by the specific
development of Russian culture.

The task of the present article is to show the roots of the
revolutionary-democratic enlightenment in the history of Russian
culture. In our excursus into the history of Russian "bookishness",
we proceed from the assumption that this problem seemed highly
important to revolutionary democrats, and we therefore consider it in
the context of their own ideas and quests.

The process of Russia'. ,.r",""-.rt in civilisation, closely linked,
in the words of Chernyshevsky, with "progress in the life of nations"
(Selected Phi.losophical Essays, Moscow, 1953, p. 258) was never simple,
it went through periods of upsurge and decline. But this movement
was nowhere a simple one. In describing the beginnings of Russian
history, Sergei Solovyov, the well-known Pre-revolutionary historian,
wrote this: "The stepmother of history compelled one of the most
ancient European tribes to move from west to east and to populate
those lands where nature is man's stepmother' At the beginning of
the new European Christian history, two tribes gained dominant
positions, thenceforward to hold them forever-the Germanic and
the Slavonic, two fraternal tribes of the same Indo-European origin;
they divided up Europe between them, and this initial division, this
initial movement-of Germans from the north-east to the south-west,
to the areas of the Roman Empire, where a solid foundation of
European civilisation had already been laid, and of Slavs, contrariw-
ise, from the south-west to the north-east, to the pristine spaces so

unfairly treated by nature-this movement in opposite directions
contains the difference between the entire subsequent history of the
tra,o tribes." u Let us comment on this statement in the light of our
problem.
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The Germanic barbarians who brought down the Roman Empire
and flooded its territory in the 4th-6th centuries, slowly absorbed
classical culture in its Christianised variant. (We must not forget that
by the end of the 4th century the Roman Empire had adopted
Christianity as an official religion.) As Soviet researchers have shown
(see works by Mikhail Gasparov, M. Grabar-Passek, A. Gurevich and
others), this assimilation of Roman-Christian culture took up
practically the whole of the Middle Ages. It should be mentioned
here that in the times of Kievan Rus, the Slavs, owing to their
propinquity to Byzantium, were in a relatively favourable position for
absorbing the classical heritage. Rome had been destroyed, but
Byzantium flourished. The absence of cultural history of its own
would only tell much later. At the time, though, it was no accident
that in the l0th century Kievan Rus turned to Orthodox Byzantium
as a source of a state religion, and not to the Catholic West, seeing
Constantinople (Tsargrad, or King City) as the highest level of
civilisation. It would have made no sense for Rus to seek civilisation
in Western Europe, where the tribes that overran it still retained
survivals of cannibalism in the 9th century.T The conflict between the
"scholarly" culture of the Middle Ages, the "religion of the Book",
and of popular culture, was then at its height.8 After the conquest of
Italy at the end of the Sth century by Charles the Great, who brought
back from that country books and scholars that were no longer
needed there, the empire of the Franks lived through a brief period
of the so-called Carolingian Renaissance (9th century). But the true
syncretism of bookish and popular cultures, their creative dialogue,
which ultimately gave rise to the national literatures of Western
Europe, did not take place at that time. Education and elementary
civilisation were preserved only at monasteries. But "divided in a
divided Europe, deprived of the influence of more cultured circles,
and compelled to adapt itself to the needs of a continuous influx of
semiliterate or completely illiterate neophytes, monastic culture was
threatened by gradual barbarisation and complete dissolution in
popular culture. There were real signs of that danger: while the
sccond half of the 9th century produced abundant and extremely
varied literature, the first half of the l0th century is striking in its
absolute barrenness".e Kie,ran Rus was attracted to centres of direct
links between Christianity and classical civilisation. Only Byzantium
could be the source of instruction. But how was one to become a
disciple? The tribes that had made their way to Europe had a better
time. "The deficiences of our nationality proceeded not from the
spirit and blood of the nation, but from unfavourable historical
development," wrote Vissarion Belinsky, well-known l9th-century
Iiterary critic. "The barbarian Teutonic tribes which had swept like a
flood on Europe were fortunate in that they encountered the classical
genius of Greece and Rome, those noble soils from which had sprung
the broadleafed majestic tree of Europeanism."'0 These tribes were
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surrounded by monuments of classical culture-by architecture,
wall-paintings, sculptures; even the roads made in ancient Rome were
used as late as the lgth century. Here, too, were manuscripts of
books, libraries, whole mounds of books at monasteries; books did
not have to be brought from distant lands, all the monks had to do
was not to destroy them. Again, all this was their own, appropriated
by right of conquest. In Russia, it was all different. Campaigns
against Constantinople and even victories over it, just as later
victories over Napoleon and the taking of Paris, introduced only the
army, only a very small part of the people, to civilisation in an
intimate, visual and tangible way. The rest of the people were taught
"from the book". In Europe, the bookish culture which we discussed
above was not the only civilising influence on the masses, on the bulk
of the people, while in Russia books played an incomparably greater
role than in the West.

Books and book learning came to Russia with conversion to
Christianity,rr and they came as a completely new, formerly unknown
cultural phenomenon. The assimilation of book learning by Russia
was a fict of "transplanting Byzantine culture to the Slavic soil.

progressive forms of civic communal life" (N' Gudziy). However,
eduiation through books alone, through transplanted forms of
culture, is fairly difficult, for the people heading towards civilisation
do not see with their own eyes any forms of "well-ordered life"
which, in Chaadayev's view, introduces "order in man's spiritual
life",r3 and is a necessary condition for concern with spiritual
problems, for gher pursuits at
of Bygone Yea dence of initial
people of boo ish education. "
Vladimir.- V. to the better c

take away their children and instruct them in book learning. The
mothers of those children mourned them for dead, for they were not
yet firm in n_terestinglY,
enlightenmen tu to mould
life, to put it ework, to set
interdictions, punishment,
as death.
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culture" in conflict with the spontaneous forms of the so-called
"living life". Christianity had come from Byzantium, a splinter of the
Roman world, i.e. of the West and nor of the East, or of Asia. But
there is a most important thing that must be borne in mind. ..Foreign
influences," points out Academician Likhachev, "prove to b.
effective olly ,1o the extent in which they accord with the counrry's
inner needs," r7 with the need for acceleration of its social, economic
and cultural progress; otherwise it will simply be unable to assimilate
the lessons of a different civilisation. It was no accident that, for the
first Russian scholars, it was the book that personified the ,.living
life", a source of moring and d,euelopi,ng life. "The bookish
worldview," wrote Vassily Klyuchevsky, the 19th-century Russian
historian who made a deep study of this process, "was for Russia a
novel and foreign ideal, very remote from native reality but intended
to transform it and to link it up with the previously alien educated
world where higher and better ideas prevailed. By its very novelty
and high level, this worldview stimulated native thought, compelling
its first Russian carriers to think and reshape local feelings at a dmE
when it was incapable of reshaping the local relations. Through this
contemplation and education, the new worldview was inculcaied in
native life." t8

, It should be pointed out thar Kievan Rus moved very fast into the
front rank of the mosr educated and enlighted srates of the early
Middle Ages. Direct contacts were also established with the counrries
of Western Europe, where the age of barbarity came at that time to
an end and feudalism took root-feudalism which was, in Cher-
nyshevsky's words, "a mitigated form of the previous unchecked
anarchy of brigandage and abuse of power" (Chernyshevsky, VII,
p. 660). But, although it was rhe same old "brigandage adopted as a
system, internecine strife regulated by rules" (ibidem), it still
represented an obvious "progress" (ibidem), and the West willingly
established contacts with Russia directly connected with highly
civilised and forbidding Byzantium. "The Rurik dynasty trurrJ..-
red," wrote Marx, "soon after the foundation of the Russian Empire,
their capital from Novgorod to Kiev, in order to be nearer ro
Byzantium. In the I lth cenrury Kiev imitated in all things
Constantinople, and was called the second Constantinople....,'rn yaroslav
the Wise's daughter married the French king; in the age of the
Monomakha and Mstislavs, there were schools in Russia, foithe study
of the Greek and Latin languages, and Metropolitan Illarion of Kiev
(1lth century) boldly states in his famous Discourse on Lau and Grace:
"We are not writing for ignoramuses but for men who have partaken
abundantly of the iweetnless of books." 20

In Kievan Rus, the principalities or "semisrates,'2r warring with
each other were, as a rule, grouped round the central city and united
by a comrnon language and culrure (the Scandinavians called Old
Rlrs Gardariki, or "the country of cities"). The population was fairly
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mobile-not only did the prince move from city to city with his
bodyguards but each guardsman also had the "right of departure"; as
historians pointed out on numerous occasions, the tribal way of life
was constantly eroded; foreigners were willingly incorporated in the
structure of the nationality that was then taking shape, while tfreir
distinctive features were obliterated. These foreigners were Greeks
(mostly scholars and monks); Turkic-speaking steppe dwellers, who
became part of the nationality through marriage; Varangians, who
served as princes' bodyguards; Lithuanians; and merchants from
Surozh; Hanseatic merchants became well established at Novgorod.
"The way from the Varangians to the Greeks," notes Solovyov, "rhe
western stretch of Russia from the Baltic to the Black Sea, was the
principal trade route and the principal historical scene in our ancienr
history; rich trading cities and strong urban communes of indepen-
dent tendencies were concentrated here."" 'We must also bear in
mind that in that complex union of OId Russian cities there were
even different forms of government, including the republican one in
Novgorod. Active trade, exchange of material values, men and
ideas-all this undoubtedly created premises for intellectual efflores-
cence. In the l2th and l3th centuries, scholarship and literacy, as
Academician Tikhomirov pointed out, went beyond the confines of
princes' and boyars' courts, episcopal residences and monasteries,
becoming, to a certain extent, a property of relatively broad circles of
the population. Book learning spread in some secrions of the urban
population, and also among the craftsmen of the princes and
boyars.23

In this situation, bookish culture was more readily absorbed, a
real need was felt for it, and the scholar became a significant figure
in culture. "When the art of reading and writing became widespread
in our people," wrote Klyuchevsky, "and books appeared along with
it, and together with books came book wisdom... then the Russian
mind drank thirstily from those books.... Since those times, a
reasonable and understanding man in Russia has always been a'man
of bookish learning', i.e. one with a scientific or literary education,
and the most profound trait in the character of that learned man
became humility and wisdom, both personal and national. That was
the way in which the first type of the Russian intellectual reliably
known from written sources was born."2a

*>l<i<

Unfortunately, this development, this structure of a civilisation
that was only beginning to take shape and was not yet hardened, was
swept away and almost completely destroyed by the Tartar invasion.
Chernyshevsky compared the Tartar-Mongolian invasion of Russia
with the barbarian invasion of ancient Rome, pointing out the
community of the causes of the two aggressions. "What destroyed the
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ancient world?" he asked- "We say outright that the only cause was
the turbulence arnong the nomad tritres from the Rhine to the Amur.
It was neither more nor less than the destruction of a country by a
flood" (Chernyshevsky, VII, 657).

When we speak today of blind natural forces of which man is a
plaything, when we say that an ignoramus can gain access to weapons
of mass destruction, we set down a historical paradox: the fate of
mankind depends on whether it will fall in the hands of a maniac, i.e.
an individual in whom the blind forces of human narure are far from
being undel 66n1161-they are, in fact, completely unchecked. There
are, however, clearer situations. "The collapse of the Roman Empire
was the same kind of geological catastrophe," wrote Chernyshevsky,
"as the destruction of Herculaneum and Pompei.... These instances
of destruction of objects or causes by external pernicious forces...
occur,.. on innumerable occasions in history; never before, however,
has this kind of destruction occurred in history on such a scale as
the destruction of the entire ancient civilised world. Don't talk, then,
of the reasonableness or beneficial effects of these catastrophes....
They are the result of blind play of narural forces in the elements,
animals or men rvho have not yer left behind their bestial state"
(Ibidem).

After the fall of Kievan Rus, when Russia was displaced from the
advantageous trade routes to the north-east, into virgin forests, it was
noticeably split off from the rest of Europe.

Moscow became the centre that united Rus in its opposition ro the
Tartar-Mongolian yoke. The fight for the freedom and indepen-
dence of the country required an enormous effort, including the
mobilisation of the whole of its spiritual potential. Suffice to recall
the names of cultural figures from the end of the l4th and the early
15th centuries, like Andrei Rublyov, Sergius of Radonezh,
Theophanes the Greek, Epiphaniy the Most Wise. Moscow tried ro
continue, with some success, the cultural traditions of Kievan Rus,
despite the extreme difficulties and obstacles in rhe path of culture:
the Tartar-Mongolian oppression, endless wars, fires, remoteness
from the world centres of culture, etc. "During nearly four centuries
of its existence as the capital of the Grand Dukedom and 'the king
city'," wrote Academician Tikhomirov, "Moscow was the principal
centre through which new technical skills came to Russia, and varied
cultural influences from western, southern and eastern countries
penetrated Russia."2s At the same time it was with Russia before
Peter the Great that the revolutionary democrats connected the facts
of sluggishness, stagnation, and intellectual inertia. The developmenr
of the people's vast spiritual potential, they thought, was fettered by
unfavourable socio-political conditions. They believed rhat one of the
factors was the negative influence of Byzantium, which went ar that
time into decline and separated Russia, through the form of
Christianity which Russia had borrowed from Byzantium, from
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the transference to Russia of new objects, relations, principles of life,
and city types, rather than of new words and concepts. For Peter the
builder, the power of things was more important than the power of
words.36 The construction of St. Petersburg according to the model
of Holland, which was then the most advanced European country,
created a solid material form in which the civilised Russian had to be
created. Peter opposed a city restoring the links between Eastern and
Western Europe to the one that had moved from West to
East-Constantinople. It was no aceident that the comparison of St.
Petersblrrg and Moscow became an important theme in the art and
publicistic writings of the 1830s and 1840s-in Pushkin, Gogol, the
Slavophiles, Herzen, Belinsky.

For at least l00 r.rrr rr,.rl.:.;" Great "the government," in
the words of Herzen, "continued to march at the head of civilisation"
(Herzen, VII, 188). Catherine the Great corresponded with French
encyclopaedists, turning an attentive ear to their instructions, advice,
and flattery; she saw herself as a "philosopher on the throne", and
was favourably disposed towards Fonvisin and Derzhavin. Denis
Diderot seriously hoped that she would implement the Enlighteners'
programme of ,spiritual civilisation of the people, as a result of which
the outward signs of European culture (architecture, furniture,
clothes, etc.) would be supported by internal transformations.

However, civilisation presupposed the need for certain freedoms
which the autocracy was not going to grant. Contemplating the
internal limitations of the idea of enlightened monarchism, Cher-
nyshevsky wrote in his article on Lessing: "An individual's honest
and indefatigable activity can, to some extent, give a good direction
to the worst of mechanisms; but as soon as the firm hand ceases to
guide that mechanism, it stops to function or functions poorly. Only
that good is solid which does not depend on accidentally appearing
personalities but is based on independent establishments and the
nation's independent activity" (Chernyshevsky, IV, 37-38). It was
precisely this independent activity of the nation that the autocracy
feared. The persecution of Novikov and Radishchev signified the
nascent conflict between the autocratic state and the enlightenment.
As Herzen wrote, the educated Russian gentry that saw itself as the
heir of Peter's reforms believed that "freedom could be engrafted
with the same ease as civilisation, forgetting that civilisation did not
go beneath the surface and was the property of an insignificant
minority" (Herzen, VII, 196). How were freedom and enlightenment
to be carried into the popular masses? How were the people to be
enlightened? Even as they rose in rebellion, the peasants did not see
their real goals, they could not work out an independent position; all
their actions were in the nature of a mutiny which Pushkin called
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"senseless and ruthless"; and it was preciselv the senselessness and
ruthlessness of their rebellion that doomed it to failure. It was by no
means an accident that the state substituted external ties for internal
enlightenment, fearing, with good reason, that the enlightened
people would require freedom that would sweep away the aurocraric
mode of government. It was clear that state enlightenment had lived
out its usefulness. At the beginning of the 19th century, wrore
Herzen, "power and thought, Emperial decrees and the humane
word, autocracy and civilisation could no longer walk side by side"
(rbid., 192).

Now, how was Russia to be enlightened, reformed and civilised?
Beginning with Radishchev, the whole of Russian literature was
concerned with that question. The initiative in the enlightenment and
humanisation of the country passed into the hands of the progressive
part of educated society; the autocratic state became an obstacle.
However, liberal 'Westerners and Slavophiles were in fact trying to
combine or adapt the needs of enlightenment to the demands of
autocracy which stood for absolute enslavement of the individual,
absolute indifference to the individual's needs and wants.

Revolutionary democrats endeavoured to overcome this slavish
fear of independence, of one's own voice. "At home," wrote Herzen,
"you have no soil on which a free man can stand. The liberty of the
individual is the greatest thing of all, it is on thi;s and on this alone that
the true will of the people can develop" (A. Herzen, From the Other
Shore and, the Russian People and Socialism, London, 1957, pp. 11-12).
In other words, it is only possible to introduce the people to
civilisation through the introduction of each individual to indepen-
dent activity. Let us recall the great formula of Marxism: "The free
development of each is the condition for the frtse development of
all."" It is, of course, a lengthy and far from simple process. Herzen
and Chernyshevsky believed that its sources lay in European culture;
they reproached liberal Westerners for having missed the most
important thing about Europe-her reaolutionary tendencies, harred
for oppression and assertion of man's independence. "Even in the
worst periods of European history," insisted Herzen, "we encounter
some respect for the individual, some recognition of independence....
This respect not merely for material but also for moral force, this
unquestioning recognition of the individual-is one of the great
human principles in European life" (Herzen, op. cit., p. 12). Thus,
according to the revolutionary democrats, the principal drawback of
the Westerners' position was that they did not want to assert that
principle of the independence of the individual (won by the
revolutionary thinkers of the West) but the bourgeois historically and
socially restricted forms of Western life which was by no means
entirely free from elements of savagery and barbarity. "There is a
good deal of education in Western Europe," wrote Chernyshevsky.
"That is so; but aren't masses of people in Germany, England and
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France still immersed in considerable ignorance? Resr assured-they
believe in magicians :rnd witches, and current among them are
countless superstitious stories of absolutely pagan charaiter" (cher-
nyshevsky, VII, 665).

The era in which revolutionary democrats appeared on the scene
was awaiting not simply an enlightener but an enlightener who would
also be an active reformer, one who would formulite a new system of
values. With a few exceptions (like pushkin, Chaadayev, Gogol, or
Lermontov), mosr educated people did not rise above the level of
Tentetnikov or Khlobuyev described in Gogol's Dead souJs. Here is
K_hlobuyev's self-analysis, echoing the bitteiness of Gogol himself:
"we are educated, we have attended lectures at a univeriity, and, yet
what are we good for? Now, what did I learn? I did not leain to lead
an orderly life.... We only came ro rhe University to applaud the
professors, to give them prizes, instead of receiving them turselves.
what we got out of education was not the best thingl about it but the
worst-its externals, not education itself. No, pavellvanovich, we are
not good at living.... somerimes I can't help thinking rhat the Russian
is a hopele_ss case. He wants to do everything but-he does norhing.
You keep.thinking that from tomorrow you'ri-start a new rife, you;ir
go on a diet, but nothing of the sorr happens: on the evening of that
very day you gorge yourself so much thit all you can do is"to blink
and you can hardly utter a word. you sit there glaring like an owl at
everyone, you do. And everyone is like that." s8 It was ilear that these
questions-How was one to live? What was one to do? How was the
way of life and life itself ro be reformed?-were the questions of the
continued existence of the country which came to rack and ruin
under _the oppressive regime of autocracy and serfdom, as Gogol
showed.

. 
Gogo_l expressed, probably more strikingly than anybody else, this

waiting for a leader who would rouse the .or.rtry, inspire it to strive
for real education (which is finer than any university), and give an
impetus to rhe spontaneous activity of the people: "But wherf is the
man who could utter that all-powerful word 'F-orward' and address it
to the Russian soul in- its 

-native 
tongue, who, knowing all the strength

and .quality -and depth of our nature, could by the riere waving oT a
magic wand direct us towards a higher tifei witrr what tears and
what love would he be re-p1i^d by tle grateful Russian? But century
after- century goes by, half a million sluggards and icllers and
lie-a-beds [Gogol refers here to the educate-d- srratum.- V. K-) are
plunged into deep sleep, and rarely is the man born in Russia who is
:rble to utter rhar all-powerful word" (Nicolai Gogol, op. cit.,
pp.277-278). It is these words of Gogol that Dobrolyrr6o., chtse for
the epigraph for his famous arricle "what Is oblomovshchina?", in
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which he showed that analysis of oblomoushchi,na confirmed Gogol's
diagnosis of Russia's state, and that this concept "is rhe key to the
riddle of many of the phenomena of Russian life, and it lends
Goncharov's novel far greater social significance than all our
exposure novels possess".3e Dobrolyubov showed that the stage of the
liberation movement at which the gentry played the main role was

over, and stated the need for searching for "the ideal Russian public
,t 4oteaoer

Many were expected to play that role: the government, industrial
entrepreneurs, Llniversity professors, writers. But the government
merely tightened the screws; industry could not develop under the
conditions of serfdom; besides, the third estate was, strictly speaking,
practically nonexistent in Russia at that time (the need for such an
estate was indicated already by Diderot in his letters to Catherine the
Great, while characters like Kostanzhoglo and Murazov were Gogol's
equivalent of the third estate-men of vigorous industrial, economic
aciion). As for professors and writers, they were sharply divided into
two trends-the Slavophiles and the 'Westerners. Although the
Slavophiles were against serfdom, they mistrusted the idea of activity
and transformation, pointing to the "sad experiences" of Europe.
Liberal minded Westerners advocating education and reforms placed
their hopes on the government and on slow borrowing of the forms
of Western life, on slow and gradual enlightenment of the minority.
However, as early as the 1840s, true democrats became prominent
among the Westerners, who thought in terms of complete restructur-
ing of social life and the fate of the people: Belinsky, Herzen,
Ogaryov. The revolutionary-democratic trend, whose greatest
ideological proponent was Chernyshevsky, took shape as a trend that
endeavoured to meet the demand of Russian culture so strikingly
formulated by Gogol.

Revolutionary democrats formulated a unique and highly daring
conception of reforming the socio-cultural foundations of Russia in
order to lead the country lagging behind the advanced nations of
Europe into the circle of civilised nations. The need for reforms,
undoubtedly sensed by all contemporaries, was great, and it was felt
that the European stage of civilisation would not, of course, be
attained overnight; the revolutionary democrats believed that it
would take more than one generation to implement the reforms
("That time will come, but not tomorrow or the day after," wrote
Chernyshevsky (VII, 617)). They hoped to set a definite course of
development for Russian culture, so that their age might prove to be
a turning point in Russia's destiny. They failed, but their spiritual
experiences, their spiritual effort became an attainment of Russian
thought and will forever be part of Russian history.

These tasks stimulated both the incredible energy of the
revolutionary democrats' activity and the utopian quality of many of
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what is the historical and socio-cultural meaning of the revolutio-
nary democrats' conception of enlightenment?

Lerrin pointed out ihe following features that were characteristic

of the .errolrtio.rury-democratic m vement. The first trait characteris-

tic of the .,heirs" of Narodism was, according to Lenin, "a violent
hostility to serfdom and all irs economic, social-and legal products".44

That ,rr..rrt defence of right under which the individual was

proiected by laws and could liy a claim to independence, for.serfdom
contradicted above all the i.rt.r..6 of the spontaneously active

individual. Certain Renaissance-like traits are often pointed out in the

work of Alexander Pushkin in Soviet literature; now, if the

Renaissance stands for the emergence of a free and spontaneously

active individual, then Renaissan& features can be discerned in the

entire lgth-century classical Russian literature, in which the-problem
of the individual was posed as acutely as never before or after. The
revolutionary democrais played a realiy important role in the solution

of that problem.
Lenin writes: .'The second characteristic feature common to all

the Russian enlighteners was ardent advocacy of education, self-

government, liberty, European forms of life and all-round European-

isatio., of Russia generally." tu Europeanisation ceases to be a state,

,.ritio.y or admilnistrative need u.rd b..omes a social, cultural,
political and economic one, an activity developing from within and

not from above.
Lenin continues: "And the third characteristic feature of the

'..rt-igt t..r.r' was his defence o tf
tt. fi.u..t ts (who, in the daYs llY
emu^.r.iput.d or onlY in the he

sincere'belief that a6olition o b'
followed by universal well-being, ng

ihi, uUo..,.i.u 1was in the attit;de to the problem of the people that

the entire depth and sober-mind dness of th-e positions of revolutio-
nary demociats were most clearly manifested. Slavophiles like

Sa#arin believed, for instance, that the "natural school" slandered

ttre peasant, the people, wh-en it.described peasant-life in its true

colours. The critiial drive of Russian literature was defended by the

revolution
ners, too),
for many
that were
abolition of bondage would suffic
his then srare, so iharacteristic of the Slavophiles, t},e "Pochaenniki"

[aSlavophiletrendpreaching-closerContactswiththecommon
feople-'Ed.l and the Bakuninites' comes from the fact' Cher-

Iyrfi."tty believed, that the position of the people "appeared
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hopeless" to them, and they did not dare to judge them by the
criteria applicable to educated society. This feeling of hopelessness
and unwillingness to do anything to rouse the people's spontaneous
activity was "the source of the insurmountable tendency towards
embellishing the people's mores and notions" (Chernyshevsky, VII,
857). The demand for presenting the peasant as an individual in his
own right (instead of describing peasant life as the highest stage in
the development of mankind), so brilliantly implemented later by
Russian literature (by Chekhov, Bunin, Leo Tolstoy in his later
works), was first formulated by Chernyshevsky. "Ler us forget," he
wrote, "which of us is a man of the world, which merchant, burgher
or peasant-let us regard everyone as just people, and let us judge
everyone according to human psychology, without permitting our-
selves to conceal the truth out of respect for the title of peasant"
(Chernyshevsky, VII, 862). In the final analysis, it was a question of
revolutionary overcoming of the survivals of serfdom and the
revolutionary demcicrats looked for support among those men from
the people in whom the "initiative of the people's activity" (Ibid.,
863) lay fallow for the time being. Chernyshevsky and his comrades-
in-arms, being enlighteners, attempred to implant in the people an
ideal that is essential for any stratum of society-the ideal of a free,
spontaneously active individual. As Lenin wrore, they defended the
interests of the popular masses on the basis of thar criterion.
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Miklouho-Maclay:
A Great Russian Scholar and Humanist

Daniil TUMARKIN

Among the many oursranding figures in the intellectual world of
the_l9th century, Nikolai Miklouho-Maclay justly has his place.

He was, at one and the same time, a courageous traveller, an
erudite scholar, and a humanist of progressive views. He was an
active public figure, and fought for the rights of oppressed peoples.
Taken individually, such qualities are not especially rare: it was rheir
comlination in one person that defines Miklouho-Maclay's exceprion-
al character.

Nikolai Miklouho-Maclay* was born in 1846, rhe son of a railway
engineer. His father, a srrict but just man, died in 1857 before being
awarded his pension and all the cares of raising their five childrei
were borne by his mother. For that time, shi was a woman of
advanced views. As a girl she had been close to rhe group around
Alexander Herzen, the outstanding Russian writer and ievol,tionary;
as another son larer recalled, she brought up her children in a
humane and jusr atmosphere to respect people of all nationalities.
This upbringing together wirh the straitened materiar circumsrances
under which they lived, and rhe struggle against need, all opened rhe
future scholar's eyes ro the world around him. At the age oi eighteen
he would write: "I always feel a great symparhy for poor people and
those facing difficult political and social conditioni. I iravi more
sympathy for the pool and the.deprived than for the wealthy and
those enjoying all their rights." I

* 'Miklukho-Maklay' would be a more exact transliteration- However, when he was
living abroad he usually sig.ed his name as Miklouho-Maclay (or, more rarely, as
Mikloucho-Maclay) and we have followed this practice here.
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As the young Nikolai was growing uP, Russia experienced a

period of dramatic change. Serfdom was abolished but on terms that
favoured the landowners. In the years leading up to this reform and
after its public announcement in 1861 there were Peasant uprisings,
student disturbances and increased activity by revolutionary demo-
crats, who called for the overthrow of tsarism and the transfer of
land to the peasants. Nikolai Miklouho-Maclay was also affected by
this powerful democratic upsurge. While at the gymnasium he read
and discussed the forbidden works of Herzen with his fellow pupils;
for taking part in a student demonstration at the age of fifteen he
was arrested and spent three days in prison. In 1863 he entered St.

Petersburg University but he studied there for less than a year. He
was expelled for his participation in student gatherings and forced to
finish his education abroad.'

As a student Miklouho-Maclay made a deep study of zoology and
. However, he also took an interest in physical
thnography, and in philosophy and political
can be seen from his letters and his summaries
read, he was then attracted to the ideas of the

French Utopian Socialists. Yet his intellectual master remained
Chernyshevsky. This great Russian thinker, scholar, writer and
journalist was recognised as the leader of the revolutionary-
democratic movement in Russia in the late 1850s and early 1860s.

Miklouho-Maclay
philosophical and
problems before h
What Is to Be Don
future socialist order in allegorical form and Portrayed the "new
people" who were struggling for a radical change in Russian society.
In those years this novel was his constant comPanion.

At Jena University Nikolai Miklouho-Maclay attended lectures by
Ernst Haeckel, one of the greatest of l9th'century biologists and a

distinguished follower of Darwin. Haeckel noticed the young
Russian's interest in biology and the depth and originality of his
thinking. He made him his assistant and between 1866 and 1869
Miklouho-Maclay visited Madeira, the Canary Islands, Morocco and
the Red Sea, chiefly to study marine fauna. Yet while travelling
around the shores of the Red Sea, Miklouho-Maclay already
displayed those traits which would characterise his later life: 

^
penchant for difficult and dangerous enterprises, and a deep interest
in the cultures of other peoples and the way they lived.

In 1869 Miklouho-Maclay returned to St. Petersburg and began
to work at the Academy of Sciences' Zoological Museum. He soon
presented the Council of the Russian Geographical Society with his
plan for an expedition to the Pacific Ocean that would begin with its
northern waters and last for many years. This was chiefly conceived
as a zoological investigation; Miklouho-Maclay only suggested study-
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ing physical anthropological and ethnographical questions in the time
left over frorn the expedition's main studies. The Council accepted
Miklouho-Maclay's plan in principle and promised to help him carry
it out. In preparing for the expedition, however, the scholar's ideas
underwent fundamental change.

His discussions and correspondence with leading scientists and the
scientific literature convinced Miklouho-Maclay that it would make
better sense to begin his intended long years of study with the
enormous island of New Guinea, which was then practically terra
incogni,ta for Europeans. He came to realise that, in both academic
and social terms, the most pressing need was for a study of the
inhabitants of the island, for the fantastic rumours then current
about the Papuanss were being exploited by racists.

In the 1850s and 1860s the study of human races and the
interpretation of racial differences had become a highly controversial
field of more than academic interest. Many noted English and
American anthropologists (James Hunt, Burton, Morton, Nott,
Gliddon and others) tried to prove that human races were unequal,
and that the difference in their cultural levels was due to their innate
biologically-derermined qualities; the white races, they argued, were
destined by naiure to rule and the dark races, to be ruled. These
theories were used by the slave-owners and their supporters to
defend their position, and subsequently were quoted in justification
of colonial expansion.n

However, it was not only the racist-anthropologists who believed
in a qualitative inequality between human races and thought those
with dark skin to be comparatively closer to the apes. There were
also certain European scientists who mistakenly supposed that such
ideas would help to establish Darwinism and the materialist world
outlook as a whole. Such conceptions, they thought, refuted the
biblical teaching that god had made man and provided additional
arguments in favour of man's descent from the apes. These followers
of Darwin allotted the Papuans, Bushmen and other culturally-
backward peoples the role of "intermediary link" between Europeans
and their animal forbears. This was a view shared by the young
Miklouho-Maclay's teacher, Haeckel. Yet to Miklouho-Maclay the
danger of such conceptions, whatever their authors' intentions, was
quite obvious. Himself a convinced Darwinist, he nevertheless
differed with his teacher and like-minded scientists on the issue of
race. He decided to conduct a rigorous investigation, using the
inhabitants of New Guinea as his example, to show with indisputable
facts what the dark-skinned races were really like.s

Miklouho-Maclay made thorough preparations for the expedition.
He had discussions with the leading Russian specialists in various
fields and then travelled to the West to seek the advice and
suggestions of German and English scientific and scholarly au-
thorities. In London he met the famous biologists, Thomas Huxley
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and Alfred Wallace, and according to their memoirs made a great
impression on them; they were struck by his courage and the
humanitarian principles guiding his plans.6

Maclay disembarked where no European had ever set foot before.
Here he spent l5 months and if we include two later visits (in

1876-77 and 1883) his toral sray amounted to rhree years. The
Maclay Coast, as it became called, was a stretch of shore over 150
miles long reaching from Cape Croisilles to Cape King William. We
chiefly know about his life and activities ar this time from the diaries
he kept. They are not only a valuable source for studying the local
population but also, ro a cerrain exrenr, a self-portrait of Miklouho-
Maclay. From their pages we build up an impression of an
extraordinarily modest and fearless man who was an educator, a
humanist and a progressive scholar.

Tolstoy subsequently wrore to him: "You were the first to
demonstrate beyond doubt by your experience that man is the same
everywhere, i.e. a good and sociable being, and that we can and
should only employ goodness and truth in our dealings with him, not
Funs and-hard liquor. You proved this, moreover, by a feat of true
bravery. " 7

wrote, "to observe
contacts with other
cultural developme
stone, wood and b
this unique opportunity. He gave a thorough and detailed descrip-
tion of the economy and material culture of the papuans, and of
their daily life, customs and practices. He paid greit attention to
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their specific art. To this day, his writings have remained an
important source on the ethnography of New Guinea, and in many
respects are an unsurpassed model of ethnographic fieldwork.

Miklouho-MacTay gave a rather less detailed account of the
Papuans' social system and religious beliefs. It was not just the
particular complexity of these matters that deterred him: the scholar
was an unusually cautious and conscientious researcher. He always
:rttempted to keep to precise and established facts and refrain, as he
himself put it, from supplementing his personal observations with
various speculations and hypotheses. Yet one can also find many
interesting observations on these matters in his diaries and articles.

He established that each village on the Maclay Coasr constituted a
community; they were organised according to the principle of
collectivism, and did not contain either property-holders or the
propertyless. "There were no chiefs in these communities," he wrote,
"and no ^rich or poor, and so there was no envy, stealing or
violence." e

From Miklouho-Maclay's notes we can see rhat the local inhabit-
ants had neither hereditary nor elective leaders. However, certain
"big men" were haphazardly distinguished from the communiry's
rnembers due to their battle skills, their successes as hunters or
cultivators, or their knowledge of magic ritual. Importanr decisions
were usually made collectively by all the adult men of the village.

Taken as a whole, Miklouho-Maclay's observations give a vivid
presentation of the traditional way of life among the inhabitants of
the coast that bears his name. We see real human beings with their
distinctive characters and peculiarities acting within the -bounds of a
specific culture with its own norms and customs. However, these data
cnable us to make much wider generalisations for in essence they
reflect the most important aspects of human life at one of the early
stages in its development. Miklouho-Maclay preserved for ethnog-
raphy factually unique material, and did so without prejudice or
conjecture: he thereby assured himself a place in the history of the
study of preclass society.

Miklouho-Maclay had first set out for New Guinea to make a
physical anthropological study of the Papuans. His findings were of
great importance. Since his task was to make a comparative study of
racial types in the Pacific region he of course did not Iet the
clistinguishing features of its inhabitants pass unremarked. At the
same time, however, he never forgot that racism used the physical
clifferences be[ween human races as the basis for its erroneous
theories; indeed, it not only exaggerated the differences in one or
another indicator but invented non-existent distinctions. This exp-
I:rins the particular thoroughness and yet objectivity which Miklouho-
Maclay as a genuine scholar devoted to this subject, when studying
the characteristics that many scientific authorities of the time
legarded as being the distinguishing features of the Papuan race.
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Although they had never seen the irrdigenous inhabitants of New
Guinea or, at the rnost, only observed them from the deck of a ship,
these so-called authorities asserted that the Papuan race exhibited a

number of "ape-like" features. For example, in the textbooks and
scientific literature on physical anthropology one could read that the
hair on the head of a Papuan grew in "clumps or tufts", that his skin
was noticeably rougher than a white man's, and so on. Miklouho-
Maclay found these assertions to be quite without foundation-

"I have seen no sign whatever of a cluster or tuft-like distribution
of hair," he stated in an article written following his first stay on the
Maclay Coast. "The hair on a Papuan's head grows exactly like that
of a European...."'o "I can in no respect agree with those authors
who attribute a particular roughness of skin to the Papuans," he
emphasised in the same article. "Their skin is smooth and differs in
no way from that of Europeans; and this applies as much to the men,
as to the women and children."rr Step by step, Miklouho-Maclay
established that the island's inhabitants did not fundamentally differ
in their physical make-up from Europeans. And each time he
confirmed this he experienced, as he wrote, "a pleasant feeling in my
heart".r2 But perhaps yet more important was the great similarity the
scholar discovered between Europeans and Papuans is all that
concerned their psychological qualities. In his diaries and articles
Miklouho-Maclay described Papuan faces as good, gentle and
intelligent, and he was gladdened by their industry, honesty, quick
grasp and cleverness; they adopted new ideas and practices with ease,
he emphasised. He became convinced and in his works convincingly
demonstrated, that the Papuans were just like white people, but lived
at a lower level of historical development. These observations were
then of great importance, and remain so to this day. "Backward"
nations were incapable of progress, it had been argued, due to
certain of their innate features and their psychic disposition: using
the Papuans as his example, Miklouho-Maclay showed that such racist
assertions were without any basis in fact. The Russian researcher,
throughout his discussions, Ied his readers to the conclusion that the
Papuans, like other dark-skinned peoples, were capable of catching
up the civilised inhabitants of Europe and America.

He clearly appreciated the inhuman essence of such racist
theories. In an article written during his second stay on the Maclay
Coast he firmly denounced assertions that the dark-skinned races
should disappear and make way for the white variety since they were
a lower and weaker species. "Once we have admitted this proposi-
tion," he wrote, "and advocate the destruction of the dark-skinned
races using guns and disease it is logical to go further and suggest an
intraspecies selection from within the white race of all those
individuals who do not meet the accepted ideal for representatives of
the one and only chosen white race: they should also be destroyed. It
is logical not to stop there. All hospitals, mental asylums and
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wrote in 1877- ".-.Any honest person must rise in protest against this
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. For many .years,- vlikrouho-Macray passionately protested againstthe perpetration of these evil activities and demanded that the
human_ rights of the pacific islanders be respected. He senr lettersand telegrams to European statesmen, gave public lectures, andwrote articles for newspapers and periodi.its. .Ihrs in April lggl anopen letter from Miklouho-Maclay to John Wilson, ctmmanding
officer of British naval forces in the ,orih--..t pacifit, .ff""..a i;the Melbourne newspaper the Argus. The schora. *.o,.'ihat ..the
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in no
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Several months later, Mikrouho-Maclay presented the Britishauthorities with a detailed and thoroughly ioium.rt.a ..Notes in re
Kidnapp-ing. and Slavery in the Westein iracific', tfrrt a.r.toped thetheme of his letter. Here he concentrated his attacks on tie .la,retrade and the rced labour then flourishing inAustralia and for the most part "" t i, o*.,observarions, a , Miklouho_Mlclay .fro*.a tfr.real nature of e',. He described the methods
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and their cruel exploitation on board Eur
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traditional societies of Melanesia anl Micronesia. In one section ofhis "Notes" he told how south Sea islanders lived and worked on thesugar plantations of Queensland ralia).r6In fi1 atremprs to preserve of the Nlaclay
Coast's inhabitants, he worked out g up a ..papuan
y_nion^.', an independent state on t of New Guinea.The first outlines of this plan had appeared as early as 1g76.
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However, he drew up a detailed version of the "Maclay Coast
Scheme" in November 188 1. In it he proposed to raise the level of
the local inhabitants' civilisation and enable them to reach a "higher
and more general stage of purely native self-government" by relying
on local institutions and customs: this would bring the isolated
villages of the Maclay Coast together in a single Union. To resolve
questions of general importance, he proposed rhe institution of a

Great Council made up of the most influential adult males, the "big
men" of the main villages; matters of a "local character" would
remain the province of the traditional village councils. "My own
position vis-)-vis the Great Council would be that of an adviser and
deliberator," explained Miklouho-Maclay, "as well as their represen-
tative in connection with foreigners, or people not belonging to the
Union of Maclay Coast Papuans...." Among the very first tasks
envisaged in the scheme were the opening of schools, the construc-
tion of wharves, roads and bridges, and the overall development of
the local economy.'7

When assessing Miklouho-Maclay's project one is above all struck
by the broad humanity of the Maclay Coast Scheme. It vividly reflects
its author's anti-racist views and his conviction that all peoples,
irrespective of their race and position on the scale of social
development, were capable of developing their culture and progres-
sing. Many contemporary anthropologists (not to speak of the traders
and colonial officials) considered the Papuans to be "subhuman" and
an intermediary stage between Europeans and their animal forbears;
at best, they were looked on as a lower race. The Russian scholar, on
the contrarl, had no doubts on the basis of his scientific convictions
and personal acquaintance with the Maclay Coast villagers thar it was

possible to raise their level of civilisation.
Miklouho-Maclay's scheme had two other notable features that

were unusual for that time. Although one of the most immediate
measures was to be the opening of schools, nowhere was it suggested
that the New Guineans should be converted to Christianity or that
missionaries be invited to the Maclay Coast. There were good reasons
for this.

As far back as 1871, when the Vityaz was still approaching the
New Guinea coast, Miklouho-Maclay witnessed a bloody clash on
Rotuma Island caused by the rivalry between British and French
missionaries. On his later travels in Melanesia and Micronesia he
became convinced that the advocates of Christianity frequently served
as the vanguard of foreign intrusion. Certain missionaries, he wrote
in 1878, while masquerading as the champions and friends of the
natives, were acting as traders. Yet still more important, in his view,
was that all the activities of the missionaries, whatever their personal
intentions, in practice cleared the way for the "invasion of the traders
and their accoutrements: the introduction and use of firearms and
hard liquor, the spread of disease and prostitution, the carrying off
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in the mines and plantations owned by the white settlers. It was in
fact only after the second world war ihat the Australian authorities
were forced to create a network of rural elementary schools in
Papua New Guinea, i.e. to do what Miklouho-Maclay had suggested
as long ago as 188 1.20
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cooperative commune of free settlers who would work the land
collectively, distribute material benefits in accordance with the
amount and the quality of work each performed, and administer
themselves democratically. "The colony will form a commune,,' he
wrote, "and will be administered by an elder, a council and a general
gathering or meeting of all the settlers."" Didn't Vera pavlovna, the
heroine of Chernyshevsky's novel What Is to Be Done?, dream of such
working communes? It is also notable that V. I. Modestov, the

between the Russian colonists and the natives that would unite their
differing interests; in place of the selfish exploitation of the natives,

In October 1886 the special committee appointed by Alexan-
der III to examine Miklouho-Maclay's proposals rejected his plan for
a free Russian settlement. The committee members had two reasons
for their decision. First, they wanted to avoid
in a region which was so far away from the
But second, and especially, because of "the

from intruders deeply upset the scholar.
By this time, Miklouho-Maclay had published more than 100

articles in scientific and scholarly journals in Russia, Germany,
Britain, France, Australia, the Dutch East Indies (now the Republic
of Indonesia) and Singapore. Their subject-matter covered difierent
issues in .physical anthropology and ethnography, and also zoology,
comparative anatomy and cerrain other disciplines. The time hid
come to sum up his findings in a general work, and first of all, to
work through his expedition diaries and prepare rhem for publica-
tion.

Whilst he was still in some doubts as to how to organise and write
his major work on the research he had conducted in New Guinea he
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received a letter from Leo Tolstoy. "In the name of all that is
sacred," advised the writer, "set out in the greatest cletail, and with
your characteristically scrupulous regard for the truth, all of your
human relations with the people there. I do not know what
contribution your collections and discoveries will have for the
discipline you serve; however, your experience of living with savage
men will constitute an epoch in the discipline that I serve-that of
studying how people should live together. If you write this account it
will be of great and good service to mankind.""

Taking the great writer's aclvice, MiklouhcMaclay decided not to
omit many episodes in his diaries which were being prepared for
press, apparently of a personal nature, which told of his relations
with the islanders

Years of travel, sickness and misfortune had seriously under-
mined Miklouho-Maclay's health. He dictated the texts of his diaries,
being no longer able to write himself. In summer 1887, already
severely ill, he moved with his family from Sydney to St. Petersburg.
Probably he realised that his end was near, and was doing all in his
power to speed up the preparation of his manuscripts for publica-
tion. However, his strength ebbed away. On April 14, 1888, he died
in a Petersburg hospital, not yet having reached the age of forty-two.
His widow and children returned to Australia u'here his descendants
live to this day.

***

In the last years of his life, Miklouho-Maclay was quite a

well-known figure both in Russia and abroad, in Western Europe and
in Australia. For example, the British Prime Minister William
Gladstone expressed a high opinion of Miklouho-Maclay's personality
and activiti". i., u lettei written in 1882." Soo., after his death,
however, Miklouho-Maclay was almost completely forgotten' A group
of Russian scholars, who were like-minded or his friends, made
determined efforts to ensure that his manuscripts were published.

It was only after the October Revolution had freed the peoples of
the Russian Empire and proclaimed peace, equality and friendship
among the world's nations that Miklouho-Maclay's public and
scholarly achievements were given due assessment and recognition.

In 1923 the diaries of his major voyages to New Guinea were
published for the first time, one of the most outstanding works of its
kind. Other publications followed. After tremendous preParatory
work, a five-volume collection of his works was published in
1950-1954 by the Academy of Sciences' Institute of Ethnography.
These contained also photographs of his drawings and collections,
articles about his life and activities, and full commentaries.

Not even this major work was exhaustive, however. Over the last
three decades many more drawings and writings by Miklouho-Maclay
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schofirly feats of the Russian t.holrt are still of service to mankind in
its effoits rowards progress, cooperation and friendship between all

Peoples.
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PROBLEMS
OF WAR AND PEACE

Modern Militarism:
Global Dimensions
Sergei BLAGOVOLIN,
Alexander BUZUYEV

Early in the 20th century Lenin observed that militarism was an
international phenomenon and that the cosmopolitan caste of arms
producers shared a common class intercst in whipping up a war
psychosis. Present-day realities cogently confirm Lenin's conclusion
that "interlinked on a world-wide scale, capital is thriving on
armaments and rvars".t

The seventies and eighties have seen a new qualitative leap in
imperialism's military preparations-as evidenced in their growing
globalisation. A large group of countries is being drawn into a single
system of military and military-economic activity, their resources and
military power being used for the purpose of solving concrete tasks
on a world and a regional level.

The globalisation of i*p.Juf,r, -r*n, in the afore-mentioned
spheres reflects above all the political interests of the most
reactionary section of the \{estern ruling quarters, primarily of the
USA, who stake on the solution of international problems from
positions of strength and on the change in their favour of the
existing military-strategic parity. This is the prime mover, the
mainspring of the current process geared to the achievement of
economic, political and military aims.

Priority among them is given to the formation of the so-called
aggregate military power (AMP), which represents a whole system of
d,e jure and d,e facto existins blocs and alliances that complement one
another and interact on the basis of a global distribution of functions
in the military-political sphere.
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The kernel of AMP is, of course, NATO. However, other blocs
and alliances are playing the
gradual displacement of and
economic interests connect and
the Indian Oceans. As dist rrces
do not have a strictiy ational structures providing
for joint medium-ran planning in the ,ph.." oT
military and military-e rx. But each bloc ii actually
dominated by the US he scale and nature of the
interaction of the participating countries. Nevertheless there are
sharp disputes and differences between the states which the USA

organisational srructures) produces tangible results, including in the
matter of bring^ing .various elements of AMp up to the qu"alitative
level necessary for joint actions.

From this standpoinr of equai importance is the formation of
AMP proper and the strengthening and expansion of an adequate
military-economic structure, which enables 

-AMp 
to function and

which has a-lready turn-ed into capitalism's world military eco,omy,
into a specific sector of the world capitalist economy.

A concomitant of the world military economy of capitalism is the
trafficking in arms, the creation and modernisation of rhe war
indrrstry, the transfer of military technologies and the training of
rnilitary p_ersonnel. alt_!1is plays a major rol. i, terms of lereiling
out the elemenrs of AMP.
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Furthermore, the US military circles see a reliable method of
preserving their military-political leadership in the capitalist world in
ih" frtrr.E in the formation of a global military structure' The US

of it.a

However, many of them (to say nothing of West-EuroPean
countries and Japan) have specific security interests different from
those of the USA. This ciriumstance, though it does not call in
quesrion the need for them to maintain close relations with the USA
as un important element of the Present correlation of forces in the
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international arena, nevertheless creates preconditions for their
disassociation from US power politics aimed at changing this
correlation.

Furthermore, it is becoming ever more clear that the solution of
force is fraught with the growing
isastrous conflict. The very idea of

unacceptable to rnany countries

Iri fact, due accou historical experience
and the current world out Iaying any special
stress on building up in the economii and
political structure of society even major capitalist stares, such as

Japan, can strengthen their positions both on a regional and a world
scale. On the other hand, the USA finds itself in a position when its
unbridled militarisation is costing it the exacerbation of its social and
economic ailments. Growing awareness of these realities evidently
accounts for the growing tendency in the socio-political life of many
capitalist countries to find a new, non-militarist solution to interna-
tional problems.

those states which are drawn into AMP and the world capitalist
military economy, far exceed the limits of national control. A kind of

terrrtory.

The external investmer, :o:r:n of military-industriar firms
that was started only in the last two decades is the result, in our
opinion, of two interlinking processes: the intensification of produc-
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tion by national military-industrial corporations in other corrntries
and tire ever more active involvement of transnational civilian
monopolies in military business. The military-industrial transnational
corpoiations-a specific variety of monopoly capital-have arisen at

the borderline of these processes. These colporations orienf them-
selves both on the national and international capitalist markets of
armaments, have a large network of foreign branches and subsidiary
companies, and take an active part in the capitalist international
division of labour in military production. These include the
overwhelming majority of the leading suppliers of the Pentagon and
military departments of the major West-European states.

What impels the arms producers to invest their capital abroad?
The reasons are many. One of them is the Penetration into other
countries with the object of extending markets, avoiding certain
government restrictions that exist in their own countfies, restricting
iompetitors on their own telritory. Another leason is their bid for
self-sufficiency in the strategic types of raw materials needed for the
production of modern systems of weapons and hardware. At the
iame time the export of capital is, for every Particular military-
industrial .ornpu.ry, an instrument of the general policy of maximis-
ing sales and profits.

However, the basic reason for the export of military-industrial
capital is rooted much deeper-in the exacerbation of the inherent
contradictions of the operation of the law, the tendency of the
average rate of profit to drop. These contradictions find expression
in the presence bf th. constant "surplus" of capital. In our opinion,
the same reason ultimately causes the heightened interest on the Part
of major transnational monopolies of the civilian branches in military
production, which fact is a new form (although temporary and
partial) of the resolution of the contradictions related to the
super-accumulation of capital.

The growing involvement of the transnational corporations of the
civilian branchei in military business is conditioned above all by the
relative worsening of the conditions for the appropriation of
monopoly profit in the non-military sector of the capitalist world
economy.

Profit derived from the manufacture of arms has a kind of
immunity from the changing phases of cyclical development- It is

guaranteed practically in all cases of world tension. The aggravation
of th. international situation at the end of the seventies and the
beginning of the eighties therefore created particularly propitious
corditio.ri for the growth of military production at the TNC
enterprises throughout the capitalist world.

Ciranges in the structure of property play a big role in this
process. th. .rer wider expansion of joint ventures (with the share

bf fXC participation ranging from l0 to 50 per cent) is a major
principle 

-of the long-term strategy of the foreign expansion of
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transnational monopoly capital. As a rule, this capital forbids the
transfer of real control into the hands of foreign partners.

The military-industrial TNCs also give much artention to atach-
ing foreign enterprises to their global pattern of technical coopera-
tion in production. In practice not infrequently this imparts an
enclave character to military production moved abroad. The latter
functions in the interests of rhe military departments of imperialist
countries and to their orders and largely depends on the scale and
content of their military programmes. The orientation on the
"partial" narrow specialisation of such enclaves pursues the purpose,
in addition to others, of preventing access to their own military
secrets. In this way leadership in the military-economic sphere of the
capitalist world is reliably secured for the major imperialist states.

In recent years the military-industrial TNCs have also begun to
make the most of the potentialities of regional integration. That is
why, in addition to the growing tendency to create "enclave" military
production abroad, they stimulate the operation of the opposite
tendency (wherever they find this to their advantage), namely, the
creation of large-scale military production, "incorporated" in the
economic structures of other countries and oriented on the sale of
the final military product both on the national and regional markets.

US monopolies have invested in military production abroad more
than anybody else-not less than 4-5 billion dollars, according to
modest estimates. The geographical distribution of these investments
is truly global. The experience of the transarlantic ally is being more
actively adopted by the leading military-industrial monopolies in
\{estern Europe. In recent years, rheir participation in foreign
military business has considerably increased and they are showing an
ever greater interest in the US market.

If the civilian branches are dominated by the export of capital in
the form of direct investments, the military secror'is dominated by
the export of capital in the form of portfolio invesrmenrs, which
formally do not provide for complete control, or through the
organisation of joint ventures. For example, the Pratt and Whitney
Aircraft Co, a branch of the US monopoly United Technologies, has
bought the shares of the French military-industrial monopoly
SNECMA, while the fJS concern Northrop has bought the shares of
the Spanish aero-rocket corporation CASA.

Orientation on portfolio and not direct investments in foreign
military enterprises producing the complete military hardware is
dictated in the first place by political factors-the restrictions
introduced by the governments of recipienr states. Not infrequently
portfolio investments enable the military enrerprises to attain the
same purposes as direct investments. Ownership of only several
per cent of shares, if this is accompanied by the transfer of
licences and managerial contracts to a foreign firm and by the
conclusion of agreements on cooperation and specialisation of

J
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production, is enough for ensuring effective control over the firm's
activity. In such cases the portfolio investments ultimately grow into
direct investments.

The conclusion of inter-firm military-production cooperation
agreements, often assuming the form of consortiums, is a specific
form of transnationalisation of the military-industrial complex, which
is to a growing extent determining the main trends of the capitalist
international division of labour in the military sphere. Military goods,
licences and capital move from country to country within the
framework of these consortiums.

In connection with the production of sophisticated arms the
military-industrial quarters in various countries seek to unite the
financial and scientific resources for their joint development and
production in shorter periods and with the least risk, and at the same
time extend the geographical framework of sales. The sharp
aggravation of competition on the world capitalist arms market is not
the least of the factors contributing to the increasing number of such
agreements in recent years. At the same time participation in
cooperation programmes is a most effective method of obtaining
military orders in another country,

By providing for joint work in science and technology, production
and trade the international military cooperation programmes may
involve several hundred or even a thousand firms. A new system of
weapons or an independent type of military hardware is chiefly an
object of cooperation. However, in some cases they reach agreements
on joint work only in particular sectors or in restricted spheres of the
production of new systems of weapons. This kind of cooperation
assumes the most diverse organisational forms: from special contracts
concluded with firms of other countries or one's own foreign
branches for the supply of individual components of final products
to joint work along the entire complex of industrial tasks and to the
creation of joint ventures.

The US military-industrial monopolies hold the first place in the
number of cooperation agreements concluded in the capitalist world.
Only companies that figure in the top ten companies, participate
mainly with the monopolies of the NATO countries and Japan in the
realisation of dozens of large military cooperation projects both in
capitalist and developing countries.

For example, the project of the F-16 aircraft is a large-scale
multinational military cooperation programme. While making mill-
ions from participation in this programme, the US military-indusrrial
firms have placed under their control the aircraft and rocket
industries of Belgium, Denmark, Norway and the Netherlands. The
big international cooperation projects include the development and
production of new types of rocketry, such as AMRAAM and
ASRAAM, the EFA fighter, and an orbital manned space station. No
doubt, the SDI is the largest programme in the development and
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production of arms, which sets itself the task of establishing closer
cooperation already at the stage of basic research and experimenta-
tion. The military-economic transnationalisation encompasses the
monetary and financial sphere as well. The banks that possess large
blocks of shares of the military-industrial TNCs or dispose of them
on the basis of trust commissions provide substantial financial
support for their expansion abroad by using the network of their
representations, missions, branches and affiliates throughout the
world. At the same time they guarantee for themselves direct
profit-sharing in the countries where the military-industrial
monopolies operate.

The bourgeois state has also joined the process of transnational-
isation of the military-economic activity on a wide scale. Thus, on the
Pentagon's initiative, the structure of NATO institutions has included
a special industrial group whose task is to establish direct contacts
between corporations engaged in arms production. Actually this
group performs the function of an international state-monopoly
cartel body and actively participates in the implementation of the
NATO long-range programme of building up armaments (intended
for the period almost up to the mid-90s). This programme, covering
nearly one hundred projects, provides for the production of new
types and systems of weapons, including missiles, aircraft, warships
and tanks. Already now the NATO countries are promoting such
forms of military cooperation as the formation of international
consortiums, the conclusion of agreements on the joint production of
arms and on the division and coordination of production program-
mes, the licensing of the production of armaments and materiel.

By using different forms of the transnationalisation of military
production the US military-industrial complex is able to influence the
military economies of practically all NATO members. A case in point
is Canada tuhose war industry is under foreign control at least by 50
per cent. Seven out of ten leading US military-industrial corporations
have their own branches and subsidiaries in that country. The latter
are to be found among the leading Canadian producers and
exporters of military production. Besides, the national military-
industrial firms largely work on contracts from the US Defense
Department. They account for over 70 per cent of the country's
military export. This kind of Canada's military-economic dependence
on its southern neighbour leaves its imprint on the entire system of
their mutual relations. Despite their numerous disagreements on
many major questions in military politics, Canada follows in the
footsteps of the USA almost in all cases. For example, the Canadian
government has issued an authorisation for testing US cruise missiles
over its territory. As a kind of compensation for this the Canadian
branch of the Litton Industries was given an order to deliver for
these missiles the elements of the guidance system, one of the main
rocket units.

II
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The involvement of many developing countries in imperialist
military-economic activity is an important aspect of its globalisation.
As the CPSU Programme notes, imperialism "is trying to drag them
into a militarist orbit and to use them as springboards for its
aggressive global strategy".s

To this end the USA and the NATO West-European countries
sell ever larger quantities of weapons and other materiel to
developing countries. For example, arms sales during the last decade
netted 200 billion dollars (according to contracts).6 As a rule, they are
the latest armaments, which they supply to their own armed forces.
This means that on their territories the developing countries set up
arscnals which greatly exceed the needs of their defence dnd imperil
not only their immediate neighbours but can also be used by
imperialist states for their aggressive purposes. In our view, massive
purchases of weapons cannot be explained by external factors alone,
for they are conditioned by certain prerequisites in the policies of the
developing countries.

The acquisition of armaments is accompanied by the appearance
of a large number of instructors from the USA and other NATO
countries who take a direct part in the usage of the purchased
military technology. Assisted by Western firms, the developing
countries build expensive objects of the infrastructure (bases,
communication systems, etc.) with the intention of bringing them in
full conformity with the requirements of their combat use by the
NATO armed forces. In other words, the developing countries are
being incorporated into the global politico-military structure of
imperialism, which, in its turn, is bound to increase their military-
economic activity, to develop their own "internal militarism". The
military spending of the main partners of the USA outside NATO
(from among the developing countries) amounts to between 80 and
90 billion dollars. Their armed forces number over 3 million men
and officers, and their arsenals are quite comparable with the
respective summary indicator for the NATO West-European coun-
tries. Over the last l0 to 15 years the military-industrial concerns of
the USA and other capitalist countries have set up military
enterprises connected with them technologically and organisationally
in many developing countries (Egypt, Pakistan, Singapore, T'hailand,
etc.). Some of them are gradually becoming powerful regional
centres of force possessing a developed war industry and military
personnel trained with Western aid. This is a major factor of
developing the imperialist AMP, of expanding its material base far
and wide. No wonder that those developing countries which are
oriented on the West and have an impressive military-economic
potential of their own are technologically completely dependent on
their Western partners.
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In this connection we cannot but note that a considerable part of
the qualitative leap in armaments being made by the USA and the
simultaneous expansion of its global military presence are, strictly
speaking, paid for not only by its NATO Partners and other
developed capitalist countries but also by many developing countries,
for which this pointless waste of resources is particularly ruinous.

The US military-industrial complex is a leading element of the
system of relations with the aid of which the US ruling circles try in
different ways but purposefully to harness both the developed
capitalist and developing countries to their adventurist neo-globalist
foreign policy.

The globalisation of the military and military-economic activity of
imperialism reflects the deep contradictions which manifest them-
selves ever more clearly among the Western ruling elite in the choice
of the paths and forms of the further development of relations with
socialisi countries. The expansion of the military-industrial complex
has led to the formation of the world military economy of capitalism
as a specific sector of the capitalist world economy. Its main function
is to prepare for war materially, to escalate the arms race and to
achieve the political aims of preserving not so much the capitalist
system as destroying the socialist one. If the capitalist world economy
is eventually bound to interact in many ways with the socialist world
economy, which is insistently demanded by history, its military sector
by its very nature cannot interact with the opposite social system and
does not intend to do so. Thus, it hinders the development of the
objective processes vitally needed by the whole of humanity,
particularly multilateral cooperation among nations in the solution of
pressing global problems (ecological, food, etc.).

Bearing in mind that the military economy is above all rep-
resented by complex and rapidly developing high-tech industries, we
can easily imagine the barriers they have raised in the way of the
normal functioning of the world economy. Recent years have shown
how limitations imposed on the pretext of so-called security interests
seriously hinder international economic cooperation. In the present
situation when many realistically-minded politicians in the West urge
their governments to renounce the hopeless policy of chasing for
military superiority and to search for more constructive forms of
international relations, this additional function of the military
economy is also of no small importance to the most aggressive and
reactionary circles in the imperialist countries. It not only prevents a

change in the psychological and political climate, but strengthens the
positions of those groups of monopoly capital which are the mainstay
of the ruling political groups in the West.

The military-industrial complex most adversely affects the solu-
tion of global problems. The interconnection of disarmament and
development is evident to all. Curbing and, all the more so, stopping
the arms race would profoundly influence the nature and scope of

_l
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the assistance rendered by developed states to developing ones. Yer
the huge sums spent by the developing countries on military needs
(according to our estimates, in 1986 their military spending
amounted to 120-130 billion dollars) could find a different applica-
tion in the drive against hunger, disease and illiteracy.

f'he military-industrial complexes clearly gain from rhe exisrence
of seats of tensions in the world-in the Middle East, in Africa, and
Central America. The preservation of these flashpoints of tension
implies not only the squandering of huge resources bur also the
impossibility of finding a joint solution to the acute problems
common for the states in the same region. Against the background of
acute global problems the squandering of resources on the senseless
arms race strikcs a blow not only at the hopes and needs of millions
of people today but also at the morrow of humanity.

The globalisation of the *;r; .."nomic activity in the capitalist
world is fraught with great danger for the future of all nations, for
humanity as a whole, especially neyT-in the face of the nuclear
threat. This process, however, is not irreversible. That is why it is
imperative that the progressive and peace-loving forces fully realise,
before it is too late, the need to halt this process, and take practical
measures that could reverse it and turn it towards disarmament.

Attempts to justify the globalisation of military-economic activiry
by references to the need fol strengthening the national security of
certain states by means of building up their military potential are
anything but convincing. In the context of the nuclear-missile age a
truly safe security must rely not on the arms race but on the means
of defence within reasonable sufficiency, on the collectively built
politico-legal mechanisms of regulating international relations.

The demilitarisation of the system of international economic
relations is also called upon to play an important role. The main
conditions here are the growing mutual trust among the countries
and their confidence that the existing economic mutual ties between
states and their associations will not be disrupted by military means.

NOTES

I V. I. Lenin, Collected. Works, Moscow, Vol. 21, p.227.
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On that the Christian
Reform objective and the

subjecti rnal in regard of
the bel duction of a connective link' a

mediator.3 The Church, which assumed the role of the mediator,

taught rhat one could achieve freedom from divine punishment
thrJugh external actions: going to Mass, assuming vows' going on

pilgriirages, etc. Moreover, it was permitted to impose these external

u.ilo.r. 5, oth.., by buying some of the excessive good deeds

ascribed to saints and thus achieving salvation'
The Reformation ser out to eliminate that contradiction, to

liberate man from the mediation of the church, from the pressure of
the clergy. Luther rejected the concept of grace^as-a blasPhemous

haggling" with God, ,.rd oppor"d to it the idea of salvation through
fuiii', til...by superseding 

-" 
exte.rnal religiosity by making religiosity

rhe inner ,rrLrtrr-r.. of min...".n Calvin went even further, asserting

that some men were destined to salvation, othefs-to be eternally
damned in full accordance with divine judgement. christ offered his

life for the sake of the elect. Evidence of a person being "chosen" is

his conduct. It followed that every Christian could regard himself as

endowed with divine grace and declare his acts to be the work of a
.,God's broom". In t*his interpretation, the idea of predestination
became a religious basis of individual activity'

The Christian Reformation could not destroy the gap

berween the objective and the subjective, for it did n<.rt touch its
source-alienatiln in real being, an alienation rooted in the division

of labour and in private p.opi.ty. But, having {ailed 
- 
to eliminate

religious alienation, it objeciively helped to adapt the . Christian
conTession to new social relations. In the words of Engels, its essence

was that this "first, as yet biassed and blundering attempt at reaction

against the Middle Ages, brought about a major social change, the

tinsformation of serls into 'free' workers"'5
In the oriental religions, the reformation process also.involves an

atrempt to eliminat. -th. contradiction of the seParation of the

ouj..,'ir. and the subjective, to bring the believer closer to God in
orier to .,liberate" -L.r, to develop his individual initiative corres-

ponding to the spirit of bo
' Er.fi religion substitutes for the external one in
its own fash'ion, taking into acco cificity of the dogmata

and the ecclesiastical organisation particular instance, in
Hinduism the general tEndency towards the democratisation of the

cult and simplilication of the ritual manifested itself in the rejection

of the rituai of gifts (flowers, fruit, etc'), sacrifices to the gods'

uttering of the mtntras, pilgrimages to holy place-s,--etc'

This Devendranath t.go," (tStZ-tSOS), a follower of Ram-

mohun Roy, introduced a pt.ag. that bound the members of the

Reformation movement he headed, the Brahma Samaj, not to
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follow a taqlid (the principles of the four legal schools, or mazhabs)
and giving each believer the right of independent judgement
(ijtihad). The simplification of rituals, and the democratisation of the
cult, which pursue the goal of eliminating ecclesiasticism and, in the
final analysis, the liberation of the individual (which in bourgeois
society is limited to the freedom of private initiative and enterprise)
are combined with and reinforced by a rheoretically substantiated
interpretation of the relationship between God and man on the
ontological, epistemological and ethical planes. The main point of
that re-interpretation is proving the permissibility and even necessity
of a certain degree of man's free will.

In Hinduism, the reformist interpretation of the concept of God
is manifested above all in the rejection of polytheism, of endowing
God with anthropomorphic features and of idol worship, since the
latter is justly seen as the most slavish form of religious worship.

Starting with a condemnation of idol worship and thus with the
liberation of man from a shameful passion for ancient notions which,
in the words of Marx, led to "the fact that man, the sovereign of
nature, fell down on his knees in adoration of Kanuman, the
monkey, and Sabbala, the cow",e reformists then stressed the special
role of man in the universe. Giving a new interpretations of the
Vedanta, Swami Vivekananda not only asserted that man is the
greatest of all living beings, his soul being part of divinity and
therefore having divine potential-he proclaimed in fact the identity
of man and God.

Why look for God, he asked. Aren't all these poor, miserable and
weak beings gods? Why don't we pray to them first? Vivekananda's
philosophical credo can be succinctly expressed in the thesis that the
earth is higher than heaven, and therefore "we must have faith in
ourselves first and then in God. He who has no faith in himself can
never have faith in God".'o

The concept of God and man is also reinterpreted in the same
humanist key in the views of Moslem reformers. Imposing a very
arbitrary interpretation on al-Ashari's atomistics, regarded as the
ontological basis of orthodox Islam, Muhammad Iqbal has declared
that although all bodies consist of atoms, there are "different levels
of substance".

God is an Ego (with a capital E) generating a grear many egos of
various stages, each of which is an expression of God. "The world, in
all its details, from the mechanical movement of what we call the
atom of matter to the free movement of thought in the human ego,
is the self-revelation of the'Great I am'."1r It achieves the highest
level in man. "That is why," Iqbal concludes, "the Qu'ran declares
the Ultimate Ego to be nearer to man than his own neck-vein." He
then says: "Man ... possesses a much higher degree of reality than
things around him. Of all the creations of God he alone is capable of
consciously participating in the creative life of his Maker." 12
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Keeping on the whole to religious idealistic positions, reformists

see God as a universal creator, but they are not inclined to accept the
supranaturalist determinism characteristic of orthodoxy, substituting
Providentialism, an a[tenuated version of fatalism, for absolute
fatalism, or else ascribing the role of the first impetus to God.

In Burma, Buddhist reformers like U Otama and his followers
obviously depart from canonical principles in insisting that epidemics,
droughts, earthquakes, devastating wars, slave-hunting in .A.frica, the
lynching of Blacks in the southern states of the USA, unjust
distribution of wealth, annihilation of weaker peoples by stronger
ones, etc., should make the thinking Buddhist doubt the thesis that
the destiny of the world is determined by a reasonable Maker
motivated by love.

The reformist interpretation of the ontological aspect of the
concept of God provides a basis for a new view, corresponding to the
spirit of the times, of the problem of man's role and place in the
universe. Recognition of a certain degree of the freedom of will not
only justifies the independence of human efforts aimed at transform-
ing earthly life but also raises them to the level of a moral and
religious duty. The main ethical principle of religious reformists is
effective participation in the struggle for the transformation of
society on a new basis (more humanist than the previous one), rather
than renunciation of the world, asceticism and search for individual
salvation.

The concepts of karma, rnaya, nirvana, mukti, and others are
revised in Buddhism and Hinduism. The degree of radicalism in this
revision varies, of course. Rammohun Roy and Devendranath Tagore
rejected them out of hand, regarding them as logically unsubstan-
tiated. Ramakrishna Paramahamsa (1836-1886) and his followers saw
individual enlightenment, or mukti, as a necessary stage in the
salvation of others (just as the cars of a train can only reach their
destination if drawn by a locomotive). The Burmese reformists U
Otama, IJ Lun, U Timisara believed that the effort of achieving
nirvana could only be justified after earthly salvation: nirvana was a
Iiberation from slavery in life after death, from the wheel of
births-but how could one aspire towards it, if there was no freedom
on the earth itself? The pounji pray for nirvana; but it is well known
that a slave can never attain nirvana; it follows that the pounji must
pray for liberation from slavery in this world.

Vivekananda asserted that concern with personal salvation is in
general sinful; his injunctions were: as long as you seek salvation for
yourself, your path is towards Hell! Strive for the salvation of others,
if you want to attain the Most High! Kill within you the desire for
personal mukti!

The attitude to religious asceticism, to monasticism, also changes.
Previously, an anagarika (lit. "homeless"), a wandering ascetic, was
seen by Lankan Buddhists as a saint because of his complete
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renunciation of worldly affairs. However, according to the interpreta-
tion offered by Anagarika Dharmapala, an anagarika is a person
occupying an intermediate position between the monk and the
layman, one that not only strictly observes all the injunctions of the
Buddhist canon but also spares no effort in public activities (above all
in the propaganda of Buddhism and in combatting Chrisrianity).
Moreover, even Buddhist monks, traditionally forbidden to interfere
in politics, are said to have the right to participate in the life of
society. In the 1960s and 1970s, Buddhist reformers in Kampuchea
persistently spread the idea that, if political activity served justice,
progress and prosperity of the Khmer people, it did not contradict
the principles of Buddhism, for Buddha himself enjoined to do good
in the service of the people. Monks ought to live for the people,
helping them through socio-political as well as other activities; only
then would they fulfil the behest of their teacher.

Even more radical are the positions of those reformers who, like
Vivekananda, view working in the world as a higher form of
manifestation of religious service than asceticism: "It is useless to say
that the man who lives out of the world is a greater man than he who
lives in the world; it is much more difficulr to live in the world and
worship God than to give it up and live a free and easy life."r3

At the initial stage of the reformation, participation in the
national liberation movement was regarded as a moral duty. It was
natural for religious reformers, who expressed above all the interests
of the rising national bourgeoisie, to aspire to put an end to
mediaeval law and order, and to clear the way to social progress
obstructed by the traditional way of life and the colonial regime.

Nationalism mostly appeared in a religious guise; here, just as in
mediaeval Europe, "the sentiments of the masses were fed with
religion to the exclusion of all else; it was therefore necessary to put
forward their own interests_in a religious guise in order to produce
an impetuous movement".r4 Nationalism and religion weie e.ren
sometimes directly identified, so that every religious person could be
enjoined to serve the cause of national liberation. Nationalism, said
Aurobindo Ghosh (1872-I950), is a religion sent by God. He
described the nation as an embodiment of one of the aspects of the
divine element; he identified love of one's native country with
worshipping God; India, with the Kali goddess, the Divine Maternal
Force; in the name of saving India from the "vampire"-
colonialism-one had to struggle and shed one's blood.

In an attempt to make the ideas of nationalism more accessible to
the people, reformers "secularise" religious concepts, so that maya is
perceived as a liberal illusion about the role of the British in India;
boycott of British goods is termed yajna; the "Bande mataram"
hyrnn becomes a rnantra; shakti, a desire for the national liberation,
etc.
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But the concept of ahimsa, which is basic for Buddhism and
Hinduism, has been transformed more than any other. According to
Vivekananda, non-resistance is an ideal that is as remote as it is
beautiful, and it is to be attained through willful resistance to evil.
The reformer appealed to his countrymen not to listen to the
"stupidities about non-resistance" but, on the contrary, to act, to
fight: "Then only, when he has gained the power to resist, will
non-resistance be a virtue." tu

The fundamental permissibility and even inevitability of violent
methods of struggle were recognised both by Aurobindo Ghosh and
by Bala Gangadhara Tilak (1856-1920), leader of the Ieft wing of the
Indian National Congress. For several reasons, however, the political
platform of anti-colonial movement in India became a more
moderate Gandhist interpretation of ahimsa. Offering a new
interpretation of one of the most authoritative sources of Hin-
duism-the Bhagavad Gita, Gandhi rejected the traditional meaning
of the ahimsa principle as passive humility and non-resistance to evil,
positing instead the principle of vigorous activity both in private and
especially in socio-political life. Satyagraha (lit. "persistence in the
truth"), which manifested itself in a boycott of government offices,
disregard for colonialist laws, etc., was a "non-violence of the strong"
ready to sacrifice themselves in the struggle for national indepen-
dence.

ln the Moslem countries, reformers sought for a moral substantia-
tion of the struggle against colonialism in the concept of the jihad.
The "holy war" was the slogan of mass sectarian movements that
were the source of the Islamic reformation. Thus Muhammad
Ahmad (1844-1885), leader and ideologue of Sudanese Mahdism,
even raised the jihad to the rank of one of the six trasic institutions of
Islam. The babi movement in Iran in the 1840s and 1850s against
feudal lords and foreigners was also run on the lines of a jihad.

Exploiting the contradictory nature of the Koran's pronounce-
ments on the jihad, the ideologues of the reformation endeavoured
to give this principle an anti-colonial slant, and to use it for the
purpose of uniting the masses and organising resistance to foreign
oPpressors.

In the interpretation of Abul Kalam Azad, the first minister of
education (1947-1958) in independent India, jihad is a means of
achieving the divine attribute of justice. "Any labour and burden,
any pain and suffering (mental and physical)," he wrote in the
rnagazine Al Hilal, "in short, any sacrificing of life or property, any
service with word or pen-all this, done in the name of truth and
justice, is jihad".'6 In this struggle, violence could be used, Azad
believed. "It is my belief," he stated in his speech at a trial in 1921,
"that such opposing of violence with violence is fully in harmony
with the natural laws of God."'7
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Muhammad Iqbal sought a philosophical substantiation of re-
volutionary activity in the reformers' interpretation of the Islamic
conception of good and evil. The philosopher-poet made use of the
biblical legend of the fall of man and his banishmenr from Paradise
(in the Koran, ayats lO-24, surahs 7). Tempted by Satan, Adam
commits a sin, but on leaving Paradise, he becomes master of the
earth. Thus evil engenders good. Iqbal's Iblis-Satan symbolises an
active spirit (like Goethe's Mephistopheles) attractive ro rhe poet.
Without Satan, life would have lost its dynamic qualitv and would be
dominated by deadening passivity. In the poem "The Conquest of
Nature" Satan says this to the Most High:

You have created the bodies of stars, I gave them rotation, I am the soul
of the world, I am the world's hidden life. You breathed a soul into the
body, and I stirred it to excitement. You give men rest, which stops
them, I push them forward through restlessness.

Iqbal was in favour of recognising the objective character of evil.
This permitted the view that the causes of social difficulties lay in
actually existing injustice rather than in subjective facrors. In
defending the thesis of dialectical interconnecrion of good and evil,
and of their mutual transformation, he thereby proved [he necessity
and inevitability of actions against a social order that gave rise to evil.

With the attainment of political independence by the colonial
countries the ethical orientation of the religious reformation has
changed. The main purpose now is the struggle against obsrructions
in the way of building a welfare state.

Of course, at the first stage of the national liberation movement,
the ultimate goal was also the idea of building "God's kingdom on
earth", but that idea was abstract and egalitarian. Buddha and
Muhammad, Rama and Krishna were presented as heralds of
universal justice who did not recognise any racial, national, religious
()r caste barriers or even class divisions. The teaching of Buddha,
insisted U Otama, shows that all men are equal, while the differences
were invented by men themselves. Rammohun Roy expressed himself
much in the same spirit: there is but one God ro whom all his
creatures are subject without distinction of caste, office or wealth.

After the achievement of independence, the ideal of welfare
society had to be specified and, which is most important. practically
lealise d.

Although caste discrimination is now prohibited by the Consritu-
tion and punishable by law, its practical elimination will require
considerable effort yet, for the roots of the caste system are too deep.
This explains the anti-caste protest of religious reformers decades
;rfter the founding of the Republic of India. Vinoba Bhave
(1895-1982), leader of the Bhudan movement for volunrary giving
:rway of land to the peasants, sharply criticised the institution of
untouchability, asserting that giving land to rhe mosr oppressed and
irnpoverished members of the Hindu community was a Hindu's

-t
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religious duty. He rejected the differences between the lower and the
higher varnas and preached the ideal of the varnasharma, whose
members would be guided by identical norms of morality and enjoy
equal rights.

Polygamy is one of the most anti-humane establishments of Islam.
From the very inception of the reformist trend in Islam the question
of rhe position of women naturally became acutely controversial. The
force of the conservative tradition was so great that even Muhammad
Abdo and Iqbal did not believe it possible to condemn polygamy or
the sharia practice of divorce. Still, there were voices in defence of
women. In the Arab East, the leader of the movement for their
emancipation was the Egyptian Qasim Amin (1856-1908). Zia Gekalp
(1876-1927), a prominent ideologue of Turkish nationalism, kept
reminding his co-religionists that the women's issue was part and
parcel of the problem of social development as a whole. As long as a
woman is seen as half a man in the law of inheritance and a quarter
of man in marriage, neither the family nor the country can revive, he
said.

To substantiate the need for recognising the equality of women,
reformers reinterpret a number of ayats of the Koran (L:4, 4:123,
4:36, etc.). Professor Husein Alatas of the University of Singapore
strives to prove, for instance, that in the Koran a woman is not
regarded as a lower being by her very nature. Her rights and duties
in society are the same as man's.'8

On the question of elimination of conservative institutions
religious reformers are on the whole unanimous; there is no
unanimity, though, in their conceptions of the ways rowards national
renascence and social progress, although it should be admitted that,
however varied the standpoints may be, religious reformers of all
directions are critical of capitalism in its Western varianr, arguing for
a path of development that is in keeping with the national and
religious traditions. Hence the interest for those institutions or
injunctions that are thought of as capable of ensuring social equality
and justice. Buddhism raises to an absolute the principles of the
structure of a monastic sangha; Hinduism revises the content of the
terms dana, yajna and tapas to substantiate the Bhudan movement
regarded as the first stage on the path towards sarvodaya; in Islam,
zakat (the tax in favour of the poor), riba (an injunction against
usury) and the sharia order of inheritance are seen as the pillars of
the Islamic socio-economic system restricting the abuses of private
property.

There are different motives for this invoking of religious
propositions carrying, to some extent or other, humanitarian and
egalitarian elements (characteristic of all faiths, especially ar their
emergence). In some cases the motive is advocacy of capitalism
clothed in national and religious garb in order to overcome and
suppress anti-capitalist attitudes. It is not ruled out, though, that rhe
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motive is a sincere, if naive, desire to avoid the defects of capitalism
through "irnproving" it with the aid of certain traditional institutions.

Taking into account the radical changes that have taken place in
the world and the influence of socialist ideas, their popularity
amongst the masses, the reformers often call their programmes for a
national path of development varieties of "religious socialism", which
is by no means always mere camouflage. Often attempts are
undertaken to make real use of separate elements of socialist
transformations (planning, expansion of public sector, etc.)-without
any damage to the interests of private ownership, though. Regardless
of the subjective intentions of religious reformers, their objective
socio-economic and political views indicate their preference for the
bourgeois path of development. The most convincing proof of this is
their attitude to private property, to classes and class struggle. They
either do not understand or purposefully distort the causes of social
inequality. Typical of Buddhists and Hinduists is the view that men's
social position is linked entirely with their karma, i.e. their actions
and deeds in their former incarnation. They therefore believe that
social inequality can be eliminated by observance of religious
injunctions, accumulation of merits and improvernent of karma.
Instead of basic changes in production and social relations and
climination of private ownership of the means of production, an
cthicisation of these institutions, mostly through the development of
<:harity, is proposed. The mercy of the haves-that is what is
supposed to aid national revival. In Kampuchea, Norodom Sihanouk,
who advocated, before the 1970 coup, a programme of "Buddhist (or
Khmer) socialism", constantly stressed the fundamental difference
l)etween Marxist and Buddhist socialism. "Marxism advises the'weak'
to rout the strong and to establish a 'proletarian' dictatorship...
Buddhism, on the other hand, advises the powers that be to respect
their subordinates, developing in them the feelings of kindness and
r'ompassion." re

Islamic reformers also assert the inviolability of private property.
.lust as their Buddhist and Hinduist trrethren, they only permit
l)artial restrictions and nationalisation of feudal and foreign proper-
ty. They find the basis for eliminating landowners' right to land in a
new interpretation of the Islamic thesis that "God is the supreme
owner". Referring to the Prophet's words that "men are companions
in three things-water, pasture and fire", the Egyptian A. Choumais,
:rn ideologue of "Islamic socialism", draws this conclusion: "Taking
into account the needs of contemporary society, the right of owning
:rll this must belong to society ... rather than to one person or

,,20group.

The expropriation of foreign property is permissitrle only insofar
:rs the property is regarded as rlot genuine: if zakat is not exacted
Irom such property, it "does not serve the cause of Islam".
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On the whole, social inequality is seen as established by God. The
Pakistani H. A. Hakim insists that "God has not chosen ro creare
dead equality and does not want man to create it by force".2r It is not
elimination of private property but "improvement" of relations
between workers and owners, curbing abuses of ownership through
zakat and riba that constitute the basis of the "Islamic path of
development", or "Islamic socialism".

The position of religious reformers on the issue of socio-economic
and political order of young sovereign srates does not rule our,
however, some radical and progressive ideas. Radicalism is inherent
in the views of politicians expressing the interests of the middle class
and especially petty bourgeoisie suffering from competition with
large national and, still more, with foreign capital, and therefore
inclined to welcome state regulation of the economy, measures for
curbing the abuses of big business, etc.

However, in regard of petty bourgeoisie as a whole (including
petty. entrepreneurs, _artisans, peasanrs, etc.), a type of religious
consciousness most characteristic of it is "revivalism" rather than

in the hope of finding in the early
of solving conremporary problems is
strata of the population which, owing
e an unambiguous stand on the

and prefeudal
time, suffering
do not accept
the same time

dissatisfaction with these changes, when they assume the forms of
ordinary capitalist law and order, determine the vacillations of the
petty bourgeoisie, which now joins the opponents of bourgeois
reforms (let us call them "retrogressive revivalists"), now the ranks of
the adherents of radical reforms ("progressive revivalists").

"Retrogressive revivalism" is an ideological trend that is close to
orthodoxy. The common goal of both trends is opposition to social
progress and conservation of the precapitalist order. Adherents of
orthodoxy do that openly, while "revivalists", advocating change,
place their hopes on rhe idealised pasr rather than the futuie,
looking for salvation in the "purification" of religion and in restoring
the institutions of its Golden Age.

_ The ideology of Jana sangh and Rashtriya svayamsevak sangh in
India; Jamaat-i-islami in Pakistan, Afghanisran and India; the Muslim
Brotherhood associations in the countries of the Arab East-are all
characterised, despite differences in their religious doctrines and
specificity of national conditions, by common typological features that
indicate their retrogressive-revivalist nature. AII of them claim the
stature of preservers of the purity of faith or fighters for its
purification.
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A common feature of revivalists of this variety is their advocacy of
theocracy. Religion and politics are regarded here as inalienably
connecte'd, theriefore secuiarisation is rejected out of hand and the

entirely to the theologians, the ulamas, while justice is- exercised by

rhe sharia judges, the qadis. (The 1979 Constitution of Iran was an

attempt at implementing this ideal.)
The socio-iconomic views of these ideologues demonstrate their

are obliged to pay the state a special tax, must not carry arms, etc.

Hinduisl communalists insist that in the Hindi rashtra non-Hindus

.l
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for everything else was an epoch of darkness from which one could
Iearn nothing. He believes that mediaeval Moslem law and theology
are false, contradicting as they do the true spirit of Islam reftected Yn
the Koran. He also rejects the hory^.tradiiion, asserting that ..the
hadits were not part of the rerigion';.'n The misfortunes.-of Mosrems
today are said to be due to the fact that two mutually exclusive
systems exist in Islamic society, one based on the Koran, the other on
the hadits. AII that is bad in Islam is the product of the traditionalists'
false religion.

In their turn, Hinduist revivalists, on the other hand, stress the
rejecting

ing to the
portantly,
ial justice

to rind in that pasr answe., li"J.:ili:#tt;'i,f;'''Hf't1i':
utopian positions characteristic of iepresentatives of this rrend as a
whole.

dhist, champions the building of
es with the Ramaraj-the ideal
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the basis of religious ideas, he calls the Bhudan movemenr dharma.Ir\T pravarran (lit. ',a turn of the wheel of dharma"), which
signifies a return to true religion.

P utopian and eclectic, its representa-tives the laws of social development, andtheir ry unstable.

^ 
The growing activity of revivalist trends in the social thought of

Afro-Asian, primarily .Moslem, countries in recent years doei not,
however, signify curtailment of the religious reformation, as some
western orientalists affirm. A- pessimisievaluation of its prospects
follows from the reduction of -"revivalism,, 

to a counter-iefoimist
version of it, and neglect for the emergence of ,.progressist,, concepts
indicative of the-expansion and deeperiing of the ref"ormarion p.o.L*involvi,g. broad strata of the population, as wel as of the
democratisation and radicalisatio., Lf 

-this 
process.
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The Politico-Economic Foundations
of Acceleration

we would like our discussion to be a free exchange of views. The
most important thing is to put forward const.uctivJ proposals andmake a contribution to the overall increase in our' specialist
knowledge.

It is furthermore 
_essential to say what the actuar concept of

"acceleration" means. It is inadmissibre to reduce it to an increase in
216

To draw up a soundly-based action programme for the future we
must state what we mean by a new quality of growth.

We must also define the factors, driving forces and sources that
contribute to this acceleration. A correct and rational combination
between the technological and socio-economic components of acceler-
:rtion must be found, and this must primarily rely on the further
improvement of production relations.

It is also necessary to say what is meant by such improvement in
production relations, and how radically and deeply they must be
restructured: should the deepest levels of these relations be affected,
or will change be limited only to certain superficial forms?

production. 'we are talking, moreover, of an acceleration in society's
<levelopment and not just of the forces of production: therefo.. tir.
substance of this process and its criteria of success are linked to the

lorces of production, than the preceding formation.
Th. Iaw-governed character of acceleration is not only manifested

rrr the transition from one formation to another. within the
l.amework of a single formation there are historical revers each
, Jraracterised by its own resolution of socio-economic tasks. The
S.viet Union has now reached the stage of developed sociarism and
this forms the objective necessity for an acceleration in its develop-
rrrent. Acceleration as a law-governed process "absorbs" both the

DISCUSSIONS
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that increase the non-material, and especially the social, comPonents.
The intensive type of expanded reproduction presupposes such a

began to lose their stimulating effect and in some respects.became a

brike."' The Congress at the same time specified the most imPortant
ways in which currently existing forms of socialist production

commodity-money relations and give them more scope for action
than before, ,rrd .o on. Second, all forms of productive relations
must be reoriented so as to ensure the acceleration of the scientific
and technological revolution, and the overall intensification of
production. ftrira, the human factor must play a greater role, for
without it there can be no acceleration.

unfavourable tendencies that had taken shape in the Soviet economy
in the lare 1970s. On the other hand, it is a reflection of the
objective demands of the qualitatively new stage that the country has

reached.

S. Dzarasov (D.Sc.[Econ.], USSR AS Department of Political
Economy). In present conditions the improvement. of production
relations under socialism means chiefly three things: improvement in
the relations of public ownership of the means of produc.tion, the
overall developmint of a respo.r.ibl" upptoach to one's specific tasks,
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and the employee's responsibility for attaining good results in work
and other activities.

It is not the level of socialisation that has led to a deformation in
property relations but the bureaucratic distortion of its essence.
Frequently bureaucratism is understood to mean artificially-created
complications of a solution to some or other questions. However, this
is only one of its many manifestations. At the socio-economic level
the essence of bureaucratism is the substitution of formalities for
reality: on this formal basis certain relations are in practice asserted
in place of others. Under socialism people have equal property
relations. But their alienation from the administration of production
and decision-making deprives this equality of real conrent. Unfortu-
nately, the transformation of the real into the formal is not without
consequences. It leads to rhe infringement of the principle of social
justice, weakens labour incentives, and so on.

In restructuring we have begun an allround democratisation of
our social and political life, for without this it is impossible ro creare a
system of economic management that is adequate to socialism.

Man's responsible position in the managerial system also gives rise
to a responsible attitude to his work. When people do not participate
in management and it becomes bureaucratised the workers cease to
be the masters of production and responsible for its results: the
formal fulfilment of the plan becomes more imporrant than the
rcsults obtained, extravagance is tolerated in place of economically-
run management, and supervision from below is either weakened or
totally excluded. In recent years an indifference to the results of
their activities, either in their collective or in society as a whole (social
inertness), grew up among ordinary people and those in authority. In
rny view, this was the main reason for the non-fulfilment of plan
largets, and for the irresponsibility, embezzlement and corruption in
production, trade and the adminisrrarion. If there had not been such
passivity, people would not have allowed the appearance and growth
.,f the above-mentioned negative phenomena in their work collec-
I rves.

The 27th CPSU Congress set the task of improving property
relations by fundamentally changing the individual's position. Ir was
stated at the congress that "it would be naive to imagine that the
lceling of ownership can be inculcated by words. A person's attitude
towards property is shaped, first and foremost, by the actual
r onditions in which he has been put, by his possibilities of influencing
the organisation of production, and the clistribution and use of the
lt'sults of work. The problem is thus one of further intensifying
socialist self-government in the economic sphere".2

To develop such self-government we must reorganise the
rrrirnagerial system in such a way that people can exercise a decisive
irrfluence over the organisation of production, and the distribution
.rrrd use of the results of labour, through their work collectives. This
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s the widening of the
' economic independence,
(cost-accounting), and the s

depended on ile the necessary resources
foi renovatin ion were earned by the
collective. Yet when prices are fixed and
there are variations in the technical equipment of enterprises and
their supply with skilled labour power? When their outgoings on
t.u.rrpo.i, tariffs and many other factors influencing the amount of
income they receive

The main task i t relations, in our view, is
that of eleminating rs that do not depend on
the activities of thi be done by re-examining
wholesale prices, introducing payment for resources, and using
various other deductions, allowances, discounts, taxes and other
financial levers. We must thus find an indicator of labour contribu-

income.
S. Pervushin (D.Sc.[Econ.], Moscow Institute of Economic Man-

decreasing.
One of the reasons for rhis situation is that there are no
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fundamental proposition that the application of technology is
restricted by economic considerations: it must not only ensure that
economies are made on separate elements of expenditure but that
production as a whole becomes more economical.

Until, we believe, economies in total expenditures are assured by
the production and application of such machinery then neither will
there be improvement in the indicators of socio-economic develop-
ment. In existing conditions it would seem more sensible to
concentrate efforts and resources on improving the technology to
reach the technical and economic indicators that surpass those of the
technology being replaced; the current needs of the national
economy would thereby be met by making fuller use of existing
technology and its modernisation.

Great hopes are placed on a growth in labour productivity which
is regarded as a decisive factor in eionomic growth. Yet the dynamics
of this indicator as it is now calculated and used in planning and
statistics (as economies in living labour only) do not justify such
hopes. Each step taken in this direction, i.e. substituting machine
labour for that of human beings, is achieved at an ever greater price
by growing expenditure on past labour: this therefore leads to a
lowering of productive efficiency and, in the last instance, to a
slowing down in rates of economic growth. Growth in labour
productivity can only play the role of the decisive factor at the level
of the national economy when its dynamics reflect, not so much the
cconomy of living, as of past materialised labour.

A substantial part of the conception of acceleration is an
improvement in the reproductive structure, including an optimisation
of the ratio between Departments I and II. However, this aspect
of structural policy has still not been adequately interpreted by
cconomists. There are frequent assertions that faster rates of growth
in Department I are necessary if technical improvement and the
intensification of production are to occur. This is directly linked to
rhe attempt to justify rising norms of accumulation: instead of being
ir temporary measure reflected in plans for the l2th Five-Year Plan
period (I986-1990) these are claimed to be a universal law-governed
rrecessity. This argument ignores the fact that the Soviet economy is not
suffering from insufficient investment but from excessive accumulation
rrnd a surplus of basic production and current assets.

The implementation of complete khozraschet and an increase in
t he role played by economic methods of management provide the
rlecisive condition under which the administration based on democra-
tic centralism can be systematically improved and developed: this will
. ombine centralised management with innovative and creative activity
:rrrd a high level of responsibility by collectives at all managerial
It'vels, and will lead to the wide involvement of working people in the
nranagement of production. Nevertheless, we still do not have precise
r onceptions of the essence of complete hhozraschet. Some economists
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equate it with the introduction of the principle of being self-
supporting. However, the adoption of this principle was one of the
very first steps taken to introduce cost-accounting in Soviet Russia
when the transition was being made from War Communism to the
New Economic Policy. This essentially meant that enterprises paid for
all their expenditure out of their own earnings. Only simple
reproduction using internal resources is assumed by this principle.
One of the decisive features of complete khozraschet, on the other
hand, is that it can provide for the extended reprodrrction from the
resources of the enterprises on the basis of self-financing. However,
this still does not give an exhaustive description of complete
khozraschet.

Apart from the aspects mentioned above, complete khozraschet, as
ooposed to partial, informal khozraschet, presupposes that all the
elements (or factors) of material production will be drawn into
economic circulation on hhozraschet principles. It assumes that
hhozraschet relations will be established between all the links in the
economic mechanism, both vertical and horizontal-between
branches of industry and their enterprises, on the one hand, and
with territorial administrative organs, on the other: these will concern
the conditions under which the economic resources within their
departmental control will be exploited (this includes natural re-
sources, labour, construction sites and others). It also refers to the
development and exploitarion of the productive and social welfare
infrastructure. The transition to complete khozraschet involves the
rejection of subsidised financing, an increased role for credit, and the
reduction to a rninimum of taxation of non-khozraschet forms of
centralised incomes.

Academician A. Rumyantsev. The 27th CPSU Congress pre-
sented the social sciences with the task of providing a profound
theoretical understanding of the processes taking place in our public
and social life.

As I see it, we are saying that the time has come to shift from one
form of democratic centralism in the economy to another. In Leninist
terminology, this is a shift from dictatorship to dirigisme.

In the early period of the construction of socialism our economy
was only typified by democratic centralism of the dictatorial type.
Only on this basis, as Lenin showed, was it possible to lead the
exhausted masses of workers, worn out by exploitation, in the right
direction: there were many waverers among them and this was the
only way to overcome the resistance of overthrown but still not
defeated capitalism and strengthen people's awareness that they were
the builders of socialism.3

Within the framework of the dictatorial type of democratic
centralism enormous achievements in the development of socialism
were attained by the Communist Party, the Soviet State and the
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Soviet people. Most important of all, the quesrion "who will win?,,
was resolved, and the socialist structure became the only one in the
economy. Industrial potential rose immeasurably compared to the
pre-revolutionary period, agriculture was collectivised,- and science
developed. From being semi-literate the country became one of
universal secondary education. People's socialist consciousness was
strengthened as was shown with particular clarity in their heroic
struggle against the nazi invaders during the Great patriotic War.

At the same time, it was becoming increasingly clear that the
prevalence of administrative methods of management was leading to
cleformations of democracy and had become a brake on the furiirer
development of the narional economy. The necessity of making a
fundamental change in managerial methods, and therefore in ihe

the economy built up in society, and took their final shape. In my
view, this is also laid down in the decisions of the 27th CpSU

R. Belousov (D.Sc.fEcon.], Academy of Social Sciences under the
(lC CPSU). There is no ne upporting
the necessity for acceleratio wtfr. ffrii
rrccessity is Iaid down by the ons in the
sphere of the productive forces, and also by contradictions of
cconomic character.

The main question is how these contradictions may be overcome.'l'he social sciences mus[ answer two questions, in my view. First, they
nlust state which motive forces are strong enough to overcome an
inertia not only of thought but of an ourmoded system of economic
rrrechanism. Second, they must say what the specific socio-economic
urechanism of acceleration should be.

The basic advantage of our social system is its greater degree of
s,rcialised ownership. In this respect we have still not fully made use
,rf our possibilities by a long way. Above all, I would like to draw
:rltention to the insufficient level of stand'ardisation and unification.
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quality. Why should we produce the remaining models? Can we
really not benefit in practice from the advantage of socialised
production?

Property relations are an important issue in relation to socialised
production. Over the last decades Soviet economics has hardly made
any progress in the theoretical analysis of these relations. At every
state enterprise there are relations of personal and collective property
and property of the whole people. They form a dialectical and
interrelated unity in production relations. However, the relations of
personal property at a state enterprise frequently predominate to
the extent that they directly influence the conduct of employees.

All these types of relations work together although each is
relatively independent. As is well known, ownership is expressed
through interests. For example, it quite frequently happens in
managerial practice that local interests and departmentalism pre-
determine the solution of a specific question. When are local interests
and departmentalism? Behind them lie the interests of definite
groups of people or of collectives and they prove decisive.

In practice the socialisation of production requires effective
economic means for reconciling interests and not a mechanism of
appcrrtionment. In 192l-1922 the Soviet state gave wp prodrazaerstka,x
or apportionment of foodstuffs, and introduced the prodnalog*x or
"tax in kind". Then in the 1930s policy again shifted from normative
relations to the apportionment of foodstuffs, materials and finances.
Such a system, however, depresses the interests of the collective and
the worker.

A separation of administrative functions took shape. While
Gosplan and the ministries were mainly concerned with the
circulation of material funds the Ministry of Finance dealt with the
financial side. Such a separation of production and management in
material terms from the financial system led those responsible for
finance, from the 1930s onwards, to look for their sources of income

* Prod.oloktumnaya rauterslka-a system for obtaining agricultural produce that was
adopted by the Soviet state during the Civil War and foreign intervention from l9l8
to 1920. In essence, the peasants were obliged to deliver all surpluses of grain and
other produce to organs of the Soviet authorities at fixed prices. They were left with a
portion of produce for personal consumption and the needs of their farms (according
to fixed norms). This was an extreme measure of the policy of War Communism
prompted by the food crisis and exceptionally difficult military and economic
conditions in which the young Soviet state then found itself [Ed.]** Prod,orolsttennyi nalog-a tax in kind levied on peasant farms, it was introduced in
March l92l in place of prodraztrcrstfa as part of the transition to the New Economic
Policy. The aim of the tax lvas to give the peasants a material interest in restoringand
extending their activities, increasing production, and selling more agricultural
products. This was made possible because once the Soviet authorities had introduced a
fixed tax in kind all the remaining grain and other agricultural produce produced by
the peasants were theirs to dispose of -for their own consumption or for sale on the
market. (The tax was low and intended to provide the state only with the most essential
foodstuffs.) [Id.].
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economit:ally-determined standards and norrns, irrclu<iing a norma-
tive-sharing parricipation in thr: distribution of incornes"

V. Makarov (Correspondine Mernber, USSR AS, Cenrral
Economic and Marhernatical Institute). Researchers who are analysin.q
the process of reconstr-uctiorr mlrst eKarnine the phenomenon of
inertia in the system of social and economic adrnirrisir.ation. It seems
that the administrative apparatus is the rnosf inert ancl restricting
elernent in this ,process. In pr.i.rciple it is righr r() s:ry rhai
bureaucratism is the main brake on acceleration but this is a rather

rvill. speak in the name of the stare although in pr.acticc rhcy ha'l,e
their ou,n "depart.mental" system of pr.eferences.^

The driving f'rce behind accelerarion is the initiati'e of the

rrsing economic methods. To irnplement new methods of aclrninistra-
tirn..employing cornpute'r tech.ol.gy it is essential rhat principle of
the "braking layer" be destroyed and repla<:ed by that.rf ,,r.."l"rut_
irrg selection", and fo'this nelr.technol.gical discipline to be
r r r:rstered.

The inistrative method
i.( ()nom iew, must bc achi
rvhole a empfti1,665 into th
r'<'l:ttion ys of achieving s
rrirny and varied. First of all, this means the mutual economic and
It'gal responsibility f the administrating ancl
rlrt' administered o a rrreasur-e of economic
,llcrct by making ancl inclucling aclminis_
tr;ltive lvorkers in teams, etc. In a certain
'r'rrse, administrative activities can be regarded as a distinctive branch

_i
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of an infrastructural tvpe with its own "products", expenditures,
efficiency and other economic categories.

V. Kashin (D.Sc. fEcon.], Institute of Economics). It is essential to
further develop the system of economic relations. Many administra-
tive-organisational relations should take the form of strictly economic
relations between more or less independent economic subjects.

If we are talking about transferring enterprises to complete
hhozraschet then it is obvious that administrative-organisational
relations will recede into the background. The team oPerating on
khozraschet will also develop economic relations with the enterPrise's
administration and these will facilitate the attainment of a high level
of 

entails the wide extension of the
pri affects both specifically economic
act auxiliary services.

The Leninist ax in kind
important. It can in relation
subjects; and to eatlY helP
economic stimulat of manY lin
chain and of those involved in management.

N. Klimov (D.Sc.[Econ.], Institute of Economics). To understand
the substance of the process of acceleration it is important to look at

it from two sides. First, there is the general aspect, the uliversal
law-soverned process of the increasing speed of - development-
second, there is the specific aspect: this is represented by the varied
circumstances under which real socialism is being constructed,
including our shortcomings of the pasr decade. This approach will
enable ,. to avoid an indiscriminative, evolutionary attitude to
acceleration. Genuine acceleration can only be selective. Some

processes must be accelerated, some slowed down, and others
altogether eliminated no matter whether we ar^e discussing kinds of
production or forms of economy.

what is the criterion of such acceleration? It is apparent that only
the kind of acceleration that gives scope to the progressive factors of
growth and organisational forms, and that enables the "erasure" of
Sutdated and outmoded facrors and forms is justified. It is hardly

bu of being

i, ' ;:'l:'"?
wo tism onlY

with the uppe gin
lvith the most the
deformation o the
latter replace be
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nurtured among the workers themselves, and in the most varied of
their groups.

Here I should say that bureaucratism,
industrial systems, obstructs everyone in
social differences between socialism and
essence, clne common problem. How can

fined and organised, be
of the productive links be
this problem by strengthen-
adopt other measures.

material means- of production (which we, honestly speaking, simply
bor,v down and worship)? Perhaps under socialism 

-such in object
becomes something rarher different? There is much work stil to be
done on this subject.

B. Smekhov (D.Sc.fEcon.], Institute of Economics). Soviet

o quantify the
economy. It is
quantification.
use value and

the value of commodity it follows that value indicators cannot serve

ting real help in theiri, ;:.1;T.T[:#,'$ji:;
l, the quality of the 13
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Plans (1991-1995 and 1996-2000, respectively). Are present planning
techniques capable of ensuring the now-required quality of economic
growth? How shall we define the optimal shifts in the technological
structure of production so as to obtain the greatest social results in
our long-term plans? What are the bases of intensification of national
economic planning using state-of-the-art comPuters? No general
answers can be given to these questions without first determining
their politico-economic bases.

I. Suslov (D.Sc.[Econ.], Academy of Social Sciences under the
CC CPSU). I agree r.vith the statement that acceleration is a universal
larv-governed process in the natural-historical development of society.
However, this process is linked with contradictory factors. As we
know, capitalisrn develops in a cyclical fashion. Economics has
clisclosecl the rnain factors of this development and the reasons of
stagnatiorr and recessions. They are to be found in the forces of
production, the relations of production, and in the superstructure.
The socialist economy, however-, has also experienced phenomena of
st.agnation, drops in the increase of production, and a lowering in
particular periods of growth rates in the real standard of living.

Reality is such that the dialectics of socialist development is not
unilinear. 'We must be able to explain not only increases but also
declines in the gror,l'th of economic results. Without finding the
causes it is difficult to disclose the entire mechanism of acceleration
in increasing the production of material goods. Obviously such
reasons are lbcated in all three blocks: the forces of production, the
relations .of production, and the superstructural mechanisms. .By
reorganising, irnproving and refining the superstructural mechanism
we influence both the forces and the relations of production; we
intensify the links between them and rvithin them, and strengthen the
interaction between all the structural elements to achieve a positive
grorvth and development.

It is important to emphasise that we are reorganising the
superstructural blocks of the economic mechanism and not the
economic laws and interests that form the substance of that
mechanism. In reforming the normative-evaluative system and the
legal-juridical irnd organisational-managerial structures we are prop-
osing to give these economic laws and interests greater scope for
activity: for it is they in the end that govern the economic processes.
Working people and their collectives, once they have understood the
purpose of their activities, should adapt their activities to the
objective course of economic life.

'Ihat is why the way out of the Present difficult econ()mic
situation to a lalge extent lies in the development of independence,
self-manap;ement, and the self-financinp; of production collectives.
These aspects must be suppleme nted by the development of
cooperation betrveen enterprises and a strengthening of ties with the
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nat.ional economic managing centre. If these are not assured, then
neither being self-supporting, independent nor self-financing will
provide an accelerated movement of society as a whole. Political
economists rnust uncover the deep roots of the administrative-
bureaucratic mechanism and the conditions whereby it is reproduced,
reinforced and extended. It is obvious that it will be impossible to
overcome bureaucratism without a radical cutback in the administra-
tive-managerial apparatus at all Ievels and in all Iinks in the chain of
production.

It is essential to increase the interest that the executive cadres in
the state and economic organs of management take in.raising the
economic literacy of the majority of their staff. The requirement that
all be informed about the economy, it should be said, has been
insufficiently developed. Without overcoming this obstacle it is
difficult to put the conception of accelerated socio-economic develop-
ment into practice.

M. Kunyavsky (D.Sc.[Econ.], Byelorussian Institute of rhe
Economy). I am convinced that accelerated economic development is
identical to the intensification of production. The main factor in
acceleration is the creative initiative and interested contribution of
the working people; this is the only alternative to bureaucratism, and
it is one that is very effective. How are these issues resolved in
political economy today?

The widespread propositions concerning primary and essential
relations speak of the working people's full creative initiative and
their most profound interest in the development of production: they
use the categories of "free and conscious labour", "directly social
labour", and the "direct and unmediated combinarion of the factors
of production". The reality, meanwhile, is far more complex and
contradictory. I see the following general internal conrradiction in
our theoretical constructions which also reflects the contradictions of
the restructuring process (perestroika). At the level of rhe rnosr
fundamental relations we draw a picture that, if it is not idealistic, is
essentially ideal. At the level of productive relations, on rhe other
hand, we dress up in pseudo-scientific terms the visible and
superficial ties that took shape during the establishment of socialism:
at that time it was largely the formal position of the working people
ls masters of production that. was dominant for a number of
subjective and objective reasons.

I see the practicability of working people being the masrers of
production lying first and foremost in the transition from "alloca-
tive" commercial accounting to a genuine cost-accounting (khozraschet)
that is adequate io develo[ed so"cialism. In our.ea..h for ways ro
improve our cost-accounting, we revolve around its transformed
< ommercial axis and work within the categories of just such a
phenomenon. Precisely because of this there arise numerous and
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often fruitless discussions and experiments that "shuffle and
reshuffle" the rights of departments and primary production links,
indicators and so on. Hence the type of conviction that, for instance,
seif-financing must be at the expense of profit and nothing else: this
is because profit is supposedly a natural and eternal indicator in
conditions of commodity-money relations that shows the efficiency of
local production links. Wages are an expense of production and must
not grow quickly; payment to funds slows down technical progress;
only the managers are responsible for all deficiencies and disorder-
the workers simply carry out orders and have nothing to do with
these shortcomings.

To a grcat extent, such ideas derive from the practice of reducing
reproduction at the level of local production links to individual
reproduction and to the categories of the reproduction of individual
capital. We ignore the absence of individual reproduction and the
presence of localised social reproduction under socialism. We have
restricted the new content of commodity-money relations only to its
compatibility with planning and are not thinking about the new
forms that are to replace capitalist production expenses, profit and so
on. Soviet political economy has still not made sense of the issue of
khozraschet relations.

To solve this problem, in our view, it is essential to recognise the
following preliminary propositions. First, the basic larv of the
communist mode of production and the communist principle of
appropriation is not without an inner and objective dialectics of its
o'rvn: it is far from being universal in its substance for the whole
formation. At the socialist phase it is "harnessed" to the appropria-
tion according to work contributed. Hence distribution according to
work and khou'ascheL Second, the essence of socialist cost-accounting
(khozraschet) is that it distinguishes the actual work contribution and
its commensurate reward. In these conditions the structure of
expenditures changes but the wages, development funds, and social
and cultural funds become a form of collective incomes for all the
work collective. The collective income becomes earned by each
member of the collective. Third, payments for resources occupy a

quite special place in hhozraschef relations. Their visible form is that
of converted forrn. In essence they play a triple role: they even out
the conditions of management and in so doing allow the rvork
contribution to be defined; they ensure the normative expenditure
on accumulation and extended reproduction; they constitute a

mechanism restraining expenditure.

All of this shows that the politico-economic foundations of
accelerated socio-economic development are to be found, above all, in
the elaboration of the problems of khozraschet and its appropriate
introduction into practical management.
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Yu. Olsevich (D.Sc. [Econ.], Institute of Economics). Attempts
have been made from the 1960s onwards to restructure the economic
mechanism but none of them went far enough to ensure non-
reversible long-term trends. To a great extent, this was because the
historical specificity of the mechanism that had taken shape had not
been elucidated. We suggest that its specific quality lies above
:rll in redistributive functions subordinated to extensive grorvth.
The whole system of plan indicators, wage funds and material funcls,
amortisation, price-formation, taxing, deductions from profit and so

on, was subordinated to one centra] task: the maximum financial
resources were to be concentrated in the state and ministerial budgets
s() as to create new production capacities, build housing, etc., while
new human and natural resources were constantly being drawn into
the economy. The key role in this economic system of extensive
growth belongs to the ministries.

When transferring to intensive growth the main functions of the
economic mechanism must be different. They must stimulate a rise in
efficiency and quality thr-ough modernisation, the reconstruction of
existing production by the STR, growth in employees' skills,
c<-onomical use of resources and so on.

Today the redistributive purpose of the clld mechanism is
restricted to a great extent. The mechanism itself, however, continues
to exist ancl reproduce extensive grorvth: and like any "living entity"
it tries to "repel" or "dige st" the partial changes that do not
correspond to its specific character. An acute contradiction has arisen
between the new tasks laid on the econornic mechanism and its
structure. It is only by structural change that this contradiction can
be resolved. A new structure of economic relations rnust be formed
with the full khozraschet of the work collective as its basic unit. The
large combined research and production association plays a key role
here.

A. Ivanenko (Cand.Sc. [Econ.]). I believe it is right to say that
bureaucratism is the main brake on acceleration today. However, I
rvould like to emphasise that it is not the only obstacle. If we reduce
cverything to the struggle with bureaucratism, I would argue, we
shall be adopting a simplistic approach. Enterprise directors and
section heads have become accustomed to working without initiative,
only fulfilling orders from above: workers have become rrsed to
leceir,'ing wages that has little relation to their rvork contribution: for
both it will not be easy to begin working actively. Therefore it is so
('ssential to restructure the relations of production, linking the
rnaterial interests of all working people to the attainment of the end
lcsults of production.

Such an improvement in the organisation of production, incen-
tives zrnd links in the economy is nort'being carrit'd out. As we
know, however, this is meeting with rnany difficulties. Fzrr from rrll
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the forms of management that suit present circumstances have been
defined; those that have already been found are being slowly put into
practice. The dogmatism of some managers is a hindrance. Another
obstacle is the insufficient theoretical conceptualisation of the
problems with which we have to deal.

Let us take the issues of the organisational structure of
production. It is the large-scale, technically well-equipped and
profitable enterprises, as a rule, that will be able to rvork well in
conditions of self-financing. Therefore production associations and
enterprises should be enlarged. However, if 50 enterprises are
making a certain product there must inevitably be an agency to
coordinate their activities, and this could lead to a loss of
independence on their part. Therefore new organisational forms of
production are necessary alongside the enlarging of production
associations and enterprises.

Self-financing provides the economic preconditions to develop a
democratised form of production management. And if management
has not been democratised, on the other hand, enterprises lvill not be
able to work successfully in conditions of self-financing. Yet to
democratise management requires that we clearly understand the
role of the subject of ownership in establishing econornic relations at
various levels of the management of production.

B. Rakitsky (D. Sc. [Econ.], Central Economico-Mathematical
Institute). Today the most important problem is not to interpret the
word "acceleration" but to uncover the deep-seated reasons for
phenomena of stagnation and thereby prepare radical solutions. In
my view, we must look for the main reasons of stagnation not in the
economy but in the superstructure. There was not only stagnation in
the management of the economy: it was also reflected in the social
sciences. Here the reason is a certain loss of those advances in
understanding provided by Marx's revolutionary contribution to the
study of society: the dialectical vision of practice, and its link with the
totality formed by the sciences of man. The CPSU now quite
justifiably interprets perestroika as a revolution. It is the duty of social
scientists to understand this as a substantial social commission to
provide a theoretical grounding for the relevant questions.

In the 1930s and 1940s socio-economic relations in our country
were deformed, and this deformation is preserved, to a certain
extent, up to the present. Because of it we cannot explain
contemporary problems by saying that the relations of production lag
behind the development of the forces of production and that social
consciousness lags behind social being. The type of the relations of
production and social consciousness should be transformed in a
revolutionary manner in the course of restructuring. It is essential to
overcome this deformation and return to the path of progressive
socialist development. In our vier,v, that is how we must understand
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the Party's directive for "rnore socialisrn", as expressing the tasks of
und essence of perestro
our economic, political
can ensure that in ou
ation of socio-economi

In the social sciences, i'cluding economics, democratisation means
purifying Marxism-Leninism of alien propositions rhat distort it.
Among the latter we may menrion: .*t.i*.ly vulgarised interprera-
tions of economic deterrninism, Proudhonism in approaching con-
tradictions and the means of their resolution, -and a la"ck of
understanding of the mechanism of social progress. Many of these
distortions became firmly established in the social sciences in the
1930s to 1950s by the elevation of Stalin's writings to the sratus of
classic texts and the inculcation of his views by lorce while other
approaches were repressed.

Today it has become fashionable ro talk of political ecorlomy as a
whole. There is no political economy as a whole, however. The fierce
struggle between different schools and trends has not ceased in the
Soviet Union although the efforts to renew Soviet economics in the
late 1950s and the 1960s were seriously retarded. For us restructur-
ing is quite essential and it is our duty as Party members and our
obligation as professional economists to put it into practice.

There is yet anorher important point here. It is time to ask
whether a social revolution from above is possible. As we all know,
Marxism-Leninism has always denied that it is possible to make a
revolution without the masses. This rneans that if we talk of

inhibiting factors that, in one way or anorher, hinder the implemen-
tation of radical transformations.

decrees on econolnic issues, hy
instructions for their application,
direction of enterprises. Thus it
built up this mechanism, relyin
econornic interests. It is not a question of the "evil intentions" of the
ministries: simply they were not capable of acting against their
own interests. In such conditions external pressure (e. g. political)
could only counteract the actions of the ministries for short periods.
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Second, it is essential to recognise that all the stable and
self-reproducing elements and aspects of the economic mechanism

fiil,"il; i*'il:.Tn:;
other words, certain features

separable elements of the old
economic mechanism: the orientation of production towards quan-
titaiive gross indicators, weak stimulation and even obstruction of the
STR, indifference to product quality, unjustified rises in prices, and
so on. It is not important whether the ministries and departments
have a direct and unmediated interest in all these phenomena (such

as growth in the volu tioned
negative aspects are in ls that
are positive from soc ting.a
fundamentally new ec ngs ln
the economy can be removed. And since the old mechanism is born
of the ministerial-departmental system, restructuring must begin with
the radical transformation of the economy's management. The old
system of administration is incompatible with the new economic
mechanism.

Socialised production requires centralised adminisration and this
cannot be achieved rvithout having the corresponding apparatus and
offices. However, the principles according to which such an
administrative system functions can be changed without affecting the
essence of socialism. If we preserve the old ministerial-departmental
system of administl2lisn-n61 in its present specific configuration
but in its working and organisational principles-this will inevitably
lead, sooner or later, to the rebirth of the old economic mechanism
with all its defects. To act thus would effectively be the same as

rejecting restructurins and acceleration as a whole.

L. Abalkin. To judge by the comments of those contributing,this
discussion has been useful. It has enabled us to uncover many
problems and see their non-traditional aspects more fully. O,f
conversation has allowed us to air much of our accumulated
experience and ideas although, naturally, it rvas difficult to keep
wiihin the bounds of the given programme. Perhaps in the future it
u,ill be sensible to put forward some conclusive or at lezlst interme-

of research in progre ss as 'lvell as to pose
'n,ould enable us to hear zln assessment of the
q drarvn and have the opportunity to ctlrrect them

".ifi.. 
It our next discussion, in short, we shall look

fol different forrns of discussion'
In conclusion, I .rvould like to answer certain questions, including

those th:rt I myself posed at the beginning.
First of zrll, rve must not give a one-dimension:rl interprct:rt.ion of

the rvold "acceleration". We norv understand socio-economic accelcr-
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Then we must clearly understand the processes that take place
when 

_all spheres of life at the socialist stage in social develop-.r,
make the transition to a new condition. Thii transition embra&s the
forces and relations of production, and the political, moral and
cultural life of the country., we must ..cognise that these changes
have a qualitative or revolutionary charaiter. rn turn, such an
acknowledgement demands that we re-examine certain established
dogmas. In partictilar, everyone is familiar with the thesis in
politico-economic literature (to be found in inore than one book) that
revolutionary forms of development are not typical of socialist
society: and that since we are-refetring to the immutabitity <>f a

y parh of development is possible.
with such a view und such

to rhe present they continue to
only one quality and profound,
hanges do not take place during
evelopment is evolirtionary. No

- Today, however, our concep,io.rt'tr"ttollrrlJi" ,, considerably
deeper. Socialism is- a very complex phenoinenon and a complex
society with definite levels and stages oi development. The transitionto a. new Tralitative state- is part of the dialectical ineaning of the
revolution. Naturally, by this *e do not mean social revoluti& uut inthe sense of the profundity, scale, type and character of the
transformations.

Here there arises the problem of defining the content of the
acceleration process. In my view, this does not coincide with the
concept of simple growth, especially in the traditional quantitative

rt, and am willing ro prove, that growth in
potential-let us say, irs doubling-will

ime in each successive period. If it iook us
ntial the last tir d will take lb Lrp to

2000, then after th e our potential ifter
?0-30. years. The e 1, ,o.i"ty cannot be
described by simple rameters. It is one thi;g io create
a country's primary ec and for pur.ely quantitative
parameters to grow to : it is quite another, to pose
the task of qualitatively sti"uct;re of that produitive
apparatus ancl its mo and renewal. And thar is the
substance of accelera^tion. It must strengthen the dynamism of the
economy, the pace of renewal, and the speed with which the system
reacts to needs as they arise. This dynamism is expressed in' such
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complex concepts as the comPression of time, and enlarging the
voluine of infoimation, which is neccssar\ to rervork into unit time.

Processes.'fher.e is also onc orher. nlajrtr. question. Tircla,v lvL' rnust not talk

ccon1;nt\r, trut as sonrr.:thilg ,:,tg;rnic:rlly linkecl v;ith ottr und*rstand-
ing of th;il e'r subjen,t. rrlziter"- In this; c k'c.uld iik. trt r.:ilc a colnnlcnl f,ngels rnadc in his

letter to (1" in whir:}1 irc tr.ies tr-, sllolv L;lis inter"connr:ction'a
g-;r:rrr:ral fu:rctions alisc in so,cictl' sc-' a u-p of

ficalsi i,-t tiinelc irt th": di'.'isiorl of labo these

in [Iir, narnr: ol, a;'rr] eltrr.tt:r instruction C)trce

There is another, nO less coinpicx question. By what rner:hanism

can we glralantce tleat. the ipterests of societ.v_ .:rs a wh6le are

ohservecl?" What is its essence? Vy'e shall not lle able to disr:uss this
question unless r,t e briirg the ent.

int,o its analysis: for u,ithout
dernocratised organisation of so

;rctivirjres of plannirrg and rnar-r

2:$.'ii

there is no guarantce tltat the interests of society rv-iil be met. Only in
this rvay, I believe, can rve fird a force that is not deflected by its own
interests and which will directlv expl-ess the economi< interest_s of
society and the people.

I would like to emphasise that we must overcome rhe artificial

planning to attempt a theoretical elaboration of all the problems
linked tci the mechanisrn of interaction between ..onomics and
politics in our instil.ute.

NOTES

I N{ikhail Gorbacher,. Paliti,tul Rel:art, oJ the CPSLI Central ()otnmiltee ttt the 27th purtt
Congress, Moscow, 1986, p. 47.

2 lbid., p" 48.
3 V. I. Lenin, Collzded l4furls, ll4oscon,. \j tA. 2'1" pp. 266.2tig,
4 K. Marx artl F. Engels, Sdettetl I,l/orlis, Vol.3, I4oscow, 1970, p.4g1.
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CRITICAL STUDIES
AND COMMENT

Econometrics and the Methodology
of New Classical Macroeconomics:
a Critique

Alexander LIVSHITS

Given the influence of monetarism and the supply-side movement
in today's non-Marxist political economy their critical analysis from a
Marxist-Leninist standpoint should not only reveal their class
substance but also show whether they provide a complete and
accurate picture of the economic realities. This will make it possible
to determine their practical value and, consequently, the effectiveness
of policy decisions based on them.

Such an analysis is all the more called for because the exponents
of new classical macroeconomics (neo-conservative schools) insist on
the validity of their ideas and claim that their significance transcends
the boundaries of economics. According to J. Wanniski, one of the
founders of the supply-side school, the supply model should be
accepted as "the framework for policy-makers for at least the next
generation or two".r In the 1980s calls for the "politicisation" of the
neo-conservative economic theories materialised in the economic
policies of the Reagan Administration, which to a considerable extent
are based on the monetarist and supply-side ideas.

Most neo-conservative authors see econometric models as a means
of matching their theoretical conclusions to the economic realities.

It should be pointed out from the outset that the econo-
metric models they use have been produced in accordance with
the methodological principles oI Frisch-Tinbergen 2 and are not
based on actual facts. The non-Marxist economics have developed
their own sets of problems, initial assumptions, axioms. constraints
and variables, as well as links between them formalised in the form of
equations. That is why the econometricians' claims that they "are
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trying to model the real world and estimate the models from actual
data"' are misleading, to say the least. These models are rooted in
different schools of non-Marxist political economy; they remain its
part as an element of the methodology of economic theories (whose
ideological underpinnings are patently clear).

The fundamental principles of the methodology of neo--
conservatism have been elaborated by Milton Friedman. Foremost
among them is the combination of formal logic in the elaboration of
theories, which has become a tradition in the classical economics, with
empirical studies. Dispensing with a straightforward analysis of
actual data, Friedman identifies empirical studies with economerric
investigations. In the view of Friedman and other theorists of
neo-conservatism, the latter should only be used as additional proof
of their findings, which are primarilv arrived ar as a result of
reasoning (e. g. on the government regulation of the economy). This
will also serve as proof of their usefulness to policy-makers.

Friedman's approach to the fundamental assurnptiorrs of econ-
omic theory is quite different: here all verification, including that
with the help of econometric models, is considered irrelevant. His
reasoning is that if theoretical conclusions are borne out by
model-based computations this only goes to show that the preceprs
have done their methodological job well and proved valuable tools of
theoretical analysis. "...The only relevant test of the ttali,di,ty of a
hypothesis," writes Friedman, "is comparison of its predictions with
experience. " a In the final analysis, Friedman and other neo-
conservative economists claim, the reality of the end results makes
cornpletely irrelevant the question of the unreality of the postulates.

This idea, which plays a central role in the methodology of
monetarism and the supply-side movement, is utterly untenable.
First, if the initial methodological assumprions are nor an abstracr
expression of the substance of the actual capitalist economy-and
this is something freely granted by Friedman et al.-the theories
based on them will inevitably present a distorted picture of the real
world. This process of distortion is as inexorable as formal logic itself
ancl no amount of econometric investigations will help, because the
econometric models are based on correlations which have been
arbitrarily arrived at by non-Marxist economics and do not provide
:rn accurate picture of the capitalisr economy.

Second, and what is more important, the postulate s are not
rnerely instruments of logical analysis. Flere are some examples
Iound in practically all neo-conservative economic theories: free
rnarket competition is an ideal economic mechanism; competition is
taking place among socialh, homogeneous rational subjects, who are
()perating in the circulation sphere with a view ro optimising their
rn'elfare; the objective of the government policies is to ensure
trnimpeded functioning of the market systern, correct its deficiencies,
cl c.
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These postulates, which are in obvious contradiction to the
realities of today's state-monopoly capitalism, are at the same time the
foundation stones of the Western economists' ideological positi<;ns.
They have been chosen for this function because they are based on
such tenets of economics as the refusal to recognise capitalism's social
antagonisms and class rrature, the acceptance of the exchange
approach and the claim that free competition is a tirneless factor.
Thus the monetarists and supplysiders "are in_ effect recapitulating
the ABC of the neo-classical econornic theory"'. They are trving to
explain reality not on the basis of facts but on the strength of
inadequate abstractions in the neo-classical manner, thus keeping
alive the methodological tradition of Western economics. In a critique
of Proudhon's ideas Marx wrote: "Instead ... of regarding the
political-economic categorics as abstract expressions of the real,
tl-ansitory, historic(al) social relations, Monsieur Proudhon, thanks to
a rnystic inversion, sees in the real relations only embodiments of
these abstractions. These atrstractions themselves are formulas which
have been slurnbering in the heart of God the Father since the
beginning of the world." u This observation of Marx's is fully
applicable to the theories of the present-day neo-conservatives.

Monetarists and supplysiders offer different interpretations of the
methodological role of econornetrics. However, for all their differ-
ences, most neo-conservatives give pride of place to reasoning, with
mathematical statistics and, to an even lesser extent, econometrics
playing only a subsidiary role.7

Today's status of the monetarist and supply-side theories in
contemporary non-Marxist political economy is as follows.

On the one hand, they represent a departure from the
fundamental principles of the classical economics exhaustively formu-
lated by the authors of the marginalism. Their present-day followers,
such as, for example, Friedrich von I{ayek and other members of the
Austrian school, reject mathematical models and statistical estimates
as unnecessary tools borrowed by economists from natural scientists,
and generate their theories solely by means of logical reasoning.
While sharing Friedman's ideological views, they are at the same time
opposed to his methodology.

On the other hand, the neo-conservatives' platform is criticised by
Western positivists, who feel that statistical generalisations are more
important than logical constructs. Neo-conservative ideas have also
drawn fire from econometricians, who believe that mathematical
statistics should be combined with purely mathematical operations. It
should be obvious therefore that neo-conservative econometrics are
in poor agreement with mathematical economics. For example,
K. Arrow and G. Debreu, who disagree with Friedman and stress the
overriding importance of mathematical methods, see the empirical
usefulness of a theory not in statistical estimates but, for example, in
its capability to prescribe conditions under which the equations of
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competitive equilibrium have a solution,s irrespective of the fact
whether these conditions provide an accurate and complete picture
of the real world.

In short, the neo-conservative economists have adopted a
compromise position which is an eclectic combination of the views of
the representatives of the above-mentioned schools on the
methodological role of econometrics in econornics.

This is not new in Western economics. A similar attempt was
already rnade by W. Leontief, who built his input-ourtput equations
by combining Americarr sratistics with L. Valras' model of market
equilibrium. Similarly, I. l"ishel married the logical reasoning of the
old Chicago school (F. I(night, J. Viner, and G. Simons) ro
mathematical-statistical computations characterising the impact of
monetary policies on the capitalist economy. From the merhodologi-
cal viewpoint the icleas rif neo-conservative economists differ from
the theories of Valras-Leontief ancl Fisher mainly in the specific
characteristics of the immediate object of analysis. Whereas Fisher's
theory is limited to rnatters of rnonetary regulation and the
Valras-Leontief theory does not concern itself with the analysis of
aggregate demand and the economic role of the sovernment, the
monetarists and the supplysiders are dealing with a broad range of
problems in the economics and policies of today's capitalism. The
neo-conservatives' theories lay claim to having provided answers to
such major problems of the capitalist world as stagflation and the
slowing down of economic growth.

Methodology-u'ise, present-day neo-conservative theories are
characterised by greater Iogical consistency than purely positivist
rnodels, less br-azen dogmaticism than the ideas of the Austrian
school and greater realism than the mathematical economics. Its
methodological, the<iretical and ideological underpinnings have made
neo-conservative theories eminently acceptable for the ruling quarters
of certain capitalist countries which were looking for an alternative to
the Keynesian strategy of economic regulation.

As far as the subject-matter of economic science is concerned, the
monetarists and supplysiders share the traditional Western econom-
ists' view. As a result, the equations in the neo-conservative models
are but fonnalisations of irrelevant abstractions about the apparent
aspects of the capitalist economic mechanism. It might be added in
this connection that all econometric models are usually based not
only on postulates of some economic theory but also on certain
zrssumptions. Friedman and his followers, however, have not only
dispensed with empirical testing of their fundamental postulates but
also with proving the validity of their initial assumptions. In their
rnodels the inclusion of certain categories as variables and the
relegation of others to the status of assumptions is dictated by what
the economists are out to prove and by the prototypes arrived at by
r-easonlng.

I
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This has led to the belittling of the role of econometrics in the
works of monetarists and supplysiders. Setting out to prove the
validity of their logical conclusions, they perform econometric
investigations on the basis of carefully selected sets of variables and
assumptions, statistical data, time horizons and even countries. If the
end result is what that they set out to prove it is elevated to the rank
of factual proof of the validity of theory, whose fundamental
provisions are hailed as economic laws. What we have here, ho'rvever,
is nothing more than a different, statistical form of Presenting the
neo-conservatives' ideas. To put it in other words, econometrics is

being adapted to neo-conservative theories and largely transformed
from an analytical tool into a form of presentation.

Further on, since Friedman's methodological principles are now
shared by many Western economists there is a growing area of
confrontation between the supporters and opPonents of neo-
conservative economics mainly over problems subjected to economet-
ric analysis. The opponents are making their case with the help of
investigations based on different models, different statistics, different
time horizons, etc. This debate is not fortuitous. It is no accident that
the econometric weapon is most actively used in the controversy over
the effects of Keynesian macroeconomic regulation on the capitalist
economy. In the final analysis this clash of opinions is the r:eflection
of the clash of group interest caused by fear of both the rampant
inflation, largely triggered b1' Keynesian regulation, and budget
deficits and unemployment, largely brought about by the implemen-
tation of the neo-conservative political doctrine. The role of
econometrics has thus been reduced to the provision of statistical
arguments for the principal movements in non-Marxist economics
which for all their differences have the same main objectives.

Criticising bourgeois statistical economists, Lenin stressed that in
the process of scientific analysis "...we must take not individual facts,
but the sum total of facts, without a sr,ngle exception, relating to the
question under discussion,"n because otherwise subjective evaluat.ions
may appear, which sometimes even border on the delitrerate
doctor-ing of statistical data. That this observation is also applicable to
the neo-ionservative school is evidenced by its use of ecnnometrics.

One of the central provisions of monetarism is that the rnain
factor determininp; the short-term dynamics of production is the
fluctuation of m6ney supply. The entire concept of monetary

simpll, not the case.
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These precepts of the monetarist theory have found expression in
econometric models perrnitting the estimation of time lags in
different scenarios of monetarisr policies and the obtaining of
arguments proving the case of the Western economisrs in question.
These models are based on the marhematical-statistical analysis of
dynamic series reflecting the rates of growrh of money supply and
the gross national product in real terrns. These econometric models
have the same ideological underpinnings as their underlying
monetarist assumptions.

R. Barro, a prominent theorist of neo-conservatism, perforrns his
econometric computations on rhe basis of similar principles. The
central feature of his model is the econometric analysis of the
dependence of fluctuations in unemployment levels on'changes in
the money supply, unexpected for rational subjects. According to
him, the criterion of unexpectedness is the conduct of a Keynesian
monetary policy, i.e. for the short-term regulations of interest rates,
the financing of budget deficits and so on. As a consequence, rhe
neo-conservatives view such computations as a proof of another
Iogical conclusion: namely that Keynesian monetary policies are
ecluivalent to the state interference in the functioning of the labour
market, as a result of which the unemployment rate deviates from
the natural rate characteristic of the free competition system. These
econometric evaluations are used as an argument against the
Keynesian and the countercyclical regulation of the economy in
general and as a case for neo-conservative economic policies, in
which, ?^s Barro puts it, "there is no countercyclical role for
money".'u

M. Feldstein's models are mathematical formulations of a number
of provisions of the supply-side theory which claim among other
things that an imperfect taxarion system and federal social spending
exert a negative influence on private saving and investment.

These models are in effect based on neo-classical thinking. For
example, blindly idealising free enterprise system the neo-
conservatives think that the marginal level of raxation in the
developed capitalist countries is too high and as a result leads to the
deviation of the marginal efficiency of the factors of production from
values characteristic of free market economy. As a result, they go on
to say, owners of capital refrain from new investment. Private saving
:rlso dwindles, because federal social programmes encourage the
rational men not to save but to spend extra income. In what amounts
to a demonstration of the neo-conservatives' ideologies Feldstein calls
on the governments_to phase out federal pension schemes and other
social prograrnmes." It is obvious that speculation on the imperfec-
tions of the taxation system and the federal social security schemes
:rre used to justify the policies of conservative governments which
LJrant tax concessions to business and erode the living standard <if
lvorking people.

I
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As we have already pointed out, the above reasoning and their
econometric versions present a distorted vir:w- of the real economic
mechanism. It is common knowledge that. the dynamics of capitalist
production are determined not by money supply fluctuatiotrs and
monetary shocks brought about by Ke1,n6.ior-, regulation, but by
capitalism's objective economic laws.

The neo-consen,ative economists claim that their econometric
estimates and the statistical data they are baser-l on are in good
agreement with their logical constructions. Or-r this score it is first of
all necessary to point out that the l:rtter are in effect a ratlrer abstract
discussion of rational men who furrction in conditions of frce
competition and whose preferences are affected b1, the "wrong", i. e.
Keynesian, economic policies. To put it differently, thcse logical
constructiorrs operate with microeconomtc nol;ians horrowecl from
various marginalist theories and descrihing the rational men's
behaviour. As for econometfi(; investigations they are a different
story altogether': the rnodels cornpare macraecowrwlic aggrcgates-gross
rcvenlle from taxatiorl, unemployment rate, rrrone)' supply, govern-
rnent spending and so on. T'hese riotions :rre used to clescribe the
economic mech;rnism as a whok:.

Sincc the neo-coflscrvatives' k:gical con$tructions are confined to
arbitrarl, eccxl,lrnies which have little irt comrnon v:ith tirr: r'eal world,
it turns out that the nco-cotrscrvatives l'atiocinate in one conceptual
langrrage, while their econornettir: st.udies have a different object and
use ?l differcnt language. Such cornputations for obvious reasons
cannot serve as an econornctric proof of thc validity of logicai
corrstructions. 'Ihe inevitabic r:onclusion is thir.l 'n,eithe'r the neo-
conseruatirtes' initi,al postulate.s mar their ktgicnl. construt,tions are supparled
by actual./a,ch. What .remains is the conclusions of I&'estern econonrisls
concerning econotnic policy, for example, t.hat pJovernment sor-ial
spending and high taxes reduce private saving (F"eldstr:in), or thal
Keynesian monetary poiicies increase unemployrrcnt (Ilarro).

L4atches tretween statistical indexes and tl-ie precepts of neo-
conserval-isrn do not guaranlee the validity of the lattei-. The degree
of realism o[ the ecorrometric rnoclels used bl, \A/esterri economists
deperids, {irst, on their quality, fot exarnple, on the realisrr o{ their
assumpt.ions and the adequacy of their statistical data to the
phenomer-ra they purport to measure. T'hus Friedman's lollowers
build into their models their erroneous views of the capitaList
economy. Many important factors are either relegated to the status of,
assumptions (whose importance is considered to be negligible) or
completely ignored. In contrast minor factors are not infreqirently
built into models as variatrles. It should be noted in this connection
that, emulating Friedman, most olher neo-c()nscrvalive economists
pass over in silence the question of the correctness of their
assumptions and reject the need of testing their validity. What is
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more, the justification of the choice of statistical dara is usually
clispensed u,ith.

Second, in an ideal situation the realism of econometric results is
the function of their universal application to all times and countries.
f'he universality of the neo-conservative models, however', is rather
limited, because their results are contradicted by the numerous
findings of the opponents of monetarism ancl the supply-side
economlcs.

It looks like the outcome of "the war of the models" u'ill not be in
favour of the monetarists and the supplysider-s. Over the last few
years Western economists peformed nrany econonretlic studies of the
impact of government social programmes on private saving and
irrvestment. About 75 per cent of them disprove Felclstein's conclu-
sions. The lion's share (70 per cenr) of the remainder were obtained
by Feldstein himself,12 rvho is thus on a sorl of lonely Cr-usade.

The ovt-'rall conclusion is that although neo-conser.vative
econometrics is in many instanccs perfcr:tly souncl rnathematically it
provides but a distolted view of r-eality. l-his is a deficienr:y frnrn
which thc whole of the non-Marxist political econoiary suffers. What
is peculiar to neo-conservative r:conomctrics is that it substitutes a
rnathematical-statistical justification for factual proof.

I'or example, Western cconomists er-roneously regalcl rhc findings
o[ Bart'o and Feldstein :rs fnctual proof of thc {act rhat thr: problems
of the capitalist econorny are due exclusively to thr "wrong", i.e.
Keynesian, policies of the Westcrn govcrl"rmcnts, and r.hat they can be
solved by means of neo,conservative economic polir:ies. The Political
ldeport of the CPSLI (lentral Cornrnittec ro rhc 27th CPSU (-rongrcss
had the folkrr,'ing ro say on rhis scorc: "'tr'he problems and crises
r:xpcrienced by the capitalist. ivorld. arise u-ithin its own systern aird
are a natural resuJt of thc interrral ;rntaEonisti'c cont.radictions of the
old society." 13 LInemp:lo)rrncnt and inflation zrloug rvith the econorni<:
slowdolvn are mani{est-atiorrs ,:f thc aBgi'avating general crisis of
capitalism, which docs not cleirend on policy changcs of, arr;,, one
!{overrrment. Thcy are thc result of the lv<)rkinE4s of er:Onomjc laws
rrnder rnonopoly capitalism.

At the sarne time it has to bc concedccl that there is a degree of
realism in the econonretric assesslnc)nts of neo-conservative econom-
isrs: they do provirle a glimpse of the functiona.l, unstatrle links
lretween the different parts of the capit:rlist economic mechanism.
For example, governfilent interverttion in the circulation sphere
(including that along Keynesian line s) does affect (somerimes
rrcgatively) production and employment under capitalisrn. The
rcalism of neo-conservative econornetrics is lirnitert to the discovery of
the crisis in the post-war s).stem of government regulation.

In his methodological rnani{esto of neo-conservatism Friedman
pointed out that all of his conclusions should tre put to the test of
.'t:onometrics. This intention notwithstanding, there are pr.ecious few
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neo-conservative econometric results that support the monetarist and
supply-side positive programmes, rather than reveal the deficiency of
the 

^Keynesiin-style iegulation. For example, the central provision of
monetarism, viz. that ihe slower growth of the money supply should
stabilise prices and reduce production fluctuations, has not been
proven siatistically. Neither has the idea that the curtailment of
gor.r.r-".rt sociai spending would have a beneficial effect on the
Japitalist economy, .b. ..ry cther highly abstract recommendations of
the monetarists and supplysiders.

Let us take, for "*u-pl., the so-called Laffer effect, which holds a

central place in the supply-side theory. Its main idea is that tax cuts

would siimulate businesi activity and in the longer run lead to the
growth of investment, employment and revenue fiom taxation''a This
Eff..t, far removed from the realities of present-day capitalism was

formulated by the US economist A. Laffer strictly in accordance with
the methodology of the mathematical economic theory.

Meanwhile iil utt"-pts to place an econometric foundation under
it have proved futile. For example, Feldsteirr's calculations, in
addition to other deficiencies, wer3 shown to contain an efror, whose

correction also led to the disappearance of matches proving the
existence of the Laffer effect.r5 An econometric study carried out by
opponents of neo-conservatism has shown that for the Laffer effect
to te triggered it would be necessary to raise income tax in the USA
to at least 70 per cent(!).16 Only in this case will its reduction prcrduce

the effect preiicted by the neo-conservative economist. In reality the
income tu* .ut" in the United States is only one third that assumed in
the Laffer model, which goes to prove its sPeculative character.

The same holds for other econometric studies called to corrobo-
rate neo-conservatism's positive provisions. It is a matLer of record
that the supply-side thiory is full of internal contradictions. For
example, theie' is Poor agreement betr'^'/een its presentations of tax
and rironetary poliiies. On the ol e hand, on the strength of their
theory of the marginal efficiency of production factors, the monetar-
ists hope to be able to stimulate investment by means of marginal tax
,ot"r. b. the other hand, fully in line with monetarist philosophy,
they insist on strict controls on the growth of the money supply,
which normally leads to higher interesr rate and pfevents the gro,wth
of private investment. That this contradiction cannot be reso]ved
eithlr in theory or in practice is evidenced by the results of the 1981

rax law in the USA, which fell far short of the Administration's
forecasts about the rates of growth of private investment proved to
be wrong.

Neveitheless the US neo-conservative economist T. Roth decided
to take on this task. He contended that tax cuts lead to thc falloff in
the aggregate (net) money demand. In this situation the decrease in
the m&ef supply, on which the monetarists insist, would correspond
to a lower demand and would not lead to higher interest rates and
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shrinking investment, which in T. Roth's view, removes all contradic-
tions in the supply-side theory.

The Roth model is worth a second look, because it is not only a

rare attempt to conduct an econometric analysis of neo-conservatism's
positive elements. It is also based on US statistical data of the
Reaganomics vintage. Roth uses mathematical statistics techniques to
calculate the impacts of certain factors determining the money
demand and finds that the most important of them is the rati<>

between the volumes of profit and wages-the greater this ratio the
lesscr the money demand. Since according to Roth tax cuts are
accompanied by the growth of this ratio, the contradictions in the
theory are said to be removed. This leads him to hail econometric
assessments as a proof of the fact that "...supply-side tax cuts-
including cuts in marginal tax rates and saving incentives generally-
can be reconciled with steady, systematic reductions in the rate of
increase of the money supply".17

Such calculations cannot be accepted as proof of the validity of
the positive provisions of the supply-side economics. First, the
statistical aggregate used by Roth to define the money demand is less

than the mass of money in circulation. Neither does it adequately
reflect the total money demand. The choice of a different aggl'egate
would have led to a different statistical estimate. Second, the ratio
between profit and wages is the principal only among the factors
which Roth included in his model, dispensing with the need to justify
their choice. Third, the de pendence between tax cuts and the
increase in the profit-to-wages ratio was rsimply postulated by the
:ruthor of the model. In our view, like Barro and Feldstein Roth
rcsorted to dubious devices: while estimating the impact of the
profit-to-wages ratio on the money demand he draws conclusions
;rbout something different, namely about the impact of the tax rate
on this demand. We submit that in reality the relationship between
the dynamics of profits and wages is mainly due not to the tax rate
lluctuations but to the operation of the univetsal law of accumulation
rrrrder capitalism.

The US econornic record in the 1980s shows that the neo-
r onservative theory and policies based on it confain certait-t internal
, ontradictions. This notwithstanding, supply-side econometric strrdies,
irrcluding that of Roth, set out t() provc the contrary. For all their
rrurthematical ancl statistical soundness they are at variance with thc
l;r<'tS.

'I'he conclusion is that the monetarists and supplysiders use
,.r onor-netrics less fol the verification and justification of their positivt:
rt'r ornmend:rtions ()n economic policy than for criticising Kevnesiatr
rrlcrts. -['heir recommenclations aboul changes in thc existing system
,,1 {r()\'crnmcnt economic regulatittn, arrived at by lneans of
rr':rsottittg and purely mathematical techniques, are divorc:ed frorn
lilt. 'l-hc ideological ftrnction of ec-onometrics, rvhich on thc r.vhole
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plays a subsidiary role in the methodology of monetarism and the
supply-side economics, is primarily to provide factual proof to the
neo-conservatives' conclusions that were postulated a piiori.
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MAN AND NATURE

The Ecological lmperative

Nikita MOISEYEV

Humanity has entered a new era of its existence when the
potential of the environment modification means it has created
becomes commensurate with the potent natural forces of the planet.
This generates not only feelings of pride but also apprehension for it
is fraught with aftereffects which nor so long ago we had no grounds
to ponder in earnest but which-and now this all too obvi<-rus-can
sound the death knell for civilisation and even for every living thing
on Earth. The above means that all those who bear the burden of
responsibility for scientific and technical progress and, what's more,
for using its achievements for practical purposes are now confronred
with an objective demand to take into account the vulnerability of the
natural environment, not to allow anything exceeding the "permissi-
ble limits", to gain a deeper insight into the very essence of the
r:omplex and interrelated phenomena inherent therein, and not to go
rrgainst the laws of nature so as to avoid triggering irreversible
processes. A scientifically justified prognosis should form the basis
for any environment modification acrions. Meeting this demand is a
rnust, irrespective of whether a given measure is regional, continental
r>r global in scale. We call this demand an ecological imperotiue. lt
should be respected not only by those engaged in economic acriviries
lrut also by political leaders whose actions determine ways of dealing
with international problems.

The term "human ecology" has appeared in recent decades. In
Greek, "ecology" means a study of one's home. For mankind,
however, the whole planet is its home. Consequently, in using this
t('rm we have in mind problems of a global magnitude, problerns of
st trdying our habitat as an integral planetary whole in the complex of
irrtcrrelationships between social and natural factors, with the social
lrt:ing moved to the fore because this is conscious and purpose-
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oriented human activity in vigorously pursuing interests of people.
This means a need to take into account not only the power of the
modern-day productive forces but also the nature of production
relations which are superimposed by a complex structure of
appropriate social institutions. This superstructure, as we all know,
also includes the totality of spiritual phenomena, the "ideal" that
leaves its imprint on the form and content of human activity. Among
those phenomena we list, in palticttlar, ecological awareness under-
pinned by the ecological imperative as realisation of the objective
necessity to take into consideration not merely the laws of nature but
:rlso the "technical conditions" which nature puts before us. I wish to
qualify at once the expression "technical conditions" for, although
representing an occupation which has nothing to do with the
humanities, I have a negative attitude to the technocratic or
scientism-oriented view of the world and of practical transformative
activities. Indeed, "man is the measure of all things", according to an
ancient philosopher. Within the limits set by nature herself, first and
foremost, I see the interests of man who lives by nature, transforms it
through his work and thus creates himself. "History itself is a real
part of natural history-of nature's coming to be man'"'

It is quite clear that the natural-scientific and the humanitarian
aspects form an integral whole within the ecological imperative. I
believe that the two things are so closely intertwined that one should
be seen in the other, and vice versa. An active "alloying ingre-
dient"-not a mechanical impurity but an organic effective factor
which imparts special attributes-is political awareness that is

reflective of social orientation. Speaking of the ecological imperative,
we do not abstract ourselves from political realities and do not try to
"rise above" them but perceive the whole complexity and contradic-
toriness of today's world in which, concurrently with the exacerbation
of global trends (predicated on the growing industrial pressure and
consequences of the scientific and technological revolution), the
interrelationship of heterogeneous economic and social processes
gains in strength. From this standpoint. an important place in
ecological sciences is given to the problem of averting global
ecological crises.

Throughout the history of our planet, ecological crises and
disasters have more than once shaken the biosphere, killing many a

living species and substantially changing the genotypical constitution
of the living world. Those catastrophes have been triggered, apart
from the geological processes on Earth itself, by predominantly
external, cosmic things such as, for instance, clashes with interplanet-

in th Earth's orbit and
is of No matter how
ight be ruled out in
peak has to take into

account the possibility of this kind of ecological crisis.
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Today we are much more concerned, however, about ecological
crises generated by people. As society evolves, man's impact on
nature is becoming more sizable. It has more than once brought
about catastrophic consequences. For instance, at the dawn of
civilisation, mismanagement of irrigation and excessive cattle grazing
resulted in rendering infertile the lands of North Africa and the
Middle East. There are numerous other examples of ecological crises
predicated on the historical limitations of both practice and scientific
knowledge.

But the past ecological crises, caused by practical actions, were
local in their implications and posed no threat to humanity as a
whole. Now, given the enormous increase in the technical might and
energy power of civilisation, the picture has become quite different.
The contradiction between man and his environment is aggravated
by social contradictions. IJnder capitalism, they are antagonistic in
nature. The question of an ecological imperative at the international
level was raised sharply for the first time when atomic energy was
harnessed and used for military purposes.

After the tragedy of Hiroshima and Nagasaki the whole world has
set to studying the possible consequences of a nuclear war, i.e. the
destruction from the most powerful of blasts, the spread of radiation,
and biological devastation. Over recent years, research into climatic
effects has also been conducted. Attention was drawn to them in the
late 1970s following a theoretical analysis, conducted in the West
German Max Planck Institute, of possible massive fires. It was
cstablished that nuclear strikes against major cities would produce
thick clouds of soot which would all but obscure the sunlight.
Depending on the kind of fire, only one-thousandth to one-millionth
of the light usually coming to the Earth 'rvould penetrate those clouds.
Under their black mantle total darkness would descend accompanied
by a sharp drop in temperature.

On the basis of his calculations, American astronomer Carl Sagan
has drawn up several "scenarios" of the climatic after-effects of a
rruclear war. According to his estimates, even a fraction of the
t'urrently stockpiled nuclear potential is more than enough to put
irnpenetrable soot clouds over a considerable part of the northern
hemisphere. Words such as "nuclear night", "nuclear winter", etc.
:rppear in the press.

The next move was made by the Computer Centre of the USSR
Ac:ademy of Sciences which, as specialists acknolvledge, created the
lirst version of the biosphere's mathematical model. We undertook
clforts in this direction in the early 1970s in order to get a toe for
studying the biosphere as an integral whole. By the early 1980s, we
;rlready had a computing $stem. A computing (or simulating) system is
:r r:omplex of mathematical models, simulating a phenomenon being

j
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explored, interconnected by a guiding programme into an integral
whole and equipped with essential mathematical software that makes
possible complex mathematical experiments with objects which do
not lend themselves to direct experiments. The system was able to
assess peculiarities of the global processes transpiring in the
biosphere, primarily, in the atmosphere and ocean. By then, the
USSR had accumulated experience in carrying out large-scale
experiments, using the above-mentioned computing system. It was
only natural to use it for exploring various effects of a nuclear war,
following the available "scenarios", and in particular for tracing the
fate of the soot clouds produced by fires which would start as a resulr
of nuclear strikes against cities. The calculations were made by the
Computer Centre staff in the summer of 1983. They showed the
climatic changes that would result from the events described in
Sagan's "scenarios".2 It was ascertained that, within the first month
following a catastrophe, all soot clouds would merge into a single
cloud. This would totally revamp the structure of atmospheric
circulation. Gradually, the black cloud would shroud our planet in a
thick, all but impenetrable mantle.

The optical thickness (that is the degree of light penetrability) of
the soot blanket would depend on the scale of the nuclear disaster. If
the nuclear strikes measured 10,000 megatons (i.e. one half million
Hiroshima bombs), only one-ten-thousandth to one-hundred-
thousandth part of the light would reach the Earth's surface. Should
it measure merely (sic!) something like 100 megatons, which is
equivalent to the atomic strike of several modern submarines, the
planet would nonetheless be shrouded in a soor cloud, through which
about a one-hundredth part of the usual amount of sunlight could
Penetrate.

Lacking solar energy, the Earth's surface would cool rapidly, with
the average temperature dropping by 15 to 20 degrees or even more
in the very first month following the catastrophe. This means that
there would be a sub-zero temperature over the entire landmass, with
abnormal and quite substantial drops below the freezing point in
some regions (in Saudi Arabia, Yakutia and on the eastern coast of
the United States it would fall by 40 degrees or more). Above-zer.r
temperatures would be registered only on the surface of the oceans
which constitute huge reservoirs of heat. The atmosphere would
become very stable, convection would disappear, and return to
normal conditions would occur very slowly.

The clearing up would depend on the force of the weapons
used, i.e. given an aggregate force of 100 megatons, it would begin
at the end of the third month following an explosion, but with a
10,000 megaton strike the soot in the atmosphere would not clear up
entirely even after a whole year, and the biosphere parameters would
substantially change.
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The model consrrucred in the Soviet Union made it possible to
assess the nature of climatic consequences for " ,r.r"-y.r. period.
similar calculations were then made in the USA. The American
experts used an atmospheric circulation model that enabled them to
assess the situation only for the first month following a nuclear
disaster. But one year thereafter the US also carried o"ut extensive
calculations which yielded results, to all intents and purposes identical
with ours.

new arguments which being based on rnathematical calculations
graphically -show the consequences of a dangerous situation, both in
general and in parricular. Besides, the resulis obtained have become
the subject of open scientific discussion by broad cross-sections of
scholars all over the world, who stand on different ideological and
political positions.

Prof. Thomas Malone of the United States, for example, stated at
a scientific meeting rhat none of the scholars had ever intended to

regards assessing the aftereffects of a nuclear disaster, most scientists,
rvhether Soviet or American, are of one mind.

The 1983 studies have conclusively demonstrated that a nuclear
rvar would be fatal for all humaniry. The very fact of a nuclear strike
t'ntails rerribution on those who clealt it, and in the event of such a
\trar no one will survive, no matter where they are: in Europe, Asia,
Arnerica or Africa. In lg84-lg8b, within the framework of rhe
irrternational programme scopE (scientific committee on problems
.I the Environment), in the comp*ter centre of the ussR Academy,f Sc-iences Y,. Svirezhev conducied a detailed analysis of changes in
tlre biosphere, that could occur as a result of a nuclear war. It
lrccame clear that the biosphere would be drastically altered. The
higher animals ancl plants in their majority would probably dic. The('(lu:rtorial zone and median lartitudes would suffei most. It is quite
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poss;ble that after a while the biosphere would revert to being a
realm of procaryotes.

The above-mentioned works deal with the effects of fires caused
by a nuclear war rather than with consequences of the war itself. But
there will be other physical and physico-chemical effects. What's
more, the fires and clouds of soot may well occur even without
nuclear strikes. Hamburg in 1943 and Dresden in 1945 were totally
destroyed by fire whirlwinds (or fire tornadoes, in modern usage)
triggered off by conventional weapons. Imagine what would happen
if advanced nuclear weapons were employed, weapons whose yields
are incomparably greater than everything the armies had during the
Second World War. Thus, the studies conducted in the 1980s have
manifested the deadly peril of using modern weapons of mass
destruction.

No less harmful are the "..:r:-:alamities" in which the danger
approaches invisibly. Such situations were also analysed at the
Computer Centre of the USSR Academy of Sciences.

The boundaries of changes in the biosphere parameters, which
make possible the existence of civilisation, form a surprisingly narrow
corridor. For instance, a drop of 3.5-4 degrees in the average annual
temperature of the Earth would entail grim consequences. Converse-
ly, no less dangerous is an increase by 4 or 5 degrees. Withal, given a

further extensive growth in power generation, the Earth's climate will
inevitably get warmer. Were it not for the greenhouse effect due
largely to man-made water vapour and carbon dioxide, the planet's
average temperature would be lower by 33-34 degrees. This means
that life on Earth would be impossible. The concentration of r:arbon
dioxide in the atmosphere keeps rising, and now it is 17 Per cent
higher than at the beginning of the century. In 50 years it will
double. What will be the result? A respective analysis was conducted
in 1980 with the aid of our biosphere models system. As it turned
out, such an increase in the carbon dioxide concentration is enough
to substantially change the structure of atmospheric circulation,
moisture transfer and, consequently, the distribution of the biota
productivity. Further aridisation (desertification) would affect many
regions of the world, in particular the Great Eurasian Steppe.
Accordingly, a decline in the agricultural potential is to be expected
in those areas. At the same time, in Central and North Western
Russia, the Soviet Baltic Republics and Byelorussia, as well as in the
north and west of the Ukraine, agricultural production conditions
will improve for it will be warmer and more humid there. Such
information acquires not only scientific but also practical significance'

Bearing in mind the potentialities of computer-assisted mathemat-
ical experiments, \ve are preparing research into the effects of certain
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other large-scale anthropogenic impacts. For example, the Ocean is
steadily being polluted, which resuhs in a changing relationship
betr.veen the Ocean and the atmosphere, that may sometime in the
future noticeably affect the planet's climatic conditions. In the
polluted harbour areas, evaporation from the ocean surface is the
principal source of earth humidity, the basis of life on our planer.

And what about the acid rains? Caused by power generation and
chemical industries, they have turned into a real calamity for vast
areas, altering their natural characteristics.

I don't even dare mention all sorts of engineering projects such as
diversion of river run-offs or chaneing ocean streams; etc., which are
technically feasible bur can cause irreversible changes in the human
habitat as a whole. Dangers linked with the mismanagement of
today's technological might lie in wait for us everywhere, and the
further development of mankind and progress of civilisation
irrcreasingly require a scientific prognosis of possible situations with
due regard for the ecological imperative.

To put it briefly, the ecological imperative compels humanity to
think and to live in a new way. This call was clearly voiced at the
27th CPSU Congress. We see our rask in putting it into practice.

In terms of ecological policy, a point of departure is the
achievements of modern science which regards marr, humanity
and the environment as an integral whole.

I believe that Soviet science rests on a sound methodological
foundation. Russian natural scientists have always been known for
rnaterialism, systems approach and a longing for broad generalisa-
tions based on a sporltaneous dialectic approach. Of major signifi-
cance for the issue under discussion are, within the framework of this
tradition, the works by Vladimir Vernadsky. Late in the last cenrury
he got down to formulating concepts of how the biosphere would
develop in the future. In his opinion, the entire image of our planet,
its landscapes, its thick sedimentary rocks, and chemism of the
:rtmosphere and ocean are accounted for by the influence of Iiving
matter. Life is not nature's play of chance but a sequel of the
processes of self-organisation transpiring therein, a natural stage in
the evolution of the space body called Earth. Another narural step is
the appearance of man and human society. It marks a new quality in
the life of the biosphere, with its evolurion being increasingly
predicated on human purpose-oriented activity. Proceeding from
general cultural premises, Vernadsky was well aware that man would
have to bear the burden of responsibility for the fate of the
biosphere. This is an essenrial condition for the evolution of
c'ivilisation.

The human environment governed by scientific intelligence has
been called by Vernadsky a noosphere, and his scientific manuscriprs
rrrc full of his reflections on it. The transition of the biosphere into
the noosphere implies not only a qualitatively new stage in the



evolution of the human cornmunitv but also a new phase in the
development of our space home.

Of gre at importance in Vernadsky's teaching was a clear
understanding of the fact that the transition could not take place
automatically. Man has always changed the environment to sLlit
himself, simultaneously aclapting to its peculiarities and changes. For
a while this process transpired ever so slowly and spontanr:ously. But
gradrrally man's impact on naturc grew stronger. Vernadsky pre-
sumed that a time would inevitably come when man u'ould be the
dominant factor in the biosphere's evolution, and then the envirtln-
ment features would change so rapidly that mankind would have tr.r

work out a single strategy for the development of the biosphere and
new standards of its organisation antl lifestyle.

The desire of eminent natural scientists to cognise lifer around
them and to comprehend trends in its development as rvell as

attempts to picture a future society are a typical phenomenon.
According to Lenin, scientists and experts rl'ould come to recognise
communism through data provided by their respective sciences, irt
their olvn peculiar ways. This is the trend that becomes evident in
tracking back the evolution of Vernadsky's views. It is not incidental
that during the hard years towards the end of the Second \Alorld War
he wrote that we were entering the noosphere. What is most
important for us, however, was the fact that the ideals of our
democracy were advancing abreast with the erratic geological process,
with the laws of nature, and were in keeping with the noosphere.
Therefore we could look into our future with certainty. It was in our
hands. And we would not let it out.

The problem reflected upon by Vernadsky is full of uncertainties
for we do not yet knorv many things, we are not yet aware of the full
extent of our possibilities in critical situations, and we are in for new
scientific discoveries and technological breakthroughs. There are
tremenclous difficulties inherent both in the objectively existing
multitude of conditions necessary for the evolution of society and in
the divergence of goals and the contradictoriness of aspirations and
value patterns of people living in various social and natural
conditions, etc., etc. Nonetheless, because of the ecological irnperative
it is necessary right now to look for and take decisions dictated by
them.

In problem situations, as is prompted by our scientific experience,
there is no use to search at once for a "definitively best" solution or
to work out an "absolutely optimal" strategy. It behooves us, first
and foremost, to study peculiarities of the task and to define actions
that cannot be permitted under any circumstances. This is a

somewhat simpler job. Our analysis of the consequences of a nuclear
war is an illustration of such a solution. Such an approach does not
impose a single mode of action and preserves a certain freedom of
choice, making it possible to meet various additional provisions and
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to settle the contradictions which cannot be foreseen in the initial
scenarto.

In a nutshell, the ecological imperative expresses the need to
assess the consequences of any activity, entailinf interference in the
natural environment. Such assessments call for analysing the versions
of solutions at the national or international level and, ionsequently,
setting -up res_pecrive institutions and establishing appropriate legal
principles and a system of procedures which lint - 

togeirrer either
intrastate (interdepartmental, interregional) interests tr those of
varrous states.

Today, numerous projecrs are pur forward within the national
framework of various countries, which might lower ecological stability
and gradually erode the biosphere's state necessary to mankind's
existence. such projects are every now and then geared to satisfy
only narrow departmental interests. what is needed io avoid mistakes
is openness, glasnost of the decisions taken and account of the views
of not only decision-makers but also of the Iarge scientific community
and people in general. It is needed to provide legal support for such
glasnost and to work our a clear-cut procedure, espeiially when it
:oT.r-lo major regions with mukimillion populations (for example,
in dealing with problems concerning a regi,onal realrocation of witer
resources) in order not only ro enhance the responsibility of
specialists but also to secure high scientific quality of the projects
themselves.

It is imperative to enact a guaranteed procedure under which any
project that substantially affects ecological conditions should be
subject to analysis within a special interdepartmental research
programme. And it must be interdepartmenral, i.e. capable of
forming an objective opinion in keeping with the interesis of the
whole nation.

Apparently, social a_nd ecological development will increasingly
compel society to interfere drastically with the biosphere structure
and to change its local characteristics. But each and every case of
such interference should be preceded by an in-depth preliminary
study of the situation, and a decision should be taken only-after it has
been scientifically proved beyond any shadow of doubt that it is
simply impossible to go on living, unless the new project is
implemented, and that its implementation would not adveriery affect
the ecological situation. In the ussR, such studies can be conducted
by the Academy of Sciences in cooperation with sectoral academies
and ministries. In enterprises of this kind there should be no
departmentalism, parochialism or guild-type exclusiveness. Nor
should there be a monopoly of scientific information when it comes
to ecological problems touching upon the interests of vast territories
and calling for involvement iri their solution of representatives of
various fields of science and practice, various ug.r-rii.r and institu-
tions. The ecological imperative presupposes high professional ethics
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for which nothing is more important and meaningful than the truth
of science and civic duty.

A sysrem of preliminary integrated ecological expertise should be

supported by the en
country. Legal and
separate subject. Yet
have a clear-cut and
resources. The ussR Academy of Sciences has now drafted a

provision concerning ad hoc scientific collectives. Apparently, such a
iorm is also convenient for carrying out Preproject studies'

Yet, national means and national organisations alone may prove
inadequate for assessing and comparing versions of large-scale
human actions. This callJ for international cooperation. Today, many
environment modification arrangements by one or another country
may have diverse and far-reachlng implications affecting ecological

.o.rditio.r. in other countries and likely to influence the biosphere as

a whole. For instance, if polluted, the Gutf of Mexico where the Gulf
Stream originates can change the latter's chalactelistics so drastically
that it *oJd immediately affect the climate of Europe. The effect of
ecological phenomena generated by the expandin_g chemical industry
and ii-re ,ie of coal in power production, as well as other economic

activities, continues to rise rapidly.

Finally, nuclear power statrons also constitute a factor of
ecologicai tensions. We have all lea the

Chernobyl accident. The Politburo of ttee

discussed the report prepared by the on

the results of ihe inquiry into the - and

measures to eliminate iis effects, as well as to ensure the safety of
nuclear power Production.

chernobyl has added urgency to the need for broad international
cooperarion and joint effoits by various countries in the area of
.rrr.i.r, power generation. True to its principles, the- Soviet Union is
willing tL work with other countries in order to reduce to zero the

likelihood of atomic Power plants accidents.

Nuclear power production is a new social pheno-menon that raises

the ecologi.ut i-p..rtive to a qualitatively higher. level. Evidence of
this is u ipo., oi the Nuclear Regulation Commission, published in
washington in July 1986, lisring the "worst managed" nuclear

reactors- in the US.' f.fr. rePort wa. pt.pared for the Fnergy and

commerce subcommission of the House of Representatives.

removing minor defects, Poor
ma nance have been listed among
ma omic Power stations on the verge

of th unpredictable consequences'
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The other side of the problem of safety of the nuclear power
facilities is to avoid their deliberate destruction as a result of
hostilities or terrorist acts. The Politburo has stated that efforts
should be made to design a reliable system of measures to prevent
nuclear terrorism in any manifestation whatever.

Lasting security on our planet is inconceivable without putting an
end to nuclear war preparations and doing away with all means of
nuclear warfare. The Soviet Union is fully determined to work,
despite the fierce opposition of the military-industrial complex, for
putting into practice the proposed programme for ridding the world
of nuclear weapons well before the end of the current century. Since
its introduction on January 15, f 986, our counrry has tabled concrere
proposals at all arms limitation and disarmamenr talks that would
facilitate arriving at real agreement.

A turning point in building international security should be the
curtailment of the nuclear arms race and transition to genuine
measures to reduce nuclear weapons and halt testing.

The international symposium "Science, Technology and Peace",
held in Moscow in 1986 and devoted to the 40th anniversary of the
World Federation of Scientific Workers, reiterated the call to cease
and totally ban nuclear testing.

The message addressed by the forum to the heads of srate or
government stated, in particular: "We appeal to the leaders of all
states possessing nuclear weapons not to conduct nuclear tests, to
promote an early agreement on their general prohibition, accom-
panied by the strictest and broadest possible verification whose
effectiveness may well be ensured by modern technical means and
on-site inspections.... We support the idea of pooling the efforts and
scientific and technological potentials of all countries for the sake of
peaceful uses of outer space and finding solutions to the global
problems of humanity. We are deeply convinced that the achieve-
ments of science and technology should serve the welfare of people,
peace and progress rather than development of ever newer engines
of destruction and annihilation."

Humanity is a community of various countries, peoples, classes,
:rnd groups. They all have different goals and interests but one
common planet, the only one of its kind in visib.le space. They also
have one common alternative, namely to preserve peaceful life on
Earth and to secure for mankind a road to genuine wellbeing and
social progress. The ecological imperative also implies a common
strategy to secure peace on our planet.

Is it possible in principle to secure such a harmonisation of efforts
in our politically split world? Proceeding from research over the past
15 years, I would give a positive answer to that question.
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It stands to reason that a natural scientist has his own arguments,
possibly less perfect than those of politicians and philosophers, but
nonetheless worthy of attention, in my view. In any case, at the level,
if I may say so, of the routine scientific awareness of a representative
of a non-humanitarian profession, in a language that can be
understood by our colleagues with political perceptions different
from ours, it appears to be possible to build upon the aforesaid on
the .basis of models. Among the evolutionary processes that ensure
continuation of life, cooperative mechanisms have always played a

significant role. They have acquired special importance with the
appearance of man and his labour activity. Cooperative mechan-
isms are possible only if and when people have common interests and
common goals. Only in this case is it possible to speak of cooperation.
It is worth noting that they presuppose some give and take, i.e.
something may be given up in the interest of reaching a common
objective that becomes dominant under certain conditions. Common
goals alone are not always sufficient to come to a cooperative
agreement. Then, what are the conditions permitting a compromise,
that is a joint agreement of benefit to all those participating? In the
early 1970s we decided to model such a task in the Computer Centre
of the USSR Academy of Sciences.

The first important class of such tasks was discovered by
Yu. Guermeyer. It embraced a good many ecological situations. Here
is a simple example. Let us assume that there are two enterprises
belonging to different departments and located on the shores of one
and the same lake. Each one has objectives of its own, i.e. reaching
definite plan targets, meeting particular social requirements, etc. In a
word, their interests are different (neither contrary nor identical).
Yet, both enterprises require clean water. Thus, apart from their
"egoistical" purposes, they have a common objective, i.e. the
cleanliness of the reservoir. Both enterprises have to funnel a portion
of their profits into shared reservoir-cleaning efforts. Any departure
from the agreement promises only losses. The compromise proposed
in theory is optimal in a certain sense, satisfying both partners. AII its
proof is based on a definite pre-set feature of the situation in point,
namely the more funds allocated for water purification purposes, the
cleaner it will be. This feature of the monotony of a common
purpose-oriented function is certainly not typical of all situations in
which their parties (partners or opponents) possess, apart from their
respective goals, one common objective. This is why we proceeded
with our research and in subsequent years received new results. For
instance, in 1984 we succeeded in proving that in a complex conflict
situation such as the nuclear arms race there was a certain objective
line which it would be fatal to cross. There is one condition to
prevent trespassing, i.e. those taking part in the arms race must seek
to reduce the risk of nuclear war. Ijnless this condition is met, there
can be no agreement, indeed, for it is senseless to tell a pathological
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The successfully evolving methods of mathemarical modelling
make it possible to assess consequences of large-scale actions and to
identify the outer limits which mankind cannot cross under arry
circumstances. A basis has been laid for a mathematical theory
making it possible to find "cooperative agreements", that is to work
out solutions, helping to dovetail individual goals with common
interests.

Vernadsky was certainly right in assuming that, as the transforma-
tive activities of mankind progress, science would play a decisive role
in arranging the biosphere on a new basis and would determine a
mode of human behaviour. We must continue to bear a sense of
responsibility for the fate of our planet because awareness of the
ecological imperative should stimulate human efforts and desire to
comprehend and to translate into reality the biosphere-into-
noosphere transition.

Modern e groundwo
to speak, su for the pos
for internat rts to avert
crises. But t annot be co
research and actions. It demands a great deal more, namely new
norms of conduct and thinking, on the part of all people rather than
only scientists, that would completely agree with the tasks and
conditions of the current complex stage in human history. Mankind
must accept it as something of the greatest urgency since there is no
other alternative if we wish to survive and to preserve life on Earth.

NOTES

I Karl Marx, Economic and Philosophic Manuscripx of 1844,\Moscow, 1967, p. l0g.
2 N. N. Moiseyev, V. V. Alexandrov, A. M. Tarko, Man and. the Biosphere, Moscow,

1985 (in Russian).
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fact, and this was convincingly shown
by Lenin, Engels had in mind the
two interconnected sides of one and
the same question of both a concep-
tual (ontological) and epistemological
significance. As is known, Engels
considered the theory about matter
and its attributes, the theory of
objective (natural and social) dialec-
tics, and the dialectics of thinking
and cognition in unity with the
previous one, to be the component
parts of the philosophy of Marxism.
For it was Engels who introduced
the terms "djalectical materialism"
(K. Marx, F. Engels, Selected Worhs,
Moscow, 1970, Vol. 3, p. 13l; F. En-
gels, Anti-Diihring, Moscow, 1969,
p. 35) and "historical materialism"
(K. Marx, F. Engels, op. cir.,
pp. 102-103, 484). I. Narsky em-
phasised rhat an attempr to find in
Engels' works some restriction for
philosophy to be confined to epis-
temological problems only, was com-
pletely unfounded.

M. Gretsky's (Moscow University)
paper was devoted to the problem of
the formation of Marxist philosophy.
It is a. known fact that in the very
lrcginning of their activities Marx
:rnd Engels joined the Young
Hegelians who had posed the ques-
tion, in philosophical form, "on the
(lcstruction of traditional religion
;rnd of the existing state" (ibid.,
p. 343). Bur why did the Left
Hegelians start with criticising relig-
ion? In answering rhis question two
r ircumstances should be borne in
rnind: first, it was necessary to oust
rcligion from the place it occupied as
the dominating form of ideology;
st:condly, it was also necessary to
rrndermine the connection of relig-
ion with "the existing state", which
was proclaimed sacred and inviola-
lrle. Engels wrote that "the main
lxrdy of the most determined Young
I{cgelians was, by the practical
rrt.<'ess:ities of its fight against positive

religion, driven back to Anglo-
French materialism" (ibidem). Lud-
wig Feuerbach belonged to those
resolute, uncompromising opponents
of religion, which was demonstrated
by his book The Essence of Christi,ani-
t1 (1841). M. Gretsky paid attention
to the fact that Lenin in his article
"Karl Marx" had mentioned another
book by Feuerbach which had
exerted considerable influence on
the movement of the LeIt Hegelians,
nalnely, "Principles of the
Philosophy of the Future" (1843).
This specifies rhe time of Marx's
transition ro Feuerbachianism-
1843. This date is corroborared, for
one thing, by modern investigations
carried out by Hans-Martin Sass
(FRG) who established that the arti-
cle "Luther als Schiedsrichter zwis-
chen Strauss und Feuerbach"
(Luther as an Arbitrator Between
Strauss and Feuerbach) had been
written in 1842 by Feuerbach, but
not by Marx. This is not only of
factuai importance. To think that
Marx could take to Feuerbachianism
before 1843 means to overesrimate
the role of purely theoretical aspects
in the formation of the philosophy
of Marxism. Actually, this transition
was conditioned by a shift in Marx's
political views. At rhat time Marx
began for the first time to criticise
not only the feudal, but also
bourgeois state, in which he saw a
gap between the formally recognised
general interest within the state
sphere and the real life of people in
the sphere of society. This shift
compelled Marx to take to Feuer-
bachianism, inasmuch as Hegel's
philosophy, with its absolutisation of
the state as an embodiment of
reason and common interest, could
no longer satisfy him. Hence the
conscious perception of Feuerbach's
philosophy by Marx precisely in
1843. Naturally, that was "unor-
thodox" Feuerbachianism, but Marx

Conference of Philosophers

A conference devoted to the l00th
anniversary of Engels' Lud,uig Feuer-
bach and, the End of Classi,cal German
Phi,losophy was held at the Philosophy
Department of Moscow University. It
was sponsored by the section of the
history of philosophy of the USSR
Philosophical Society and the Uni-
versity chairs of history and
philosophy.

V. Sokolov, on opening the con-
ference, emphasised that Engels'
book belonged to the major works
on Marxist philosophy and was, ac-
cording to Lenin, "a handbook for
every class-conscious worker"
(V. I. Lenin, Collected W'orfrs, Mos-
cow. Vol. 19, p. 24). It is exception-
ally rich ideologically, it deals with
the cardinal problems of dialectical
and historical materialism and the
principal questions of the history of
philosophy, and reveals the essence
and significance of Marxism's re-
volutionary transformation in
philosophy. The speaker pointed to
the need for a creative approach to
the works of the founders of Mar-
xist-Leninist philosophy. He dwelt
on Engels' stand against the absolut-
isation of the existing level of scien-
tific knowledge, as well as the great
methodological significance of his
ideas about the laws of the historico-
philosophical process.
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I. Narsky (Academy of Social Sci-
ences at the CPSU Central Commit-
tee) emphasised Engels' characteristic
of the revolutionary shift made by
Marxism in philosophy. Engels dis-
closed the essence of that shift in
three aspects: by analysing Marxism's
attitude to its three theoretical
sources; by examining the very es-
sence of Marxist philosophy; by re-
vealing deep-going changes in the
comprehension of the subject and
tasks of philosophy connected with
the emergence of Marxism. The
speaker dwelt further on Engels'
study of the essence and significance
of the principal question of
philosophy. He expressed the view
that the three categorial definitions
of this question in Engels' work (the
relationship of the nature and spirit,
being and thinking, and matter and
consciousness) correspond to the
three stages in the development of
comprehension of the principal
question of philosophy in pre-
Marxian (before the l9th century),
Hegelian and finally Marxist
philosophy. The speaker disagreed
with the view according to which the
main question of philosophy as de-
fined by Engels is divided into two
completely independent questions,
with its first aspect allegedly being
absorbed by the second. In actual
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was also an "unorthodox" Hegelian.
B. Meyerovsky (Moscow Institute

of National Economy) dwelt on his-
torico-philosophical problems in En-
gels' work. An analysis of the essence
and specific features of the
philosophical revolutions in France
in the l8th and Germany in the l9th
century allowed Engels to come to
the following conclusions:
philosophical revolutions take the
form of ideological preparation for
political, social revolutions;
philosophical revolutions are a radi-
cal change of the dominating views,
systems and methods of thinking
that have taken shape earlier; the
more resolutely ripe socio-political
transformations implemented in the
course of revolution, the more radi-
cal is the character of philosophical
revolutions preceding these transfor-
mations and preparing them theoret-
ically. The speaker pointed to an
important methodological premise of
Engels about the genuine motive
forces of the development of
philosophy, especially, in the new
epoch: "...During this long period
from Descartes to Hegel and from
Hobbes to Feuerbach, the
philosophers were by no means im-
pelled, as they thought they were,
solely by the force of pure reason.
On the contrary, what really pushed
them forward most was the powerful
and ever more rapidly on-rushing
progress of natural science and in-
dustry" (ibid., pp. 347-348). Engels
paid attention to the fact that the
connection of philosophy with the
development of natural science was
most pronounced among the
materialists. However, even idealistic
systems (for example, Hegel's sys-
tem) acquired ever greater number
of materialistic features, along with
the development of science and tech-
nology. B. Meyerovsky drew atten-
tion to the fact that Engels' work
pointed to the importance and
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necessity to examine a personal as-

pect of the historico-philosophical
process. He studied Feuerbach's
philosophy by analysing not only the
objective conditions of Feuerbach's
activity, but also the subjective, Per-
sonal aspects of the latter's develop-
ment. Our historico-philosophical
works often lack that organic fusion
of objective and subjective aspects of
research into the creative heritage of
the thinkers of the past.

N. Prigoda (the Higher School of
Trade Union Movement attached to
AUCCTU) touched in his paper on
problems connected with the main
question of philosophy. Any one of
its solutions contains the two essen-
tial elements of the world surround-
ing us-matter and consciousness.
The latter is social, but not individu-
al consciousness. The essence of
social consciousness is revealed by
the theory of knowledge and histori-
cal materialism as a whole, without
which there can be no scientific
theory of knowledge. However, it is
necessary to take into account the
interconnection of individual and
social consciousness, a relative inde-
pendence of the latter, and condi-
tionality of social consciousness by
social being and practice. Thus, the
principal question of philosophy only
seems simple. In realiry it is very
complicated, if one is to consider all
ties, direct and indirect, objectively

;:,'i:lt.l"ween 
matter and con-

V. Kuznetsov (Moscow University)
pointed out .that Engels' interpreta-
tion of the history of philosophy as

the confrontation of its two principal
116nd5-1121erialism and idealism-
was a scientifically substantiated view
on philosophy (from the positions of
the materialist understanding of his-
tory), which had been taking shape
among most outstanding thinkers
from antiquity to the modern epoch.

Engels' work Lud,ui.g Feuerbach...
(just as other works by the founders
of Marxism-Leninism) calls for singl-
ing out the qualitatively different
historical forms of materialism and
idealism in their development; sec-
ondly, for giving a concrete charac-
teristic of the specific featrrres of
each philosophical theory under ex-
amination; thirdly, Luduig Feuer-
bach.,. turns attention to conceptual
difference and even contradictori-
ness
took
ofp
tems
ple) being able to exert a positive
influence on the historico-
philosophical process.

G Sudyin (Moscow University)
criticised rhe atrempts of bourgeois
scholars of Marxism to oppose En-
gels' Lud,uig Feuerbach... to Lenin,s
Materialism and Empirio-Criticism,
particularly on the question of the

.As
the

tion
"in

philosophical language this question
is called the question of the identity
<tl thinking and being" (ibid.,
p. 346). If one closely looks at the
r:orresponding passa6fe in Engels'
work, one will become convinced
that thinking, consciousness is identi-
t'al with being only in a sense that it
is an adequate reflection of the
llrtter. Such understanding of this
identity is also characteristic of En-
gels' Anti-Diihring and. Dialectics of
Nature, which emphasise that dialec-
riral thinking (or subjective dialec-
tir:s) is a reflection of objective
r li;rlectics, the dialectics of the sur-
r.unding world. Lenin, coming out

as he did against the concept of the
identity of social consciousness and
s_ocal being, pur forward by A. Bog-
danov, also rejected the idealistic
reducing of being, of objective reali-
ty to consciousness, thinking. He
emphasised that being did not de-
pend on consciousness, but, on the
contrary, determined it, whereas
consciousness was a reflection of
being. "Materialism in general recog-
nises objectively real being (matter),',
he wrote, "as independent of the
consciousness. sensalion. experience,
etc., of humanitv. Historical
materialism recognises social being as
independent of the social conscious-
ness of humanity. In both cases
consciousness is only the reflection
of being, at best an approximately
true (adequate, perfectly exact) re-
flection of it" (V. I. Lenin, Collected
Works, Yol. 14, p. 326). Thus we see
that the classics of Marxism-
Leninism resolutely opposed the
concept of identity of consciousness
and being, just as the absolute con-
traposition of matter and conscious-
ness, the Iatter being only the "sup-
reme product" of matter. They
stressed the dialectical unity of mat-
ter and consciousness and insisted on
"our thinking [being] capable of the
cognition of the real world" and
"produce a correct reflection of real-
ity", as Marx and Engels put ir
(K. Marx, F. Engels, Selected Worhs,
Vol. 3, p. 3a6).

Summing up the results of the
conference, V. Sokolov noted that
Engels' work Lud,uig Feuerbach and
the End of Classical German phi,tosophy
is of intransient significance }oi
philosophy and stimulates its further
creative development.

B. Meyerovsky



Congre.sses o Conferences' Sym|osiums

Concept of Peace in llistory and the Present

An international conference
under this name was held in Moscow
on lune 22-23, 1987. It was at-
tendid, apart from Soviet historians,
by about 40 sPecialists in ancient,
mediaeval, modern and contemPor-
ary history and international rela-
tions from 15 countries of EuroPe,
Asia and America.

Interest in this subject is legitimate
and stable. For manY Years now the
problems of the Preservation of
peace and the role PlaYed in this bY

icientists and scholars have been
discussed at international forums of
historians. That was the case at the
l5th and 16th International Con-
gresses of Historical Sciences and
ilro ut several multilateral and bila-
teral conferences and meetings.

The conference was sPonsored bY

the National Committee of Soviet
Historians. They decided to hold a

broad exchange of views between
representatives of most diverse scien-

tific schools, fields of history and
trends in order to determine, in a

free discussion, the main avenues

along which to direct their study of
this major problem.

The particiPants in the confer-
en.e wei. greeted, on behalf of the
Presidium of the USSR AcademY of
Sciences, by its Vice - President,
Academician P. FedoseYev.

The conference heard more than
60 papers and communications' It
pu.r.d'i.t an informal atmosphere of
irank debates on the most diverse.
and views.

But their
dee g the

Pea ng the
threat of nuclear war.

The main PaPer was Presented bY

the Chairman of the National Com-
mittee of Soviet Historians, Academi-
cian S. TikhvinskY-"ConcePt of
Peace in History and the Present"' It
noted, among other things, that it is

the task of history to accumulate and
preserve the exPerience gained bY

mankind and warn against the grave
consequences of past errors. It em-
phasised the exceptional importance
bf rhe tasks facing humanitY in our
epoch of the raPid-Paced develoP-
ment of science and technology' In
postwar years it has led to the
i*..g..r.. of various tYPes of the
*.^po.t of mass destruction, the
conicious or unconscious use of
which, just as carelessness with re-
gard to nuclear energy and chemical
lnd biological substances, is fraught
with disastrous consequences not
only for man, but for all forms of
life on our planet.

The speaker said that culture and
war were two oPPosite sides oI

human history. One of the manifes-
tations of culture was the striving for
accord between the nations as an
inalienable part of humanistic con-
sciousness. The paper cited numer-
ous concrete historical examples,
from Herodotus to our day, when
the most outstanding scientists and
cultural figures put forward practical
proposals to eliminate wars. For cen-
turies the experience of the struggle
of the popular masses and progrEs-
sively-minded thinkers for the im-
plementation of the ideals of peace
has accumulated. The best minds of
humanity have clearly perceived the
organic connection of ideals common
to all mankind with profound
changes in the social system. The
progressively-minded Russian thin-
kers of the l8th and lgth cenruries,
from Radishchev to Tolstoy, actively
championed the ideas of peace.

Touching on the present epoch
Academician S. Tikhvinsky emphas-
ised that the October Revolution
was, in essence, a revolution reject-
in6; war. The impact of the Detree
on Peace and other foreign-policy
acts of the Soviet governmeni had
largely determined the publication of
individual declarations and protocols
r>f the League of Nations, a.rd irter-
national treaties banning war as a
political means.

The speaker then said that today,
against the background of the pow-
erful peace movement of the
peoples, the ethical and legal acts
:rgainst wars and the use of force in
international relations did not look
s() utopian as they had previously
been considered. The efforts of sci-
('ntists and scholars in various fields,
including historians, are aimed at
humanising international relations.
Many Soviet scholars are engaged in
the elaboration of the problems of
pcaceful coexistence. Scientists in
()Lrr country believe that all differ-
t'nces between the socio-political sys-

tems and their ideologies notwith-
standing, the comparison of social
values and priorities, the mode of
Iife and world outlooks should not
be transferred to the military-
political sphere or become a source
of prejudice, mistrust and confronra-
tion. On the contrary, it should
promote better understanding of
one another and a search for joint
solutions of the problems facing
mankind.

The paper presented by Academi-
cian Tikhvinsky triggered off a Iively
discussion at various Ievels and on
diverse subjects. Participants in the
conference had an opportunity to
see an impressive panorama of both
resolved and unresolved problems in
the study of the concepts of peace in
history.

Premises contained in Tikhvinsky's
paper were supported by Professor
Th. C. Barker (Britain), a member of
the International Committee for His-
torical Sciences. Seeing the nature of
wars in the aggressiveness of some
people's character, he considered it
necessary to orient them towards
constructive, not destructive, aims.
Stressing the importance of the pre-
servation of peace, which should be
used not for preparing war, but for
solving the urgent problems of
hunger, health care, ecology and
disarmament, Professor Barker
pointed out that a certain original
"volume of friendship" already
existed between historians of differ-
ent countries, and he called on them
to \/ork jointly for the sake of a
peaceful future.

Academician Zs. Pal Pach of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences
supported the idea of joining the
efforts of historians of different
countries in the struggle for peace.

Academician B. Piotrovsky (USSR)
spoke about the role of culture in
human history and its ennobling
influence on man. Culture creates an



inimitable image of each people,
whereas war destroys it and violates
the harmony of human relationships.
It becomes especially dangerous at a
time when the technical aspects of
our life are pushing aside the
spiritual ones. The propaganda of
culture and human values contri-
butes to the strengthening of the
atmosphere of trust and peace.

Opinions differed on some of the
questions discussed. The President
of the International Commission for
the History of the Second World
War, Professor J. Vanwelkenhuyzen
(Belgium) noted that in our day the
Clausewitz formula that "war is no-
thing but a continuation of political
intercourse with the admixture of
different means" could no longer be
applied. He emphasised the need to
strengthen trust and understanding
between the peoples and the impor-
tance of recognising various ap-
proaches to complex problems.

The West German historian
W. Mommsen dwelt on the task of
the scientist in revealing the mechan-
ism of the beginning of wars and
finding ways and means of their
elimination. He also spoke about the
topical nature of Clausewitz' ideas.

The other five representatives of
historical science in the Federal Re-
public of Germany raised most di-
verse questions in their PaPers-
from the problems of peace in the
epoch of feudalism (A. Nitschke) to
the sources of peaceful coexistence
(U. H<irster Phillips).

West German scholars took an
active part in the discussions that
followed, sometimes initiating them.
They expressed the view, widespread
in the West, that thc Soviet Union
was a direct successor to the course
of the Russian Empire (I. Geiss). In
his opinion, the USSR is a land
empire of Sparta type, where the
autocracy of tsar was replaced by the
autocracy of Stalin. These views,
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however, were at variance with the
general spirit of discussions and
were not supported by their ParticiP-
ants. The Soviet scholars A. Filitov,
B. Marushkin and V. Tishkov took
issue with his views.

H.-A. Jacobsen raised the "Ger-
man question". West German scho-
lars tried to prove that the reunifica-
tion of Germany would not spell any
threat to peace. But it was said in
response that the divided GermanY,
too, can make its contribution to the
cause of peace.

The range of problems discussed
at the conference was quite broad.
Mention should be made, among
other speakers, of E. S6ez (Spain)
who told the audience about the
programme of peace research in his
country, including the work carried
on since 1963 by the Supreme Coun-
cil of Scientific Investigations of
Spain on the publication of mediaev-
al documents pertaining to the Prob-
lems of peace. The Japanese scholar
Shinichi Arai outlined certain trends
in the study of the problems of
peace in his country. Corresponding
Member of the USSR Academy of
Sciences Z. Udaltsova said that
Byzantine culture had been per-
meated with the ideas of peace,
kindness, the protection of the weak
and noble deeds. V. Tishkov spoke
on the nature of wars and the
formation of stereotypes. J.-R.
Chotar (Canada) dwelt on the
cold war as a lesson for the Preserva-
tion of peace. M. Duverger (France)
described the situation when peace is
maintained in the relations between
the great powers, but wars between
small countries continue to rage. He
outlined France's position based on
the policy of nuclear deterrent.
Speaking about the historian's re-
sponsibility before the world,
J. Carayannopoulos (Greece) said
that the task facing the scholar is to
disprove pseudo-scientific conclu-

sions aimed at justifying imperialist
inclinations and violent instincts. The
paper read by the Canadian scholar
J.-P. Simon was devoted to the War-
saw Treaty Organisation as an al-
liance which contributed to the pre-
servation of peace in current history.
He used a number of interesting
sources. The problems of pacifism
were touched on in the papers and
communications delivered by
R. Ilyukhina (USSR), K. Holl (FRG)
and F. Klein (GDR). B. Faloon (Ire-
land) spoke about the need to pre-
serve peace in any form; M. Lasko
(Hungary) dwelt on pseudo-threats
and the dangers connected with
them. Ch. Chatfield (USA) called on

Chronic Ie
* An International Scientilic Confer-
ence "The Deuelopment of Socialist
Constitutional System" dedicated to
the 70th anniversary of the Great
October Socialist Revolution which
was held in Moscow on June 15-17
attracted Soviet and 60 foreign re-
searchers from l8 countries. It was
opened by Academician Pyotr
Fedoseyev, Vice-President of the
USSR Academy of Sciences.

A. Lukyanov, Secretary of the CC
CPSU, emphasised in the main re-
port that history had fully confirmed
Lenin's prevision that the working
masses would use their political
supremacy as a basis for the socialist
reconstruction of society; that the
development of democracy to a full
swing, search for the forms of such a
development and their testing in
practice would be a major part of
this great work, with socialist demo-
cratism being a durable lever in
society's progress which would affect
the economy, give impulse to irs

The review covers the events of May-July
l 987.

scientists to study the impact of
changes in technological develop-
ment on society.

A. Chubaryan (USSR) spoke about
the evolution of the concept of peace
in the 20th century. He called for a
better understanding of the new
situation in the world and the pivoral
idea of ensuring security, that is,
interdependence and comperirion.

The conference formed a perma-
nent committee of 17 noted Soviet
and foreign scholars and issued a
communique calling for the creation
of a climate of greater mutual un-
derstanding in the struggle against
the threat of war.

V. Shilov

transformation and in its turn itself
would be subjected to the influence
of the economic development.

The reporter stressed that the
road covered by the Soviet state was
not easy, since it was a road of
pioneers; but on the whole the
progress is obvious as is obvious a
new socio-political system, a power-
ful multinational srare of rhe work-
i.g people striving constantly to
renew and advance their society.
Such a search for possibilities of
renewing and accelerating socialism's
progress, Lukyanov noted, is espe-
cially experienced now in the process
of restructuring. The crucial charac-
ter of the April 1985 Plenary Meet-
ing of the CC CPSU, rhe lesson of
the truth given by the 27th CPSU
Congress, the democratisation con-
cept elaborated by the January lg87
Plenary Meeting of the CC CPSU-
these are the Great October Revolu-
tion's ideas in their progress and
action. Then Lukyanov analysed the
main stages in the historical develop-
ment of the Soviet statehood in the
course of socialist construction. In
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conclusion he said that life would
put before law students ever new
problems. First of all it concerns the
sphere of democracy and self-
government where they have not
only to eliminate gaps in theory but
to generalise the experience that has
already been obtained, to study and
recommend for practice the most
effective forms of involving masses
in the management of production
and all the affairs of the state and
society. The time dictates a new
approach to defining economic func-
tions of the state of the whole
people, boundaries of state regula-
tion in various spheres of social
relations, problems of national-state
construction, combination of indus-
trial and territorial management, in-
terrelation between the individual
and society, between the citizen and
the state. The conference's discus-
sion attracted Soviet and many
foreign participants: Academician
W. Weichelt (GDR), Professor
A. L.opatka (Poland), Professor
Zh. Milanov (Bulgaria), Academician
M.Cii (Czechoslovakia), Professor
L Fujita (Japan), Professor L. Ficere
(Hungary) and others.

* A plan of scientific relations betueen
the USSR Academy of Sciences and the
Academy of the Soci,al Sciences of the

PRC for 1987-1989 was signed in
Beijing. The document envisages the
principle of reciprocity of the visits
of researchers for reading lectures,
exchange of experience, and partici-
pation in conferences and other sci-
entific affairs, the exchange of
books, journals and other specialised
publications. The signing of the plan
was a result of the return visit of the
USSR Academy of Sciences' delega-
tion to the PRC. During its stay in
China, the delegation visited some
academic institutions of the PRC's
Academy of Social Sciences. univer-
sities, read lectures and made some
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communications. The parties stres-
sed the similarity of a number of
problems now under consideration
in the Soviet Union and China which
prompts the mutually advantageous
exchange of experience in the
sphere. Chinese scientists showed
great interest in the profound recon-
struction of all spheres of life in the
Soviet Union and in the activities of
Soviet social scientists under new
conditions. The parties expressed
their desire to further expand their
relations.

* "Problem of the Rational in Cogni,-
tion and, Actiuity" was the theme of
the conference held by the Institute
of Philosophy, USSR AS, at
Zvenigorod (near Moscow). The in-
troductory speech was made by
V. Lektorsky, Chairman of the Or-
ganising Committee. The conference
considered four themes which were
highlighted in the main papers:
"Rationalism and Expediency"
(A. Nikiforov, B. Pruzhinin), "Meas-
uring the Rational" (V. Porus,
I. Kasavin), "Rationalism of Socio-
Humanitarian Knowledge" (V. Fedo-
tova, N. Avtonomova), and
"Rationalism as a Problem"
(V. Shvyrev, G. Batischev, M. Rozov,
S. Krymsky, M. Mamardashvili). Ap-
proximately 30 participants took part
in the discussions.

* The International Commission on the
History of the Great October Reuolution
under the Intemational Committee of the
Ilistorical Sci,ences held in Od,essa a
scientific conference "Classes and Politi-
caL Parti,es in the October Reuoluti,on in
Russi,a". It was opened by Secretary
General of the International Com-
mission S. Khromov (Director of the
Academy's Institute of the History of
the USSR). The plenary sessions
heard the following papers: Presi-
dent of the International Commis-
sion Academician I. Mints (USSR),

"Classes and Parties of Russia in the
October Revolution. Results of the
Studies and Non-Resolved Prob-
lems"; P. Dukes (Great Britain),
"Classes and Political Parties of Rus-
sia in the October Revolution. Cer-
tain British Views". Sectional meet-
ings heard 40-odd papers including
by: A. Moritsch (Austria), Academi-
cian Kh. Khristov (Bulgaria),
P. Flenleu (Great Britain), F. Mucsi
and T. Haidu (Hungary); H. Lauen-
roth, E. Kalbe, G. Rosenfeld (GDR),
Zafar lrr,arr. (India), Chen Zhihua
(China), A. Czubinski (Poland),
W. Rosenberg and A. Rabinowitch
(USA), T. Vihovainen (Finland),
M. Ferro and F. Coquin (France),
B. Bonwetsch (FRG), K. German
and J. Kiiiek (Czechoslovakia).

* Moscow hosted the First Session of
the Joi.nt Soatet-Poli,sh Commission on
the History of Relations betueen the Tuo
Countri'es. It was carried out in accor-
dance with the Declaration on the
Soviet-Polish Cooperation in Ideolo-
gy, Science and Culture which was
signed by General Secretary of the
CC CPSU Mikhail Gorbachev and
leader of the Polish United Workers'
Party Wojcieh Jaruzelski. The ses-
sion was attended by the commission
msm[s15-6utstanding Soviet and
Polish historians headed by
Corr. Mem., USSR AS G. Smirnov,
Chairman of the Soviet part of the
commission, and Professor J. Macis-
zewski, Chairman of the Polish part
of the commission. The parties were
guided by the Declaration's premise
on the necessity of using historical
experience for stronger cooperation
between the two countries. The com-
mission outlined the main trends
and forms of cooperation, consi-
dered concrete proposals on organis-
ing scientific researches, using new
documents and material and prepar-
ing joint monographs, including Im-
ternational Cooperation bel,ueen the

CPSU and the PUWP. The History and
the Present Da1. The parties came to
the agreement on preparing a
number of joint studies on various
aspects of Soviet-Polish relations and
elaborated measures on highlighting
the studies' results. The Institute of
Marxism-Leninism under the CC
CPSU transferred a number of
funds of Polish revolutionary organ-
isations to the Central Archive of the
CC PUWP.

* A Conference of USSR and, USA
Histori,ans "Soaiet-American Relati,ons.
1945-1950" held in Moscow was
opened by Academician S. Tikhvins-
ky, Academician-Secretary of the De-
partment of History, USSR AS, and
George F. Kennan, head of the US
delegation. The introductory
speeches were delivered by Vice-
Chairman of the National Commit-
tee of Historians of the Soviet Union
A. Chubaryan (head of the Soviet
delegation) and Prof. J. L. Gaddis.
Soviet historians read the following
papers: A. Borisov, "Was the Cold
War Unavoidable?"; V. Malkov,
"Roosevelt and the Problem of
Soviet-American Relations. 1944-
1945"; A. Filatov, "Planning the
Backgrounds of Postwar World with-
in the Anti-Hitler Coalition and
Soviet-American Relations";
A. Shapiro, "Economic Results of
the Second World War and Prob-
lems of the Postwar Economy";
A. Utkin, "Strategy and Diplomacy";
R. Bogdanov, "Diplomacy of Nuc-
lear Weapons"; N. Egorova, "Inter-
national Crisis, 1945-1950: Experi-
ence of History"; B. Marushkin,
"Development of Postwar Europe
and Soviet-American Relations.
1947-1950 (Including the Origin of
NATO)"; N. Ivanov, "Stereotypes of
Political Thought and Soviet-
American Relations. 1945-1950". Re-
porting from the American side
were G. C. Herring, "The Legacy of
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Wartime Cooperation"; Th. G. pa-
terson, "Toward Spheres of
Influence: United States postwar
Planning and Soviet-American Rela-
tions"; E. R. May, "strategy and
Diplomacy"; D. Holloway, "Nuclear
Weapons in Soviet-American Rela-
rions from 1945 to lg4g";
A. L. George and S. M. Fisch,
"Superpower Management of the
Crisis in Iran, Berlin and Korea.
1945-1950"; V. Mastny, "Europe as
an Issue in Soviet-American Rela-
tions. 1945-1950"; D. W. Larson,
"The Cold War as a Spiral of
Misperception". Prof. W. Taubman
and A. Chubaryan delivered con-
cluding speeches.

* Tallinn was the venue of the
Souiet-American Conference on Quan-
tificati,on in Agrarian llislorl spon-
sored by the National Committee of
Historians of the Soviet Union, the
Social Sciences Division of the Esto-
nian Academy of Sciences and the
Institute of History of the Estonian
Academy of Sciences. It was opened
by Academician J. Kahk of the Esto-
nian Academy of Sciences, head of
the American delegation A. L. Olm-
stead, and A. Chubaryan of the Na-
tional Committee of Historians of
the Soviet Union. The conference
considered the following themes:
"Quantification in Agrarian His-
tory", "Machines in Agricultural
Production", "Labour and Work in
Agricultural Production", "Agricut-
tural Population Mentality and Social
Protest", "Types and Trends in Ag-
ricultural Development". Reporting
from the Soviet side were: Corr.
Mem., USSR AS I. Kovalchenko (de-
legation head) and L. Borodin,
"Two Ways of Capitalist Agrarian
Evolution in European Russia: Mul-
tivariate Typological Analysis";
K. Khvostova, "Application of Quan-
titative Methods in Studying
Mediaeval Agrarian Relations";
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Academician J. Kahk, "Machines in
Agricultural Production in Baltic Sea
Area: the Late l9th-Early 20th Cen-
tury"; V. Tyukavkin, "Machines in
Russian Agriculture in the Lare
l9th-Early 20th Century";
N. Selunskaya, "Landlord's Esrate
and Peasant's Farm in European
Russia in 1917: Production Level
and Wage Labour"; B. Shporov,
"Farmers as a Source of Working-
Class Formation in American Indus-
try (First Half of the l9th Century)";
O.Bukhovets, "Self-Consciousness
of Russian Peasantry During the
Revolution of 1905-1907: Quantita-
tive Analysis"; B. Mironov, "Peas-
ants' Literacy in European Russia in
the l9th-Early 20th Cenrury";
I. Suponitskaya, "Toward the Prob-
lem of American Farmers' Social
Structure in the lgth Century";
L. Milov and I. Garskova, "Serf
Labour Productivity Trends in the
Late l8th and First Half of the lgth
Centuries". Reporting from the
American side were: W- N. Parker,
"Quantification in American History,
1850-I910: a Re-examination";
A. L. Olmstead and P. Phode, "An
Overview of California Agricultural
Mechanisation. 1870-1930";
G. Wright, "American Agriculture
and the Labour Market: What Hap-
pened to Proletarisation?"; R. Ran-
som and R. Sutch, "Land_Slaves and
Wealth: the Impact of Emancipation
on the Plantation Economy of the
South"; M. Rothstein, "US Farmers'
Movement and Farmers' Protests";
P. H. Lindert, "The Determinants of
US Aforicultural Land Values since
1800". The American side was rep-
resented at the conference by
C. Leonard, J. Atack, D. Field,
G. W. Granthem.

* The Eighth Symposium of Souiet and
lapanese Historians held in Moscow
was addressed at its opening by
Academician S. Tikhvinsky, Corr.

Mem., USSR AS G. Kim (Deputy
Director of the Institute of Oriental
Studies, USSR AS), and Keiji Nagah-
ara, Chairman of the National Com-
mittee of Historians of Japan. The
symposium discussed three themes:
"International Aspects of 20th-
Century Russian Revolutions",
"Problems of Periodisation of
Japan's History of the Pre-
Contemporary Period", and "Prob-
lems of Peace and Security of the
Far East after the Second World
War". Soviet historians delivered
papers: A. Ignatyev, "International
Situation in the Period of the Rus-
sian Revolutions of 1905-1907 and
1917"; A. Tolstoguzov, "Periodisa-
tion of the History of Pre-Capitalist
Societies (on the example of Japan)";
N. Leshchenko, "The Question of
the Boundaries of the Modern
Times in Japan's Hisrory";
V. Popov, "A Contemporary History
of Japan"; V. Laverychev, "The
Question of Periodisation of Russia's
History of the Capitalist Period";
K. Sarkisov, "Japan's Policy in Asia
and Problems of Peace and Security
in thb Pacific Asia"; S. Verbitsky,
"The Evolution of Japan's Regional
Policy". Reporting from the Japan-
ese side were: Masayuki Yamauchi,
"The Russian Revolution and Mid-
dle East (1920-1921)"; Takeo Hir-
ose, "The Siberian Railway in the
First Russian Revolution and the
Russian-Japanese War"; Keiji
Nagahara, "Problems of Periodisa-
tion of Japan's History of the Pre-
Contemporary Period"; Kaichiro
Ooishi, "Periodisation of the Modern
and Contemporary History of
Japan"; Nobuo Shimotomai, "The
End of NEP (1929-1936)"; Ryuji
Sasaki, "Problems of Security of
Eastern Asia after the Second World
War". Some 2O people, including
Haruki Wada and Tadashi Kano
from Japan. participared in the dis-
t:ussion of the papers.

* An international conference "Africa:
the Challenge of Economic Recolrcry and
Accelerated Deaelopmeni held in Abuja
(Nigeria) attracted participanrs from
36 countries and some 50 interna-
tional organisations. The Soviet par-
ticipant in the conference A. Sorokin
(Institute of Africa, USSR AS) read
his paper "The Challenge of Africa's
Economic Recovery and the Concept
of International Economic Security".
The conference adopted a final
document "Abuja Statement on
Economic Recovery and Long-Term
Development in Africa".

>F Jyviiskylii (Finland) played hosr to
the European Population Conference
"Issues and, Prospects" organised by
the International Union for the Sci-
entific Study of Population (IUSSP),
the European Association for Popu-
lation Studies (EAPS), and Finnish
Consortium for Population Confer-
ence Organisation (FINNCO). The
conference attracted demographers
from 23 European countries, includ-
ing Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, GDR,
Hungary, Poland, Rumania, USSR,
and Yugoslavia and demographers
from l0 countries of North and
South America, Asia, Africa and
Australia. The participants heard 7
plenary papers. The Soviet re-
searcher A. Vishnevskv was a lead-
ing opponent on the paper "Demog-
raphic Change, Economic Growth
and Social Welfare". Then the con-
ference work proceeded in 25
panels. Soviet researchers actively
participated in four of them.
K. Katus read his paper "Evolution
of Fertility in the Esronian SSR" in
the "Long-Term Fluctuations in Fer-
tility" panel; O. Staroverov delivered
his paper "Problems of Population
Movement Simulation" to the
"Economic-Demographic Models"
panel. V. Bodrova headed the "Fam-
ily Policy and Population Change"
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panel and A. Isupov headed the
"1990 Round of Censuses" panel.

>F Iyvdskyli (Finland) was the venue
ol the SotierFinnish demographic semi-
nar "Population and Social Deuelop-
ment". The Soviet delegation was
headed by L. Rybakovsky (head of
the department at the Institute of
Sociological Studies, USSR AS), and
Professor A. Majava headed the Fin-
nish delegation. Reporting from the
Soviet side were: L. Rybakovsky,
"Seventy Years of Demographic De-
velopment in the USSR"; G. Kisele-
Y3, "New Methodological Ap-
proaches in the Study of Demog-
raphic Processes in the USSR";
I. Ushkalov, "Scientific and Techni-
cal Progress and the Mobility of the
Population"; I. Zhuravleva, "Health
and Self-Preservation Behaviour";
M. Cherednichenko, "Ageing of the
Population of the USSR and Social
Problems of the Aged in the Scien-
tific and Technological Revolution";
P. Eglite "Social Changes of the Sub-
ject of Demographic Behaviour";
T. Ivanova, "Demographic Develop-
ment of Ethnic Groups of the Popu-
lation (Kola Lapps)"; G. Romanen-
kova, "Historical Aspect of the
Evolution of the Population of
Petersburg-Leningrad"; F. Borodkin
and S. Soboleva, "The Accuracy of
the Regional Population Projec-
tions". Finnish researchers delivered
papers: "H. Hamalainen, "The Ac-
curacy of the Regional Population
Projections in Finland in the 1980s";
V. Notkola and T. Valkonen,
"Socio-Economic Differences in
Perinatal and Infant Mortality in
Finland. 1976-1982"; T. Martelin,
"Effects of Changes in Smoking
Habits on Morbidity and Mortality: a
Simulation Experiment";' P. Parkki-
nen, "Ageing Finland up to the Year
2030"; S. Lallukka, "Changing Age-
Sex Composition as an Indication of
Ethnic Reidentification: the Mord-
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vins"; O. Turpeinen, "Population
Disasters in Finland in 1808-1809
and 1866-I868".

* "Raising the Efficiency of Usi,ng
Scienti,fi,c and, Techni,cal Potential" was

the theme of the Second, All-Uni,on
Scientific-Practical Conference on the

Problems of Managing Sci,ence held in
Moscow and organised by the USSR
State Committee for Science and
Technology, Scientific Economic Soc-
iety, Department of Economics of
the USSR AS and the USSR AS
Scientific Council on Economic Prob-
lems of the STR. Plenary sessions
heard and discussed 16 papers in-
cluding: "Economic Problems of In-
tegrating Science and Production"
(Academician A. Aganbegyan),
"Economic Forms of Integrating Sci-
ence and Production" (V. Groshev),
"The Direction of Restructuring Sci-
entific and Technical Potential"
(N. Obraztsov), "The Improvement
of the Economic Mechanism in In-
tensifying Science" (Corr. Mem.,
USSR AS V. Makarov), "Economic
Levers of Managing the Develop-
ment of Scientific and Technical
Potential" (S. Perminov). Then the
work of the conference proceeded in
the panels: "Comprehensive Prob-
lems of the Economy of Science",
"Problems of Forming a Network of
Scientific Organisations", "The
Theory and Practice of Comprehen-
sive Analysis and Assessment of Sci-
entific and Technical Activity", "The
Improvement of the Mechanism of
Management and the Planning in
Science", "Raising the Efficiency of
Using Scientific Personnel and Ma-
terial and Technical Resources of
Scientific Organisations", "Informa-
tion Backing of Managing Science",
"The Improvement of Organisation-
al and Economic Levers of Introduc-
i.g Scientific and Technological
Achievements in Production",
"Economic Problems of Integrating

Science and Production". Some 150
papers were read at the panels,
approximately 1,700 people from 50
cities of the USSR rook part in rhe
conference.

* Geneva played hosr to the lbth
Puguash Worhshop on Nuclear Forces
which discussed rwo subjects: "The
ABM Treaty and Strategic Defence"
and "Deep Reduction and Minimum
Deterrence". It attracted representa-
tives of l3 counrries, including:
China, Czechoslovakia, Poland and
USSR. The Soviet delegation was
represented by Chairman of the
Soviet Pugwash Committee Academi-
cian M. Markov (delegation head),
Academician V. Goldansky, Corr.
Mem., USSR AS An. Gromyko,
Corr. Mem., USSR AS V. Tru-
khanovsky, Corr. Mem., USSR
AS N. Fedorenko, and N. Chervov.

* Mragowo (Poland) was the venue
of the 49th Puglash Syrnposium on
Common Securi,ty i,n Europe which
brought together representatives of
22 countries, including Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland,
Rumania, USSR, and Yugoslavia.
The Soviet Union was represented
by Academician O. Reutov and
V. Mazing.

Conference of the
Commission of the
es of the Soci.ali.st

Countries "Problems of Peace and Dis-
armament", which was held in Mos-
cow, was attended by academics
from Bulgaria, Cuba, Czechos-
lovakia, GDR, Hungary, People's
Democratic Republic of Korea, Mon-
golia, Poland, USSR, and Viernam.
They adopted forms and guidelines
of the commission's work and plan
for 1988-1900.

* A round table "Disa,rmament and
Deaelopment" organised in the Insti-

tute of the World Economy and
International Relations of the USSR
AS by the participants of the confer-
ence jointly with representatives of
some developing countries discussed
the theses "Concept of the Interrela-
tion between Disarmament and De-
velopment" which had been pre-
pared by the institute.

* London was the venue of an
i,nternational conference "Politics: Ra-
tionalitl and
the Politics P
of the Intern
Association (IPSA). The conference
was conceived as a continuation of
the Moscow International Forum
"For a Nuclear-Free World, for the
Survival of Humanity" and simul-
taneously as a preparatory stage to
the l4th International Congress of
IPSA to be held in Washington in
August 1988. Academics from l5
countries took part in the confer-
ence. Corresponding Member of the
USSR AS V. Mshvenieradze (Deputy
Director of the Institute of
Philosophy, USSR AS) read his
paper "Meditations on New Political
Thinking".

* Scientists and public figures met in
Moscou lo conti,nue discussions o.f new
approaches to securi,ng durable peace in
the nuclear and space age which had
taken place at the Moscow forum
"For a Nuclear-Free World, for the
Survival of Humanity". The meeting
was organised by the Soviet Commit-
tee for European Security and Coop-
eration, the Committee of Soviet
Scientists for Peace, Against Nuclear
Threat, the Scientific Council for
Studying the Problems of Peace and
Disarmament of the USSR AS, the
USSR State Committee for Science
and Technology, and the Soviet
Peace Committee. Communications
on the conceptions of military de-
tente, in particular non-offensive de-
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fence, being elaborated now were
read by A. von Bulow, Deputy of the
SDPG to the FRG Bundestag; Pro-
fessor R. Neild of University of
Cambridge (Great Britain); Professor
F. von Hippel (Princeton University,
USA); Professor A. Boserup (De-
nmark); Professor E. Boeker (Free
University of Amsterdam); Dr. A.
von Miiller (the Max Planck Society
for Developing Science, FRG).
W. Konarski of Poland informed the
meeting on his country's proposals in
the field of reducing armaments and
promoting confidence in Europe.

* The Intentational Scimtific Seminar
on Problems of Security and, Deuelop-
ment in the North Pacific sponsored in
Sapporo (Japan) by the Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomacy (USA)
and Hokkaido University attracted
researchers from Canada, China,
Japan, Korean People's Democratic
Republic, South Korea, USA, and
USSR. The Soviet Union was rep-
resented by researchers from the
Institute of US and Canadian
Studies, USSR AS. The following
papers were delivered: "On Current
Military and Political Situation in the
North Pacific" (G.Trofimenko, de-
legation head), "The Countries of
the North Pacific and the Challenge
of the 21st Century" (A. Kortunov).
A. Parkansky and K. Pleshakov took
part in the seminar.

* k'roblems of security and, relations
betueen East and, West was the theme of
an international conferenca organised
in West Berlin by the local branch of
the Aspen Institute for Humanistic
Studies (Aspen, Colorado). It was
attended by experts from France,
FRG, Great Britain, USA, and
USSR. The Soviet Union was rep-
resented by Deputy Director of the
Institute of US and Canadian
Studies, USSR AS R, Bogdanov (de-
legation head), researchers of this
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institute S. Plekhanov and A. Bob-
rysheva, researchers from the Insti-
tute of the World Economy and
International Relations V. Baranovs-
ky and A. Savelyev. Processes de-
veloping in the USSR and the USA
and their impact on the East-West
relations were in the centre of dis-
cussions. Great attention was paid to
the speeches of Soviet participants
which were devoted to the restruc-
turing under way in the USSR and
to decisions of the June 1987 Ple-
nary Meeting of the CC CPSU.

* Washington D.C. was the venue
of a Soaiet-American seminar uhich
discussed the prospects ,f Soaiet-
Ameri.can relations, nuclear disarma-
mmt and the problem of strengthening
strategic stability and red,uci.ng conaen-
tional forces. It was organised by the
Atlantic Council of the United States
and the Institute of US and Cana-
dian Studies of the USSR AS. The
Soviet side was represented at the
seminar by: Director of the Institute
Academician G. Arbatov, Corr.
Mem., USSR AS V. Zhurkin, Admir-
al N. Amelko, G. Trofimenko,
M. Milstein, V. Shustov, R. Entov,
and S. Karaganov. Participating
from the American side were: Chair-
man of the Atlantic Council General
A. Goodpuster, General B. Skow-
croft, J. Woolfy and other experts.

* The Sottiet-tapanese symposium on
the problems of peace and security in
Asia was held in Tskhaltubo (Geor-
gian SSR). The Soviet delega-
tion was headed by Academician
E. Primakov, Director of the Insti-
tute of the World Economy and
International Relations, USSR AS.
Professor K. Saeki headed the group
of Japanese experts from the Coun-
cil of National Security of Japan.
The participants in the symposium
discussed the questions of disarma-
ment. security and cooperation in

the world and in the Asian Pacific as
well as the questions of Soviet-
Japanese relations. The parties stres-
sed the necessity of implementing in
practice the principles of new politi-
cal thinking in the development of
international relations, of searching
for ways to reducing the level of war
danger and of deepening mutual
understanding and confidence.

* "Political Institutes and, the Accelera-
tion of Soci,o-Economic Deuelopment"
was the themc of the Third, All-Union
School of Young Political Scholars spon-
sored, in Moscow by the Sorti,et Associa-
ti.on of Political Science. The plenary
session heard the paper of Corr.
Mem., USSR AS V. Mshvenieradze
(Deputy Director of the Institute of
Philosophy, USSR AS) on the tasks
of political science in the conditions
of restructuring, and the paper of
I. Bestuzhev-Lada (Institute of
Sociological Studies, USSR AS) on
the process of democratisation and
problems of overcoming red tape.
The panel meetings considered two
questions: the role of political insti-
tutes in restructuring and the re-
structuring of political institutes; and
the role of political institutes in the
socio-economic development of the
capitalist countries at the present
stage. The round-table discussions
were devoted to: new thinking and
military policy in the nuclear age;
philosophical and methodological
problems of studies in politics (epis-
temology of politics); collective and
individual leadership in politics; new
legislation and the restructuring; the
sociology of self-government: readi-
ness No... (empirical studies of socio-
political processes in the USSR);
religion and politics.

{< Dubrovnic (Yugoslavia) hosted a
session of the Research Cornmittee on
Sociology ol Regional and. Urban De-
uelopment of the International Sociologi-

cal Associ,ation on the theme "Technolo-
gy, Restructuring and Urban-Regi,onal
Deuelopment". It attracted academics
from 15 countries, including Hun-
gary, Poland, USSR, and Yugoslavia.
Soviet participants submitted the fol-
lowing papers: "Modern Technologi-
cal Restructuring and Changes in the
Socio-Professional Structure of
Urban Population in the USSR"
(O. Shkaratan), "Regional Differenti-
ation of the Life Conditions of the
Population and Socio-Economic
Mechanisms of Its Regulation"
(L. Khakhulina).

* "The Soci.al Organi.sation of Work:
Problematic Aspects" was the theme of
the First Souiet-American Soci,ological
Seminar sponsored by the Soviet
Sociological Association and the
American Sociological Association in
Vilnius. The seminar discussed the
following questions: the relationship
between the larger social structure
and job conditions in socialist and
capitalist societies; alternative struc-
tural arrangements for the organisa-
tion of work; social psychological
aspects of work motivation; historical
trends in the social organisarion of
work; modern technologies and
man: employment, working condi-
tions, communication, personality
development. The seminar heard
l5-odd papers, including the joint
Soviet-American paper "Indices of
the Use of Time by Urban Dwellers"
prepared by V. Andreyenkov,
V. Patrushev (both of the USSP) and
J. Robinson (USA); papers by Soviet
sociologists: "Tendencies to Enrich-
ing the Paradigm of the Sociology of
Labour" (V. Yadov), "The Develop-
ment of Democracy at the Enterprise
and the System of Social Guarantees
of the Right to Work" (B. Rakitsky);
and papers of American sociologists:
"Position in the Class Structure
and Psychological Functioning"
(M. Kohn et al.), "Jobs and Work"
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(J. Miller), "Goal Incongruence, In-
terdependence and Decision-Making
in a 'High-Technological Firm,;
(W. Bielby), "Technological Change,
Skill Requirements and Education,'
(K. Spenner).

* The Colloquium "Intemational
Crimes and, National Penal Law,, or-
ganised by the International Associa-
tion of Penal Law in Hammamet
(Tunisia) attracred experts from 18
countries, including GDR, Hungary,
Poland and USSR. Director of the
Institute for the Studies of rhe
Crime Causes and Elaboration of
Crime Prevention Measures I. Kar-
pets (USSR) delivered his paper on
international crimes and the crimes
of international character.

* "Legislation anil turidical Reoieu-
an International Comparison" uas the

lheme ol an international symposi,um
held in Bad Homburg (FRG) and
organised by the Institute of the
Political Sc
University
law studen
FRG, Greece, ltaly, poland, Spain,
USSR, and USA. There were sub-
mitted 9 papers to rhe symposium
on the control of the constitutionality
of laws in respective systems of law.
Great interest was arisen by the
paper of Polish represenlative
L. Garlicki on the organisation and
activity of the Constitutional Tribun-
al recently established in the country.
V. Tumanov (department head at
the Institute of the State and Law,
USSR AS) read his paper "Guaran-
tees for Constitutionality of Legisla-
tion in the USSR" in which, ai the
request of the participants, much
attention was paid to legal aspects of
the restructuring under way in the
Soviet Union.

* The Souiet-West German colloqui,um
"International Lau and Municipal
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Lau" held in Kiel was organised by
the Max Planck Institute for Foreign
Public and International Law
(Heidelberg), the Institute for Inter-
national Law at the Christian Al-
brecht University (Kiel) and other
scientific legal institutions. Corr.
Mem., USSR AS G. Tunkin, Chair-
man of the Soviet Association of
International Law, headed the Soviet
delegation and Professor R. Wol-
frum headed the West German de-
legation. The colloquium discussed
four themes: "Incorporation of Cus-
tomary International Law into
Municipal Law", "The Relevance of
Resolutions and Declarations of In-
ternational Organisations for Munici-
pal Law", "Incorporation of Interna-
tional Treaties into Municipal Law,',
and "The Relevance of Acts of
International'Super-National Organ-
isations' for Municipal Law".

>k "I-egal System and Restructuri.ng,,
uas the theme of an all-Llnion scientific-
lheoretical conference carried out by
the Institute of the State and Law,
USSR AS at Zven;gorod (near Mos-
cow). Some 160 Ieading scientists of
Iaw, representatives of legal research
institutes, institutions of higher
learning and practical workers iook

V. Savitsky, "Justice and Restructur-
ing"; and V. Nersesyants, "New
Legal Thinking under Restructur-
ing". Discussion of the papers at-
tracted some 40 people. The main
theoretical theses propounded in the
papers and discussions were re-
flected in the recommendations
adopted by the conference.

* The Second, Congress of the Interna-
tional Society of Applied, Psychotinguis-

tics (ISAPL) held in Kassel (FRG)
brought together researchers from
25 countries, including Bulgaria,
Hungary, Poland, Rumania, USSR,
and Yugoslavia. The participants
gave much thought to methodologi-
cal and theoretical problems in
studying extralinguistic factors of
verbal communication and to
analysis of the results of experimen-
tal research in the field of verbal
communication, first language de-
velopment and second language de-
velopment. E. Tarasov, a researcher
of the Institute of Linguistics, USSR
AS, read his paper "Ontology of
Verbal Communication".

* Swansea (Great Britain) played
host to the Eighth International Con-
gress on celtic stud,ies. It attracted
academics of Canada, France, FRG,
Finland, Great Britain, Ireland, Po-
land, USSR, and USA. The Soviet
Union was represented by
V. Kalygin and A. Korolev, resear-
chers of the Institute of Linguistics,
USSR AS.

* The Tenth Annual Conference of the

Internati,onal Soci,ety of Poli,ti.cal Pslchol-
og1 held in San Francisco brought
together some 400 academics from
30 countries, including Hungary, Po-
land, and the USSR. Soviet resear-
chers from the Institute of US and
Canadian Studies, USSR AS deli-
vered the following papers: "Con-
tribution of Social Science to
Policy Making: a Soviet View"
(Yu. Zamoshkin), and "Image of the
Enemy and New Political Thinking"
(A. Melvil).

* In the Ninth Biennial Meeting of the
Society for the Study of Behaoioral
Deaelopment (ISSBD) in Tokyo spon-
sored by the Society jointly with a

number of Japanese scientific centres
participated some 800 academics
from 28 countries, including Hun-

gary and the USSR. A. Mitkin, a
researcher from the Institute of
Psychology, USSR AS, read his
paper "Eye Movements and Visual
Functions in Infancy. The Problem
of Interdependence".

* Mexico-City was the venue of an
international seminar "The Ori,gi.n of
Man in America" which attracted
scientists from Canada, Mexico,
Peru, USSR, USA, Venezuela and
some countries of the Western
Hemisphere. Corr. Mem., USSR AS
N. Dikov delivered his paper "The
Palaeolithic Period of Kamchatka
and Chukotka and the Problem of
the Earliest Settlement of America".

* In a symposium "Dynamics "fGeosystems: Monitoring (Control) and
Forecasting" organised in Moscow
and Nalchik by the Commission on
Geographical Monitoring and Fore-
casting of the International Geog-
raphical Union (IGU) participated
43 researchers from 13 countries,
including China, Czechoslovakia,
GDR, and USSR. Chairman of the
Commission S. Evteyev (USSR) deli-
vered the introductory speech. The
symposium heard 40 papers, includ-
ing "Global Environmental Problem:
Socio-Economic Reasons of Its
Emergence" (E. Alayev, USSR), "For
a Monitoring of the Urban Systems
Deterioration: the Case of Morocco"
(A. Fadloullah, Morocco), "Environ-
mental Quality Assessment and
Monitoring Problems aL the
Urban Eastward Expansion in
Florianopolis" (C. A. de Figueiredo
Monteiro, Brazil), "Monitoring
Ecological Change in the Wake of
Agricultural Modernisation in India:
Evidence from Indo-Gangatic Di-
vide" (A. Ahmad, India), "Forecast-
ing of the Geosystems Change. Due
to Intensification of Tourism"
(B. Barcelo i Pons, Spain), "Man-
Induced Impact on Geosystems: the
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mic (Geog-
(G. Sdasyuk,

::::3H::I
lovakia (History and Perspectives)',

Geographical Approach" (V. Annen-
kor', USSR). The participants
familiarised themselves with the
work of some scientific institutions.

* The Institute of the International
Working-Class Movement, USSR AS,
organised a session of the problem
C.ommission for Multilateral Coopera-
tion of the Socialist Countries 1,The

Working Class in the World Reuolutio-
nary Process" which was dedicated to
the 70th anniversary of the Great
October Revolution. The participants
in the session-researchers and lead-
ers of sciendfic institutions and prac-
tical workers, discussed questions of
the acceleration of the socio-
economic development in socialist
socrety working class
in the utionary pro-
cesses, the working
People cial progress.

* "The Great October Reuoluti,on and
the Battle of Iileas in the Contemporary
WorLd," ttas the theme of an internation-
a-l meeting of scientists sponsored by
the European Institute of Sociology
and Politics and carried out in
Athens. Reporting from the Soviet
side were: Corr. Mem., USSR AS
T. Timofeyev (Director of the Insti-
tute of the International Working-
Class Movemenr-IIWCM), .,Th;
Great October Revolution, the Work-
ing Class and the Battle of Ideas,,;
Corr. Mem., USSR Academy of
Medical Sciences S. Fyodorov,
"Medicine and Science in the 20th-
2lst Centuries"; Deputy Director of
IIWCM B. Koval, "Politics and the
Masses in the Contemporary
Epoch". M. Rayevsky, a researcher
of IIWCM, took part in the meeting.
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* The SOth Session of the Permanent
Internati,onal Attais;ic Conference
(PIAC) was orBanised in Blooming-
ton (Indiana) by Indiana University.
It was attended by academics from
l3 countries, including China, GDR,
Hungary, and USSR. The Soviet side
submitted the following papers:
"The Problem of Typology of Mor-
phological Categories in Altaic and
East and South-East Asian
'Sprachbiinde' (Plurality and rhe Zero
Form)" (Corr. Mem., USSR AS
V. Solntsev), "The Names of Monet-
ary Units in the Old Turkic Lan-
guages of Inner Asia" (Corr. Mem.,
USSR AS E. Tenishev), "On Turco-
Finno-Ugric Language Contacts"
(K. Musayev), "The 'Qutadgu Bilig'
as One of the Earliest Evidences of
Aesthetic Thought of Turkic Speak-
irg Peoples" (B. Nazarov), "New
Runic Inscriptions in the Altai"
(D. Vasilyev). D. Sinor (USA) was
re-elected Secretary General of PIAC
for a new five-year term. The 3lst
Session of PIAC is to be held in
1988 in Weimar (cDR). H. P. Vietze
(GDR) has been elected its President.

* The Second, Intemational Scientific
Ecclesi.astic Conference deaoted lo the
History 

"f the Russi,an Orthodox
Church, held in Moscow, brought
together representatives of the Or-
thodox and Old Oriental churches,
the Catholics, Lutherans and Baptists
from 28 countries, including Bul-
garia, Finland, France, FRG, Greece,
Hungary, India, Poland, Yugoslavia.
Participating from the Soviet side
were researchers of the Institutes of
the Academy of Sciences of the
USSR: of the Russian Language,
World Literature, Archaeology,
Slavonic and Balkan Studies, the
History of the USSR, lecturers of
Moscow University's Philological De-
partment, researchers of the Andrei
Rublev Museum of the Old Russian
Art and of other institutions. The

conference heard 94 papers on the
history of church, development of
the Slavic written language and liter-
ature, the impact of Christianisation
on the social life and culture of Old
Russia. Soviet researchers from the
above-mentioned academic institutes
delivered I I papers, including S. Av-
erintsev, "The Byzantine Heritage in
the Russian Tradition of Perception
of the World"; A. Alexeyev, '"Tex-
tological Significance of the Gennadi
Bible"; S. Schmidt, "Metropolitan
Makari of Moscow and State Re-
forms in Russia in the Mid-l6th
Century"; A. Rogov, "Christianisa-
tion of Rus and the Western Slavs";
G. Prokhorov, "Exhortation of Met-
ropolitan Kiprian to a Newly Or-
dained Priest". The conference paid
much attention to the peace-making
activity of the Russian Orthodox
Church in among
the people, enemy
rmage rn ot n sup_
porting the disar-
mament.

* Charles University in Prague
played host to an international confer-
ence "Sci.ence and Uniuersitias" which
attracted scientists from l0 countries,
including Czechoslovakia, Poland
and the USSR. Corr. Mem., USSR
AS Yu. Kukushkin delivered to the
conference his paper "History of
Universities in Russia".

* "The 70th Annitersary of the Grea"t
October Socialist Reuolution and, the
World Reuolutionary Process" uas the
theme of the Czechoslouak Scientific
Conference carried out in Prague by
the Czechoslovak-Soviet Institute of
the Czechoslovak Academy of Sci-
ences. It garhered outstanding his-
torians, philosophers, sociologists
and economists. Director of the In-
stitute A. DoleiSa delivered the intro-
ductory speech and his paper on rhe
subject of the conference. The sec-

ond paper "Ideas of the October
Revolution and the National Libera-
tion Movement" was read by
A. Kaufman (Institute of Oriental
Studies, USSR AS). Besides, rhe con-
ference heard l0 papers which con-
sidered various aspects of the main
theme.

* The 18th Scientific Conference on
Studying Australi,a and Oceania, or-
ganised by the Institute of Oriental
Studies, USSR AS in Moscorv, rvas
opened by the introductory speech
delivered by a department head of
the Institute K. Malakhovskv. The
participants heard and discussed
some 40 papers, including "Australia
and ASEAN: Political and Economic
Relations. 1970s-1980s" (V. Ar-
khipov), "The Alignmenr of Forces
in the US Political and Academic
Quarters on the Question of the
'Pacific Communiry"' (V. yakubovs-
ky), "Integrational Processes in the
Pacific Basin and Conferences of the
Pacific Economic Community"
(A. Suchkov), "Australia's Economy
in the Mid-1980s" (A. Chuikov),
"'Ihe New Guinean Diaries of
N. N. Miklukho-Maklai" (N. Buti-
nov), "The Problem of polyne-
sian Polytheism in the Muse-
um Exposition" (M. Butinova), ,,A
Voice of the Musical Insrrument
is a Voice of the Ancestor" (L. Abra-
myan), "The First Experience of
Oceanian Literary Studies" (A. pet-
rikovskaya), "The Role of the Creole
Languages in the Cultural Processes
of Melanesia Today" (V. Belikov),
and "The Australian 'Hero of Our
Times' (David Malouf, Johnno)"
(O. Zernetskaya).

* Moscow was the venue of a gener-
al meeting of the All-tJnion Association
of Orientalists which was organised
by the Institute of Oriental Studies,
USSR AS. In his introductory speech
Director of the Institute M. Kapitsa

(L. Kopadka,
"Noosphere:

C zechoslovakia),
a Historico-
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pointed out to the significance of the
Association established in 1982 and
stressed the necessity of invigorating
its activity and expanding its influ-
ence on the scientific and cultural
life of the country, on relations
between nationalities and on
strengthening scientific ties with
foreign countries. L. Alayev, Deputy
Chairman of the Association, sum-
med up its activity for the recent
five-year period. He said that the
Association had I I branches in
Union republics and large scientific
centres as well as 8 regional groups.
It unites 39 scientific, educational
and cultural institutions and more
than 1,700 individual members.
Corr. Mem., USSR AS G. Kim (De-
puty Director of the Institute) was
elected Chairman of the Association.

* The Institute of Oriental Studies,
USSR AS organised at Zvenigorod
(near Moscow) the Eighth Read,ings in
Memory of Acad,emician W. Barthold
(1869-1930), the outstanding Soviet
scientist, author of many works on
the history of Central Asia, Iran,
Islam, the Arabian caliphate, and
many writings in Oriental studies.
The readings were opened by
G. Girs, head of the department of
literary texts at the Institute of

Oriental Studies. The participants
considered the following themes:
methods in studying Oriental Arabic
graphic sources; archaeographic re-
views of written texts; documents
and diplomacy; metrology, epig-
raphy, sphragistics; automatisation
and source studies; literature and
folklore as a historical source. Ap-
proximately 90 papers were heard
and discussed, including: "Some As-
pects in Studying Biographic Infor-
mation of Middle Age Arab Au-
thors" (V. Beilis), "Hagiographic Lit-
erature as a Historical Source"
(B. Akhmedov and I. Saidakh-
medov), "Old Turkic Texts as a

Source for Studying Old Turkic
Culture" (S. Klyashtorny), "Difficul-
ties and Methods of Ascertaining the
Authenticity of Date on Coins with
Arabic Inscriptions" (E. Davidovich),
"Documents on Taxation in the
Bukhara Region in the Late l9th
Century" (K. Khakimova), "The
Source Studies Aspects in Examining
the Georgian-Persian Bilingual
Documents" (T. Abashidze), "Geor-
gian Sphragistics and the Condition
of Its Studies" (A. Bakradze), "The
Question of the Automated Data
Bank for Mediaeval Persian Texts"
(G. Beradze, G. Zhorzholiani, and
N. Nakhutsrishvili).
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1986, 268 c.

The Slructure of the National Economy
in Conditions of Intensification,
Moscow, Nauka Publishers,
1986, 268 pp.

The monograph under review is
one of a series of books published by
the USSR Academy of Sciences' In-
stitute of Economics on the problems
of perfecting the structure of the
Soviet Union's economy. It examines
the methodological questions in-
volved in evaluating the efficiency of
this structure at a time when an
intensive type of extended reproduc-
tion is being established and de-
veloped.

It should be admitted that the
consolidation of technological links
between branches and industries and
cooperation and combination in pro-
duction, lead to the agglomeration of
branches and industries and their
increased unity and interdepen-
dence. Moreover, new branches and
industries are emerging which are
born of the scientific and technologi-
cal revolution and the intensification
of the social division of labour. It
ultimately leads to the breaking
down of the traditional economic
structure and requires adequate
changes in the economic mechanism.

The point is to achieve the necessary
degree of proportionaliry and bal-
ance in the economy. These and a
number of new premises contained
in the first tr^ro chapters are of great
interest. They analyse contemporary
problems of structural policy and its
specific features and trace the
dynamics of the basic indices of the
functioning of the economy and the
efficiency of structural changes.

The authors put forward the
thesis of the priority of some
branches as a phenomenon charac-
teristic of a majority of countries
with a developed structure. At stages
of rapid economic growth these
countries register "the subordination
of the entire economy mostly to the
interests of the development of key
branches of heavy industry".

In studying the principal charac-
teristics of reproduction and inter-
branch proportionality during the
period of transfer to a predominant-
ly intensive type of economic growth,
the authors single out changes in the
correlation between Departments I
and II of social produciion, as well
as that between the resources of live
and materialised labour; changes
in the influence of the principal
material factors-the workforce
and the means of production-on
the results of production, and in
the structural proportions of indivi-
dual parts of the national economic
complex.
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In analysing the reasons for an
increase in the capital-output ratio,
the just conclusion is drawn thar
"high coocentration of production
assets should not lead to an increase
in the capital-output ratio, which
depends on the technical level of the
assets, the degree of their utilisation,
coordination and balance in the de-
velopment of the basic and auxiliary
industries, the correlation of the
dynamics of the prices of equipment
and its productivity, and other fac-
tors ".

One cannot but agree with the
authors that the problems of radical
improvement of the normative basis,
the introduction of a resource-saving
technology and the orientation of
planning and material incentives to a
most strict economy of resources are
acquiring importance today. The
book emphasises the need to make
the system of payment for work of
those engaged in social production
dependent on the extent to which
raw materials, fuel and power are
economised on, inasmuch as at the
present stage the thrifty use of
resources has become a principal
strategic course of the country's
economic development.

The authors devote considerable

A. LI. AHqI4IUKI4H. Hayxa-
mexHuKa-tltouo*tuxa. M., v3A-
Bo "OKoHoMnxa", 1986, 384 c.

A. I. ANCHISHKIN, Science-
Tc chnolo gy - E conomics, Moscow,
Ekonomika Publishers, 1986,
384 pp.

The monograph by Academician
A. Anchishkin (1933-1987) analyses
the economic developmental laws of
science and technology. It discusses a
range of questions logically con-
nected and subordinated to the main
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attention to the question of improv-
ing the structure of the engineering
industry and modern trends in com-
prehensive mechanisation and auto-
mation, perfecting the structure of
the machine-tool industry, and pro-
ducing the means of mechanisation
and automation. Regrettably, the
long-term proposals for developing
and perfecting the machine-building
complex are confined largely to
branch aspects.

The chapter devoted to perfecting
the structure of the agrarian-
industrial complex examines a wide
range of problems dealing with its
formation, trends towards intensifi-
cation of production, the provision
of agriculture with products man-
ufactured by the asset-producing
branches, the improvement of the
quality of finished products in this
complex, and the development of
the infrastructure in the complex,
which is, in our view, quite justified.

The book is a useful contribution
to the study of the problems of
efficiency in social production in the
new economic conditions taking
shape in the USSR, and will be of
great interest to economists.

O. Volkov

aim-the substantiation of planned
management of the great potential
of the scientific and technological
revolution in socialist society.

All parts of the book are based on
similar initial methodological princi-
ples: the singling out of economic
aspects of scientific and technical
progress; an lpproach to science as a
key branch determining the rates of
extended reproduction; differentia-
tion of the general historical and
specific features of scientific and
technical progress. Science is re-
garded not only as a condition for

the growth of national income, but
also as a major element of society's
nationa.l wealth.

Marx' reproduction theory and his
teaching on the dual character of
labour take pride of place in the
initial principles. This enabled the
author to analyse the qualitative and
quantitative specificities of labour in
the sphere of science, the use value
and the value of a product or service
it creates, the degree of its complexi-
ty, and the socially necessary expen-
ditures connected with it. The
monograph singles out the basic
historical stages of the materialisa-
tion of science in the means of
production, and the organisation of
the productive forces, including
manPower.

The book examines the subject of
political economy in a new way. In
contrast to traditional vievrs, accord-
ing ro which this discipline studies
only production relations, their laws
and categories, the author proves
that the subject of political economy
is the mode of production, that is,
the productive forces and produc-
tion relations and their interaction in
the reproduction process.

It is known that a number of
works published here discusses the
correlation of the productive forces
and production relations, particular-
ly, the question as to whether the
development of the latter can out-
strip that of the former. Touching
on these problems, the author main-
tains that the perfection of produc-
tion relations is organically con-
nected rvith the dialectics of the
development of society's productive
forces and with the forms of the
organisation of labour. An analysis
of the quesrions of improving pro-
duction relations in isolation from
the study of the productive forces, in
the correct view of the author, is a
futile attempt to reduce the essence
o[ the process of such improvement

to the construction of one or another
hypothetical model of production
relations. In this context the book
devotes considerable attention to the
problem of the socialisation of the
productive forces.

Political economy does not parrici-
pate directly in the process of plan-
ning scientific and technical prog-
ress; this task is tackled by applied
sciences. But it is precisely political
economy that makes it possible to
disclose both general and specific
features of scientific and technical
progress under socialism. The
monograph shows that the planned
development of science as a direct
productive force of society is re-
flected in the correlation between
the measure of the socialisation of
production and the functions of
nationwide centralised planning, be-
tween the structure of socialist prop-
erty and the forms of the organisa-
tion of production, between the sys-
tems of economic interests and the
methods of their consideration in
economic activity; it shows that the
efficiency of the nationwide planning
of scientific and technical progress
largely depends on the development
of all structures of socialist property,
their use and forms of their realisa-
tion in the complex of economic
lnterests.

A balanced scientific and technical
progress presupposes the distribu-
tion of its results in proportion with
the socially necessary expenditures
of labour in all spheres of its applica-
tion. The author comes ro the con-
clusion that the effect of scientific
and technical progress should largely
be socialised in the hands of the stare
for solving the national economic
tasks, and should remain only par-
tially in the hands of the producers
and consumers of new machines and
equlpment.

Socialist ownership exerts a
specific influence on the social as-
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pects of scientific and technical prog-
ress. Under socialism, social restric-
tions have a special nature, expres-
sing, as they do, the requirements,
peculiar to this system, that man and
society make of living and working
conditions. These restrictions must
accord with man's motives and value
orientations, the level and quality of
the socialist mode of life, and urgent
tasks of its improvement. They
should be reckoned with in deter-
mining the criteria of the use of
machines under socialism, and new
technologies, in releasing workforce
in a planned manner, in allocating
means earmarked for the protection
of the environment, and in solving
all questions bearing on the connec-
tion of scientific and technical prog-
ress with the vital activities of people.

A combination of a theoretical
analysis of problems with the real
facts of economic practice, which is a
specific feature of this monograph as
a whole, enabled the author to newly
approach the question as to how the
concept of the productive forces can
be correlated to the division of the
economy into the productive and
non-productive spheres, which is ac-
cepted in statistics and planning.
Academician Anchishkin is against
such a division. He writes: "It seems
that the economic role of the non-
productive sphere, which forms
qualitative, including scientific-
technical, characteristics of the ma-
terial elements of the productive
forces and manpower, allows us to
regard these forces as a sum total of
all economic resources, irrespective
of the sphere of their utilisation."
The author's premise about the sing-
ling out of the basic and infrastruc-
tural branches, within the structure
of reproduction, also merits atten-
tion. The mounting role of science
in extended reproduction presup-
poses that the capacity of infrastruc-
tural branches will overtake the
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growth of the capacities of the key
industries.

The author contributed considera-
bly to the study of the law of labour
saving and the growing role oI
scientific and technical progress in it.
Examination of the labour saving
category in various aspects of scien-
tific and technical progress keynotes
the entire monograph. In effect,
labour saving reflects the efficiency
of the interaction of science, technol-
ogy and the entire economy in the
reproduction process. Labour saving
obtained as a result of implementing
scientific advances ultimately be-
comes the main source of social

Progress.
The book also examines the role

of science in the intensification of
the subject of production relations,
the formation of his interests, and
the motivation of his labour activity
and value orientations connected
with the use of the results of scien-
tific and technical progress at the
various levels of the organisation of
the productive forces: man and his
work place; the intra-industrial coop-
eration of labour; the production
object, inter-object and national
economic (state) forms of production
cooperation; the world economy.
The book shows that the interaction
of the various levels of the organisa-
tion of the productive forces under
socialism is effected on the principle
of democratic centralism and is
based on the improvement of tech-
nological and economic ties and the
active use of all levers of commodity-
money relations.

Man as a subjective factor of social
progress is an important object of
investigation. The monograph de-
scribes the socio-economic founda-
tions determining his interests and
requirements in the conditions of
scientific and technical progress.
They are not connected with man's
anthropological specific features, are

not inherited and cannot be influ-
enced by genetic engineering. The
motives of labour and the social
behaviour of man are determined by
the dominant social relations, the
forms of the realisation of property
relations, society's social structure,
historical and national specificities,
and institutional forms. The author
thoroughly substantiates the premise
that under socialism the orientation
of scientific and technical progress to
man's social requirements and rising
Iiving standards becomes more pro-
nounced. New scientific knowledge is

materialised primarily at a higher
educational and skill level of work-
ers, and in man's comprehension of
the character of the natural and
social productive forces used by him
in the labour process. All this com-
plicates labour, but raises its produc-
tivity.

The monograph also dwells on the
"moral obsolescence" of knowledge.
Timely refreshing of knowledge is

the basis for personnel competence,
skill and professional qualities, cor-
responding to the achieved new
technological level. A gap between
them has a negative effect on the
development
forces.

of the productive

Speaking about a balance between
knowledge and technology, the au-
thor justly maintains that highly-
skilled labour can, at least partially,
compensate for shortcomings in
technology, and the expenditures of
social labour for the creation of a

"surplus" technical level of the
means of production cannot be com-
pensated for by anything. Timely
refreshing of knowledge presup-
poses a redistribution of resources
channelled into the training and
upgrading of personnel. If, for ex-
ample, the volume of scientific and
technical information doubles aP-
proximately every ten years, it means
that during his 3O-year period of

work man should double or triple
the knowledge he began with. Con-
sequently, expenditures for "recon-
structing" and refreshing knowledge
should comprise a considerable part
of the overall allocations for educa-
tion. In the present epoch the ex-
penditures of labour for the trans-
fer, mastering and preservation of
scientific knowledge can quantitative-
ly be compared with the expendi-
tures of labour in production.

In terms of political economy, the
most interesting chapters of the
monograph are those devoted to the
insufficiently studied problems of
scientific and technical progress.
Among them are: the correlation of
fundamental and applied research in
the "science-production" cycle;
the improved methods of plan-
ning, forecasting, management
and organisation of scientific and
technical progress; social requisites,
criteria and limitations of accelerated
scientific and technical progress, the
realisation of the value orientations
of science within the range of
economic interests.

An analysis of these problems ena-
bles the author to disclose the laws
of the movement of the extensive
and intensive factors of economic
growth. As scientific and technical
progress is becoming the main
source of labour saving, the role of
the intensive factors of the growth of
production and satisfaction of social
requirements is increasing. All this
determines the close connection of
the law of labour saving with the
main economic law of socialism.

The monograph under review is a
serious contribution to the theory of
socialist reproduction and the prac-
tice of economic planning. It will,
undoubtedly, contribute to better
utilisation of scientific achievements
for accelerating socio-economic de-
velopment of society.

P. Savchenko
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The USSR and Deueloping Countries.
Tracle end Econornic Relations,
Moscow, Mezhdunarodniye ot-
nosheniya Publishers, l98b,
240 pp.

A sound theoretical work with a
wealth of factual material, the book
poses some pressing, at times debata-
ble, questions about ways of develop-
ing further the USSR's economic
relations with young independent
states.

The monograph opens with a
chapter on the foundations of the
alliance between socialism and the
national liberation movement. Em-
phasising that any exploiter society
"inevitably breeds a system of domi-
nation and subordination in inter-
state relations", the authors show
that to cooperate with developing
countries in the anti-imperialist
struggle is the natural thing for the
socialist countries to do. The book
concentrates attenrion on the disin-
tegration of colonialism and the
emergence of the group of countries
of socialist orientation. As a result,
the progressive alternative to capital-
ist development has come into being
for the newly free counrries.

The chapter also deals with the
Iegitimate process of broadening the
spheres for joint acrion by the USSR
and developing countries in the in-
ternational arena. Comparatively re-
cently the leaders of many of these
countries considered opposition to
the arms race to be a secondary
matter related to the sphere of
East-West interests. However, in the
early 1980s, everybody began to
realise the direct connection between
the present international situation
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and the possibilities of solving the
tasks of economic development. The
heart of the matter lies not onlv in
the direct threat of a thermonuiear
catastrophe, but also in the squan-
dering of enormous resources on the
arms race and the onslaught of
imperialism on rhe positions of the
newly free countries.

The book characrerises the basic
principles of the USSR's economic
ties with young states. Among them,
the strict observance of sovereignty
and the renunciation of the use of
any political or other pressure on the
countries receiving assistance;cooper-
ation with a broad range of partners;
the creation with Soviet participation
of enterprises (mainly in the key
industries) which are wholly o\,^/ned
by the young states; emphasis on the
transfer of material resources and
know-how necessary for production;
favourable terms of granting
Soviet credits; technical assistance
on favourable terms and the training
of skilled national personnel; in-
creasing Soviet imports of finished
goods from developing states.

The chapter on the main forms of
economic relations between the
USSR and newly free countries is of
considerable interest. It deals with
trade, cooperation in the field of
capital construction, the setting up of
joint-stock companies with Soviet
participation, multilateral coopera-
tion with participating partners from
capitalist countries, as well as credit
and financial relations and mutual
accounts. The material cited de-
scribes the changeover to more com-
plex types of joint acrivity in the
sphere of material production which
enables the USSR to more actively
tackle "the tasks of rendering assis-
tance to developing countries in the
restructuring of their economies and
the entite social life along the lines
of progress through foreign
economic ties",

The chapters on joint-stock com-
panies and multilateral cooperation
contain a Iot of information. Men-
tion should be made of the ideas of
raising the efficiency of such forms
of ties as the ascertaining of most
promising industries and branches,
the ensuring of a higher level of
technical and economic substantia-
tion of proposals, and determination
of the optimum proportion of Soviet
participation.

Analysing credit and financial rela-
tions-one of the most acute prob-
lems facing developing 66un11is5-
the authors state that the USSR is
rendering credit to more than 60 of
them. This is closely connected, as a
rule, with scientific and technological
assistance and with the transfei of
new technologies and their develop-
ment, and radically differs from the
financial aid of capitalist countries,
which is more often than not accom-
panied by shackling conditions. At
the same time, the book examines
the question of raising mutual be-
nefits from credit ties. On the one
hand, progressing inflation should
be taken into account, and on the
other, the fact that the credits
granted by socialist states to develop-
ing partners are not the result of
financial surpluses invested abroad,
as it was noted in a joint statemenl
of these countries at the 4th session
of UNCTAD.

Considerable attention is devoted
to the USSR's cooperation with
newly free countries on a compensa-
tion basis, which enables the latter to
repay Soviet Ioans and find markets
for their products. The book de-
scribes the broad scope of compensa-
tion operations (about 60 corres-
ponding inter-governmental agree-
ments), their most widespread
spheres and mutual advantage.

One of the chapters discusses the
results of cooperation with the USSR
in the sphere of tackling the social

problems in developing countries.
We have in mind the expanding and
strengthening of the public sector,
the formation of national personnel,
greater employment, and the im-
provement of medical services.

The chapter on the antiimperialist
struggle in the sphere of internation-
al economic relations is short, but it
does contain a wealth of factual
material. The USSR's activity in
inter-governmental organisations,
which, as is known, began in the first
years of Soviet power with the direct
participation of Lenin, is solidly dealt
with in the chapter. The chapter
traces its stages, for one the adop-
tion, at the suggestion of the Soviet
Union, of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colo-
nial Countries and Peoples, the
USSR's initiative on the reduction of
the armed forces and the use of part
of the means thus relieved to render
assistance to developing countries.
Analysing the progressive premises
of a programrne for the establish-
ment of a new world economic
order, the authors mention certain
inconsistencies of that document (ig-
noring the task of the struggle for
international detente and the need
for social transformations in de-
veloping countries, searching for
ways to reorganise world economic
ties only within the framework and
by the methods of the capitalist
economic system).

There are, of course, certain
shortcomings in the work. In our
view, the book cites, without criti-
cism, the overrated assessments of
experts from international organisa-
tions of the long-term rates of in-
crease of the USSR's trade with
newly free countries in the 1980s.
Meanwhile, the progressing differen-
tiation of our partners in this group
(a majority of which are still going
along the capitalist path), and the
inconsistency of their policies show
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that forecasting in this respecr
should be made more cautiously.

In conclusion, it should be said
that this monograph is a tangible

contribution to the elaboration of the
pressing questions of the USSR's
foreign economic tttt' 

,. sabernikov

tence of their objective parameters
(intensity, continuit), spatial projec-
tion and spatial structure), or con-
sider all characteristics of sensation
and perception equally subjective,
confusing subjectivity with relativity.

The book shows that to ignore the
presence of signs in sensations and
perceptions, which leads to a naive
realistic premise about the full coin-
cidence of a sensual picture of reality
with reality itself, means to run to
the other extreme. The author dis-
closes the negative role of the theory
of symbols and naive realism, which
is unable to substantiate methodolog-
ically a positive programme of spe-
cial research into the brain and
psychology.

The concept of sensual reflection
as a dialectical unity of image con-
tent and sign form, put forward by
the author in the book, overcomes
the two opposing trends in the
theory of sensual knowledge and
"removes" the metaphysical ex-
tremes of the theory of symbols and
naive realism.

N. Gubanov interprets the sensual
sign as a component of psychic
reflection which does not have a
cognitive-image similarity with an
element or feature of objective reali-
ty corresponding to it. The image
character of reflection, that is, a
correspondence of the structures of
the reflection to the original, is
determined by the laws of the in-
teraction of the reflecting and re-
flected objects. The sign form of
reflection is connected with the fact
that the modalities of the image, by
virtue of their ideal character, can-
not be similar in substance as the
material elements of the original-
This is why the modalities of the
image are justly regarded by the
author as special natural signs of the
physical nature of the elements of
the original. This conclusion is cor-
roborated by data of the theory of

information, and the physiology and
biophysics of analysers.

Along with signs, the author sing-
les out the following image, or
analogous, characteristics in sensual
reflection: intensity. continuity, spa-
tial projection, and spatial structure
which reproduce the corresponding
parameters of the reflected realitl, by
definite laws. The dialectics of sensu-
al reflection lies in the fact that out
of psychic modalities that are natural
signs of the physical nature of the
elements of the objects reflected the
images of these objects are formed
in the process of perception-object
activity, which, in turn, reproduce
their structure.

The singling out of these charac-
teristics enables N. Gubanov to dis-
close the basic objective and subjec-
tive aspects of sensual reflection. In
its essence, the modality of reflection
is subjective, all other characteristics
are relatively objective. All five
characteristics are subjective in form,
but objective by their outer reason.

These epistemological conclusions
in the book are based on and con-
firmed by the concrete data on the
coding of information in man's nine
analysers (visual, audial, gustatory,
olfactory, tactile, temperature,
kinaesthetic, vestibular, visceral). The
author's epistemological interpreta-
tion of the parameters and specific
features of kinaesthetic, vestibular
and visceral sensations, which have
not up to now been analysed epis-
temologically, although they fulfil
important functions in knowledge
and practical activity, as shown in the
book, merits attention.

In Chapter III the author ex-
amines the significance of percep-
tion-object activity for sensual reflec-
tion. He criticises scholars who be-
lieve that the object activity serves as
the direct bearer of consciousness,
including sensual images. Their sole
bearers, as demonstrated in the

patrceuue: ol10,nu3 npo6nem B c*erne
coepeu,enuoti x,ayxu. M., v3A-Bo

"Muc,tn", 1986, 240 c.

N. I. GUBANOV, Sensr.ral Reflecti.on:
Analysis of ProbLems in the Context
of Modern Science, Moscow, Mysl
Publishers, 1986, 240 pp.

The book under review examines
the problems of sensual reflection on
the basis of the wealth of material
made available by the natural sci-
ences, psychology and cybernetics. A
considerable part of it is introduced
in the range of epistemological prob-
lems for the first time.

Chapter I declares that the at-
tempts to divide the imaginary and
the real in sensual knowledge, an
undertaking which began in ancient
times and took final shape during
the lTth and l8th centuries, have
been expressed in the theory of
primary and secondary qualities.

Giving an epistemological charac-
teristic to this theory, N. Gubanov
shows that it is correct in its main
idea (colour, smell, taste, etc. do not
objectively exist, although they do
have objective causes), but is expres-
sed in inadequate concepts, which
leads to the following paradox: ob-
jects seem to possess some specific
features, which, in actual fact, they
do not have. In reality, "secondary
qualities" are not the specific fea-
tures of objects, but the sign compo-
nents of sensual reflection, denoting
the physical nature of the elements
of the objects reflected. These sign
components seem to belong to the
objects because the sensual images
localised in the brain as the informa-
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tion content of neurodynamic codes
are unconsciously projected to exter-
nal objects. In this connection the
author suggests that the concept
"secondary specific features" be re-
placed by the concept "sign compo-
nents of sensual images".

N. Gubanov notes that attempts
made bl philosophers to single out
specific secondary qualities hinted at
the presence of sign elements in
sensations. He examines the views of
Sechenov (who believed that objec-
tive realities are reflected in the
psyche in two ways: by their similari-
ty and in the form of signs),
Plekhanov who exaggerated the role
of signs in sensations, as well as the
views of modern Marxist
philosophers on the problem of the
image and the sign in sensual reflec-
tion. Of special significance in this
chapter, in our view, is the combina-
tion of a historico-philosophical
analysis with the attempt to put
forward positive solutions to the
problems discussed. The author re-
veals the epistemological sources and
methodological foundations of
"physiological" idealism and sym-
bolic agnosticism (the theory of sym-
bols), originating from J. P. Miiller
and H. von Helmholtz and popular,
in a modified form, in modern
Western philosophy. The theory of
symbols, including in its modern
variants (the so-called causal theory
of perception and the theory of
topography) absolutises the sign
form of sensual reflection and ig-
nores its image content. Representa-
tives of "physiological" idealism ack-
nowledge a subjective parameter (of
sensual modality) in sensation and
perception, disregarding the exis-
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book, are definite brain
neurodynamic systems. The func-
tions of perception-object activity
with regard to consciousness and
sensual reflection show that it is:
l) a major condition of the historical
and individual formation of con-
sciousness; 2) a factor of a purpose-
ful investigation of the surrounding
world; 3) a criterion of the truth of
knowledge; 4) a guarantee of adequ-
acy of sensual reflection and the
spatial correlation of images with the
objects reflected. In the view of the
author, the general scheme of the
stages of sensual reflection is as
follows: the interaction of an object
with the organs of sense-an imige
with a low degree of adequacy (a
sum total of sensations)-
perception-object activity-an image
with a high degree of adequacy
(perception).

N. Gubanov also showed that the
spatial parameters of the ideal, form-
ing mental images, are not accessible
to the individual. His own thought
seems to him spaceless, as it were.

Basing himself on the data pro-
vided by psychology, pathopsycholo-
gy and neurophysiology, the author
proves that sensual images, being the
information content of the
neurodynamic systems of the brain
and localised in it, are psychological-
ly projected to the outside objects
perceived. Hence, the sensual images
of the objects seem to be placed
where these objects themselves are
localised, due to which we reflect
space. The author regards this
specific feature as the law of the
spatial projection of sensual images.

The epistemological analysis of
pathopsychological phenomena (hal-
lucinations, illusions), and the discre-
pancy and disintegration of the epis-
temological unity of images and real-
ity contained in the book shows that
this medically-established disintegra-
tion reveals a difference between the
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image and object, the brain localisa-
tion of images and their projection
to the surrounding world. This con-
vincingly disproves the basic princi-
ple of subjective idealism about the
substantial and spacial identity of the
image and object, consciousness, and
being.

Chapter IV expounds an impor-
tant premise about the social deter-
mination of knowledge as the high-
est manifestation of the activity. of
reflection, when it corresponds not
only to the specific features of the
organism of the learning man and
his personality, but also to the re-
quirements, orientation, values and
aims of social groups and society as a
whole. It describes in detail such
forms of the activity of sensual
reflection as the purposeful selectivi-
ty of reflection, the functioning of
perceptive orientation and the
categorisation of perceptions. Three
levels of the determination of the
selectivity of reflection are singled
out: structural-genetic, adaptive-
physiological and socio-personal.
The author notes that the strength
of perceptive orientation depends on
the expected probability of the
phenomenon and the requirements
and value of the subject. Inasmuch
as they are formed in concrete social
conditions, the influence of the re-
quirements of the subject on his
perception through the elaboration
of definite perceptive orientations is
one of the forms of the social
conditionality of sensual reflection.

Further, the author shows that on
the whole the adequacy of sensual
reflection is determined by three
basic conditions: 1) the adequacy of
current sensor information; 2) the
adequacy of the set of perceptive
categories in possession of the sub-
ject; 3) the adequacy of the activity
of reflection expressed in the per-
ceptive orientations and expectations
which ensure the inclusion of the

necessary categories in the process of
the perception of the corresponding
objects. The violation of any one of
these conditions gives rise to illu-
srons.

The perceptive categories used by
the subject for the identification of
sensually perceived objects are
formed under a definite influence of
socio-cultural factors on man. This is
why the categorisation of sensations
and perceptions can be regarded as
one of the forms of the social
conditionality of sensual reflection.

The use of the wealth of material
provided by research enabled the
author to reveal the epistemological
status of the principal, including the

little studied, phenomena of sensual
reflection.

He concludes his work by dwelling
briefly on the prospects of a further
expansion of the possibilities of sen-
sual reflection. He singles out among
them the use and perfection of
special devices (measuring instru-
ments, amplifiers, converters and
analysers), and the creation of mod-
els of biological analysers.

The book is well-reasoned and
clear and is distinguished by the firm
stance taken by the author on all
questions, including controversial
ones.

f. Aleshin, A. Asarov,
E. Kukushkina

E. A.  YKAIIIEBA. Ilpaeo, Mapu,r,,
Au"tnocmt. M., rrs4-no "Hayxa",
1986, 264 c.

E. A. LUKASHEVA, Law, Morality,
and the Ind,iuidual, Moscow,
Nauka Publishers, 1986, 264 pp.

The author examines the main
aspects of the subject on the basis of
the latest achievements of law, ethics,
social psychology, philosophy, eth-
nography and other related sciences.
The work poses and substantiates
new ideas, premises, hypotheses and
approaches to analysing law and
morality. The author's judgements
about the role and place of these
phenomena in the social structure,
the correlation between the spheres
of their regulating and ideological
influence, common and specific fea-
tures, and the subordination o[ the
categories they use, merit attention.
The author reveals and thoroughly
defines the profound development
processes at work in the law and
morality and their economic, social,
class and other roots. One of the
initial premises of the book is the

indissoluble connection between so-
cial standards and social relations.

The author regards standards as a
universal feature of social being.
Hence, her conclusion that objective
standards are formed in real life as
stable social connections; these stan-
dards are more or less adequately
realised and expressed in systems of
rules and regulations. This is why
there are two systems of standards-
objective and subjective. The latter
should be maximally approximated
to objective standards and adequate-
Iy reflect them.

The correlation of the objective
and the subjective in social standards
should be interpreted, in our view,
in the following way: the objective
consists of the economic and socio-
political conditionality of standards,
whereas their formation and de-
velopment processes are presented
in the form of subjective activity.

The author presents an interesting
argument for the inclusion of stan-
dards in culture, for they are a result
of cultural creative work and at the
same time a means of the organisa-
tion of man's cultural activity. In this
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context the historical process of the
emergence of standards (in the form
of monostandards), their differentia-
tion and development can be traced.
Society's socio-cultural progress was
also the proBress of its standard
forms, and it was inevitably accom-
panied by an expansion of the free-
dom of the individual.

The demarcation of the spheres of
the action of law and moralitv is
rather difficult but very important.
For there is no sphere where only
one type of social standards would
exist. Both law and morality, the
author notes, "do not have specific
objectively or spatially isolated
spheres of social relations; they acr
in one and the same sphere of social
connections. Hence, the community
of and the close interaction between
the standards of Iaw and morality".
And this is quite correcr. Only it is a
pity that the author hasn,t been
more precise in posing the problem
and defining rhe range of ielations
regulated predominantly by law and
subject, above all, to moral influence.

In the questions of the legal and
moral systems the author proceeds
from the fact that they are complex
institutions uniting such elementi as
social relations, social consciousness
and standards. The latter are inher-
ent in political, legal, moral and
aesthetic consciousness, for human
activity and behaviour are impossible
beyond the regulating role of con-
sciousness. Standard is a fusion of
social relations and consciousness, it
penetrates them, functioning as a
social regulator.

The book thoroughly discusses the
problem of the freedom of will as a
major link in the individual's interac-
tion with social relations in which he
is involved, and man's responsibility
for his decisions and actions. Stan-
dard is characterised not only as a
measure of freedom, but also as a
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measure of responsibility. At the
same tine it is difficult to agree with
the view that all conscious actions
and acts of will, including breaches
of the law and immoral actions, are
performed as a result of free deci-
sion. If this were the case, then the
assertions about the objective need
to cognise the freedom of will and
the determined character of human
behaviour remain unfounded. The
author may fairly be criticised for
the exaggerated emphasis she places
on the role of law as a formal
determinant of freedom, neutral
with respect to the inner motivation
of human behaviour. This thesis,
that coukl well be applied to the law
of an exploiter society, becomes in-
valid as far as socialist law is con-
cerned, for which the inner motives
of behaviour have no litrle signifi-
cance.

The correlation of law and morali-
ty is examined in the book at the
level of their main caregories,
methods of guaranteeing, and value
characteristics. The author comes to
the conclusion that law and morality
should not be "ranked", and there
should be no talk of the priority of
one form of regulation over the
other. Morality is invariably con-
nected with all stages of the forma-
tion and social action of the law. In
socialist society the interaction of law
and morality is much stronger, and
moral progress, whose main criterion
is the humanisation of social rela-
tions, exerts a profound influence on
all legal matters.

Giving an axiological characteristic
of the law of the entire people, the
author sees its moral value, firstly, in
the degree of the realisation of
ethical ideas and principles in the
essence of law and the process of its
realisation; and secondly, in the ef-
fectiveness of the influence of law on
improving the moral and psychologi-
cal climate of society.

"The transfer of legal rights and
responsibilities to the personal
sphere and their adoption is a major
form of the socialisation of the
individual," the author of the book
declares. Revealing the mechanism
of such transfer, she dwells on the
requirements, interests. aims. mo-
tives and value orientations of
people. The main principle of the
relations between the socialist state
and the individual is interpreted as a
system of their mutual responsibility,
and particularly, the responsibility of
the state for a correct reflection of
social and personal interests in the
decisions adopted, and as the social
responsibility of the individual. The
idea of the inevitability of the re-
sponsibility of the officials who issue
illegal acts is emphasised.

Aumepamypxoe uacnedcmeo. r. 96.

"lepu,eu u 3anad". Ors. pea.
C. A. Maxaruurr, A. P. Aanc-
rrlfi. M., lz,s4-Bo "Hayxa", 1985,
744 c.

Literary Heritage Series, Vol. 96.
Herzen and the West, ed. by
S. A. Makashin and L. R. Lans-
ky, Moscow, Nauka Publishers,
1985, 744 pp.

The 96th volume of the Herzen-
Ogarev series of "Literary Herit-
age"-the seventh (vols. 39-40, 4l-
42-1941; vols. 61, 62, 63, 64-
1953-1958), is one of the most infor-
rnative. The preceding volumes were
based on materials from Soviet arc-
hives, as well as two very valuable
:rrchive collections called the
"Prague" and the "Sofia" collec-
tions. They were presented to our
( ()Llntry after the last war by the
g()vernments of Czechoslovakia and

Much attention is devoted to the
non-antagonistic contradictions be-
tween law and morality. Their causes
lie not only in survival phenomena,
but also in shortcomings of work and
violations of the principles of social
justice. The consciousness of the
individual is an arena of the struggle
between the positive and the nega-
tive, and this is why the formation of
the individual should not be re-
garded as a gradual augmentation of
positive qualities free of all conflicts.

The book deals with a wide range
of questions and is written at a high
scientific and theoretical level. It
certainly merits praise.

Academictan
M. Baimakhanov,

Kazakh Academy of Sciences

Bulgaria. The volume under review
contains materials from another
three Herzen collections abroad: in
Amsterdam, Geneva and Paris.
These materials have been found by
associates of "Literary Heritage" and
Soviet archives: the Manuscript De-
partment of the State Lenin Library,
the Manuscript and Rare Book De-
partment of the State Saltykov-
Shchedrin Library, the Central Arc-
hives of the October Revolution and
Socialist Construction, and the Cen-
tral State Archives of Literature and
the Arts, as well as foreign scholars
specialising in studying Herzen and
his works.

The volume contains not only
hitherto unpublished materials but
also works of a general character.
The book opens with A. Volodin's
article "Herzen and the West.
Ideological Work of the Russian
Thinker and the Socio-Political Ex-
perience of Western Europe". It
thoroughly analyses the cornplex
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dynamics of Herzen's world outlook
in its fundamental aspects, above all,
in the comprehension of the tragic
experience of the European revolu-
tions of 1848. Noting Herzen's er-
rors-he was an idealist in his in-
terpretation of history-the author
draws attention to the correct aspects
of his comprehension of the socio-
political essence of Western Europe
in the mid-l9th century. He writes
that Herzen's qualification of the
capitalist system as a civilisation of
the minority was really quite mod-
ern, as was his definition of the
mode of life of bourgeois society as
Philistine, as dangerous for the pro-
letariat which could fall victim to the
spirit of Philistinism.

The arricle vividly describes
Herzen's hatred for revolutionary
demagogues, adventurers and politi-
cal extremists. Herzen maintained
that the future social upheaval
should not so much destroy the old,
as create new forms of social life.
The author cites Herzen's call for
the preservation of the cultural val-
ues of the past.

The author examines the various
aspects of Herzen's world outlook in
their interconnection and at the
same time the specific features of
each of them. He justifiably singles
out the problem of a "peaceful path
of revolution" as a special one, and
correlates Herzen's ideas with the
statements of Marx and Engels to
the effect thar it was desirable to
abolish the exploiter system and the
private ownership of the means of
production by peaceful means. It is
another matter that a crucial prob-
lem of revolutionary theory, that of
a peaceful road to socialism, was
applied by Herzen ro a concrete
period of Russian history and was
thereby closely connected with the
Iiberals' hopes for the reforms of the
Emperor Alexander I.
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The article describes Herzen's con-
tacts with radical figures of the West
and the fruitful character of these
contacts for both sides. As fruitful,
indeed, as the arguments of Cher-
nyshevsky and his Western col-
leagues on the further development
of Russia and the West were.

The volume contains Flerzen's cor-
respondence with foreign democrats,
each section of which is preceded by
a review article: one by Monica
Partridge (Nottingham)-"Herzen
and England"; another by Z. Smir-
116y2-"fls1zen and Germany"; a
third by M. Kovalskaya-"f{612sn
and Italy"; and one by L. Lansky-
"Herzen and France". Most signific-
ant, both in volume and content, is
Herzen's correspondence with Karl
Vogt (36 letters by Vogt and two by
Herzen) and with Pierre
J. Proudhon (seven Ietters by Herzen
and one by Proudhon).

Regrettably, there is no chapter on
"Herzen and Poland". Although, by
way of compensation, there is an
article by E. Rudnitskaya-"Herzen,
Ogarev, Bakunin, and the Polish
Uprising of 1863". It describes,
among other things, how the leaders
of Russian 6migr6s proposed to or-
ganise revolutionary seats not only in
Poland, but also in Central Russia,
Finland, and the Baltic provinces
(that was why Herzen persistently
tried to resrrain Polish re-
volutionaries; he rightly believed that
only a genuinely popular uprising
against tsarism could be victorious).

The new materials received from
the Swedish Royal Library broaden
and define our ideas about Herzen's,
Ogarev's and Bakunin's contacts with
Swedish and Finnish democrats, and
about their ideological orientations.

An article by S. Zhitomirskaya and
N.Pirumova-"Ogarev, Bakunin
and N. Herzen-A. Herzen's
Daughter-in 'Nechayev's Affair'

(1870)" throws new light on Natalia
Herzen's participation in the re-
volutionary movement. It turns out
that she was a liaison link between
secret addresses, fulfilling secretarial
and messenger duties; she helped
publish the newspaper Kolokol (Bell)
resumed after Herzen's death in the
spring of 1870. Natalia Flerzen's
diaries of 1870 published for the
first time reveal the noble traits of
her character and insight. Ogarev
and Bakunin, who were yearning for
revolutionary action in Russia were
so charmed by the energetic and
vociferous Nechayev that they were
unable at first to discern his "Jesuit"
nature: the conscious use of the most
immoral and inhuman means al-
legedly for the sake of reaching lofty
aims (blackmail, theft of documents
from comrades, murder-of a "doubt-
ful" person). Nechayev's actions
were later condemned by representa-
tives of the progressive world public,
Ogarev and Bakunin broke off rela-
tions with him; but Natalia Herzen
was the first person to become suspi-
cious of Nechayev's ideas and actions
and then resolutely rejected and
denounced them.

A detailed article by S. Zhitomirs-
kaya entitled "The Fate of Herzen's
and Ogarev's Archives" traces the
history of the archive documents of
the two families to the present. The
article serves as a guide showing in
what dir.ections a search for valuable
materials should be conducted.

The last chapter of the volume-
"Information and Chronicle"-
<:ontains an article by V. Smirnova-
"Some Sources of Herzen's Informa-
tion on K. Marx and F. Engels

(1850-185l)". The article reveals the
sources of Herzen's knowledge about
Marxism in the dramatic period fol-
lowing the 1848 revolution (pam-
phlets and articles by the German
political figures: Sebastian Seiler, a
member of the Union of Commun-
ists; the petty-bourgeois socialist
Moses Hess; and the democrat Lud-
wig Simon). These authors, despite
their imprecise and sometimes con-
fused views, cited and reviewed
Marx's and Engels' works. Smirnova
proved that Herzen had read these
authors' works and thus could find
the views of the classics of Marxism
that were close to his (above all, their
merciless criticism of petty-bourgeois
political radicalism in France and
Germany). Later, Marx's and Engels'
works would influence Herzen's at-
titude to the European proletariat
and the formation of his philosophi
cal concept of history, although that
influence should not be exaggerated.

The volume contains well-
substantiated commentaries.

Mention should also be made of
the high quality of printing and the
abundance of valuable illustrations
(about 150).

The 96th volume of "Literary
Heritage" adds not only new docu-
ments and facts, but also new in-
terpretations to our ideas about
Herzen and his circle. The activities
of Herzen and his friends now look
still more significant and complex
than we imagined. And the main
thing is that they-both practically
and theoretically-seem incredibly
topical and modern.

B. Egorov
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4. ,\. CIIIZBAK. Auttzeucmuxa us-
MetlevHbLx cocmoRvuil co3tlortun.
4., lag4-go .Hayra", 1986, 92 c.

D. L. SPIVAK, The Linguistics "fChanged States of Consciousness,
Leningrad, Nauka Publishers,
1986, 92 pp.

The Foreword to Spivak's book is
by Academician G. Stepanov and
Professor R. Piotrovsky. In it they
emphasise the significance of the
linguistics of the changed states
of consciousness and its place in the
context of the development of
humanitarian knowledge at the end
of the 20th century. In his introduc-
tion to the book, Corresponding
Member of the USSR Academy of
Medical Sciences V. Medvedev stres-
ses its significance for applied
physiology, especially in the matter
of making judgements about trans-
formations of consciousness on the
basis of peculiar features of speech.
This shows that Spivak's work has a
broad character and can also be
applied to psychology and linguistics.

The success of ar,y of the
humanities is ultimately determined
by the possibility of the practical use
of its results for obtaining a more
profound knowledge of man. The
book under review shows how, on
the one hand, linguistic data can be
used in treating disturbances of
consciousness, and on the other, how
much a study can benefit linguistics
itself . The outstanding Soviet
psychologist A. Luria once said that
for a linguistic (and psychological)
hypothesis to become a fact it must
pass clinical tests. Indeed, pathology
renders observable many phenome-
na and processes normally passing
automatically, in a hidden form.

The material used by Spivak in his
book is largely new for linguists. If
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investigations on the material of
aphasias, psychopathology, and de-
fectology have become quite corn-
monplace, a linguistic analysis of
speech in cases of changed condi-
tions of consciousness is quite absent,
even in special psycholinguistic pub-
lications. Meanwhile, as the author
rightly notes, the study of changed
conditions of consciousness has re-
cently become a priority trend in
research on thinking.

The choice of an integral
methodological foundation is very
important for the work undertaken
by Spivak. It is the premise about
normal psychic activity as a con-
tinuum of conditions replacing one
another, depending on the impacts
of the surrounding medium. Pro-
ceeding from this premise, a

changed condition of consciousness
can be regarded as a method of
adaptation to extreme external con-
ditions. If one is to consider "linguis-
tic thinking" or "linguistic conscious-
ness" part of thinking (conscious-
ness), then the premise about the
drawing of "linguistic thinking" into
the medium of a changed conscious-
ness would seem quite justifiable and
sound.

The author claims to have created
a new borderline trend, for which a
subject-matter of its own is singled
out and a specific method of inves-
tigation is elaborated. These ideas
seem well substantiated: indeed, the
laws ol speech which can be observed
in the course of the adaptation of
consciousness to the unusual condi-
tions of existence form a special
subject for scientific description and
should be studied within a special
subject sphere.

Spivak's investigations have been
conducted with the help of a system
of methods which comprised a ling-
uistic test. That test was constructed
in a way that provides it u.ith an

opp()rtunity to obhin different pro-
ducts of speech. In turn, these pro-
ducts, processed, classified and
thoroughly analysed, enable the re-
searcher to arrive at significant con-
clusions. For instance, those about
the existence and interaction of the
multilayer structures of a language
and the interaction of languages of a

different type in bilingualism. It
should be noted that the latter cir-
cumstance directly depends on the
type of bilingualism and the level of
knowledge of the second (non-
native) language. Although the pos-
ing of the problem and the conclu-
sions made by comparing Russian
and Georgian material are quite
interesting. this experiment can
hardly be considered fully reliable.
Obviously, continued investigations
on the materials of bilingualism are
bound to produce important data on
the profound laws and inner
mechanisms of the interaction of
language systems in bilingualism.

The book's premises about the
structure of the ability to learn a

language are quite interesting and
important practically. Although the
concept of the ability is used without
a definition, it becomes clear from
the context that the author regards
this ability as a system constructed
and functioning "layer after layer".
This premise corresponds to the
view expressed in Soviet psycholing-
uistics, according to which the ability
to learn a language as a hierarchically
organised multilevel functional sys-

tem (see, for example: Psycholinguis-
tic Problems of Semantics, Moscow,
1983). The functioning of that sr,'s-

tem and the interaction of its levels
can be ascertained with the help of
an analysis of the material of pathol-
ogy, particularly in changed condi-
tions of consciousness. The author's
arguments about the social condi-
tionality of the adaptation of (()Ir-
sciousness are interesting and useful
from the sociolinguistic standpoint.

Spivak's book poses important
questions, and, to a certain extent.
answers them: for one, how the
functioning of different "levels" of
linguistic ability is ensured, and how
the tongue works when the mechan-
ism disintegrates. It can evidently be
assumed that the disintegration r>f

the system begins at the higher
"levels", however, violations of the
functioning of these levels do not
exclude the possibility oI the func-
tioning of thc lower ones. An
analysis of the functional specific
features of the "remnants" of the
system in changed conditions of con-
sciousness could become a promising
trend of research. Of no less impor-
tance may be an analysis of the
operational st.ructurc of the speach
activities characteristic of the condi-
tions investigated. Undoubtedly, this
book, small in volume, but rich in
content, will prove very useful for a

broad range of scientists.

A. Shakhnarovich
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IO. A. fIETPOB. Mcmodonozuttecxue
npoinenu meopemuuecxozo noj-
uauun. M., Vls4-so Mocxoscxoro
yHrrBepcrrrera, 7986, 174 c.

Yu. A. PETROV, Methodological
Problems of Theoretical Knowled,ge,
Moscow, Moscow Universitv
Press, 1986, 174 pp.

There is an abundance of litera-
ture on the problems of theoretical
knowledge. Yet, the author of the
monograph under review has chosen
an original approach to tackling the
methodological problems of abstract
theories forming a specific field of
scientific knowledge. It should be
noted that in dealing with
methodological problems, Yu. Petrov
applies a thorough analysis of many
aspects of the phenomena he in-
vestigates, using, for one, episte-
mological, logical, semiotic and
meutheoretical approaches in their
unity, the former playing the predo-
minant role. This, in our view, is
quite justified by the specific nature
of the questions tackled by the au-
thor. For example, the problem of
the correlation of theories in the
process of their development has
long been posed, particularly the
correlation of logic, mathematics and
natural science. The book shows that
some scientists consider these prob-
lems in a one-sided manner, for
example, only through a logical or
semiotic approach. Such a variety of
approaches is perfectly permissible.
However, the author maintains, one
should not abandon an epistemologi-
cal approach when solving
methodological problems, nor disre-
gard its Ieading role. It is precisely
this shortcoming that distinguishes
theoretical knowledge in the Western
methodology of science, including,
for example, the problem of the
correlation of theories.

The author believes that without
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an epistemological analysis one can-
not apply a correct logical, semiotic
or any other type of analysis of
scientific knowledge. Without a pre-
liminary epistemological analysis of
theories it is impossible to establish
the logical relations of contradiction
between them, the relationship of
the particular to the general, etc., or
answer the question as to the possi-
bility of the very existence of Iogical
relations. And without that it is not
possible to pose correctly the ques-
tion of the nature of these relations.
For they may not exist at all. We
view as useful the idea that an
epistemological analysis should serve
as the point of departure in inves-
tigating methodological problems.

Using the method of preliminary
epistemological analysis, the author
tackles the problems posed in the
book, the most essential being those
of the foundations, substantiation
and correlation of abstract sciences.
Let's try to characterise some of
these solutions.

In answering the very first ques-
tion as to what theoretical knowledge
is the author uses an epistemological
approach. It is a known fact that
scientists and scholars choose the
most diverse grounds for dividing
sciences into theoretical and empiri
cal. For instance, the foundation of
the direct observability of an object
studied by one or another science is
well known. In the author's view,
other things are essential for
methodological problems, namely,
what epistemological simplifications,
approximations and idealisations
were used to depict the object as
something important for solving the
task set. Particularly, it is essential
for solving the said problems to have
abstract theories reflect the real state
of affairs, directly formulating laws
applied not to empirical, but ro
theoretical (abstract) objects. It is
only by dividing sciences into ab-

stract theoretical and empirical that
we can discover the methodological
specificity of each of them, concern-
ing the methods of the construction
and substantiation of theories, the
formulation of concepts, the evalua-
tion of the truth of judgements, etc.

The author finds a rather imPor-
tant specific feature of abstractions
used in theoretical knowledge, which
is usually overlooked. It is that in
contrast to abstractions of empirical
sciences, those of theoretical sciences
not only single out an object, but
also present it onlY within the
framework of its specific features
which are given in its definition. The
latter is of great epistemological sig-
nificance, for it serves the purpose
of singl
objects
"pure"
to use
ance and in isolation from everY-
thing unnecessary for solving the
task set. All this creates conditions
for a precise formulation of scientific
laws (Chapter I) and for the
mathematicalisation of sciences.

Chapter II formulates the most
gene.il epistemological foundations
of ,bstraci sciences: the principle of
accepting epistemological prerequis-
ites; the principle of the relativity of
semantic truth, etc. These principles
are specific the
principles of Y of
knowledge in On
their basis th the
concept which negates the applicabil-
ity of the notion of truth in abstract
sciences, including mathematics. He
also demonstrates the essential dif-
ferences between epistemological
problems of abstract theories and
ii-il.. problems of emPirical
theories, which is especially impor-
tant for a methodological approach
to the truth of existential judge-
ments and a definition of the role of
practice as a criterion of the truth of

abstract theories. Moreover, the au-
thor shows the necessitY of a

metatheoretical study of abstract sci-
ences in solving the problem of their
epistemological and semiotic substan-
tiation-something which is not
necessary for empirical sciences. In
general, the disclosure of the inter-
connection of the epistemology and
methodology of abstract sciences is a
comparatively new and topical prob-
lem, which is thoroughly dealt with
in the book under review.

Chapter III discusses the founda-
tions (their own, logical and ePis-
temological) of abstract sciences
which are essential for their con-
struction and substantiation. It shows
not only their specificity, but, what is

more important, the interconnection
of all foundations, the leading role
being played bY ePistemological
foundations; the significance of this
interconnection for solving the
methodological problems of abstract
theories of various semiotic types.

Chapter IV offers the reader a

rather original solution of the prob-
lem of the interconnection of ab-
stract sciences in the Process of their
development and the problem of the
continuity of these sciences. To show
the specific character of the solution
offered, the author at first gives the
reader an idea of the existing con-
cepts of the interconnegtion of the
theories based on the principles of
"continuity", "correspondence" and
"permanence". However, in the au-
thor's view, the main task is nbt to
show just the fact of a manifestation
of these principles in the intercon-
nection of theories in their develop-
ment process, but to formulate "the
specific principles of the intercon-
nection of theories, which would
make it possible to provide an ans-
wer to the question as to what
conditions the new theory should
comply with regarding the old one,
and how the fulfilment of these
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conditions could be effectivelv
checked". To do this it is .,.....r./,
l) to reveal the aspect of the de_
velopmenr of theory: 2) ro establish
the inrerconnection of theories in
this aspect; 3) to ascertain the Iaws
governing that interconnection. In
particular, the author examines the
interconnections of abstract theories
in such aspects as rhe applied semio-
tic broadening of theory, the deduc-
tive, the explicative, and others. For
each of them the specificity of the
rnterconnection of theorV and the
principles to which these intercon-
necrions are subordinated is ascer-
tained.

Examining the problem of sub_
stan_tiating abstract theories in Chap_
ter V, the author presents his main
concept of the essential dependence
of substantiating theories on rheir

Of great importance for abstract
theories is the so-called metatheoreti-
cal substantiation (that is, one made
with the help of the methods of
metatheory), which is examined in
sufficient detail in conformitv with
purely formal and formal-essential
theories. It is also important that the
book shows the significance of the
principles of philosophy for estab-
lishing the criteria of rhe semiotic
substantiation of abstract theories. In
other words, to a
as to whether
satisfies, or does
criterion of semio

a philosophical problem, which the
methodology of science is unable to

example, a comparison between logic
and mathematics is chosen. This iJ a
pertinent problem, for quite fre-
quently a comparison between
theories is made on the basis of a
rather subjective choice of its sub-
stantiation, without taking into ac-
count the essence of the theories of
one or another semiotic types and
the essence of the task for which this
comparison is matle. The author
shows that when theories as a whole
are comPare to
disregard the cr,
for theories o ve
to reflect real of
purely formal theories which do not
directly reflect reality. The aurhor
rightly explains the failings of logi-
cians and formalists in solving the
problem of ' the correlation" of

ely by

';s':i

. Yu. Petrov's book gives the reader
rntereste prob_
lems of n idea
of the
temologi lr;P'j;
that between epistemology and the
methodology of science on the exam-
ple of abstract sciences' 

r. verstin,
V. Fedotov
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NEW BOOKS ON PHILOSOPHY

FromtheEditors:Belowisatistofmaiorworksonphitos.ophypublishe-dduilng
the 1983-1987 petiod. rie''tiit'iiJi.diioip1ea py't- eory'ak6v, associate of the

i'iitiiiii oi-pninsopnv of the IJSSR Academv of sclences'

L. M. ArkhangelskY, Marxist Ethics,

The Subject-Matter, Structure, and

Main Trinds, Moscow, MYsl Pub-
lishers, 1985, 239 PP.

applied ethics. Such an aPProach
makes it possible to interpret moral
Dractice as the interrelation between
l..i.t, and the individual.

E. M. Bubo.ov, K. Marx's TheorY of
Man and' Real Socr.alism, Minsk,
Nauka i tekhnika Publishers, 1983,

110 pp.
Ttie author writes that Marx

showed that the world of man was a

historical and social realitY' BY

changing it man changes himself and
orr.t.o*i. alienation. DeveloPing
Mrrrxism further, Lenin Posed the
problem of man in a socio-class

.o.rte*t ,ttd gave examPles of a

socio-typical analysis of the indi-
vidual.

A. S. Bogomolov, T. I' Oizerman,
The Found,itions of the Theory of His-

torico-Philosophical Process, Moscon,
Nauka Publishers, 1983, 286 PP'

between myth and science in the

course of its development. The Mar-
xist historico-philosophical concept is

based, as noted in the book, on the

interpretation of PhilosoPhY as a

deveioping science' The historico-
philosophical process is a process

iransfoiming philosophy into a sci-

ence, and its develoPment inlo a

scientific PhilosoPhical world
outlook.

G. A. BrutYan, Argumentation,Ere'
van, The Armenian AcademY of
Sciences Press, 1984, 105 PP'

The book examines the nature of

audience. A sYnthesis of these two

aspects enriches philosophical ar-
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gumentation as such, and makes it
more Persuasive.

N. Z. Chavchavadze, Culture and
Values, Tbilisi, Metsniereba pub_
lishers, 1984, l7l pp.

The book examines the intercon_
neclio-n of the philosophy of culrure
and Marxist axiology. the author
notes that Marx's premise about the
dual character of labour makes it
po-ssible to single out objective and
subjective aspects of cu'lture, and
show that the structure of culture is
oriented to the world of values
which are divided into the value_
means and value-aims, and the cul_
ture itself is man's attitude to nature
and society based on values. He
shows further that the historical
character of culture includes the

culture.

s,l;, "l,\^tr:
Publi

Th es rhe in-
teraction of philosophy with world
outlook, natural scientific and social
knowledge. It shows how world out_
look evolved from mythology and
religion, through various foims of
philosophy, to a genuinely scientific
and .humanistic stand. The dial.c_
tico-materialist world outlook, the
author maintains, is the foundation
and merhodological basis of natural

soclety.

The aurhor notes that neilher
religion nor idealistic philosophy can
give convincing answers to tire''fun_
damental questions of human life. In
his view, answers could be given by
Marxism, which united scieice with
materialist philosophy and became
real humanism. However, one
should nor believe that the ,,eternal"
questions of man'
been solved by
humanism, being
non, is open to h
mon to all, and parricularly ro rhe
experience of ethical-philosophical
ideas and deliberationi aboui the
meaning of life and the life and
death of man, which has been ac_
cumulated in the Russian cultural
tradition (A. Radishchev, F. Dos_
toyevsky, L. Tolsroy, N. Fedorov).

sphere of science, the arts and mor-
ality.

lhe author examines the moral
an{ social responsibility of man and
his iole in solving the principal task
of our times-the establishment of
peac( and universal security. The
concept of man used in the book
presuPposes not only the image of
man as a generic being, but also such
subjects of history as social classes,
political parties, peoples and human-
ity. The problem of man is analysed
in the context of an argument as to
which of the two social systems
creates more favourable oppor-
tunities for the development of
man's inner potential.

L. F. Ilyichev, Historical Material-
i.sm. Problems of Methodology. Moscow,
Nauka Publishers, 1983, 255 pp.

The monograph discusses a range
of problems connected with deter-
mining the role and place of histori-
cal materialism in the system of
Marxist-Leninist social sciences, as
well as the methodological problems
of historical materialism. The key
category of the latter, the author
emphasises, is the "socio-economic
structure", which should be broadly
interpreted not only as a theoretico-
conceptual model, but, above all, as a
social organism.

Z. M. Kakabadze, The Problem of
Human Lif., Tbilisi, Metsniereba
Publishers, 1985, 309 pp.

The book is a posthumous publica-
tion of the three most noteworthy
works by this well-known Soviet
philosopher. The first-"The Prob-
lem of 'Existential Crisis' and the
Transcendental Philosophy of Ed-
mund Husserl"-examines the
phenomenological theory of Husserl
as an attempt to overcome the Euro-
pean "existential crisis" caused by
the domination of the naturalistic-
positivist world outlook. The work
"Man as a Philosophical Problem"
rnaintains that freedom is the funda-
rncntal characteristic of human life.

In the concluding essay, "The Deter-
mination of Man's Being", the no-
tion is advanced that the specific
determination of human life com-
prises the influence on it of a more
perfect, and ultimately absolute ideal
of being.

B. M. Kedrov, On the Method, of
Exposi,tion of Dialectics. Three Great
Conceptions, Moscovz, Nauka Pub-
lishers, 1983, 478 pp.

The book is devoted to an analysis
of the dialectic method of moving
from the abstract to the concrete in
its application to the exposition of
dialectics as such. The first concep-
tion of such an exposition belongs to
Karl Marx, who realised it not in any
specific philosophical work, but in
his works on political economy. The
second conception belongs to Fre-
derick Engels, who set himself the
task of revising, on a materialist
basis, Hegel's Philosophy of Nature, in
an attempt to create an integral
theory of the dialectics of nature and
society. Lenin also thought of writing
a speciil philosophical work on
dialectics. Individual ideas of his
plan were realised in his works of
the 1914-1921 period.

L. N. Kogan, The Aim and, Mean-
ing of Man's Life, Moscow, Mysl
Publishers, 1984, 252 pp.

The monograph attempts to con-
struct a socio-cultural theory of per-
sonality understood as an individual
expression of the social qualities of
man, and the individual form of the
being of social relations and the
measure of man's social essence. The
purport of man's life, the author
writes, is a subjective formation,
embodying the dialectics of the social
and the individual.

N. I. Lapin, The Young Marx,Mos-
cow, Politizdat Publishers, 3rd edi-
tion, enlarged in 1986, 479 pp.

The book studies the ideological
and political evolution of the young

L T. Frolov, On the_Meani.ng of B. T. Grigoryan, Man. His place
Life, on the Death and Immortalilty if and, Calti,nf h in, Uoa"r" World,Man, Moscow, Znaniye publishers, Moscow, Mysl publishers, l9g6,1985, 62 pp. 224 pp.
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Marx and the formation of his in-
tegral scientific world outlook. A
landmark in that evolution was his
transition from idealism and re-
volutionary democratism to material-
ism and scientific communism. Mar-
xism is described in the interconnec-
tion and unity of its philosophical,
economic and political components.
This interconnection can be traced
in the formation of the world out-
look of Marx himself, which makes it
possible to oppose "young" Marx ro
"m:rture" Marx and to completely
identify them.

P. P. Lyamtsev, The Moulding of
Man as an Ind,iuid,ual. The Soci,o-
Philosophical Aspect, Leningrad Uni-
versity Press, 1984, ll9 pp.

The author writes that the general
sociological category of "moulding"
reflects the process of the develop-
ment of the individual in a historical
and formative context, and also with
regard to a concrete generation.
Socialisation as a category of social
psychology describes only the social
factors of the moulding of the indi-
vidual. The pedagogical category of
"education" reflects the purposeful
influence of society on the individu-
al. The advancement of humanity
along the road of communist civilisa-
tion depends on the successful solu-
tion to the task of the moulding of a
harmoniously developed individual.

V. A. Malakhov, Culture and
Human Integrity, Kiev, Naukova
Dumka Publishers, 1984, 119 pp.

The monograph examines culture
in many aspects, singling out rhe
axiological aspect, which makes it
possible to dwell on the "man and
culture" problem. The activity of
man in the sphere of culture is
embodied, in the author's view, in a
hierarchy of values, the highest of
which is man himself. His integrity is
a necessary specific feature and ideal
(aim) of historical development.
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M. K. Mamardashvili, The Claslical
and Non-Classical ld,eals of Rationality,
Tbilisi, Metsniereba Publishers, 1984,
8l Pp.

To distinguish between two'types
or ideals of rationality, the author
notes, is inevitable in comparing the
classical "ontology of intellect" (typi-
cal of European philosophy and
scientific tradition which had
exhausted themselves by the turn of
the century) with its non-classical
versions which emerged in
philosophical practice in the 20th
century. The main problem for the
non-classical ideal of rationality is the
inclusion of conscious and vital
phenomena in a scientific picture of
the world. Consciousness itself , in
the author's view, is radically revised
in connection with the fact that it is
impossible to observe it. The mul-
tidimensional character of the
phenomenon of consciousness can be
described with the help of the con-
cepts "system", "condition", and
"systems effect".

Marxist-Leninist Concept of the Glob-
al Problems of Our Epoch, Moscow,
Nauka Publishers, 1985, 446 pp.

The book examines the specific
features of the socio-economic de-
velopment of the modern world, and
the prospects facing man in the
conditions of the aggravarion of
global problems. The task of the
book is to outline the Marxist-
Leninist concept of global problems

:l;|. 
threshold of the 3rd millen-

The Marxi,st-Leninist Theory of His-
torical Process. Historical Process: Integ-
rity, Unity and Multiformity, Formatiue
Stagas, Moscow, Nauka Publishers,
1983, 535 pp.

The book notes that the division
of the historical process is based on
the singling out of socio-economic
formations which are a historical
type of concrete society. Formations

are singled out according to the
typology of the social modes of
production. The authors show that
the emerging communist civilisation
does away with the private owner-
ship of the means of production,
eliminates alienation and all kinds of
exploitation of man, and becomes
identical with world civilisation.

The Marxi,st-Leninist ,Theory of His-
torical Process. Hi,storical Process:
Dialectics of the Modern Epoch, Mos-
cow, Nauka Publishers, 1987,
448 pp.

The work examines such subjects
as the dialectics of the modern scien-
tific and technical, and social prog-
ress, the social consequences of the
scientific and technological revolu-
tion under socialism and capitalism,
the course of the CPSU aimed at
accelerating the socio-economic de-
velopment of the USSR as a factor
of the strengthening of peace and
socialism, the global problems, and
humanism.

Mod,ern Bourgeois Philosophy of Man.
Critical Analysis, Kiev, Naukova
Dumka Publishers, 1985, 302 pp.

An analysis of the non-Marxist
philosophy of man is based on the
methodological foundation of the
Marxist concept of man as a social
being determined by the develop-
rnent ]evel of the productive forces
:rnd social relations. The work ex-
:rmines the interpretation of the

1>roblem of man in the context of
socio-futurological theories, existen-
tialism, neoconservatism, philosophi-
t :rl anthropology and "Marxology".

A. G. Moskalenko, V. F. Serzhan-
r()v, The Indiridual as an Object
of Philosophical Knouledge. The
Phi,losophical Theory of the Ind,iridual
and Its Psychologi.cal and Biological
l-oundations, Novosibirsk, Nauka Pub-
lishers, 1984, 319 pp.

't-he authors show that the pivotal
lrroblem of the philosophical theory

of the individual proceeding from
ontological, axiological and axiologi-
cal-praxiological prerequisites is the
psychophysical problem, trans-
formed at the present stage into the
problem of the correlation between
personality and the organism. The
principal method of this theory is an
introspective-phenomenological de-
scription of the individual's inner life
in its invariant structures and their
physiological interpretation.

N. V. Motroshilova, Ilegel's Way to
"The Science of Logic". The Formation
of the Slstems Principles and Historical
Method, Moscow, Nauka Publishers,
1984, 351 pp.

The monograph studies the de-
velopment of Hegel's thought from
his complete rejection of everything
taking a systems form in philosophy
and up to a combination of the
systems principles and historical
method in The Science of Logic. The
author notes that the Jena period and
the time of the creation of Phenomenol-
ogy of Mind in which Hegel ultimately
turned to the systems principle, were
important stages on that path. The
synthesis of systems principles and
historical method achieved in The
Science of Logtc, was transferred by
Hegel to the spheres of the
philosophy of nature and mind.

I. S. Narsky, Alienation and Labour.
lLntieuing Works b1 Karl Maru, Mos-
cow, Mysl Publishers, 1983, 143 pp.

As shown by the author, the categ-
ory of "alienation" first began to
take shape in Rousseau's and Hel-
r,6tius' works. Later it was further
elaborated by Fichte and Schelling,
and fuller still by Hegel. Marx elabo-
rated a qualitatively new approach to
the problem. He examined economic
alienation as the basis of all types of
alienation in bourgeois society.
Nlarx's interpretation opposes the
concepts of the "eternity" of aliena-
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tion (Th. Adorno and H. Marcuse),
the indentification of alienation with
nihilism (M. Heidegger), and rhe re-
ligious interpretations of alienation
(P. Tillich and J.-Y. Calvez).

Philosophy and Culture. The lSth
World Congress of Philosophy: Problems,
Discussions, Opinions, Moscow, Nauka
Publishers, 1987, 335 pp.

The three sections of the collection
deal, accordingly, with culture as a
factor of socio-historical dynamics;
analysis of the latest trends of non-
Marxist culturology; culturological
aspects of modern Western
philosophy. All these sections regard
culture in its humanistic mission, and
in its interaction with political pro-
cesses and the scientific and tech-
nological revolution. The collection
also contains material on the Marxist
concept of culture, its influence on
the Western theories of cultural
progress, and its various interpreta-
tions by Western philosophers.

Principles of Materialist Dialectics as
the Theory of Knowled,ge, Moscow,
Nauka Publishers, 1984, 304 pp.

The book analyses the principles
of unity (identity) of dialectics, logic
and the theory of knowledge; mon-
ism and systems approach and his-
torical method. In their sum total
they constitute the structure of
materialist dialectics as a science ex-
pressing in a general theoretical
form universal development laws.
The authors note that there is a
contradiction between dialectical and
metaphysical methods in modern in-
tellectual culture as a whole and
scientific thinking, in particular. This
is why it is important to transform
dialectics into the conscious logic of
scientists' thinking.

The Problems of Peace and Soci,al
Progress i;n Modern Philosophy, Mos-
cow, Politizdat Publishers, 1983,
320 pp.

This comprehensive historico-
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theoretical work analyses the struc-
ture and character of the modern
world from the point of view of
integration tendencies, as well as the
future prospects of mankind in the
context of global problems. It also
examines the interaction between
modern science and humanism,
which should form a single complex
ensuring a stable equilibrium in the
world. The work dwells on the views
of such representatives of world
socio-philosophical thought as
A. Toynbee, K. Jaspers, K. Popper,
Mahatma Gandhi, W. W. Rostow,
J. Galbraith, Z. Brzezinski, P. Teil-
hard de Chardin, B. Russell, and
others, on the problem of peace
and social progress.

Problems of the Philosophy of Culture.
An Attempt at Historico-Materi.alist
Analysis, Moscow, Mysl Publishers,
1984, 325 pp.

The book studies culture as a
theoretical problem of social know-
ledge and a problem of French and
German philosophy of the l8th and
l9th centuries. The authors note
that man's creative activity is ac-
cumulated in culture, and that cul-
ture is in the process of continuous
development, which does not coin-
cide with the development of
economic systems.

G. Kh. Shakhnazarov, Whi,ther
Mankind,? Critical .Essays of Non-
Marxist Concepts of the Future, Mos-
cow, Mysl Publishers, 1985, 192 pp.

The author shows that the liberal-
democratic (A. Huxley), right-wing
socialist (G. Orwell) and syndicalisi
(A. Burgess) approaches to of ro-
talitarianism do not take into consid-
eration the principal difference be-
tween socialism and capitalism.
C. Julien and S. Nearing are more
precise in their criticism of capitalism,
but in their ideas, too, the alternative
to democracy and totalitarianism
does not find any solution. A special

trend of modern non-Marxist
futurology, the author writes, is
formed by various apologetic con-
cepts, according to which the future
is represented as some modified
capitalism. A new version of the
classical religious dogma is Presented
by J. Schell's Utopia, in which the
world saved from nuclear destruc-
tion is based on the princiPles of
respect for man, Earth, God and
outer sPace.

V. K. Shanovsky, Thc Dialectics of
the Essential Strength of Man. A Com'
preheruire Approabh, Kiev, Vishcha
shkola Publishers, 1985, 171 PP.

The book shows that human na-
ture is a dialectical unity of the social
and the biological, the generic and
the individual, the subjective and the
objective. It is noted that this nature
is determined by man's social essence

which, in turn, is revealed within the
framework of such features as

abilities, requirements, interests, pur-
pose, and finally human activitY
realising the essential potential and
motive forces of man. The tYPes of
activities form the structure of
culture.

V. S. Shvyrev, Scientific Knowledge
as an Actiui4l, Moscow, Politizdat
Publishers, 1984, 231 pp.

The author writes that an analYsis
of scientific knowledge is made at
four Ievels. The first investigates the
sum total of procedures for the
processing of empirical knowledge
about an object; the 5666nd-
individual concepts of particular sci-
ences; the third-general
methodological problems of com-
plexes of scientific disciplines; and
the fourth-the highest-the gener-
al methodology of science which
presents the integral structure of
scientific cognitive activity, and its
basic types and mechanisms. Of sPe-

cial significance is an approach to
science based on the concePt of

activity, which makes it possible to
overcome differences between
methodologism, epistemologism and
ontologism.

Social Consciol$ness and Its Forms,
Moscow, Politizdat Publishers, 1986,
367 pp.

This monograph, written by a

group of authors, examines such
forms of social consciousness as

political legal consciousness, morali-
ty, art, religion, science and
philosophy. In creating an integral
picture of the functioning and de-
velopment of social consciousness,
the book maintains, one should not
detach consciousness frorn social
being, and social consciousness from
individual consciousness, and inter-
pret the connection of consciousness
with reality as the rationalisation of
the experience of ordinary con-
sciousness. In the authors' view, an
adequate methodological approach
to social consciousness would be its
comprehension as a major and indis-
pensable component of the historical
process, a necessary condition of
social progress.

Yu. S. Stepanov, In the Three-
Dimensional Space of Language. Semio-

tic Problems of Linguistics, Philosophy
and Art, Moscow, Nauka Publishers,
1985, 332 pp.

The monograph is devoted to a

semiotic study of language in its
historical dynamics presented in the
form of a change of the three basic
"paradigms". Accordingly, it singles
out: the semantic paradigm within
whose framework the "philosophy of
language" is reduced to the
"philosophy of noun"; the syntactic
paradigm in which the "philosoPhY
of language" is constructed as the
"philosophy of predicate"; the prag-
matic paradigm which modifies the
"philosophy of language" into the
"philosophy of egocentric words".
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ial of Russian and West European
literature of the lgth-20th centuries
(F. Dostoievsky, M. Gorky, H. Ibsen,
V. Khlebnikor', R. von Musil. and
M. Plousr).

I. V. Vatin, Human Subjectiaity.
Rostov-on-Don, Rostov University
Press, 1984, 197 pp.

outside the framework of social con_
sclousness. Human subjectivity in_
cludes the characteristic- of human
contacts: it gives rise to and reveals
varrous types of subjectivity. and it isa form of introduction to alien
subjectivity.
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